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Abstract 

This dissertation explores how the Buddhist texts carved on the cliffs of 

mountains served their patrons’ religious and cultural goals. During the Northern Qi 

period (550-577 CE), these carved Buddhist sutra texts and Buddha names were 

prevalent, and were carved directly onto the surfaces of numerous mountains in 

southwestern Shandong Province. The special focus of this study is on the Buddhist 

engravings at Mt. Hongding in Dongping, and at Mt. Tie in Zoucheng. Created in 

approximately 553-564 CE, the carvings at Mt. Hongding stand as the terminus a quo of 

the history of Buddhist sutras carved into the rocks of the Shandong mountains. The 

Buddhist carvings at Mt. Hongding served monastic goals. The monk patrons, Seng’an 

Daoyi, Fahong, and others created the carvings as an integral part of their Buddhist 

meditation practices. The carvings at Mt. Tie paint a very different picture. At Mt. Tie, a 

colossal Buddhist sculpture-style carving was created in 579 CE. Sponsored by several 

Han Chinese patrons, the carving was designed in the form of a gigantic Chinese 

traditional stele. This study suggests that several Han Chinese local elites proudly 

displayed their Han Chinese linage by using the gigantic stele form of Buddhist text 

carving as a means to proclaim Han Chinese cultural and artistic magnificence. To 

achieve these non-religious goals, they appropriated rhetorical devices often used by the 

Han elite, such as the stele form, written statements about the excellence of the 

calligraphy used, and discourse on calligraphy connoisseurship. 
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1. Introduction  

A group of Buddhists ascended a mountain and had several Buddhist scripture 

excerpts engraved on its surface. Later, another group of Buddhists climbed up the same 

mountain and destroyed one of the Buddhist sutra carvings in order to make space for 

an image of Buddha to be carved at the same spot. Both the Buddhist text and the 

sculpture carved on that mountain surface could easily have served Buddhist religious 

purposes. So why did the group of Buddhists who arrived later destroy the Buddhist 

texts already carved by Buddhists who were there before them? Was the text of the 

carved Buddhist sutra not pertinent to their intended goal? Or, did they not respect the 

teachings of the carved text or not understand to what the text referred? Did the carved 

text and Buddhist sculpture serve conflicting purposes for each of the two groups of 

Buddhists? 

All of that actually did happen at Mt. Sili 司里山,1 situated on the western banks 

of Lake Dongping, in what is today Shandong Province, a middle coastal region (Figures 

1 and 2).2 On the summit of Mt. Sili are two huge boulders, which are just a few meters 

                                                      

1 Mt. Sili was originally called Mt. Jiliang 脊梁山 (Mt. Backbone) or Mt. Liliang 立梁山 (Mt. Upright Ridge). 

Later, it was renamed after nearby Sili Village 司里村. Lai Fei (2007), 8; Ledderose ed. (2014), 401. 
2 It should be noted that the term, “Shandong,” or “East of the Mountains 山東,” as used in in medieval 

China, is totally different from what is called “Shandong” in present-day China. In medieval sources, 

“Shandong” was not an administrative term, but a geographical term. The area known as Shandong was 

the region, east of the Taihang 太行 mountain range, from Luoyang in the southwest through Ye (near 

modern Anyang), and reached at least as far as Dingzhou 定州 in the northeast. On the other hand, 

modern-day “Shandong” consists of different administrative districts. During the Northern Qi period, the 

region where Buddhist text carvings were popularly established was under the jurisdiction of Yanzhou 

兖州. With these complications of in mind, and in order to avoid unnecessary confusion, this dissertation 
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away from each other, and are about eleven meters high (Figure 3).3 The Buddhist sutra 

text engravings and sculptures are from the Northern Qi (550-577 CE) Dynasty, which 

ruled northeastern China for some twenty-five-years from 550 to 577, and are mainly 

situated on the eastern, more massive boulder. The south face of the eastern boulder is 

dominated by a monumental seated Buddha, whose height reaches eleven meters, and 

who is attended by two bodhisattvas on either side. This Buddha triad has no date, but it 

was possibly created in the late sixth century, likely during the Northern Qi period.4     

The right side of the Buddha triad displays large and small niches (Figure 4). The 

carved Buddhist sutra text, which was later destroyed by a Buddhist votive image and 

its inscription is located in the right lower corner on the south side of the eastern boulder 

(Figures 4~6). Only three characters have been preserved from the original sutra text 

carving.5 The remaining characters are difficult to identify on a photograph (Figure 5), 

                                                      

 

uses “Shandong” in its modern-day meaning, as an administrative district in the eastern part of China on 

the lower reaches of the Yellow River. For the geographical meaning of Shandong in medieval China, as 

well as its modern-day administrative meaning, see Morohashi Tetsuji (1957), vol. 4, 208; Williams (2005), 

38-39; Lai Fei (2013), 58; Guojia Wenwuju ed. (2007), 1; An Zuozhang ed. (1994), 1-2.  
3 For general information on the sculptures and Buddhist text carvings, see Lai Fei (2007), 8-13; Ledderose ed. 

(2014), 395-407. 
4 Lai Fei notes that the large Buddha triad was likely made during Northern Qi or a little bit later. Lai Fei 

(2007), 8. The body and face are unrefined, which may be the result of its large size, or lack of local skilled 

artisans. 
5 This sutra fragment was identified by Lai Fei as part of a well-known verse from the Mahāparinirvāṇa-sūtra 

(Daboniepan jing 大般涅槃經, or Nirvana Sūtra) that reads “All dharmas are impermanent; this is the Law of 

birth and extinction. After birth and extinction have been extinguished, tranquil extinction is bliss (諸行無

常 是生滅法 生滅滅已 寂滅爲樂). T. 7, 1: 204c23-24; T. 374, 12: 450a16 and 451a1; T. 375, 12: 692a13 and 

693a1. The English translation is adopted from Ledderose ed. (2014), 402. The remaining characters from 

the verse are “[…][…]無[…] […][…]滅[…] […][…]滅[…] […][…][…][…].” Lai Fei (2007), 8; Claudia 
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but the ink and paper rubbings on the cliff help make them easier to see (Figures 5 and 6). 

The three relatively larger characters in the middle are part of a Buddhist sutra text. The 

original height and width of the inscription can no longer be definitively reconstructed. 

The section on the right was destroyed by the votive inscription, dated 561 CE, and its 

accompanying votive image (Figures 6 and 7).6 Although the dating of the sutra text 

carving is uncertain, based on the dated votive inscription, the sutra text carvings at the 

site took place before 561 CE. The features of carved sutra passages indicate they were 

most likely from the second half of the sixth century, from about 550s-561 CE.7 On the 

left side of the partially destroyed sutra text carving and below it are other votive 

inscriptions and images. These were added later, during the middle of the 11th century. 

Votive inscriptions dated 1064 and 1066 were added to the sculptures, and appear to 

have damaged the left section of the sutra text carving. Directly beneath is a shrine with 

figures representing the Three Teachings of Laozi, the Buddha, and Confucius, dated 

1057 CE (Figure 5). These figures were cut into the surface of the boulder, approximately 

                                                      

 

Wenzel, “Mount Sili–Inscriptions: Sutra Passages, Sili 1,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 401-403; Ledderose ed. 

(2014), 411-413. 
6 Lai Fei (2007), 8-9; Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Sili–Space: Topography and Spatial Grouping,” in Ledderose 

ed. (2014), 395-400. This is the earliest dated inscription found at Mt. Sili and no other colophons or dates 

from Northern Qi are found at Mt. Sili. According to the inscription, several disciples of the Buddha, 

whose names are no longer legible, created an image of “Maitreya’s rebirth below” in the second year of 

the Huangjian era of the Great Qi (561 CE). For the inscription, see Lai Fei (2007), 12-13; Ledderose ed. 

(2014), 415-419.   
7 There are four sutra passage inscriptions on Mt. Sili. They appear to have been part of the original layout of 

the site during the late sixth century, presumably during the Northern Qi. Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Sili–

Space: Topography and Spatial Grouping,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 398. 
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20 centimeters deep. Thus, the portion of characters from the sutra text, which were 

originally carved at this spot, were lost.   

Although there is no record of the details about what was going on at this site 

around 561 CE, it appears that at least two different groups of Buddhists were active in 

the Mt. Sili area, as is revealed in the confrontation between those engaged with the 

practice of carving Buddhist texts versus those engaged with Buddhist icon worship. 

The patrons of the Buddhist sculptures did not appear to have been satisfied with the 

Buddhist sutra carvings. They may not have understood the Buddhist sutra carvings, 

and due to their ignorance, they freely carved votive images over the pre-existing text. 

This phenomenon has given rise to many fundamental questions about the 

Buddhist religious practices in early medieval China and the types of art in the 

Dongping Lake area, as well as questions about the patrons involved with them. Why 

did some groups of patrons support Buddhist carvings instead of Buddhist images? 

Why did the patrons for Buddhist images destroy the carved Buddhist texts, instead of 

carving Buddhist sculptures at another spot at the same mountain? Were there no 

donors who patronized both types of art? Were the two different types of Buddhist art 

interchangeable, or did they serve totally different goals of different patrons? As many 

scholars have suggested, Buddhist artworks in medieval China were used not only for 

religious purposes, such as to preserve the Dharma, to support Buddhist rituals, to aid 

meditation practices, or to obtain religious merits, but also were used to enhance 
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worldly prestige.8 In addition, many types of artwork from that era do not appear to 

have had the same function, and each type may have functioned in multiple ways. At 

Mt. Sili, the Buddhist sculpture and Buddhist text carving seem to have served different 

purposes. For those who patronized the Buddhist images at Mt. Sili, the Buddhist text 

carving appears to have been less important than the Buddhist images.  

The major goal of my dissertation is to explore the implications and functions of 

the religious texts from the Northern Qi period, learn the identity of its leading figures 

and patrons, and discover the religious and cultural goals of the people who were 

involved in their creation. This dissertation will do so by investigating the carved 

Buddhist texts, the carving formats, the environment in which the carved texts were 

situated, and the statements of the text’s creators. 

The engraved sutra texts on Mt. Sili are one of numerous manifestations of the 

Buddhist practice of carving Buddhist sutra canon on natural boulders and mountain 

surfaces in Shandong during the Northern Qi period. The natural surface of mountain 

rock was called moya 摩崖 or “polished-cliff” in China, and inscriptions on polished-

cliffs are called moya inscriptions.9 One of the most important characteristics of the 

Buddhist carvings established in Shandong Province during the Northern Qi is that they 

are moya inscriptions. These Buddhist moya inscriptions can be classified into three types: 

                                                      

8 Katherine Tsiang (1996a), 259; Wei-Cheng Lin (2014), 66. 
9 The term came into use during the eleventh century of the Song Dynasty. See Harrist (2003-2004), 2 and 

12n1; Harrist (2008), 24-25, and 302n30.  
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sutra excerpts, names of Buddha, and colophons providing information about the 

creators. The Buddhist texts carved on mountain cliffs from Northern Qi are dated 

roughly between 553 and 580 CE.  

In 577 CE, the Northern Qi dynasty was defeated by the Northern Zhou, who 

ruled northwestern China from 557 to 581 CE. Strictly speaking, some Buddhist text 

carvings actually belong to the Northern Zhou Dynasty period. However, since the 

Buddhist practice of carving sutras on stone and mountain cliffs was itself a prominent 

feature of Northern Qi Buddhism, the text carvings can be said still to have been created 

under the Northern Qi tradition. These carved Buddhist texts are distributed at about 

thirty sites in Shandong.10 In the center of the Province are highlands from which 

mountain ranges reach out in several directions. The mountains with sutra texts carved 

during the Northern Qi period are geographically located in southwestern part of 

Shandong Province (Figures 1 and 2). 

Use of stone as a medium for writing in China had begun around the fifth 

century BCE, but active use began in the Han period, about the first century CE. Before 

Buddhists adopted stone for their writings in China, stone inscriptions had been used 

for accomplishing imperial goals, claiming Confucian scholar-official orthodoxy, or 

                                                      

10 Succinct overviews of these inscriptions can be found in Lai Fei (2007), 1-4; Wang Sili and Lai Fei (1991), 

10-18; Kiriya (2002a), 1-67; Ledderose ed. (2014), 19-23. 
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achieving Daoist religious purposes.11 In China, the practice of carving Buddhist texts on 

stone appears to have begun in the early fifth century in the Northern Liang territory. 

However, its active use did not occur until the end of the fifth and early sixth centuries, 

during the Northern Wei period, when several passages from Buddhist canons were 

carved on cliffs of mountains or freestanding steles. Buddhists who were fascinated by 

the stone carving activity in Shandong during the Northern Qi period built their 

creations upon the foundation of these traditions in China.  

During the Northern Qi period, Buddhist text carving on stone became prevalent 

as a major feature of Buddhism and Buddhist art in other parts of the Northern Qi 

territory, as well as in Shandong Province.12 During this time, a number of Buddhist 

sutras were carved on stone in the Hebei and Henan Provinces, which were close to the 

dynastic capital, Ye 鄴 (near present-day Linzhang 臨漳). This demonstrates that the 

practice of carving sutra text on stone was widespread in this period. However, there are 

several remarkable distinctions between the inscribed texts in Shandong and those in the 

capital area. First of all, the location of the engraved texts is different. While Buddhist 

                                                      

11 The examples of use of stone can be seen the First Emperor of Qin’s stone inscriptions on mountains, 

Confucian texts carved on steles during the Han and Wei dynasties, and Daoist mountain inscriptions 

around Laizhou in eastern Shandong made in the early sixth century. The details will be discussed in 

chapter three. 
12 The earliest use of stone as a medium for sutra writing in Buddhism seems to have begun around the fifth 

century with a group of miniature votive stone stupas during the Northern Liang Dynasty (397-439 CE). 

Aside from the miniature votive stone stupas, four other formats were used for Buddhist text carving: 

steles, polished cliffs, walls in cave temples, and stone slabs. During China’s sixth century, three formats 

of stone sutras were explored almost concurrently: steles, polished cliffs, and walls in cave temples. Apart 

from Buddhist religious expression, use of stone as a medium for writing in China began during the Han 

period, in about the first century CE. Ledderose ed. (2014), 37-42. 
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inscriptions in Shandong Province were carved directly on natural mountain cliffs, those 

in Hebei and Henan Province near Ye were carved on the walls of cave temples – 

sometimes on the inside or outside, and sometimes on both the inside and outside. 

Furthermore, the engraved Buddhist texts in Shandong are much larger in terms of scale 

and dimension. In Shandong, each individual character is larger, so the cumulative 

effect results in texts covering larger areas compared to those found in the capital area, 

where smaller characters were used. Most importantly, as far as the contents of the 

carved text are concerned, the texts engraved in Shandong bear different Buddhist 

teachings from those in other areas.13 These dissimilarities indicate that the Buddhist 

texts carved in Shandong were likely established on different Buddhist practices and 

cultural traditions than those in the capital area.  

While this dissertation’s focus is on the Buddhist moya inscriptions in Shandong 

Province during the Northern Qi period, another type of Buddhist art, that of sculpture, 

also was prevalent in Shandong during the Northern Qi period. In the 1990’s, 

excavations revealed astonishingly high quality and well-preserved Buddhist stone 

sculptures in Qingzhou, in eastern Shandong. Given the superb condition of these 

sculptures, as well as their location, scholars who study the Chinese art of medieval 

China cannot conduct research without noting these sculptures. Accordingly, it is said 

                                                      

13 The carved Buddhist texts in Shandong are closely associated with the prajñāpāramitā 般若 teachings, 

although several carved passages are drawn from different Buddhist sutras, unlike the Avataṃsaka Sūtra 

or Huayan jing 華嚴經 tradition in Ye and the Mind-Only 唯識經 tradition in Mount Zhonghuang in 

Shexian, Hebei. For different regional traditions of inscribed stone sutras, see Zhang Zong (2008), 223–35.  
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that Buddhist artifacts in Shandong from that period consists of two major types of art: 

stone Buddhist sculptures and the inscriptions on the polished mountain cliffs.14 

However, the two types of artwork from the same period were created in geographically 

different locations. Buddhist sculptures were created in extensive areas throughout the 

Province, whereas the engraved scriptures on mountain surfaces are located in the 

southwest of the Province only. Furthermore, the fact that the patrons’ names, which are 

inscribed on the sculptures, cannot be found in the colophons to the stone inscriptions 

seems to suggest that the two types of Buddhist art were made by different groups of 

Buddhists who had different goals for making their objects.15 The same holds true for 

Buddhist artwork from the Northern Qi area outside Shandong Province. Different 

patrons, each with their own goals, created a variety of Buddhist works, including a 

gigantic Buddha image on a mountain surface, as well as Buddhist cave temples and 

Buddhist sculptures.  

The presence of the remaining carved Buddhist texts indicates they were popular 

in the areas southwest of Shandong during the Northern Qi period. Art historians and 

Buddhologists may be tempted to assume that Buddhist carvings might have been the 

exclusive form of Buddhist monument creation of the region in this period, and that 

most Buddhists of the region may have preferred supporting Buddhist text carving to 

                                                      

14 Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in Shandong,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 31. 
15 Ledderose makes a similar observation. Hwang (2009), 85.  
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other types of Buddhist art. However, the destruction of Buddhist text carvings by the 

subsequent Buddhist groups at Mt. Sili suggests they considered texts to be less 

important than Buddhist images. It is possible that the patrons who supported Buddhist 

text carving and lived around Lake Dongping, a center for Buddhist text carvings during 

the Northern Qi period, may have been only a minority of the Buddhists overall.  

This dissertation suggests that Buddhist text carvings in southwest Shandong 

during the Northern Qi period are the legacy of a certain religious and cultural 

movement led by a few groups of Buddhists. The fact that the Buddhist text engravings 

were concentrated in the southwest of Shandong Province and were created in a 

relatively short 27-year time frame (553 - 580 CE) seems to demonstrate that the 

movement was active in the region for only a relatively brief period. The people 

associated with the engraved Buddhist texts must have chosen and supported text 

carving, and believed it was better-suited to their religious and cultural goals than other 

types of Buddhist art. 

The most important questions, then, will be the following: What was the 

religious and cultural movement and who were the leading figures? Who developed a 

belief so strong that it moved them to engrave Buddhist scriptures directly on the faces 

of mountains, and led them to worship Buddha’s words in Chinese characters rather 

than in Buddhist images? How did the Buddhist text carvings serve their creators’ 

goals? By investigating what the patrons of these artworks created and stated, this 
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dissertation will explore who the protagonists of the carvings were, and what they 

wished to claim through the engraved Buddhist texts.  

Scholarly interests in Buddhist text carvings in Shandong Province during the 

Northern Qi period did not began until the late 1990s, when one of the most important 

Buddhist engraving sites was discovered. This site was in Mt. Hongding, and it bears 

over twenty Buddhist text carvings. Unlike other Buddhist engravings discovered in the 

Qing dynasty during 18th and 19th centuries and discussed in the epigraphers’ 

documents from that time, none of these newly discovered engravings had yet been 

recorded or studied. However, since their discovery in the 1990’s, Buddhist moya 

engravings have attracted a large number of scholars’ attention and many scholars have 

conducted research on the engraved Buddhist texts. The carved characters have been 

thoroughly investigated in order to transcribe and identify the carving’s source canon 

and to examine the identity of the related persons whose names are listed on the 

colophons. The carved texts have been studied from various perspectives, including 

studies of the history of Buddhism in Shandong during the Northern Qi period, the art 

of calligraphy, and environmental art. Publications on the engraved Buddhist texts, led 

by several organizations, such as the Institute of World Religion under the Chinese 

Academy of Social Sciences in Beijing 中国社会科学院 世界宗教研究所 (北京), Shandong 

Stone Carving Art Museum in Jinan, Shandong 山东省石刻艺术博物馆 (济南), and 

Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften in Heidelberg, Germany are especially 
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instrumental for research on the carvings. They not only lay the groundwork for an in-

depth study by detailing the primary sources, but also introduce the diverse 

perspectives of scholars from various disciplines.  

This dissertation owes a great deal to this earlier scholarship, particularly, to Lai 

Fei, who is a researcher at the Shandong Stone Carving Art Museum in Jinan, Shandong. 

His research provides not only a full picture of the sutra carvings in Shandong by 

outlining their distribution and the topography in which the sutra carvings are situated, 

but also provides detailed information about every character of the carved Buddhist 

texts, as well as that of related persons and monasteries. In his research, Zhang Zong 

from the Institute of World Religion under the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences in 

Beijing, helps us to understand the circumstances surrounding the sutra carvings, by 

elaborating on important concepts, terms, and the meanings and teachings of the sutra 

passages, as well as the Buddha names carved on cliffs. Both scholars’ works allowed 

me to do my own research from a more detailed perspective. 

The most recent publications, Buddhist Stone Sutras in China: Shandong Province, 

Volumes one and two, are a joint co-operation between Shandong Stone Carving Art 

Museum and the Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften. They play an important 

role in drawing attention to the field of Buddhist text carvings in Shandong and make it 

much easier to approach the field, since the volumes are written in bilingual English and 

Chinese text. By incorporating 3-D maps, diagrams, and GPS data, as well as high 
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resolution of photographs and rubbings, we are helped to understand the nature of the 

Buddhist carvings on the mountain cliffs and their topographic relationships with other 

mountains where other Buddhist carvings are situated. The volumes provide not only 

meticulous scientific records on the sutra carvings themselves, their location, and the 

environment surrounding the carvings, but also in-depth research essays by numerous 

scholars, including Lothar Ledderose, Zhang Zong, and Paul Copp, and other 

researchers, such as Lai Fei, Claudia Wenzel, and Tsai Suey-Ling. 

This dissertation also is indebted to the Buddhist Stone Sutras in China: Shandong 

Province and the studies by Lai Fei, for the transcriptions and translations of numerous 

colophons, as well as Buddhist sutra passages, and identifications of the excerpted 

Buddhist scriptures. Concerning the Chinese historical position of each carved Buddhist 

scripture, the teachings of each Buddhist scripture, and the connotations of Buddha 

names, this dissertation consults with analysis by Paul Copp, Claudia Wenzel, and Tsai, 

as well as Zhang Zong. Ledderose’s detailed and comprehensive studies, found in the 

volumes mentioned above, as well as in other publications, enabled me to locate the 

position in which the Buddhist text carvings can be placed, both in terms of Chinese 

calligraphic traditions and the history of Chinese art.  

Ledderose also attempts to explicate the carved Buddhist texts’ function. He 

suggests that the Buddhist text carvings on the mountain cliffs in Shandong served as 

meditation practices for Buddhists of the period. In fact, Zhang Zong and Japanese 
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scholar, Kiriya Seiichi, also have argued that the Shandong cliff carvings served for 

meditation purposes.16 Ledderose supports them and further develops the argument by 

providing topographical and scriptural evidence. According to Ledderose, several small 

natural chambers or stone seats, on which Buddhist practitioners would have been able 

to meditate, have been found near the sutra carvings. Ledderose also notes that several 

of the carved Buddhist sutra texts themselves center on meditation.17 The suggestion by 

Zhang Zong, Kiriya and Ledderose is likely plausible, but they cannot present solid 

sources that testify to the actual adoption of the use of sutra passages for meditation 

practices by Buddhist priests or believers in the 550s and 560s. Furthermore, a few 

carved sutra passages seem unlikely to have been associated with meditation practices, 

and appear more related to other purposes, since they were drawn from different sutra 

sources from those mentioned above, and feature different traits in both their visual and 

content-specific aspects. All Buddhist texts carved on mountain cliffs in Shandong were 

unlikely established out of a single motivation, and accordingly, all of them cannot be 

explained to have functioned as an aid for meditation practices. Focusing solely on the 

functions related to Buddhism and meditation practice described in the carved texts, 

Zhang, Kiriya and Ledderose have been silent about the functions of the small number 

of exceptional carvings. Nonetheless, their concerns with the functions of the carvings 

                                                      

16 Zhang Zong (2000a), 64-66; Zhang Zong (2003), 20-21; Kiriya Seiichi argues that the monks in Shandong 

meditated before rock walls following Bodhidharma’s example. See, Kiriya (2001a), 125-155. 
17 Ledderose (2013b). In his opinion, this text is not only a Buddhist eulogy, but also an early example of the 

colophon genre. 
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and the goals of the makers were well initiated, inspiring this dissertation to delve into 

the realm of the texts’ functions and the creators’ goals.    

Works by Robert E. Harrist Jr. also cannot be omitted. In his book on the writings 

found on polished cliffs, The Landscape of Words (2008), Harrist takes up four writings: a 

Confucian public writing to commemorate the acts and personal virtues of 

governmental officials in the first century during the Han Dynasty; a Daoist writing to 

create topographical analogues of mythic realms defined by directional symbolism and 

by the imagined presence of supernatural beings, which were part of the belief system in 

the beginning of sixth century; Buddhist writings worshipped as relics and icons to 

signify the limitless power of Buddhist law in the late sixth century; and Imperial 

writing by Emperor Xuanzong in the eighth century. On his chapter for explicating the 

Buddhist writings, Harrist focuses on the sutra text carving and its colophon at Mt. Tie, 

which this dissertation also covers in detail in chapter five. According to Harrist, 

Buddhist sutra passages not only served to preserve the Buddha’s teachings and earn 

karmic merit for the sponsors, but also were worthy of veneration as relics or icons that 

transformed an ordinary place into a sacred one. His conclusion is that the creators at Mt. 

Tie enhanced the special value of a sutra passage, by choosing a colossal scale, a stele 

format, and asserting the excellence of the calligraphy, the discourse of calligraphy 

connoisseurship, and aesthetic evaluation in the colophon. 
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Harrist also attempts to explicate the carving’s function, specifically as it relates 

to Buddhism.18 Among sutra engravings in Shandong during the Northern Qi period, 

the Mt. Tie engraving displays features that are remarkably distinct from others. This 

information makes us reserve judgement about whether the Mt. Tie carving was made 

solely for Buddhist religious purposes. Considering that the patrons proudly stated they 

were descendants of one of Han Dynasty’s prime ministers, the visual codes of 

traditional Han elite discursive practices at Mt. Tie can be interpreted as fundamental 

rhetorical devices of those patrons.  

While critically incorporating the investigation and research in the works 

introduced above, as well as pursuing a thorough study in the field of art history, 

Buddhism, and Northern Qi history, this dissertation deploys somewhat different 

interpretations of the goals of the creators of Buddhist sutra carvings in Shandong 

during the Northern Qi period. This dissertation observes that the Buddhist cliff 

carvings were presumably the result of a combination of motivations, and suggests that 

among several functions of the carved texts, the most significant motivations may have 

been related to Buddhist meditation practice and the assertion of Han Chinese cultural 

                                                      

18 Harrist observes that the donors imported the colossal stele format, the asserted excellence of the 

calligraphy and the discourse of calligraphy connoisseurship and aesthetic evaluation for their sutra 

carving. Harrist (2008), 192-196, and 205-210. These features are all expressions of Han Chinese upper-

class cultural and artistic heritage, but Harrist does not identify them as being specific to Han Chinese 

artistic traditions.  
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identity and authority. These motivations can be grasped through what the patrons 

stated and what they employed for the carvings.  

The carvings can be divided chiefly into two groups, each determined by its 

production dates, locations, and the identities of its main patrons, who could either be 

monks or lay practitioners. The Buddhist text carvings made around Dongping 東平 

were created in the 550s-560s. Those in the region around Zoucheng 邹城, were made 

during the 570s.19 This dissertation suggests that the Buddhist text carvings in Shandong 

were created for meditation practices in the 550s and 560s, but by the end of 570s, the 

sutra carving was transformed into a gigantic traditional Han memorial stele as a means 

to display the cultural identity of Han Chinese elites. 

Concentrating on the issues outlined above, I will investigate the engraved 

Buddhist texts, discuss the goals of the creators as well as the functions of the engraved 

Buddhist texts in the patrons’ religious and cultural lives, and contextualize them within 

the religious and cultural environment of the Northern Qi period and that of late sixth 

century China. 

                                                      

19 The dissertation owes this geographic classification to Lai Fei (2007), 1-2. His interest is in the entirety of 

the  sutra carvings established in Shandong Province, and so includes one more region of the northern 

region of Mount Tai 泰山, where the sutra engravings that was were no longer extant on Huangshiya 黃石

崖 cliff were located. This dissertation identifies the Huangshiya cliff engravings as one of the earlier 

traditions, but will not include them in the discussion, as they were created during Eastern Wei period 

and have different features from those in Shandong from the Northern Qi period, in terms of carved texts 

and calligraphy.  
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In chapter two, “Buddhist Artworks Designed for the Diverse Goals of Northern 

Qi Patrons,” I will examine several well-known Buddhist works of art created by diverse 

patrons during the same period as that of the Northern Qi. To explore the goals of 

imperial family patrons, a colossal Buddha image in Taiyuan and the Northern 

Xiangtangshan Cave temples in Handan will be examined. The Xiaonanhai Cave 

temples in Anyang will be examined to determine the motivations of an eminent monk 

of that area. A few cave temples and sutra engravings on walls at the Northern and 

Southern Xiangtangshan sites will be examined to learn how patrons who were high 

officials viewed the meaning of those engravings. Lastly, the ordinary lay patrons and 

their goals for the Mt. Sili Buddhist shrine in Dongping and freestanding Buddhist 

sculptures excavated around Qingzhou in Shandong will be explored. This investigation 

will help us not only to observe ways in which the patrons made their own choices for 

what they believed to be the best types or forms of artwork to meet their goals, but also 

to better understand how the formal visual features, as well as the contents the patrons 

chose for their creation, served their religious and cultural goals.  

Chapter three will investigate the Buddhist use of stone as a medium for writing 

Buddhist canon passages from the fifth century up to the late sixth century when the 

Northern Qi state existed. Use of stone as writing medium in China, before Buddhism 

flourished in China in the fifth century, also will be examined, since the Buddhists in 

Shandong likely viewed this as a model when planning their own creations. This will 
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help us to understand the background in which the Buddhist text carvings on the 

mountain cliffs in Shandong Province during the Northern Qi period appear in terms of 

their relationship to the Chinese art of that time. These discussions will help us properly 

contextualize the mountain engravings in Shandong with the art of the Northern Qi as 

well as the art of China.    

Chapter four, “Buddhist Texts Carved at Mt. Hongding: Seng’an Daoyi and 

Monastic Goals,” addresses the Buddhist mountain engravings at Mt. Hongding and its 

neighboring areas. Mt. Hongding in Dongping is a special focus of the chapter, since it is 

thought of as the terminus a quo of the history of the Shandong Buddhist rock carving 

sutras, which were created around 553-564 CE, and it is the place where the forms and 

contents of the mountain sutra carvings created in Shandong during the Northern Qi 

period were established. I will investigate carved sutra excerpts and colophons, discuss 

the main monk patrons, explore what the connotations and teachings of the carved 

Buddhist texts’ meant to the patrons, and describe what they wished to convey when 

carving the sutra excerpts.  

Seng’an Daoyi is the prominent patron and calligrapher at the Mt. Hongding site 

and its vicinity. His presence at many other sites from the 550s until the 570s indicates 

that he was the most significant figure involved with the Buddhist practice of carving 

Buddhist texts on mountain surfaces. Among the sutra passages and Buddha names 

carved at Mt. Hongding, the most noteworthy are the excerpts from the Sutra on the 
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Great Perfection of Wisdom Spoken by Mañjuśrī (Saptaśatikā prajñāpāramitā, Wenshushili 

suoshuo mohe bore boluomi 文殊師利所說摩訶般若波羅蜜, hereafter the 

Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra), a phrase about the six pāramitā, and a Buddha name, Da 

Kong Wang Fo 大空王佛. These not only figured prominently at this site, but were 

frequently duplicated at other sites.  

In chapter four, I suggest that many of the Buddhist texts served monastic goals. 

This is particularly true for those who pay attention to the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra, 

which centers on a certain meditation practice called “one-practice absorption,”20 I argue 

that the passage from the sutra functioned as an aid for meditation, which was likely 

one of the newly emerging Buddhist practices of the period. In fact, several scholars 

have mentioned that “one-practice absorption” is stressed in the Mañjuśrī prajñāpāramitā 

sutra and this might explain why the sutra was repeatedly selected for carving.21 

However, they cannot prove that the actual utilization of meditation practice took place 

in the 550s-560s. My finding is that Huisi (慧思, 515-577 CE) actively uses the “one-

practice absorption” based on the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra, and the period when 

meditation was practiced by Huisi fits well with the period of the carvings’ creation in 

the 550s-560s. Moreover, in the years 548-552, Huisi was in Yanzhou in Shandong 

Province, which is closely located to Mt. Hongding. In addition, Seng’an Daoyi records 

                                                      

20 Yixing sanmei, 一行三昧. This is the Chinese translation of the Sanskrit eka-vyūha-samādhi, which originally 

meant “samādhi of a single array.” Stevenson (1986), 54. 
21 See Zhang Zong (2000a), 65; Kiriya Seiichi (2001a), 135-136; Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–

Inscriptions,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 88. 
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the production dates using the Buddhist calendar, which begins with the date of the 

Buddha’s demise, and it was Huisi’s dating that Seng’an Daoyi follows.  

Nonetheless, this chapter neither claims that Huisi was responsible for the 

creation of the Mt. Hongding inscription, nor argues that the creators of the Buddhist 

carvings at Mt. Hongding or Seng’an Daoyi might have been the disciples of Huisi.22 

However, the fact that the Buddhist community’s practice and thoughts overlapped 

with Huisi’s Buddhist ideas and teachings in a significant manner demonstrates that 

Huisi’s teachings and practices were most likely widespread even in Shandong. Thus, 

some Buddhists were likely inspired by Huisi, adopting his ideas and practices, and 

further developed them in their own way, as is seen at Mt. Hongding.  

In my final chapter (chapter five), titled “Buddhist Texts Carved at Mt. Tie in 

Zoucheng: Han Patronage and Lay Goals,” I consider the colossal Buddhist carvings at 

Mt. Tie in Zoucheng, created in 579 CE. Many carvings created around Zoucheng in the 

570s continued the characteristics of the earlier carvings in terms of the scale, format, 

textual content, and calligraphic style, and therefore, they appear to still have been 

associated with religious practices and monastic goals, albeit that the main patronage 

changed from monks to lay believers. Significantly, however, in the late 570s, 

fundamental innovations took place at some mountain sites around Zoucheng. The scale 

                                                      

22 Many of his disciples are known through textual records. The disciples stayed with Huisi at Mt. Dasu and 

Mt. Nanyue in the southern part of China. For several famous disciples, see Stevenson (2006), 11-13. The 

disciples of Huisi in Shandong and Henan, before he went down to the Southern states, are unknown.  
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of the carvings was enlarged, much longer passages were excerpted from Buddhist sutra 

canon, and a special format was adopted for the carvings.23 This chapter focuses on the 

engravings at Mt. Tie, since the sutra carvings there are relatively well-preserved, and a 

colossal stele format was applied for the carvings. Most importantly, the longest 

colophon in existence is found at this site, is carved next to its related sutra, and details 

the creators’ thoughts and beliefs, thereby allowing us to grasp the creators’ goals.   

The religious goals of the Buddhist texts chosen for the sutra carvings cannot be 

neglected. Drawn from the Vast and Universal Great Collection Sutra 

(Mahāvaipulya·mahāsaṃnipāta-sūtra, Da fangdeng daji jing 大方等大集經, hereafter the 

Great Collection Sutra, T. 397, 13),24 each carved passage gives a comprehensive 

description of the unfolding of the Buddhist path from the Mahayana bodhisattva 

perspective, which may have influenced patrons who wished to attain the Bodhi mind 

of Buddhism. Seng’an Daoyi, who wrote the calligraphy at the site, also might have led 

the patrons to such Buddhist practices. 

However, although the main text is clearly Buddhist, the carving’s visual aspects 

combined with the non-religious text in the colophon, makes it doubtful that the Mt. Tie 

                                                      

23 Engraved passages themselves were drawn from different Buddhist sutra canons than those used in 

earlier periods, but the essence of the carved texts belongs to the identical tradition, the so-called 

prajñāpāramitā teachings. 
24 The Great Collection Sūtra was translated into Chinese by the Central Asian monk, Dharmakṣema 曇無讖 

(385-433 CE). The carved passage was taken from the “Fifth Chapter on Bodhisattva Ocean-like Wisdom” 

海慧菩薩品 (T. 397, 13: 50a16-c13). Ledderose ed. (2009), 56 and 141; Paul Copp and Claudia Wenzel, 

“Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 2,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 88-89. The translation is traditionally 

dated at 420 CE, but Chen Jinhua suggests that the text dates to a period stretching from 422 to 431. Chen, 

Jinhua (2004): 258.  
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sutra carving was created solely for Buddhist religious goals. In chapter five, I suggest 

that several Han Chinese local elites, who proudly displayed their Han Chinese linage in 

the colophon, created the sutra carving, as a means to proclaim Han Chinese cultural 

and artistic magnificence. To achieve these non-religious goals, they appropriated 

rhetorical devices often used by the Han elite, such as the stele format, high quality 

calligraphy, and a discourse on calligraphy connoisseurship. During the Northern Qi 

period, the relationship between the northern non-Han rulers and high officials, and the 

Han Chinese locals became strained. While the Han Chinese elites were suppressed 

socially and politically, and the Han Chinese language, customs, and visual culture were 

not respected, the Xianbei culture and other cultures from Central Asia were enjoyed in 

a great fashion. Under such circumstances, the Han Chinese patrons may have wanted 

to find a way to declare their Han Chinese cultural identity and pride. Accordingly, the 

gigantic sutra engraving at Mt. Tie may have been created to serve the Han Chinese 

patrons’ secular goals as well as their religious ones. From this perspective, the Mt. Tie 

carvings can be viewed as not only a grand Buddhist monument, but also a powerful 

Han cultural monument; one that grew out of a cultural movement emphasizing the 

identifiable and distinctive traditional discursive practices of the Han elite.  

Han-Chinese Confucian traditions were strongly held in the Shandong region, 

which includes Mt. Tie. This regional character contributes to the specific features found 

in the monument. The city of Zoucheng, where Mt. Tie is situated, is honored as the 
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home of Mencius (孟子, 372-289 BCE), one of the founding fathers of Confucianism. It 

also is close to Qufu 曲阜, the home of Confucius 孔子 himself, and is located only 20 

kilometers to north.25 Accordingly, the greatest Confucian scholars have gathered in this 

area of China since Han times. In addition, in the beginning of the period called the 

Northern and Southern Dynasties (420-589 CE), the area we today call Shandong, was 

under the control of the Liu-Song Dynasty (420-479 CE), one of the Southern Dynasties 

built by the Han Chinese, and as such, was integrated into the south culturally and 

politically. After the Liu-Song collapsed in 479 CE, the regions became a part of 

Northern China: Northern Wei (386-534 CE), Eastern Wei (534-550 CE), and then 

Northern Qi (550-577 CE), which was controlled by non-Chinese rulers.  

Throughout this dissertation’s discussion, the main thread that ties the chapters 

together is the idea that the diverse aspects of 6th century Buddhist art found in the 

Northern Qi region were the result of its patrons’ goals. These goals, and the 

motivations that led to them, either religious, secular, or a combination of both, 

informed the choices the patrons made when they determined which object to make and 

which style to use. It is of course acknowledged that those Buddhist artworks also 

reflected long-standing artistic conventions, as well individual decisions made by the 

makers, who were by definition working with natural materials. While these are 

important factors in analyzing the artworks, they are not the focus of this dissertation. 

                                                      

25 Harrist (2008), 162; Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in Shandong,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 20.   
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While it was not always the case, in some important instances, the content and forms of 

the artworks were strongly related to the patrons’ beliefs, and so reflected their 

motivation. Several Buddhist artworks explored in the dissertation follow this pattern.  

Actual beliefs or intentions are not so simple to discover. They are not always 

provided in a text, and even though some texts appear to have described the creators’ 

actual intentions, it is also possible that these texts did not accurately or completely 

convey the creators’ full thoughts or beliefs. However, we can ascertain their overall 

outlook and stance, as the visual codes they employed for their artworks played an 

important role in communicating their objectives, and were used in ways that conveyed 

a sophisticated visual rhetoric. 

Buddhist texts engraved on mountain surfaces were examples of products 

designed to serve the patrons’ needs or interests. Most of them served monk patrons’ 

monastic and religious motivations, while the Mt. Tie carving was a monumental 

representation of Han Chinese cultural supremacy in opposition to the main Northern 

Qi cultural trends of the Xianbei culture renaissance and Central Asian multiculturalism. 

This research will allow us to make a substantial impact on the understanding of 

Northern Qi culture and society, and understand more fully how it led to a Han cultural 

movement, which impacted Northern Qi Buddhism and led to its diverse expression of 

visual culture. 
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2. Buddhist Artworks Designed for the Diverse Goals of 
Northern Qi Patrons   

The Northern Qi dynasty lasted for some twenty-seven-years (550-577 CE), and 

while it did not unify all of China, it ruled China’s northeastern region during those 

years (Figure 8). The Northern Qi sponsors were prolific in their construction of 

Buddhist monuments, such as Buddhist cave temples, freestanding Buddhist images, 

and engravings of Buddhist words onto stone; an achievement that has been largely 

attributed to the generous sponsorship of the emperors, court officials, and local elites. 

This chapter examines these achievements and explores the different goals this diverse 

group of patrons hoped or intended their creations to serve. The chapter investigates 

selected well-known examples, which were created by patrons from a variety of social 

ranks, such as rulers, eminent monks, high court officials, and common lay Buddhists.  

The Buddhist artworks that are investigated in chapter two are diverse and 

include Buddhist cave-chapels, Buddhist statues, and Buddhist sutra carvings. To 

understand the imperial family patrons and their goals, the Buddhist Cave Temples of 

Xiangtangshan near the capital city, Ye 鄴 (today’s Handan in southern Hebei), and a 

colossal Buddha image in the second capital city, Jinyang 晉陽 (today’s Taiyuan in 

Shanxi Province), will be examined. The Xiaonanhai Central Cave in Anyang, Henan 

Province, created by the eminent monk Sengchou 僧稠 (480–560 CE) will be discussed in 

order to learn about the monk’s goals and motivations. A few cave temples and sutra 

engravings on the walls at the Xiangtangshan Cave temple sites will be explored to more 
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fully understand the objectives of the high officials who sponsored those works. Lastly, 

the goals of the local lay patrons who created the freestanding Buddhist sculptures 

excavated around Qingzhou, and the Buddhist shrines carved on the cliffs of Mt. Sili 

will be discussed, as well as information about the patrons themselves. 

It should be noted that goals behind the creation of any Buddhist artwork are 

hardly monolithic. The varied goals of those who excavated caves, made images, and 

carved sutras included the accumulation of merits for patrons themselves; their 

deceased parents, ancestors, and teachers; commemoration of deceased emperors; 

protection and perpetuation of the state; meditation methods; memorialization of 

monks; and legitimization of particular teachings and practices. Although the chapter 

will focus on the most prominent goals uncovered, other possible functions for those 

same works should not be ruled out. 

This investigation will help us not only to observe ways in which patrons chose 

their particular art forms, but also to better understand how these choices served their 

religious and cultural goals. The discussion in this chapter will help us properly place 

the Buddhist text carvings in Shandong Province mountains within the context of 

Northern Qi and other Chinese Buddhist art. A variation of Buddhist text carvings from 

communities near Mt. Hongding in Dongping and Mt. Tie in Zoucheng will be the main 

focus of chapters four and five.  
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2.1 Imperial Patrons: The Northern Xiangtangshan Cave Temples 
and the Colossal Buddha Image in Taiyuan 

It is well-known that Northern Qi emperors were ardent supporters of 

Buddhism,1 and the first emperor of Northern Qi, Wenxuan 文宣 (r. 550-559 CE), was an 

especially devoted and generous follower of the Buddhism.2 The emperors’ support for 

Buddhism contributed to the remarkable increase in the number of Buddhist 

monuments, as well as Buddhist temples, priests, and devotees. Soon after the 

establishment of their dynasty, the Northern Qi rulers began cave construction and then 

continued with largescale Buddhist projects through much of the dynasty.  

The Buddhist monuments sponsored by the Northern Qi rulers were located not 

only in the area of the capital city, Ye, but also in the vicinity of the city of Jinyang, 

today’s Taiyuan in Shanxi. Jinyang is where the non-Chinese warriors supporting the 

court resided. It served as the military power base of the Northern Qi rulers, and 

                                                      

1 Six emperors reigned during the twenty-seven-year Northern Qi Dynasty. Three held the throne for only 

one year or less: the second emperor (Feidi 廢帝, 559-560), the third emperor (Xiaozhao 孝昭, 560-561), and 

the last emperor (Youzhu 幼主, 577). These three reigns were too short to have had much of an impact on 

Buddhism. The other three emperors, the first emperor Wenxuan (文宣, r. 550-559 CE), the fourth emperor 

Wucheng (武成, r. 561-565 CE), and the fifth emperor Houzhu (後主, r. 565-577 CE), had a large impact on 

Buddhism and Buddhist visual culture, and sponsored large-scale Buddhist projects. For the Northern Qi 

emperors’ support of Buddhism, see Chen, Jinhua (2000), 94-96. 
2 Emperor Wenxuan, the first emperor of Northern Qi, was famously drawn to Buddhism. In 550 CE, the 

same year he ascended to the throne, Wenxuan took a vow to become a lay disciple of the renowned monk, 

Fashang 法上 (495-580 CE), who was one of the greatest Buddhist leaders of the time. Observing the 

difficult bodhisattva vows, he issued orders against the practices of hawking, fishing, and butchery, and 

he promised to abstain from all animal flesh and alcohol. One year later, he summoned to his capital 

another Buddhist leader, Sengchou 僧稠 (480-560 CE), to whom he declared his intention of offering one-

third of the annual state revenue to the “Three Treasures” of Buddhism. Daoxuan’s 道宣 (596-667) Further 

Biographies of Eminent Monks (Xu gaoseng zhuan 續高僧傳), T. 2060, 50: 554b25-26. Soper (1966), 260-261; 

Chen (2000), 95; Tsiang (2010), 26. 
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functioned as a secondary capital. Since the emperors traveled regularly between the 

two cities of Jinyang and Ye,3 several grand Buddhist monuments established with 

Northern Qi imperial support were situated on the route between the two cities.4 The 

two most well-known of these are the Buddhist Cave Temples of Xiangtangshan, which 

were built near the capital city, Ye, and the gigantic Buddha image at the Kaihua 

Monastery 開化寺 at Mt. Meng (Mengshan 蒙山 or Xishan 西山) in the vicinity of 

Jinyang.5 Both boast masterful carving and a monumental scale, and were likely planned 

in order to display the imperial power and authority of the Northern Qi Dynasty, as well 

as to generate merit for the protection of the state.  

                                                      

3 At the end of the Northern Wei (386-534 CE), Jinyang was the power base for Gao Huan 高歡 (496–547 CE), 

the father of the first Emperor Wenxuan. With the fall of the Northern Wei, Gao Huan established the 

Eastern Wei Dynasty (534-550 CE) as a de facto ruler and moved the capital from Luoyang to Ye in 534 CE. 

Hanje Park (1998), 167-169; Eisenberg (2008), 97-98; Tsiang (2010), 19-20.  
4 In the sixth century, there were settlements and Buddhist monasteries along the road between Ye and 

Jinyang that served as resting and supply stations, but they no longer exist today. However, some cave 

temples and stone monuments are still preserved. It was recorded that Xiangtangshan was a detached 

summer palace site and one of the stopping places on the road. Another Buddhist site on the route from 

Northern Qi is Mt. Zhonghuang in Shexian, in the southwestern corner of Hebei Province, best known for 

its extensive engravings of Buddhist sutra texts. For information about the site and its Buddhist 

engravings, see Zhang Zong (2010), 294-302.  
5 Another colossal Buddha image was undertaken in the vicinity of Jinyang, during the reign of the Emperor 

Wenxuan. This 50-meter-tall Amitābha Buddha was created at the Tongzi Monastery at Mt. Long and was 

flanked by two 25-meter-tall bodhisattvas. Unfortunately, the Tongzi Monastery Buddha and bodhisattva 

images are not preserved. It is recorded that a meditation master, Hongli 弘禮, arrived at Mt. Long in 556 

and undertook the process of creating them. Yiqun Li suggests the Buddhist images were likely sponsored 

by the Emperor Wenxuan, since the creation of Buddhist images on such a colossal scale could not have 

been established without imperial sponsorship. His suggestion is persuasive, but it needs further 

exploration. Yuqun Li (1998), 22-23. Because of this uncertainty, chapter two does not discuss the colossal 

Buddha established at Tongzi Monastery.  
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Xiangtangshan refers to two main groups of caves located at Northern 

Xiangtangshan and at Southern Xiangtangshan, which are about 15 kilometers apart.6 It 

is the northern group of caves that is the largest in scale and holds the earliest carvings. 

It is closely related to the Northern Qi royal family and most likely the first emperor, 

Wenxuan.7 The Northern Xiangtangshan site is situated halfway up a mountainside 

(Figure 9). The three principal caves at this site from the Northern Qi period are known 

as the North, Middle, and South Caves. The Xiangtangshan Cave temples have been 

thoroughly covered in previous scholarship about Northern Qi Buddhist art, and so the 

details need not be revisited here.8 Instead, this section of the chapter will briefly outline 

the earlier studies, and focus on the North Cave at the Northern Xiangtangshan, since it 

is not only the most ambitious in scale, but also the most complex in design and 

decoration. It displays many signs of having been conceived under imperial sponsorship 

                                                      

6 Traditionally, these cave temples were not known as a single group, but had different names and were 

associated with different monasteries and patrons. Tsiang (1996b), 11; Tsiang (2010), 18; Howard (1996), 7. 
7 While the imperial patronage of Northern Xiangtangshan is not questioned, the patron’s identity is a 

subject to debate, since the historical records are contradictory. Some Chinese scholars have relied on Zizhi 

tongjian (160:4957) compiled in 1072-1084 CE to argue that the caves were created before the establishment 

of the Northern Qi Dynasty by Gao Huan, the father of Northern Qi’s first emperor, Wenxuan and de facto 

ruler during the Eastern Wei (534-550). They believe the remains of Gao Huan are buried there. The source 

is vague in that it does not indicate a specific cave as burial site at Northern Xiangtangshan. On the other 

hand, many other scholars, including Soper, Howard, and Tsiang, support the idea that Emperor 

Wenxuan, the first emperor of the Northern Qi, is responsible for the beginning of cave construction and 

image-making. For the issue regarding the dating of the Northern Xiangtangshan, see Soper (1966), 262-

263; Howard (1996), 7-8; Tsiang (2010), 19-20; Tang Zhongming (2004), 34-37; Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone 

Sutra in Shandong,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 24-25. 
8 For the Xiangtangshan Caves, see Mizuno Seiichi and Nagahiro Toshio (1937); Handanshi Wenwu 

Baoguansuo (1982), 26-43; Soper (1966), 259-268; Howard (1996), 7-19; Tsiang (1996b), 11-76. For a recent 

exhibition catalog on the Xiangtangshan caves, see Tsiang et al. eds. (2010). 
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with advice from those knowledgeable about Buddhist teachings, and having been 

created by skilled craftsmen.  

The North Cave is the largest, and is twelve meters square and eleven meters 

high. At the center of the Cave is a massive central pillar, measuring 6.95 square meters 

(Figures 10~12). There are three niches, one in the front face and one in each of the two 

side walls (Figure 12).9 The sculptures and the lavish decorations on the walls, central 

pillars, and ceilings display high quality carvings with a new style and new 

iconographies.10 In terms of its scale, elaborate design, and masterful craftsmanship, the 

North Cave at the Northern Xiangtangshan is comparable to the earlier imperially 

sponsored caves at Yungang and Longmen that were established near their respective 

capital cities in the late fifth and early sixth centuries, during the Northern Wei Dynasty 

(386-534 CE). Like their precedents from the earlier Dynasty, the caves at the Northern 

Xiangtangshan site, especially the North Cave, were built near the capital under a main 

imperial sponsor, shortly after the establishment of the Northern Qi Dynasty. The 

Northern Xiangtangshan Caves served to display both the new Dynasty’s aura of 

                                                      

9 Each of the three niches contains a colossal seated Buddha and two standing attendant bodhisattvas. The 

three Buddhas can be identified as the Buddhas of the Three Ages (Past, Present, and Future) on the basis 

of their seated poses. For the Buddhas on the central pillar and other images inside the cave, see Tsiang 

(2010), 26-33. She explains that the sculptures of the North Cave may refer to teachings promulgated in the 

Lotus Sūtra and the Avataṃsaka Sūtra. 
10 For a new style and new iconographies, such as Spirit Kings and Guardian-demons at the Northern 

Xiangtangshan caves, see Howard (1996), 7-14. 
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imperial power and authority; one allied with the Buddhist law, and the protection and 

perpetuation of the Dynasty.11  

One of the most significant architectural and decorative motifs at the 

Xiangtangshan site is the stupa motif.12 The front wall and the entrance of the North 

Cave have been severely damaged and repaired, but on the exterior, high above the 

entrance and windows, there are traces of a jewel at the top of a domed roof, which 

indicates that it was originally designed as a stupa (Figure 10).13 The stupa-shaped 

façade likely gave the impression to those who entered the cave that they were entering 

a stupa. All three caves at Northern Xiangtangshan appear to have been designed to 

have a stupa façade, but it is well-preserved only at the South Cave (Figure 13). The 

stupa motif also can be seen as a pictorial motif that decorates the ornamented frame of 

individual niches (Figure 14).14 

Scholars suggest there could be many reasons for shaping a cave-temple into a 

stupa. Most likely, caves shaped as stupas could have served as temples for the worship 

                                                      

11 This has been pointed out as one of the most significant goals for building the cave. Tsiang (1996a), 259; 

Tsiang (2010), 26. 
12 The stupa motif was used extensively inside and outside the caves at Southern Xiangtangshan, as well as 

in those in Northern Xiangtangshan. It is one of the most discernible characteristics among the many cave 

temples built around Ye during the Northern Qi period, and has been discussed by many scholars. For 

example, Sofugawa (1990), 165-206; Howard (1996), 8-10; and Tsiang (1996a), 254-257.  
13 Tsiang (2010), 32. 
14 The stupa motif decoration shows radiant jewels borne on three large lotus blossoms springing from a 

vase. Three jewels are traditionally understood to represent the Three Treasures of early Buddhist faith: 

the Buddha, the teachings of the Buddha, and the monastic order. The precious jewels came to be a 

metaphor for Buddhist wisdom and its beneficial powers. Tsiang (2010), 29-30;  
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of the Buddha and his teachings.15 In India, stupas were originally funerary monuments 

associated with the relics or ashes of Buddha. Gradually, they became symbolic 

structures containing images instead of relics. Their use also was likely related to the 

practice of meditation and contemplation of images, as some sutras popularly circulated 

at that time, instruct practitioners to enter a stupa to concentrate on Buddha images for 

their meditation practice.16  

Using the stupa facade as a tomb to commemorate deceased Buddhist rulers 

underscored the belief that the emperors and the Buddhas were equals. Historical 

sources report that the North Cave had been used as a burial place for Northern Qi 

emperors.17 As to the issue of which emperor was buried there, the sources are 

contradictory. Some believe that Gao Huan, the father of the first emperor, Wenxuan, 

was buried at the North Cave, while others believe it was the first emperor Wenxuan 

himself. Although the answer remains uncertain, based on one of the accounts, many 

scholars believe that the North Cave was established by Emperor Wenxuan and that he 

                                                      

15 Katherine Tsiang proposes that building caves into stupas enabled the Buddhist texts to be incised inside 

and outside the caves, and to be regarded as “Dharma relics” and objects of veneration. I agree with her, 

especially for the South Cave at Northern Xiangtangshan and for several caves at Southern Xiangtangshan. 

However, the North Cave and Middle Cave at the Northern Xiangtangshan bear no sutra carvings, but are 

decorated with stupa motif decorations. Tsiang speculates that scriptures may have been carved in the 

façade or in the front wall of the North and Middle Caves, which are now no longer preserved in their 

original state. While this is possible, there is no evidence to date that confirms the existence of sutra 

carving at the North and Middle Caves.  
16 For example, the chapter “Pure Practices” (jingxing pin 淨行品) from the Avataṃsaka Sūtra engraved on the 

side wall of Cave 1 at Southern Xiangtangshan instructs practitioners who wish to take the bodhisattva 

path to, among other things, venerate Buddhas and pay homage to stupas. Lin (2014), 71-74. 
17 The sources are Zizhi tongjian 160:4957, the biography of the monk Mingfen in Further Biographies of 

Eminent Monks (Xu gaoseng zhuan) by Daoxuan (T. 2060, 50: 648) and the stele text dated Jin Dynasty 1159 

and now kept in the Changle temple. For the stele text, see Ding Mingyi (1989), 35. 
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was buried there.18 Tsiang further records that there is a rectangular opening at the top 

of the central pillar in the North Cave, now empty, that could have accommodated a 

large coffin or, alternatively, could have held relics.19 As Howard suggests, equating the 

Buddha with the emperor brought about the making of the Five Imperial Caves at 

Yungang during the Northern Wei, and likely inspired the tradition that the emperor’s 

burial should be similar to the Buddha’s in India. The creation of stupa-shaped caves at 

Xiangtangshan during the Northern Qi period was likely based on these two views as 

well.20 

Another important Buddhist monument, created under the patronage of the 

Northern Qi emperors is the gigantic Buddha image at the Kaihua Monastery 開化寺 at 

Mt. Meng 蒙山 (or Xishan 西山) in the vicinity of the city of Jinyang (Figure 15). The 

statue is a seated Buddha, said to have been as tall as 200 chi (approx. 59 meters), but 

currently only the Buddha’s body remains of the original, measuring approximately 30 

meters high. It is recorded that the head fell off in the 14th century, and after that, the site 

                                                      

18 Some other scholars suggest that the cave was established by Gao Huan, the father of Emperor Wenxuan, 

and that he was buried at one of the Northern Xiangtangshan caves or in a cavern high up in Northern 

Xiangtangshan. For the controversies and related historical sources, see Soper (1966), 262-263; Howard 

(1996), 7-8; Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in Shandong,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 24-25. 
19 Tsiang (2010), 19-20. Tsiang further records that there is a rectangular opening at the top of the central 

pillar in the North Cave, now empty, that could have accommodated a large coffin or, alternatively, could 

have held relics. Whoever was buried in the cave at the Northern Xiangtangshan, it seems quite plausible 

that Northern Xiangtangshan functioned as a burial place for the Northern Qi emperors.  
20 Howard (1996), 8-10. 
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fell into ruins. The location of the Buddha subsequently was forgotten, and was not 

rediscovered until 1980.21 The new head was installed in 2008.22  

The Kaihua Monastery, founded in 551 CE in Jinyang during the reign of 

Emperor Wenxuan, undertook the construction of a colossal Buddha around 559 CE. 

This Buddha was completed during the reign of Emperor Houzhu (r. 565-576 CE).23 It is 

recorded that Houzhu let himself succumb to the fantasy of carving the entire mountain 

of Xishan into a colossal Buddha image, and that ten thousand basins of oil were burned 

in a single night, so that work could continue uninterrupted around the clock.24 The fact 

that Emperor Houzhu worked so intensively to complete the gigantic Buddha image 

indicates that the giant Buddha at Mt. Meng was most likely established with imperial 

support.25 

What the imperial goals were for establishing this colossal Buddha at Mt. Meng 

is far from clear. However, the colossal Buddhas at Yungang were commissioned by the 

Northern Wei Emperor, Wencheng (r. 452-465 CE), to display his imperial authority and 

that of the preceding Northern Wei emperors; to fortify the belief that Buddhas and 

emperors were equal; and to engage in merit-making activities. Mt. Meng was likely 

                                                      

21 Yuqun Li (1998), 14. 
22 Lin (2014), 78-79. 
23 When the project of sculpting the colossal Buddha began is still under debate. After examining the related 

historical sources, Yuqun Li suggests that the Kaihua Monastery was founded in 551, and that the 

construction of the colossal Buddha began in 559 CE. He believes it was completed in the end of the 

Northern Qi period, during the reign of Emperor Houzhu (565-576). I concur with his suggestion. Yuqun 

Li (1998), 19-21. 
24 Bei Qi shu, 8.301. Requoted from Jinhua Chen (2010), 96. 
25 Yuqun Li (1998), 22. 
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designed for the similar reasons during the reign of Northern Qi’s first emperor, 

Wenxuan.26 In addition, as Jinhua Chen suggests, the period when it was completed 

witnessed the empire in decline and threatened by invasions. Accordingly, the 

completion of the gigantic Buddha was likely intended to generate merit for the 

protection and perpetuation of the state.27 The grand scale of the magnificent seated 

Buddha presumably well-served the goals of the emperors and state, as the monument’s 

grandeur proclaimed imperial authority in a stately manner.     

2.2 Monastic Patrons: Eminent Monk Sengchou and the 
Xiaonanhai Central Cave       

The support of pious emperors for Buddhist activities contributed to the 

promotion of Buddhist teachings during the Northern Qi period. As a result, a 

significant number of Northern Qi monks are recorded in history as outstanding 

practitioners, teachers, and scholars.28 Numerous monks participated in establishment of 

diverse Buddhist monuments during the Northern Qi period. One of the most well-

known Buddhist monuments created by a monk during the period (550-560 CE) are the 

Xiaonanhai Cave temples 小南海石窟, which are situated close to a major mountain pass 

between Ye and Jinyang, near today’s Anyang, Henan Province (Figure 16). 

                                                      

26 Yuqun Li (1998), 24. Constructions of colossal Buddhas also were found in the Southern Dynasties at 

Qixiasi 棲霞寺 near Nanjing and Baoxiangsi 寶相寺 in today’s Xinchang and Zhejiang. Both are dated to 

about the late fifth and early sixth centuries. See Su Bai (1989), 389-412. 
27 Jinhua Chen (2010), 96. Based on a tenth-century stele at the Kaihui Monastery, Prof. Lin suggests that the 

colossal Buddha at Mt. Meng was intended to inspire appreciation of the holiness of the site and the divine 

presence in the colossal image. Lin (2014), 78-80. For the stele, see Yuqun Li (1998), 20. 
28 For brief account on Buddhism and eminent monks under the Northern Qi, see Jinhua Chen (2010), 94-103. 
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The Xiaonanhai site has three caves (East, Central, and West), each of which is 

cut into massive boulders and was constructed under the guidance of the leading 

Buddhist scholar-master, Sengchou 僧稠 (480–560 CE).29 Sengchou was one of the most 

outstanding and influential clerics under the Northern Qi period. In 551-52 CE, this 

erudite scholar-monk and meditation master was summoned to the capital to serve as 

the State Preceptor and as Emperor Wenxuan’s personal meditation advisor.30 Emperor 

Wenxuan received the Bodhisattva vows from Sengchou, and made him abbot of the 

Yunmen temple 雲門寺.  The Yunmen temple is situated about 40 km from Ye, and is 

close to the Anyang Caves.  Sengchou died there at the age of 81in 560 CE. 

Of three caves, the Xiaonanhai Central Cave is the best preserved, and contains 

valuable inscriptions, sutra engravings and visual images both on the interior and 

exterior walls of the Cave. It retains the most complete description of Sengchou’s 

meditational practices (Figures 16 and 17). Accordingly, this section of chapter two will 

focus on the carvings and images in the Xiaonanhai Central Cave, which are visible 

manifestations of Sengchou’s religious beliefs and meditation practice. The cave is 

designed with Buddhist sutra texts and visual imageries, and these functioned as guides 

                                                      

29 Because the surrounding mountain has been excessively quarried in more recent times, the caves appear 

as three independent ones. Originally, they were hewn into the rocky surface, each accessible from a single 

small front entrance. Lin (2014), 67. 
30 He did not become a monk until he reached twenty-eight (in 507), and after he gained a widespread 

reputation at court as a Confucian professor at the National Academy. He first studied with the dharma 

master, Daofang 道房 (d. after 506). For Sengchou’s biography, see Daoxuan’s Further Biographies of 

Eminent Monks (Xu gaoseng zhuan), T. 2060, 50: 553b25-555b24; Hsu (1999), 17-44; Jinhua Chen (2010), 97; 

Sunkyung Kim (2011), 96-98. 
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to help visitors practice Sengchou’s meditation method while in the cave. The 

Xiaonanhai Central Caves have been thoroughly discussed by numerous scholars, so 

there is no need to review their work here.31 Instead, this section, briefly outlines the 

earlier scholarship on Sengchou’s meditation practice, the visual and textual aspects of 

the Xiaonanhai Caves, and focuses on Sengchou’s goals for constructing the Xiaonanhai 

Central Cave.  

The fact that Sengchou is responsible for the carvings in the Xiaonanhai Caves is 

confirmed by the dedicatory inscription engraved right above the entrance to the Central 

Cave (Figure 17). According to the inscription, the caves were initially decorated in 550 

by another Dharma master, Sengfang 僧方, but Sengchou and his disciples, who were 

residing in nearby Yunmen temple, renovated and redecorated the caves.32 Unlike other 

Buddhist cave-temples sponsored by the imperial family members during the Northern 

Wei or Northern Qi periods, the Xiaonanhai Central Cave is very small, measuring 1.34 

meters in depth, 1.19 meters in width and 1.78 meters in height. It has just enough room 

for a single individual (Figure 16) to perform meditation in an isolated and quiet 

environment.33 

                                                      

31 For the investigational report of the Xiaonanhai Caves, see Henan Sheng Gudai Jianzhu Baohu Yanjiusuo 

(1988), 1-14 and 20. For secondary studies, see Yen Chüan-ying (1995), 561-598; Eileen Hsiang-ling Hsu 

(1999); Inamoto Yasuo (2000), 270–303; Sunkyung Kim (2011), 87-126. 
32 The Yunmen temple, sponsored by Emperor Wenxuan, was founded by Sengchou in the third year of the 

Tianbao reign; Further Biographies of Eminent Monks (Xu gaoseng zhuan), T. 2060, 50: 554b14-16. 
33 Sunkyung Kim points out the location of the Xiaonanhai Cave, close to the Yunmen temple but far enough 

away to create a feeling of isolation, constitutes one of the monastic ideals of the time, that of modified 

asceticism. Sunkyung Kim (2011), 89. 
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Sengchou was renowned for his specialization in the Four Foundations of 

Mindfulness meditation (Sinianchu 四念處), which is derived from the “Sagely Practice” 

chapter (Shengxing pin 聖行品) in the Nirvāṇa Sūtra.34 This meditation technique involves 

a fourfold visualization process, in which practitioners focus on the impurities of the 

body, sensations, and mind.  In the final stage, practitioners focus on the concept that all 

things are devoid of inherent existence,35 and are guided to contemplate on the 

combined awareness of the impurities and nonexistence.  This was meant to lead them 

to understand nirvāṇa, identified as the cosmic Vairocana Buddha, whose transcendent 

body offers the clearest image of the true body of the Dharma (dharmakāya).  

Significantly, a long passage from the “Sagely Practice” chapter (Shengxing pin 

聖行品) from the Nirvāṇa Sūtra, the scriptural basis for Sengchou’s practice of the Four 

Foundations of Mindfulness, was inscribed in a prominent location to the left of the 

                                                      

34 Hsu (1999), 52-65. Meanwhile, Chen Jinhua points out that the physical artifacts of the Xiaonanhai Central 

Cave associated with Sengchou’s meditation techniques provide a different picture from that of his 

biography, which focuses only on the conventional method of the Four Foundations of Mindfulness. 

According to Jinhua Chen, the inscriptions found in the Xiaonanhai Central Cave demonstrate that 

Sengchou’s meditation methods were based on a combination of the Nirvāṇa and Avataṃsaka Sūtras, which 

was crucial for the later development of the Mahāyāna meditation tradition in China. Jinhua Chen (2002), 

153. 
35 For the meditative practice, Four Foundations of Mindfulness, see Lei Ha (2006); Sunkyung Kim (2011), 

101-102 and the appendix on pages 120-121; Lin (2014), 68-69. The pictorial scene to the left of the central 

Buddha depicts a jātaka tale that reinforces the doctrinal message of nonexistence, while to the right is an 

image of Sengchou, identified by the accompanying cartouche, presenting incense and flowers to the 

Buddha. The story was carved in relief, representing the Brāhmana jātaka, one of the tales of the Buddha’s 

previous incarnations. The message of this tale is primarily about renunciation of the corporeal body in 

order to obtain the truth of nonexistence. The Brāhmana jātaka was carved at several other Buddhist sites in 

Northern Qi, including Mt. Jian in Zoucheng, Mt. Sili in Dongping in Shandong (which is discussed in the 

introduction), and on the lintel of cave 6 at Southern Xiangtangshan in Hebei Province. For the jātaka scene 

and the related verse, see Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Sili-Inscription,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 402-403. 
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entrance wall outside the cave (Figure 17). It expounds on the contents of Sengchou’s 

meditation technique and on the results of the practice. In addition, the Vairocana 

Buddha is named in one of the four four-line verses inscribed to the right of the “Sagely 

Practice” chapter, which is to the left of the dedicatory inscription above the entrance. 

The four, four-line verses are entitled “Hymn on the Avataṃsaka Sūtra 華嚴經偈贊,” but 

the last verse, in which the Vairocana Buddha is named, is from no preexisting sutra.36 

This verse identifies the Buddha located on the rear (north) wall of the cave as the 

Vairocana Buddha, praises the wisdom of the Vairocana Buddha, and remarks that he 

once entered this cave, thus marking it as an especially auspicious site.37 The inscribed 

sutra passage on the Four Foundations of Mindfulness meditation, the four-line verse on 

the Vairocana Buddha, and the image of the Vairocana Buddha inside the cave 

demonstrate that the Xiaonanhai Central Cave was conceived as a place in which the 

Sengchou’s favored Four Foundations of Mindfulness meditation was practiced.  

Additional inscriptions on the entrance wall, as well as the iconic program on the 

internal walls corroborate the interpretation that the cave space was used for meditation 

purposes. The first three four-line verses from “Hymn on the Avataṃsaka Sūtra,” pay 

                                                      

36 It was presumably composed by the person who initiated the sutra engraving, most likely Sengchou. Hsu 

suggests that the added verse might refer to the vision of Buddha Vairocana attained by Sengchou while 

practicing meditation in the cave. Hsu (1999), 39. For the verse, see Sunkyung Kim (2011), 110-111; Lin 

(2014), 69-70.  
37 The translation of the last verse is “The grace of the Buddha Vairocana is without obstacles, and is the 

most auspicious of all. Buddha once entered this chamber, thus this place is the most auspicious.” For the 

scriptural significance of these verses, see Yen (1995), 584-587. For the translation, see Hsu (1999), 37-38; 

Sunkyung Kim (2011), 109-110.  
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homage to the virtues of the Dīpaṃkara Buddha, one of the Past Buddhas, and other 

numerous Buddhas and heavenly beings, and state that they all visited this cave, thus 

making it the most auspicious cave of all.38 As noted in the verses, the interior walls of 

the cave were an ideal space to fill with the manifestations of myriad Buddhas and 

heavenly beings in high relief (Figure 18). As previously noted, on the main (north) wall, 

the Vairocana Buddha is seated alongside two monks. On the left (west) and right (east) 

walls are respectively, the Amitābha Buddha and Maitreya. Both figures are 

accompanied by two attending bodhisattvas. Each set of is backed by engraved images 

of the main figure’s associated Pure Land counterpart—Sukhāvatī for the former, and 

Tuṣita for the latter.  

Visitors who arrived at the cave would begin at the exterior and read the texts 

describing the techniques and results of the meditative practice based on the Four 

Foundations of Mindfulness and the Hymn.  When they entered the cave, they would 

then practice this meditation method, being aware that they were doing so in a most 

auspicious place that had once been occupied by the Vairocana Buddha and other 

Buddhas. The Xiaonanhai Central Cave art was created by Sengchou as a visible means 

of describing his Four Foundations of Mindfulness meditation practice, and as a way for 

promoting the method to others. Sengchou appears to have successfully achieved these 

goals by intertwining the inscribed sutra texts and visual iconic images together with the 

                                                      

38 Sunkyung Kim (2011), 109-110. For the Buddha’s presence as auspicious signs, see Lin (2014), 70. 
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special history of the cave itself. To this day, the cave stands as a concrete monument, 

“literally cementing the memory of Sengchou’s ideals and practices” before they had 

been forgotten,39 and establishes Sengchou’s Buddhist ideas and meditation techniques 

as ones that were continuously used and echoed over time.40 

2.3 Court Official Patrons: Lou Rui, Gao Anagong, and Tang 
Yong  

A few of the names of court officials who patronized Buddhist monuments 

during the Northern Qi period were transmitted to us through stone inscriptions as well 

as through historical sources. The most well-known court official patrons are Lou Rui 婁

叡 (531-570 CE), Gao Anagong 高阿那肱 (d. 580 CE), and Tang Yong 唐邕 (d. 581 CE). 

From these accounts, it is evident that some of court officials were able to sponsor the 

creation of Buddhist monuments, because they possessed enough wealth and power to 

financially support those activities.41 Nonetheless, sometimes it is difficult to determine 

what their specific goals were, due to the lack of sources providing solid evidence of 

their rationale. This lack of certainty holds true for the monuments sponsored by Lou 

Rui and Gao Anagong. By contrast, Tang Yong informs us of his goals through the forms 

                                                      

39 The quotation is from Sunkyung Kim (2011), 118. 
40 Besides, it has been suggested that the Xiaonanhai Central Cave might have functioned as Sengchou’s 

mortuary site. Sunkyung Kim (2005), 372-395; Hsu (1999), 40-41. In addition, after thoroughly 

investigating all of the inscriptions at the Xiaonanhai Central Cave, Sunkyung Kim suggests that the visual 

iconic imageries inside the cave point to the practice of Buddhist visionary repentance as well as 

meditation. Sunkyung Kim (2011), 111-116.  
41 For the court officials’ wealth and power have been mentioned by Tsiang. Tsiang (1996b), 151-152; Tsiang 

(2010), 22. 
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and content he chose for his creation, as well as his own dedicatory inscription. This 

section examines these three court officials, and discusses their sponsorship activities 

and related goals.   

Lou Rui (531-570 CE) was a first cousin to Emperor Wenxuan (r. 550-559) and to 

two other Northern Qi rulers, Xiaozhao 孝昭 (r. 560-561) and Wucheng 武成 (r. 561-565). 

He was related to them through his paternal aunt, Lady Lou Zhaojun 婁昭君 (501–562 

CE, Empress Dowager Wuming 武明皇后), who was the wife of Gao Huan, the patriarch 

of the Northern Qi Dynasty.42 Lou Rui’s original family name was Pilou 匹婁 and his 

family was not Han-Chinese, but was from the Xianbei clan. The ruling family of the 

Northern Qi was of Xianbei ethnicity.43 Among the maternal relatives of the Northern 

Qi’s royal family, Lou’s family was the most prominent. As a trusted advisor in 

governmental affairs and a capable soldier, Lou Rui held a variety of grand military, 

provincial, and court titles, such as the Governor of Five Regions – Ying 瀛, Yi 冀, Guang 

光, Ji 岐, and Feng 豐; Provisioner of Food in the Chang Shan Commandery; Counselor-

in-chief of the Right; Minister of Education; Commander-in-chief; and Grand Mentor. 

He earned the designation, Prince of Dongan 東安王, in 560 and he was honored as the 

Grand Minister of War at his death in 570. 

                                                      

42 For his biography, see Bei Qi shu 15.197; Bei shi 54.1955-56. I concur with Tsiang regarding her conclusions 

about Lou Rui’s life and support for Buddhism. Tsiang (1996a), 235-236 and Sunkyung Kim (2005), 408-411. 
43 There is some controversy about the origins of Gao Huan’s family, but scholars agree that the Gao family 

was of a Sinicized, non-Han lineage, most likely a Xianbei. Wang Zhongluo (1961), 437; Yao Weiyuan 

(1962), 134-137; Hamaguchi (1966), 685~707; Holmgren (1982), 5-7. 
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Lou Rui is recorded to have been an ardent follower of Buddhism and known for 

his support for two of most renowned monks of the Northern Qi period: Sengchou (480–

560 CE), who was the creator of the Xiaonanhai Central Cave as previously discussed; 

and Lingyu 靈裕 (518-605 CE).44 It was Lingyu who was closely associated with the 

Buddhist works sponsored by Lou Rui. Lou Rui received Lingyu’s instruction on the 

Buddhist precepts in 565 CE, and provided financial support for the Baoshan Temple at 

Mt. Bao for Linyu.45 This temple is believed to have been established in 546 CE by the 

eminent monk, Daoping 道憑 (488-559 CE), and Lingyu was his successor as the abbot 

there. Since the Baoshan Temple had been in existence since the time of Daoping, Lou 

Rui’s donation was presumably for the extension and refurbishment of the temple and 

perhaps for the construction of Lingyu’s Dazhusheng Cave on Mt. Bao.46 

It was at the same Mt. Bao that a freestanding stone stele, with an engraving of 

the sixth chapter “Pusa mingnan pin 菩薩明難品 (Chapter on Bodhisattva Clarifying 

Problems)” of the Avataṃsaka Sūtra was created under the sponsorship of Lou Rui 

(Figures 19~21).47 The stele is of limestone, and measures 230 centimeter in height, 98 

                                                      

44 It is recorded in the Xu Gaosengzhuan, T. 2060, 50: 554a (Sengchou’s biography) and T. 2060, 50: 495-496 

(Linyu’s biography).  
45 T. 2060, 50: 496a. Tsiang (1996a), 235-236.  
46 Sunkyung Kim (2005), 410-411. Around the Baoshan Temple at Mt. Bao, numerous Buddhist monuments 

were built, including the Daliusheng Cave 大留聖窟 and the Dazhusheng Cave 大住聖窟, which were built 

by Daoping and Lingyu, respectively. 
47 The stele was recorded in local gazetteers in the end of 18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries during 

the Qing Dynasty (1644-1912 CE). For a record on its inscription, see Lu Zengxiang (1816-1882 CE) ed. 

(1985), Baqiongshi jinshi buzheng 21:30-31. It was thought to have been destroyed afterwards, but 

fortunately it was rediscovered, as it had fallen down and broken into pieces on the ground of a gently 
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centimeters in width, and 28 centimeters in depth (Figure 20). At the center of the upper 

part of the stele, there is a shrine in which a seated Buddha at the center is attended by 

two flanking bodhisattvas (Figure 21). There are cartouches at each side of and above the 

shrine, which identifies one Buddha and two bodhisattvas: the Buddha Pilushena 

毗盧舍那佛; and the bodhisattvas, Wenshu 文殊 and Puxian 普賢.48 The sixth chapter of 

the Avataṃsaka Sūtra is carved on the front and the right side of the stele. The obverse 

and left sides of the stele have no carving.49 The first (right-hand) column of the text 

notes the carved text’s source, and includes the titles of the sutra canon and their 

chapters.50 This is followed by a dedicatory inscription, which identifies Lou Rui as the 

chief benefactor of the temple, and then lists his official titles including that of the 

Governor of Five Regions (Ying, Yi, Guang, Ji, and Feng), Provisioner of Food in the 

Changshan 常山 Commandery, and Prince of Dong’an 東安王.51 The stele can be dated 

approximately to the years between 561 and 565, and Li Yuqun suggests that it is dated 

                                                      

 

rolling hill in the southwestern area of the Baoshan Temple in 1995. The stele was restored in 2003, and 

currently is exhibited with another stele at a site in the foothills of Mt. Bao, under a protective roof. Yuqun 

Li (2012), 63-64. The second stele is smaller than the stele patronized by Lou Rui. Its height is 211 

centimeters, with a width of 91.5 centimeters and a depth of 25.5 centimeters. This stele bear excerpts on 

the first through fourth assembly among the eight assemblies from the Avataṃsaka Sūtra. It has no 

colophon, but is believed to be from the Northern Qi period. Yuqun Li (2012), 66-70.  
48 Yuqun Li (2012), 64. 
49 Yuqun Li (2012), 66.  
50 It reads “大方廣佛華嚴經菩薩明難品第六.” Yuqun Li (2012), 65. 
51 The transcription of the dedication is as follows: “寺檀越主司徒公使持節都督瀛冀光岐豐五州諸軍事 瀛冀

光岐豐五州刺史 食常山郡幹 東安王婁睿 東安郡君楊.” Yuqun Li (2012), 65.  
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564, based on Lou Rui’s titles and Linyu’s biography.52  

The dedication demonstrates that Lou Rui was the patron of the stele, but his 

intentions in sponsoring its creation are far from clear, as there is no mention of either 

his motivations or goals. While the stele’s dedication names Lou Rui as the prime 

benefactor, it does not mention anything about the monk, Lingyu, who is believed to 

have been the stele’s creator. The selected sutra texts inscribed on the stele reflect 

Lingyu’s own Buddhist philosophy.53 In addition, the stele was placed at Mt. Bao near 

the Baoshan Temple where Lingyu was the abbot. This, combined with the fact that Lou 

Rui was a prime sponsor for Lingyu in 560s until his death in 570, support the belief that 

Lingyu did in fact create this stele.  

An important question should be raised at this point. Was Lou Rui an active 

patron who commissioned Buddhist artworks that were created in accordance with his 

Buddhist ideas and beliefs? Or was he only a financial supporter for the monk, Lingyu, 

who used Lou Rui’s financial support to proceed with his own goals? Carving the sutra 

text on the stone stele was likely Lingyu’s idea. In 589 CE, Lingyu had several sutra texts 

he considered the most important carved in his Dazhusheng Cave at Mt. Bao. In the 

years before the construction of the Dazhusheng Cave, Lingyu would likely have 

wanted to have his favorite sutra texts carved on steles. Lou Rui might have supported 

                                                      

52 Yuqun Li (2012), 70-72. Li notes that Lou Rui held the title of “Situ” 司徒 from 562 to 564, and became a 

patron to Lingyu beginning in 564. Yuqun Li (2012), 64. 
53 Yuqun Li observes that the stele testifies to Linyu’s Buddhist beliefs and thoughts. Yuqun Li (2012), 72-76. 
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Lingyu’s projects, with the hope that by doing so he would accumulate religious merits 

for himself and his family.  

Alternatively, it is also possible that Lou Rui might have been interested in the 

devotional practice of sutra engraving that was widespread at the period, as he 

demonstrated a sincere support for the Buddhist monk, Lingyu, and a passion for 

Buddhist teaching. As previously noted, the sutra engraving on the Xiaonanhai Central 

Cave in Anyang was created by Sengchou and his disciples in 560. It is located very 

close to Mt. Bao. Inspired by Sengchou’s Xiaonanhai Central Cave and Lingyu’s 

teachings, Lou Rui might have actively sponsored a stele and chosen the sutra carved on 

it. At this point, unfortunately, it is not possible to know which view is the correct one. 

At any rate, it should be noted that this stele with its carved sutra is a creation clearly 

under the patronage of an ethnically Xianbei patron. In chapter five, I suggest the sutra 

carved at Mt. Tie in Zoucheng, Shandong Province was created as a means to proclaim 

Han Chinese cultural and artistic magnificence by several Han Chinese local elites. 

Nonetheless, the stele patronized by Lou Rui is an indication that sutra carving activity 

was not appropriated only by Han Chinese patrons.54 

Another well-known court official who sponsored Buddhist art is Gao Anagong. 

He was one of the highest officials of the late Northern Qi period and was especially 

                                                      

54 It should be noted that this sutra carving was carved on the stele form. Why Lou Rui adopted the stele 

form is not clear. It also is unclear who determined the form and the contents of the stele inscription. Long 

standing artistic convention of using a stele form to dignify the contents of a text might have been a reaon.  
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skilled in military affairs. His ethnicity was non-Han Chinese, probably Xianbei.55 He 

had the same surname as the ruling Gao family of Northern Qi, but had no familial 

relation to them. He was recorded as the principal donor for the Southern 

Xiangtangshan Caves. Information about him is known from an inscription titled the 

“Fushan Caves Stele” (Fushan shiku zhi bei 滏山石窟之碑), carved on the façade of Cave 2 

at the Southern Xiangtangshan, on both sides of the entrance (Figure 22).56 The 

inscription records that the work at the Southern Xiangtangshan caves were initiated in 

565 CE by a monk called Huiyi 慧義. In that year, the Grand Counselor-in-Chief, Gao 

Anagong, accompanied Emperor Houzhu 後主 (557–577, r. 565-577, Gao Wei 高緯) on an 

excursion from the palace.57 Stopping to rest at the cave site, he saw the beginnings of 

some carving there and was inspired to donate generously to the work on the caves and 

their images. 

The Southern Xiangtangshan site is in a more easily accessible location than the 

Northern Xiangtangshan caves, and is cut into a limestone embankment overlooking the 

Fuyang River.58 At the Southern Xiangtangshan site, there are six caves from the 

                                                      

55 Beishi, juan 92, 10: 3049-51; and Bei Qishu, juan 50, 1: 690-92. Requoted from Tsiang (1996b), 83n103. 
56 The inscription was mostly hidden from view by a wall, which had been constructed in front of the caves 

in modern times. The text was discovered only in 1987. The stele records repairs made to the site after the 

Northern Zhou proscription, with the establishment of the Sui Dynasty (581-618 CE). Although the 

inscription has no date, it can be placed in the Sui Dynasty, within a few decades after the fall of the 

Northern Qi in 577. For the transcriptions, see Chen and Ding (1989), 35. For the translation of the stele text, 

see Tsiang (1996b), 82-83.   
57 The year 565 was first year of the reign of Emperor Houzhu, who was a child of only nine when he 

ascended the throne.  
58 For basic information about the Southern Xiangtangshan site, see Tsiang (2010), 22 and 39-48. 
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Northern Qi period, which are found on two levels (Figures 22 and 23). Cave 1 and Cave 

2 are on the lower level, and Caves 3 through 6 on the upper level. A seventh cave also is 

on the upper level, but it is slightly lower than Caves 3 through 6 and off to one side. It 

appears to have been created somewhat later in time, so is unlikely to be from the 

Northern Qi period.59 The Southern Xiangtangshan caves are smaller in scale than the 

imperially sponsored group of caves found in the north. However, some of the 

designing and sculpting appears to have been guided by monks, who had considerable 

knowledge about Buddhist teachings, and the execution was done at the hands of skilled 

artisans. This suggests that the caves were constructed under the patronage of those 

who possessed considerable power and wealth. 

Albeit the “Fushan Caves Stele” inscription that indicates the construction of the 

Southern Xiangtangshan caves was initiated in 565 CE by the monk, Huiyi, and was 

patronized at the same year by Gao Anagong, the practice of carving Buddhist shrines 

with Buddha images seems to have been launched at the site earlier than 565 CE. Before 

the year 565, several Buddhist shrines had already been created at the southeastern side 

of the Southern Xiangtangshan site (Figures 24 and 25).60 Among the thirty-two large 

and small Buddhist shrines carved there, a colophon dated 563 CE provides evidence for 

this. Located in the right upper section of the shrines is a single colophon made for two 

                                                      

59 Tsiang (2010), 22. 
60 The area of the cliffs that cover the small Buddhist shrines is 9.8 meters in width, and 3.5 meters in height. 

Lintang Zhang and Peilan Xu (2005), 61. 
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Buddha image shrines, one located on each side of the colophon. The colophon dates the 

shrines to the second year of the Heqing era of the Great Qi (563 CE).61 According to the 

colophon, the two shrines were created due to a collective donation by lay patrons. The 

names of two lay leaders of the lay organization were recorded, one of whom was 

surnamed Wei 魏, but his given name and the entire name of the other leader is 

illegible.62 This colophon demonstrates that a lay organization for constructing Buddhist 

shrines and images was already active at the area before 565 CE.63 

In addition, even though the “Fushan Caves Stele” names only one patron, Gao 

Anagong, it does not seem that he was the sole sponsor for the Southern Xiangtangshan 

Caves. The construction and design of the caves indicate they were created separately, 

each with different ideas and styles of craftsmanship. The caves located within the two-

                                                      

61 The date of the colophon was discovered only in 2004 CE. Mizuno and Nagahiro call these shrines 

“Eastern polished-cliff” (dongfang moya 東方摩崖). Mizuno and Nagahiro (1937), 50, fig. 35, pl. 41. The 

shrines have been renamed “Southern Xiangtang no. 19 polished-cliff” (南響堂 第19号摩崖) by Chinese 

scholars and researchers. The dated inscription is identified as Southern Xiangtang no. 19 polished-cliff 

inscription C, which is located in between the shrines of no. 19-5 and 19-6. For the archaeological report of 

the discovery of the inscription, see Lintang Zhang and Peilan Xu (2005), 61-66.  
62 The colophon reads “In the twenty-first day of the sixth month, in the second year of the Heqing era of the 

Great Qi (563 CE), a lay leader of the yi (yizhu 邑主) named Wei[…][…] and another lay leader named 

[…][…][…][…], reverently make two […] images for the emperor,  […] […][…]. May all living beings in 

the world of dharma become Buddhas. The translation is mine. For its rubbing and transcription, see 

Lintang Zhang (2007), vol. 2, 93. 
63 Interestingly, the name of the Buddha “Da Kong Wang Fo” was twice carved at the Southern Xiangtang 

no. 19 polished-cliff. Mizuno and Nagahiro (1937), 50, fig. 35, pl. 41; Kiriya (2002a), 66n25. This name for 

the Buddha was frequently carved on mountain surfaces in southwestern Shandong, as will be discussed 

in chapter four. A monk named Seng’an Daoyi was most likely involved in most of the carvings of the 

Buddha’s name. Significantly, one of the two carved at the Southern Xiangtangshan no. 19 polished-cliff 

was written in the identical calligraphic style to that of Buddhist text engravings written by Seng’an Daoyi 

in Shandong, indicating it most likely was written by the same person. Seng’an Daoyi, wrote the 

calligraphy of the Buddha name at many sites in Shandong, which will be discussed in chapter four in 

detailed manner. 
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story structure are divided into two units.64 Caves 1 and 2 at the lower level are larger 

than the upper level caves, and Cave 2 is the largest in scale and presumably the earliest. 

Caves 4, 5, and 6 at the upper level are centered directly above Cave 2, which indicates 

the four caves constitute one unit (Figure 23). Cave 3 is located directly above Cave 1, 

and acts as a second unit.65 The group of Caves 2, 4, 5, and 6 are finer in workmanship 

and most likely earlier than Caves 1 and 3.66  

Significantly, several sutra carvings were carved on interior or exterior walls of 

the Southern Xiangtangshan caves. The caves of the first unit bear sutra carvings from 

the prajñāpāramitā literature.67 Passages drawn from the three sutra canons, the Sūtra on 

the Great Perfection of Wisdom Spoken by Mañjuśrī (Saptaśatikā Prajñāpāramitā, Wenshushili 

suoshuo moheboreboluomi 文殊師利所說摩訶般若波羅蜜, T. 233, 8), the Vast and Universal 

Great Collection Sūtra or the Great Collection Sūtra (Mahāvaipulya·mahāsaṃnipāta-sūtra, Da 

fangdeng daji jing 大方等大集經, T. 397, 13), and the Sūtra on the Great Perfection of Wisdom 

(Mahāprajñāpāramitā Sūtra, Mohe banruo buoluomi jing 摩訶般若波羅蜜經, T. 223, 8), are 

carved on the interior walls of Cave 2. On the exterior wall above the entrances to Caves 

4-6, another passage from the Sūtra on the Great Perfection of Wisdom Spoken by Mañjuśrī 

                                                      

64 Tsiang (2010), 39-44. 
65 Cave 7 is a separate cave at the site, probably constructed after the Northern Qi period. Tsiang (2010), 22 

and 39. 
66 Tsiang (2010), 39-40. 
67  For the carvings, see Lintang Zhang ed. (2007), vol. 1, Figure 2 on page 15, Figure 3 on page 16, Figure 5 at 

the page 31. 
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was carved.68 By contrast, one cave from the second unit, Cave 1, bears long excerpts 

from the Avataṃsaka Sūtra,69 and Cave 3 has no sutra carving, either on the inside or 

outside of the cave.  

This phenomenon of the separate units suggests that the patronage was not 

necessarily sponsored by one patron only. The caves were most likely constructed 

through the participation of multiple groups of patrons, artisans, and leading Buddhist 

priests. Unfortunately, other than the appearance of Gao Anagong’s name in the 

Southern Xiangtangshan cave construction project, no historical source known to date 

clarifies the specific names of these other patrons or participants. Overall, the caves’ 

large scale, the profound planning required to design the caves, and the high level of 

workmanship used, all indicate that those with considerable wealth and power, such as 

high court officials or imperial family members, sponsored the caves’ construction and 

design. Buddhist scholar monks, whose understanding of Buddhist teachings was at an 

advanced level, most likely collaborated with the project. Huiyi and his colleague monks 

would have been included in this last category. 

Although Gao Anagong was named as the prominent patron of the Southern 

Xiangtangshan caves, to what extent Gao Anagong participated in the cave construction 

                                                      

68 It was Zhang Zong who found this. Lichun Zhao (2003), 41. Tsiang wrongly notes that it is from the 

chapter 7 of the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra citing Mizuno and Nagahiro (1937), 131. Tsiang (1996a), 239. The 

passage is a different excerpt from that carved at Cave 2 from the identical scripture. Lichun Zhao (2003), 

32. Inside Cave 4, the popular “the Universal Gateway of Guanshiyin,” from the Lotus Sūtra, also was 

carved. Tsiang (1996a), 239. 
69 It includes part of chapter 4, and all of chapters 5 through 7 carved on its walls. Tsiang (1996a), 238. 
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project is uncertain. There remains no source that reveals Gao Anagong’s wishes when 

he donated his wealth to the construction. The stele inscription is the only source 

indicating that Gao Anagong was affiliated with Buddhism and Buddhist construction. 

In fact, it is unknown whether Gao Anagong was a genuinely devout Buddhist or not. If 

it was his great fervor for Buddhism that led him to sponsor the cave construction, 

would he have wanted to display it in a clearer fashion? His silence on the construction, 

as well as the absence of any evidence of his active participation in the construction itself, 

seems to indicate that his enthusiasm for the Buddhist cave construction could have 

been limited. On the other hand, he might have poured out his wealth on the 

construction, emulating the piousness of the Northern Qi emperors, considering it a way 

to acquire merits and display his wealth or power.   

Unlike the court officials, Lou Rui and Gao Anagong, Tang Yong displays his 

specific goals for creating Buddhist artwork in two distinct ways: On one hand, he uses a 

very direct writing style to communicate his thoughts for his dedicatory inscriptions; on 

the other hand, he subtly and indirectly communicates his religious and social-political 

goals through his choice of very specific sutra passages that convey his message and 

intent. Tang Yong was one of a few ethnically Han Chinese officials who held critical 

posts during the Northern Qi period, during which, the Xianbei emperors were in 
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control.70 During his relatively long term of stable service at the Northern Qi court, Tang 

Yong attained a number of high-ranking posts. It was at this time that Wenxuan served 

as the first emperor of the Eastern Wei dynasty, although his father, Gao Huan, 

functioned as the de facto ruler.71  

Significantly, Tang Yong is one of the most important figures in the field of 

Northern Qi art history, as well as in Chinese Buddhist art due to his patronization of 

the Buddhist engraved texts at the South Cave in Northern Xiangtangshan from 568-572 

CE. More importantly, he also sponsored Buddhist text carvings for local Han Chinese 

lay believers at Mt. Jian in Shandong Province in ca. 575 CE, which is discussed in 

chapter five in this dissertation.72 He most likely inspired the local Han Chinese people 

to create their own engravings after he had conducted the Northern Xiangtangshan cave 

project in the capital area. Accordingly, it is crucial to understand Tang Yong’s goals in 

sponsoring the sutra carvings, since his ideas on the practice of carving Buddhist texts 

                                                      

70 His work was for the military administrative boards, which were critical in providing logistics support 

and administrative support to the Northern Qi military. He was documented as an important figure in the 

dynastic history of the Northern Qi. Bei Qi shu, juan 40, 2:530-532. For his biography and political career, 

see Eisenberg (2008), 121-123; Tsiang (1996a), 237; Tsiang (2010), 38-39.  
71 Tang Yong had been posted to the Board of Infantry and Garrisons since the days of Gao Huan. He was 

one of the most trusted advisors to the Northern Qi’s first Emperor, Wenxuan, and held important posts 

under succeeding emperors. He retained the position throughout the Northern Qi Dynasty due to his 

competence and ability to guarantee administrative continuity. He was honored with the title of King of 

Jinchang Commander 晉昌王 in 574. Tsiang (1996a), 237. 
72 Mt. Jian is located very close to Mt. Tie, which is the focus of chapter five. At Mt. Tie, local Han Chinese 

patrons created their sutra carving that embodied their cultural identity by employing several visual 

motifs specific to the Han Chinese culture. See chapter five. 
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most likely contributed to the local patrons’ motivations for carving sutras in Shandong 

Province during this period.      

The South cave’s construction was probably begun much later than either of the 

North or Middle Caves, and occurred during the reign of Emperor Wucheng (r. 561-565) 

(Figures 9, 13, and 26).73 Tang Yong’s dedicatory inscription on the sutra engravings 

notes that the scripture engravings were made between 568 and 572 CE. The sutra 

engravings could have been added after the cave chamber and porch were fully shaped 

and the walls finished. Accordingly, the South Cave was completed sometime before 568 

CE.74 Tang Yong’s dedicatory inscription for the scripture engravings indicates that he 

held many official titles, was close to the royal family, and was responsible for the 

management of temples.75 He presumably intended to display his close relationship with 

the Northern Qi emperors and those of high social and political status by placing the 

sutra engravings at the South Cave of the Northern Xiangtangshan site.   

                                                      

73 The South Cave is located at the far southern (right) end of the Northern Xiangtangshan site and is much 

smaller than the North and Central Caves. Its design is also of a different type from that of the North and 

Middle Caves: it is composed of a chamber with altars on three walls and seven images set on each altar, 

whereas the North and Middle Caves each have a large pillar in their center. Tsiang observes that the 

construction of South Cave appears to have begun in the early 560s, but this work seems to have been 

interrupted before it was completed. To complete the carving, a different group of artisans presumably 

was hired, as the principal images display two distinct modes of carving and facial types [facial styles?]. 

Tsiang (2010), 38.  
74 The dedication notes that “it was begun on the first day of the third month in the fourth year of the 

Tiantong era (568) and completed on the 28th day of the fifth month in the third year of the Wuping era 

(572).” Tsiang (1996a), 237. This dedication by Tang Yong is the only dated Northern Qi inscription at the 

Northern Xiangtangshan caves.  
75 His official titles included Lord Specially Advanced, Cavalry General-in-chief, Commander Unequalled in 

Honor, Director of the Imperial Secretariat, Senior Rectifier of Bingzhou, Food Provisioner of Sizhou, 

Administrative Clerk of Puyang Commandery, Dynasty-Founding Marquis of Chang’an District, and 

Dynasty-Founding Duke of Jinyang Commandery. Tsiang (2010), 38; Tsiang (1996a), 237.  
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Tang Yong’s dedicatory inscription, which is written in his own voice, explains 

why the engravings were created (Figures 27 and 28).76 Entitled, “Record of the Carving 

of Sutras by Tang Yong, Duke of Jinchang Commandery” 晋昌郡公唐邕刻經記 (hereafter 

“Record of the Carving of Sutras by Tang Yong”),77 it is located at the west end on the 

north wall of the courtyard of the South Cave. The inscription was shaped in a stele form 

carved in relief.78 The dedicatory inscription articulates that Tang Yong was concerned 

about the fragility of Buddhist texts written on wood and silk, and that he was 

determined to engrave Buddhist texts on mountains.79 Scholars have pointed out that 

one of the most important purposes of the Buddhist engravings during the Northern Qi 

dynasty was to preserve Buddhist sutras in a more permanent manner. Mofa  末法 

thought was a belief that Buddhist doctrine, sacred sutra texts, and institutions would 

decline and disappear forever. This mofa ideology was widespread throughout the 

Northern Qi Dynasty, and was responsible for the creations of numerous Buddhist text 

                                                      

76 The author of the “Record of the Carving of Sutras by Tang Yong” is believed to be Tang Yong himself, 

but the calligrapher is unknown. Several scholars suggest that Seng’an Daoyi was the calligrapher.  As will 

be discussed in chapters three and four, he was active in Shandong Province during this time, and the 

calligraphic style used for the characters in the Tang Yong carving is quite similar to that used by Seng’an 

Daoyi at Mt. Hongding and Mt. Tie. Lis Jung Lu and Lu Dadong (2006-2007), 271-291; Kiriya (2007), 159-

173.  
77 Tang Yong is referred to as “Dynasty-Founding Duke of Jinchang Commander Tang Yong,” 晋昌郡開國公

唐邕. Since this was carved before he was honored with the title of “King,” in 574, he was referred to as 

“Duke.”  
78 The stele is 1.65 centimeters in height and 1 meter in width. The upper part of the stele has a niche in 

which a Buddha is sitting on a throne with both legs hanging down, along with two attending 

bodhisattvas, each sitting with one leg hanging down. 
79 For the translation of the dedicatory inscription, see Tsiang (1996b), 155-156. 
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carvings.80 Fearing that all Buddhist teachings would disappear, some Buddhists had the 

sutras engraved in stone in order to preserve the texts. However, it is unrealistic to 

assume that preservation was the sole purpose behind all the engravings created at that 

time. Few texts were carved in their entirety, and their placement on the faces of cliffs, 

where they easily were exposed to natural erosion, would hardly have been consistent 

with a desire to save Buddhist teachings from destruction. 

Preservation of the text does appear to have been one of the reasons Tang Yong 

sponsored sutra carvings, but further analysis of the carved texts themselves reveals 

some additional goals. The “Record of the Carving of Sutras by Tang Yong” lists four 

complete Buddhist sutras which Tang Yong had sponsored: the Weimojie jing 維摩詰經 

(Vimalakīrti Nirdeśa Sūtra), the Shengman jing 勝鬘經 (Śrimālādevῑ-siṃhanāda-sūtra), the 

Bojing 孛經 (Sūtra Spoken by Buddha on Bo),81 and the Mile chengfo jing 彌勒成佛經 (Sūtra 

on Maitreya Achieving Buddhahood). These scriptures are carved on the walls of the porch 

outside the cave and continue around the north (left) wall of the courtyard until they 

reach the Tang Yong stele at the west end of the north wall of the courtyard. 82 Of these 

four, earlier scholarship has determined that the Weimojie jing, the Shengman jing, and 

                                                      

80 The concept of mofa thought was formulated in China in the 550s by the monks Nanyue Huisi and 

Narendrayaśas. For mofa or the end of dharma, see Nattier (1991), 27-64; Chappell (1980), 122-153.  
81 The translation of the name, Bo, was suggested by Bunyiu Nanjio (1883), 94. There is no known Sanskrit 

version of the sutra, from which a Chinese sutra text could have been translated. Hence, it is presumed 

that this sutra was originally composed in China.  
82 For information about the placement of each sutra on the walls outside of the South Cave, see Zhenfa Xie 

(2006), pl. 4 on page 364. 
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the Mile chengfo jing were carved for their religious philosophy.83 The Weimojie jing and 

the Shengman jing expound on enlightened lay believers, and so they very well might 

reflect Tang Yong’s religious aspiration.84 The Mile chengfo jing is about the promise of 

the coming of a future Buddha, whom some contemporary Buddhists wished to meet 

and hear his teachings in the belief it would aid their salvation.      

By contrast, the selection of the Bojing does not appear to have been related to 

religious teachings at all. The Bojing is one of the Jātaka tales that tells about the previous 

lives of Śākyamuni Buddha. Zhenfa Xie argues that it was selected for carving at this 

cave because the political life of Bo, who was the main figure and one of the previous 

lives of Śākyamuni, parallels that of Tang Yong himself. In the narrative of the sutra text, 

Bo was an able man and a trusted courtier of the emperor, but was caught in a trap set 

by envious officials and fell from power. In his real life, Tang Yong went through similar 

experiences in his political career. He had held important posts since the days of Gao 

Huan, was one of Emperor Wenxuan’s most trusted advisers, and retained his positions 

under succeeding emperors. However, in the early 570s, Tang Yong was abruptly 

impeached by censorial officials and his name was removed from the register of 

                                                      

83 Tsiang (1996a), 237-238; Zhenfa Xie (2006), 375-377. 
84 One might ask how and by whom the sutra engravings were chosen. I believe the scripture selection 

process was likely to have been guided primarily by educated monastic leaders, whose knowledge of the 

doctrines was broader and more sophisticated than that of their lay counterparts. However, texts also 

were chosen based upon the requests of patrons. The Buddhist scriptures selected for the South Cave at 

Northern Xiangtangshan appear to have been based on a collaboration between the monks and Tang Yong.   
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courtiers. Later, in about 573, he was re-appointed to a high court position.85 The reason 

why he lost his post is unknown, but it might have been due to political maneuvering 

and back-stabbing by other non-Han officials, as was the case for Bo. While other Jātaka 

stories were popularly and frequently depicted in walls of cave temples or Buddhist 

steles in the fifth and sixth centuries, the narrative of the Bojing rarely appears in 

Buddhist art or literature of the period. This seems to indicate that the selection of the 

Bojing for Tang Yong’s carvings at the South Cave of Northern Xiangtangshan was 

chosen with a special intention. Therefore, the selection of this story can be interpreted 

as an indication of Tang Yong’s dissatisfaction with his contemporary political 

circumstances, competition with his political Xianbei rivals, or a satire on his own 

political career.86 Based on the “Record of the Carving of Sutras by Tang Yong” which 

notes that the sutra carvings on the South Cave were created between the years 568-572.  

This means the sutra carvings had begun before Tang Yong’s downfall, but were 

completed during the period when Tang Yong lost his position at court. As a result, the 

sutras he chose reflect both his religious ideology and his social-political experiences.87 

                                                      

85 Eisenberg (2008), 121-122. 
86 Zhenfa Xie (2006), 377-380; Haijuan Chen makes a similar observation. Haijuan Chen (2006), 53. 
87 Tang Yong is also associated with a sutra text engraved at another location, that of Mt. Zhonghuang in 

Hebei Province. Currently, this site is known as the Daoist temple of Wahuanggong 娲皇宫 (“Palace of 

Empress Nüwa”). In approximately 576 or 577 CE, Lady Zhao’s husband, Tang Yong, together with her 

mother, had a passage from the Guanyin jing of the Lotus Sutra carved at Mt. Zhonghuang to 

posthumously honor Lady Zhao. Six texts were engraved at the site from the following sources: the entire 

Buddhist canon of Siyi fantian suowen jing 思益梵天所問經, Shidi jing 十地經, and Shenmi jietuo jing 深密解

脫經; a passage from Yulanpen jing 盂蘭盆經 and Fochui boniepan lueshuo jiaojie jing 佛垂般涅槃略說教誡經; 

and a section of the Lotus Sutra, popularly called Guanyin jing 觀音經. Of these, the one related to Lady 
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After the sutra engravings were completed at Northern Xiangtangshan, Tang 

Yong sponsored sutra carvings at Mt. Jian in Shandong Province in ca. 575 CE with local 

Han Chinese patrons from the Wei family. The exact nature of the relationship between 

the Wei family and Tang Yong is unknown, but their co-patronage at the site suggests 

that as a high court official, Tang Yong provided the local Han Chinese population with 

a way to express their socio-political, cultural, and religious ideas, albeit in a hidden or 

indirect way, as he did through the carving of the Bojing. In 579 CE, four years after the 

Mt. Jian carving, another local Han Chinese family surnamed Kuang created a Buddhist 

sutra carving at Mt. Tie, which is located very close to Mt. Jian. This carving reflected 

their Han Chinese identity, as it employed several visual and cultural features 

traditionally used in Han Chinese art and culture.  The focus of chapter five will be on 

these Mt. Tie carvings and the religious and cultural goals and motivations of their 

patrons.   

                                                      

 

Zhao is the Guanyin jing from the Lotus Sutra. The inscription dedicated to Lady Zhao was identified and 

transcribed by epigrapher, Shouming Fan 范壽銘, in the early twentieth century. This inscription was 

believed to have been destroyed, but it was recently discovered on the upper right corner of the Guanyin 

jing. The inscription says that the mother of Lady Zhao was grieved over the death of her daughter, Lady 

Zhao, which likely occurred shortly before the Dynasty collapsed in 577. Accordingly, she requested that 

King Tang Yong have a statue of Guanyin and the sutra engravings carved in Lady Zhao’s memory. The 

statue of Guanyin stands in a niche, but is severely damaged. Below it, there is another niche with a carved 

image of Buddha, which was added during the Sui Era (581-618 CE). According to the dedicatory 

inscription, Lady Zhao’s mother requested that Tang Yong commission the carvings of the Guanyin statue 

and sutra, and thus it is likely that he also decided the placement of them at Mt. Zonghuang. Several 

scholars argue that Tang Yong could be the creator of all the engravings at the site. In any case, 

considering that the only dedicatory inscription at this site was for the late Lady Zhao, it is certain that 

Tang Yong was closely associated with the engravings at this location. For the sutra engravings, see Zhang 

Zong (2010), 285-305. 
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2.4 Common Lay Patrons: Their Diverse Goals 

A large body of Buddhist images from the Northern Qi Dynasty were 

commissioned by common lay believers. They tend to be modest in scale, mass-

produced, at times incomplete, and of lesser quality compared to those sponsored by 

imperial patrons, high-ranking officials, illustrious monastics, or literary luminaries. 

These differences reflect the lay patrons’ lesser social, political, and economic standing.88 

Common lay Buddhists could have sponsored the creation of Buddhist artwork as 

individuals, families, or collective groups of lay Buddhists. Some of the works by 

common lay patrons bear the patrons’ own words written at the dedicatory inscriptions 

located mainly on the pedestal, on the back of freestanding images or steles, on the side 

of the image or shrines, or below it as is the case for the carvings on cliffs or cave 

temples. These dedicatory inscriptions are precious to us, as they help us to grasp the 

patrons’ goals and motivations for sponsoring these works. Of course, I acknowledge 

that actual beliefs or intentions may not always be communicated via written text, so 

even existing legible colophons might not have explained what the common lay patrons 

actually intended. Nonetheless, they do demonstrate what the patrons wished, or were 

at least willing to say, to the public. Since no other historical sources recorded these 

common lay believers’ Buddhist beliefs, devotions, or concerns, we must rely on these 

                                                      

88 Abe (2002a), 1-4. 
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rheteroical statements if we want to gain even a possible glimpse of their motivations or 

hopes.89  

In general, Buddhists, both lay and ordained, believed that donations for temple-

building and image-making were meritorious activities that brought about beneficial 

results. Dedicatory inscriptions on diverse Buddhist images of the Northern Qi period 

record the manifold wishes and vows of the donors, including hope for good health and 

good fortune for the emperor and all people; for family members both living and 

deceased to be reborn in a Buddhist paradise; for meeting a Buddha and hearing his 

teachings, and for ultimately becoming enlightened and becoming a Buddha.90 This 

section investigates the common lay believers’ beliefs and their goals for commissioning 

Buddhist images.  A few selected instances will be examined, including: the Buddhist 

shrines carved on the cliffs of Mt. Sili in Shandong; a pair of Buddhist shrines carved at 

Southern Xiangtangshan in Hebei; and freestanding Buddhist sculptures excavated 

around Qingzhou in Shandong.  

The votive image carved at Mt. Sili, situated on the western banks of Lake 

Dongping in Shandong Province, was briefly discussed in the Introduction. Dated to 561 

CE, the creation of this votive inscription and Buddha image was made possible only by 

the destruction of one of the earlier Buddhist sutra carvings, which earlier had been 

                                                      

89 Chisui Satō and Xudong Hou collected large numbers of inscriptions from the epigraphic literature and 

used them to analyze general patterns of Buddhist patronage and belief. These studies are instrumental in 

the exploration of patrons’ wishes for making dedications. Chisui Satō (1977), 1-47; Xudong Hou (1998). 
90 For a study of dedicatory inscriptions and images of the period, see Tsiang (2008), 115-169. 
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created at the same spot (Figures 5~7). The Buddha image is a small standing figure 

about 20 centimeters in height. Its head was destroyed and no longer remains (Figure 7). 

The votive inscription to the image’s left side provides the identity of the donors: 

In the second year of the Huangjian era of the Great Qi [Dynasty] […][…], the Buddha’s 

disciples […]lei[…] […][…] respectfully made an [image of] Maitreya’s rebirth below 

[…][…] the Imperial House, the teachers, the sangha (the monastic community of 

ordained Buddhist monks or nuns), the parents […][…] and universally for all living 

beings […][…] the Way is wholesome, [we] pray that from […][…] […][…].91 

This votive inscription identifies the standing Buddha as an image of “Maitreya’s 

rebirth below.” At the time the inscription was made, it was believed that Maitreya 

awaited his last rebirth as a bodhisattva in Tuṣita heaven, but as soon as he was “reborn 

below,” meaning into the human world in the distant future, he would attain 

Buddhahood.92 The Buddha image was created in 561 CE by some laymen calling 

themselves “disciples of the Buddha.” Their names are no longer legible. The inscription 

states the lay believers commissioned this Maitreya Buddha image for the emperor, 

teachers, Buddhist monks or nuns, and the parents and all living beings,93 but the latter 

characters, which usually note what the patrons wished by commissioning Buddha 

image, were so damaged they are illegible. Therefore, we cannot truly know what their 

specific intentions were. However, given that patrons’ wishes, which were related to 

                                                      

91 The English translation is adopted from Ledderose ed. (2014), 417. 
92 Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Sili: Inscriptions–Sili 2,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 407. 
93 The dedicatory inscription records that the beneficiaries for whom the Buddha image was made were the 

emperor, teachers, Buddhist monks and nuns, parents in general, and all living beings. However, this 

statement does not appear to have been specifically written for the dedication, but rather a formula that 

appeared in numerous dedicatory inscriptions to Buddhist sculptures in early medieval China. See Chisui 

Satō (1977), 18-20. 
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Buddha image of “Maitreya’s rebirth below,” referring other dedicatory inscriptions in 

the sixth century, were to meet the Buddha and hear the Buddha’s teachings, it is likely 

to be true here as well. 

A pair of Buddhist shrines created at the southeastern side of the Southern 

Xiangtangshan site were briefly mentioned when discussing the court official patron, 

Gao Anagong (Figures 24 and 25).94 These two shrines are among thirty-two large and 

small Buddhist shrines carved at the site. They are located in the right upper section of 

the cliff area that covers the small and large Buddhist shrines.95 The dedicatory 

inscription is in-between the two shrines, and reads as follows. 

In the twenty-first day of the sixth month, in the second year of the Heqing era of the Great 

Qi, a lay leader of the yi (yizhu 邑主) named Wei[…][…] and another lay leader named 

[…][…][…][…], reverently make two […] images for the emperor,  […] […][…]. (May) all 

living beings in the world of dharma become Buddhas.96  

The inscription dates the shrines to the second year of the Heqing era of the Great 

Qi (563 CE),97 and states that the two shrines were commissioned by a collective group of 

lay patrons. The names of the two lay leaders of the organization were recorded, one of 

whom was surnamed Wei 魏, but his given name and the entire name of the other is 

illegible. The dedicatory inscription does not identify the Buddhas themselves, but the 

patrons generally commissioned Buddha images for the emperor and all living beings in 

the world, as a way of praying for all of them to become Buddhas. 

                                                      

94 The area of the cliffs that the small Buddhist shrines cover is 9.8 meters in width, and 3.5 meters in height. 

Lintang Zhang and Peilan Xu (2005), 61. 
95 The area is 9.8 meters in width, and 3.5 meters in height. Lintang Zhang and Peilan Xu (2005), 61. 
96 The translation is mine. For its rubbing and transcription, see Lintang Zhang (2007), vol. 2, 93. For its 

rubbing and transcription, see Lintang Zhang (2007), vol. 2, 93. 
97 Lintang Zhang and Peilan Xu (2005), 61-66.  
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As noted in the discussion of these two selected examples of lay-commissioned 

Buddhist artwork, dedicatory inscriptions provide essential information for 

understanding common lay Buddhists’ beliefs and their goals in commissioning 

Buddhist images. How then can we find the patrons’ or creators’ goals when no 

dedicatory inscriptions remain? A large number of freestanding Buddhist sculptures, 

excavated in recent decades at the former Longxing Temple site, are notable for their 

beautiful modeling and refined masterful carving. However, most of the free-standing 

sculptures are broken at the ankles, and their original pedestals, which might have 

contained dedicatory inscriptions with information about their patrons or functions at 

temple, are unfortunately not preserved. Many scholars have tried to explain the 

possible functions of these sculptures, as well as their creators’ intentions and wishes. 

For instance, art historian, Katherine Tsiang, suggests that the freestanding 

Buddha images from Qingzhou produced during the Northern Qi period reflect the 

then-contemporary Buddhist devotees’ religious aspirations to achieve enlightenment.98 

She concurs with the historian, Xudong Hou’s observation that Buddhist devotees’ 

reasons for commissioning Buddhist images changed from wishing for rebirth in a 

Buddha land for the deceased in the early sixth century, to aspiring to achieve 

enlightenment during their own life time in the latter half of the sixth century.99 Xudong 

                                                      

98 Tsiang (2008), 115-169. 
99 Xudong Hou examines numerous dedicatory inscriptions that date from the middle to late sixth century 

and suggests that theory. Xudong Hou (1998), 204-210. 
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Hou thoroughly investigated the dedicatory inscriptions, and demonstrated that by far 

the largest proportion of these wishes to attain Buddhahood, to become a Buddha, or to 

attain true awakening, were expressed by those who appear to be common people.100  

Tsiang observes that in Shandong, Buddhist sculptural images began to be 

fashioned in an earthly appearance during the latter part of the sixth century (Figure 29). 

In these images, Buddha is depicted as a human being wearing tightly clinging robes 

that expose the outline of his slender body. This style of using thin, tight-fitting monastic 

robes originated from Gupta–period (fourth–sixth centuries) Indian sculpture. Tsiang 

suggests that the human quality of these Buddhist images, carved as free-standing 

sculptures, could be seen to express a new understanding of the Buddha as a vulnerable 

human being, rather than as a supernatural or immortal divine being. She argues that 

many common lay Buddhists contemporary to this period wished to attain true 

enlightenment (also known as Buddhahood) and believed that meeting a Buddha during 

their lifetime would help them achieve this goal.101 As such, they were drawn to the 

fleshier, more earthly representations of the Buddha, prototypical of the new Indian 

style, as a way to make Buddha’s presence in their own lives more tangible. The figures 

themselves served as a vehicle for enshrining the hopes of lay devotees who wanted to 

obtain enlightenment as Buddha had. All in all, the more natural contours of the new 

                                                      

100 Hou called them the pingmin 平民, that is, members of the laity without official titles, as opposed to 

officials and members of the sangha (monks and nuns). Xudong Hou (1998), 204-210. 
101 Tsiang (2008), 148n39. 
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Indian style could have acted as a conduit to help the lay contemporaries of the 

Northern Qi period more fully express their religious wishes and aspirations.   

Along with Katherine Tsiang, I also find Xudong Hou’s observations appealing. 

It is interesting to consider how the dedicatory inscriptions reflected the actual changes 

of the devotees’ religious aspirations and wishes, and to wonder how those wishes and 

aspirations could have been reflected in Buddhist sculpture. Tsiang’s suggestion 

provides one possibility, but I am not convinced that the religious aspiration to achieve 

enlightenment could have been expressed through a sculptural style. She assumes that 

the new sculptural style exhibited a more natural and accessible Buddha body to the 

contemporaries of that time. Was her assumption true for those living during the 

Northern Qi period? At a more basic level, were the softly rounded figures of the 

Buddha’s body really seen as earthy, naturalistic, or human like? From a different 

perspective, that slim body with narrow shoulders and hips might be viewed as 

unrealistic and unnatural to some. In addition, it is important to remember that we do 

not know who the sponsors and makers of the sculpture from the Longxing Temple 

actually were. Overall, many factors have been left unconsidered in Tsiang’s discussion 

about how Northern Qi sculpture and style related to the religious aspirations of those 

who made them.102 Unless more convincing sources are discovered, the answers will be 

                                                      

102 For a discussion on the Northern Qi sculptural style from a different perspective, see Su Bai (2002), 54-59 

and its review by Abe. Abe (2002c), 294-295. 
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very difficult to clarify. Sometimes, speculation without solid evidence discourages or 

hinders better understanding of how those sculptures were meant to be viewed by their 

contemporary devotees. 
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3. Traditions of Carving Text on Stone in China before 
the Northern Qi Period  

The practice of carving Buddhist texts on mountain cliffs in Shandong Province 

during the Northern Qi period resulted in carvings distinguishable in two significant 

aspects:  one is that the texts were drawn from previously existing Buddhist canons, and 

the other is that they were engraved directly on immobile mountain cliffs or natural 

boulders, as moya inscriptions.1 What did the Buddhists, who created these text carvings 

view as their model when planning and designing their religious carvings? Were they 

inspired by carvings that had been done earlier? On what basis did they conceive of 

their creation?  

This Chapter seeks a better understanding about the background in which the 

Shandong mountain cliff text carvings were created in relation to the Chinese art of that 

time. The use of Chinese stone writing is reviewed, as this writing medium was 

practiced in the period before Buddhism flourished in China in the fourth and fifth 

centuries. Also examined is the Buddhist use of stone as a medium for text writing up to 

the late sixth century when the Northern Qi state existed.   

                                                      

1 In China, the natural surface of mountain rock was called moya 摩崖 or “polished-cliff,” and inscriptions on 

polished-cliffs are called moya inscriptions. One of the most significant characteristics of the Buddhist 

carvings in Shandong Province during the Northern Qi period is that they are moya inscriptions. For the 

term “moya,” see Harrist (2003-2004), 2 and 12n1; Harrist (2008), 24-25 and 302n30. During the Northern Qi 

period, Buddhist text carving on stone became prevalent as a major feature of Buddhism and Buddhist art 

in other parts of the Northern Qi territory, as well as in Shandong Province. In addition to Buddhist moya 

inscriptions, freestanding stone steles and walls in cave temples were utilized for Buddhist text carvings 

during this period. Ledderose ed. (2014), 39-42. 
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When examining the origin of the Chinese practice of carving sutras on stone, it 

is instrumental to note that the creation of similar stone carvings was already well-

developed in India. When Buddhism arrived in China from India during the first and 

second centuries, it brought with it the practice of utilizing stone as an architectural and 

artistic medium.2 Indian forerunners who used stone as a medium for monuments, 

sculptures, and writings may have had an impact on Chinese material culture. Although 

there are several examples of Chinese texts carved on stone prior to Buddhism’s 

introduction into China, afterward its arrival, stone was broadly utilized for writing as 

well as for sculpture. 

In India, stone was used for writing in third century BCE by Emperor Aśoka (ca. 

274-ca. 236 BCE), who had a number of edicts carved on massive rocks and stone pillars 

at various sites in India and in neighboring countries.3 These stone-carved edicts discuss 

the ruler’s conversion to Buddhism and his efforts to spread Buddhism in his empire. 

Under the Kushan emperor, Kaniṣka (fl. Ca. 120 CE), several inscriptions on stone 

plaques discovered in the sites of Surkh Kotal and Rabātak, Afghanistan describe events 

of  his early years and the extension of his power over northern India as far as the Bay of 

                                                      

2 Wu Hung argues that the Chinese discovered stone as an architectural and artistic medium in the early 

Han period with the arrival of Buddhism from India, and were influenced by Indian cave temples and 

sculpture. See Wu Hung (1995), 121-142. 
3 Aśoka’s edicts were primarily written in two different scripts: Brahmi and Kharoshti. For Aśoka’s rock 

edicts, see Mizuno (1982), 158; Tsukamoto (1976); Smith (1920), Chapters 3 and 4; Mookerji (1962), 

Chapters 5, 7, and 8; Falk (2006). 
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Bengal.4 Chinese Buddhists may have borrowed this earlier Indian practice of carving 

texts on stone, and integrated it into their own material culture.5 However, a note of 

caution should be made: Indian stone objects would have been unlikely as a direct 

model for the Buddhists in Shandong Province. The Indian stone objects were not 

carvings of preexisting religious canon texts. In fact, carving sutras on stone appears to 

have been unknown, or extremely limited, in India and Central Asia.6 

In China, the use of stone as a medium for writing had begun around the fifth 

century BCE.7 The earliest inscribed stone monument known today is the set of ten 

                                                      

4 The texts were written in Bactrian by means of the Greek alphabet. For these inscriptions, see Sims–

Williams (2012), 76-80; Sims–Williams (1996), 77–97; Humbach (2003), 157–66. According to the report of a 

Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang 玄奘 (c. 602 – 664), under the Kushan emperor Kaniṣka, commentaries on 

Buddhist sutras compiled by a council assembled by the emperor were engraved on copper plates and 

preserved in the imperial residence in Kashmir. Mizuno (1982), 161. The historical value of this story is 

suspect. John Rosenfield states that the contents of the engravings seem generally datable to the third 

century CE, and the attribution of a Kashmir council to Kaniṣka is thought to be a pious fabrication 

through which Kaniṣka’s biography was given some of the same elements as Aśoka’s. Rosenfield (1967), 

31-2. 
5 As will be discussed in Chapter four, the monk, Fahong 法洪, a key figure in the inscriptions at Mt. 

Hongding, is said to have come from India. Inscriptions on the Mt. Hongding sites contain numerous 

pieces of key information helpful to the study of Chinese stone sutras that were established during an 

earlier period than others in Shandong Province. It is suggested that the Fahong must have had some 

knowledge of the stone inscriptions of India, and that he played a pivotal role in bringing great popularity 

to the creation of stone sutra engravings into Shandong. Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in Shandong,” 

in Ledderose ed. (2014), 39. 
6 No sutras have appeared among the inscriptions discovered in India and Central Asia. See Jettmar and 

Thewalt (1987). Requoted from Harrist (2008), 329n27. 
7 The use of stone as a medium for writing was not limited to China. In Western civilization, use of stone for 

writing seems widespread throughout the ancient periods of Egypt, the Near East, Greece, and Rome. For 

a brief account of stone inscriptions in other civilizations such as Iran, Greece, and Roma, see Harrist 

(2008), 23-24 and 302n26. Since stone carving in the West predates that of China, it has been suggested that 

stone was utilized as a medium for writing in Western culture before its use in China, and thus some 

believe that Western culture introduced Chinese culture to the use of stone as a carrier of inscriptions and 

material for sculptures. See Ledderose, “Buddhist Art in China 550-600,” in Ledderose ed. (2009), 22. Wu 

Hung does not mention any of the pre-imperial or imperial Qin stone inscriptions, which were certainly 
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“stone drums” (shigu 石鼓), which are most likely dated to the fifth century BCE.8 Other 

stone inscriptions of pre-imperial China are the Imprecations against Chu (Zu Chu wen 詛

楚文) probably of 313/312 BCE,9 and the stone engravings discovered in Hebei near the 

tomb of King Cuo of the State of Zhongshan (r. 323-313 BCE).10 Although the practice of 

carving texts on stone emerged in such an early period in China, the monks and patrons 

during the Northern Qi period in Shandong Province do not appear to have been aware 

of their existence.  This may have been because most of the carvings were related to 

imperial practices or ritual purposes, and so were buried in the ground or had been kept 

out-of-view from the public. In fact, the stone drums created around the fifth century 

                                                      

 

produced. See Wu Hung (1995), 121-142. Martin Kern suggests it would be better to reserve our conclusion 

regarding the Western origin of stone inscription until concrete evidence surfaces. Kern (2000), 52n11.  
8 These ten stones are hard and dark-colored rocks roughly chiseled into their present form of drum-shaped 

boulders and are irregular in form and size, and vary from about 45 centimeters to 90 centimeters in 

height and average 210 centimeters along their horizontal circumference. Each of the ten stones bears a 

rhymed verse of about seventy characters arranged in nine to fifteen vertical columns with five to eight 

characters in each column. Because of the incompleteness and obscurity of the text, the date, purpose, and 

even the proper order of the ten stones have been subjects of controversy since their discovery in the early 

seventh century CE. The stones are now in the Palace Museum in Beijing. For details on the stone drums, 

see Tsien (1962), 64-69; Mattos (1988), 37-38.  
9 The inscriptions, made by one of the Qin rulers in the late fourth century BCE, include three stone 

inscriptions of prayers addressed to the spirits of nature to which the Qin state sacrificed. The inscriptions 

were all written in a style similar to that of the stone drums, and twenty-nine characters in exactly the 

same form appeared in both inscriptions. The original stones no longer exist today, but the text of the first 

two inscriptions is preserved in rubbings made in the twelfth century from the original stones. See Tsien 

(1962), 67-68.  
10 This stone resembles the form of later steles, but it is actually a natural boulder. The short text in seal 

script characters names a certain Kong Cheng who was charged with supervising the fishing and hunting 

enclosures of King Cuo. The function of this monument is unknown. For a brief account of this monument, 

see Zhao Chao (1997), 77-83; Kern (2000), 44-50; Wong (2004), 28. 
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BCE were unknown for over one thousand years, until the early seventh century CE, 

when it was recorded that they were discovered.  

These inscribed stone objects used original writings for each work, rather than 

previously existing texts. In addition, they were neither carved onto mountain surfaces, 

nor located in mountains. By contrast, the Buddhist sutra texts of our focus were 

duplications drawn from pre-existing Buddhist canon texts, and carved directly on 

mountain rocks, creating immobile on-site monuments.  

Before Chinese Buddhists extensively adopted stone for their writings, stone 

inscriptions had been used for accomplishing imperial goals, such as claiming Confucian 

scholar-official orthodoxy, or achieving Daoist religious purposes.11 Considering the 

geographical and historical circumstances in the early sixth century, the following three 

stone inscriptions could have served as models from which the monks and patrons, who 

had Buddhist texts carved on mountain cliffs in Shandong, could choose: stone 

engravings by the First Emperor of Qin in Shandong, stone Confucian classics from the 

Han and Wei dynasties, and Daoist mountain inscriptions in Laizhou in eastern 

                                                      

11 The examples of the use of stone can be seen in the First Emperor of Qin’s stone inscriptions on mountains, 

Confucian texts carved on steles during the Han and Wei dynasties, and Daoist mountain inscriptions 

around Laizhou in eastern Shandong made in the early sixth century. The details will be discussed in 

chapter three. 
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Shandong.12 All three were located near the Buddhist text carvings in Shandong 

Province or the Northern Qi capital city, Ye. 

It should be noted that the Buddhists who were fascinated by the stone carving 

activity in Shandong Province during the Northern Qi period could not use a sole model 

on which to base their creation. Among the potential models described above, none of 

them feature both characteristics specific to the Northern Qi text carvings: (1) the use of 

preexisting canon texts; and (2) the placement of the carvings directly on mountain rocks. 

Placing the carvings on mountains was closely associated with the indigenous mountain 

culture of ancient China. Mountains were considered divine and numinous, and places 

of occult power and potency. Throughout China’s history, it was a fundamental belief 

that mountains were breathing and moving, and that they possessed animated and 

living forces accorded to none but the spiritual.13 Mountains were thought to be not only 

places where a variety of immortal beings dwelled, but were themselves divine beings. 

Mountains were sometimes worshipped as gods in their own right.14  

In China, the practice of carving Buddhist texts on stone appears to have begun 

in the early fifth century in the Northern Liang territory. However, its active use did not 

                                                      

12 Regarding the following three earlier stone inscriptions, I agree with Ledderose, who suggests the three 

earlier stone inscriptions would be models for Buddhists in Shandong during the Northern Qi. Ledderose, 

“Buddhist Art in China 550-600,” in Ledderose ed. (2009), 22-23.   
13 For a discussion on the Chinese conception of mountains and mountain worship in ancient China, see 

Kiyohiko Munakata (1991), 1-12; Wei-cheng Lin (2014), chapter two, specifically see 51-56. For the 

fundamental role of mountains in early Chinese history, see James Robson (2009), 1-14. 
14 Kleeman (1994), 226-238; Miyakawa Hisayuki (1964), 58-88. For relationship between Buddhism and 

Chinese mountain culture, Zürcher (1959), 207; James Robson (2004), 341-383; Robson (2010), 1353-1397. 
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occur until the end of fifth and the early sixth centuries, during the Northern Wei period. 

It was at that time when votive inscriptions, as well as passages taken from Buddhist 

sutra canons, began to be carved on the cliffs of mountains or freestanding steles. 

Among them, it was not until the early sixth century when passages taken from 

Buddhist scriptures were carved on mountain cliffs. The monks and patrons of Buddhist 

carvings in our focus built their creations upon the foundation of these multifarious 

traditions in China.  

This chapter examines these earlier Chinese practices of carving text on stone, 

both inside and outside the context of Buddhism, in order to seek possible foundational 

models, which Northern Qi Buddhists could have referenced when they carved sutra 

texts on the Shandong mountains. Models outside Buddhism will be investigated first, 

and include: the stone engravings by the First Emperor of Qin, the stone Confucian 

classics from the Han dynasty, and the Daoist mountain inscriptions in Laizhou in 

eastern Shandong. This survey will be conducted largely in chronological order, and will 

explore similarities to and differences from the Northern Qi Buddhist texts carved on the 

Shandong mountains. Following this, the Buddhist use of stone as a medium for carving 

their inscriptions will be discussed.    
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3.1 Stone Engravings by the First Emperor of Qin in Shandong 

The placement of inscribed stones into mountains appears to begin with the First 

Sublime Divine Emperor of Qin (Qin Shihuangdi 秦始皇帝, 259-210 BCE, r. 221-210 BCE, 

hereafter “the First Emperor”). After the unification of the empire, the First Emperor had 

inscribed stone steles installed on mountains in order to justify his newly conquered 

territory and praise his administration’s achievements.  The First Emperor directed the 

construction of these stone steles when he toured these newly acquired eastern 

territories 15   

The First Emperor was said to have erected seven inscribed stones on seven 

mountains between 219-211 BCE. During his first visit in 219 BCE, the first three stones 

were installed on Mount Yi 嶧山 (Zouxian, present day Zoucheng 鄒城 in Shandong), Mt. 

Tai 泰山 (present day Tai’an 泰安 in Shandong ), and on the terrace of Mt. Langye 琅邪

山 (present day Qingdao 青島 in Shandong). In 218 BCE, two more stones were erected 

on Mount Zhifu 之罘 on its “eastern vista” (Zhifu dongguan 之罘東觀), and also in Zhifu 

                                                      

15 The inscribed steles were erected only in locations in the eastern new territories of the Qin Empire. From 

the capital, Xianyang 咸陽, the nearest of these places was Mt. Yi, some 800 km away. The emperor also 

went west and south, albeit without setting up stone inscriptions. Regarding a reason for why the 

monumental inscriptions were erected in the newly conquered eastern regions, Kern suggests that it was 

part of a ritual agenda: the proclamation of the conquest issued towards the conquered people and the 

cosmic spirits. Kern (2000), 106-107. This act is documented in detail in the first dynastic history, Records of 

the  Historian (Shiji 史記) by the great historian, Sima Qian 司馬遷 (c. 145 or 135- 86 BCE). See Sima Qian, 

Shiji (1982), 6.242-245, 260-262; 28.1366-67. According to Simi Qian, between 219-210 BCE, the First 

Emperor, accompanied by his high officials, made a series of excursions through the eastern 

commanderies of the newly unified empire. For his routes, see Tsuruma Kazuyuki, “Shin teikoku no keisei 

to tōhō sekai: Shikōtei no tōhō junshu keiro no chōsa o fumaete”; Inaba Ichirō, “Shin Shikō no junshu to 

kokuseki.” Requoted from Kern (2000), 1-2. The inscriptions describe the emperor’s great 

accomplishments in unifying the world, subjugating all, adjusting laws and regulations, clarifying human 

concerns, and bringing peace and happiness to all. Tsien (1962), 68-69. 
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(present day Yantai 烟台 in Shandong). In 215 BCE, one stone was installed at the gate of 

Jieshi 碣石門 (present day Changli prefecture 昌黎縣 in Hebei). The last stone was 

constructed in 211 BCE at Mt. Kuaiji 會稽 (present day Shaoxing 紹興 in Zhejiang).16  

The stones used for the engravings were hard, dark-colored rocks, similar in 

shape to the stone drums. The Emperor chose stone as a medium because it was the 

most durable material known at the time. On the inscription on Mt Yi, the Emperor’s 

own words indicate that he wanted his achievements and the world’s knowledge of 

them to survive for ten thousand years.17 Fragments believed to have come from the 

stone markers on Mt. Tai and Mt. Langye still survive today, but the only surviving 

fragments proven to be authentic come from Mt. Langye.18 Originally, this Mt. Langye 

                                                      

16 Sima Qian documents a total of seven inscriptions. Throughout Sima Qian’s document, the seven texts are 

referred to by the names of the mountains they are on. A chronology for the inscriptions is provided, but 

only six of the seven inscriptions are recorded. Sima Qian, Shiji (1982), 6.242-62. The omitted inscription is 

the text on Mt. Yi. The Mt. Yi text, mentioned by Shiji as being chronologically first, was well-known in 

Tang times, and has appeared in inscription collections since the early fourteenth century. The Mt. Yi stele, 

like most of the other inscriptions, was lost early in the course of history. A copy from A.D. 993 is 

preserved in the “Forest of Stelae” (bei-lin 碑林) of Shaanxi Provincial Museum in Xi’an 西安. Tsien (1962), 

68-69; Kern (2000), 2-3. For a discussion of the sources of the history of the steles, see Rong Geng (1935), 

126-31 and 164-67. For the selection of the seven original locations, as well as the current locations, see Li, 

Wenfang (2008), 90-96; Kern (2000), 3-4, and 106-109. Unlike Kern’s book which uses Wade-Giles 

Romanization, this dissertation uses Pinyin Romanization.    
17 For an annotated translation of the inscription on Mt. Yi, see Kern (2000), 10-15. Other scholars have 

similarly pointed out that the First Emperor chose stone as material due to its durability. Ledderose, 

“Buddhist Art in China 550-600,” in Ledderose ed. (2009), 22-23; Suey-Ling Tsai and Claudia Wenzel, “The 

Stone Inscriptions of the Six Mountains of Zoucheng,” in Ledderose ed. (2009), 32. 
18 For stone markers on Mt. Tai and Mt. Langye, see Shimonaka (1930), v. 1, pls. 135 and 136. Another 

fragment from Mt. Tai is of questionable authenticity. The Langye stele actually survived until 1900 when 

it fell victim to a violent rain-storm during which it plunged into the sea. Fragments have been re-

assembled into a stele which is now preserved in the Museum of Chinese History in Beijing. See Rong 

Geng (1935), 128-129 and 140-41. The allegedly original fragment from Mt. Tai is kept in the Temple of Mt. 

Tai 岱廟 in Tai’an, Shandong Province. Kern (2000), 6n23.  
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marker was believed to have been five meters in height, with a width of 2 meters at the 

bottom, which decreased to about 1.7 meters in the middle, and 1 meter at the top.19 

The inscriptions by the First Emperor certainly made a great impact on the 

development of mountain inscriptions by Buddhists during the Northern Qi period. 

Five of the seven mountains where the First Emperor erected his inscribed stone steles 

are located in present day Shandong Province.20 Furthermore, during the northern Qi 

period, Buddhists carved their scriptures on Mt. Yi and Mt. Tai, which were the same 

places where the First Emperor’s first and second inscriptions had already been carved. 

The creators of the Buddhist inscriptions on the mountains were well aware of the stone 

inscriptions by the First Emperor, as is shown in a passage in the colophon, called Stone 

Hymn on Mt. Tie.  

Even the jade plaques from Mount Kunlun, the golden slips in the Eastern 

Pavilion [Library], the recorded merits of [King] Mu of Zhou, and the inscribed 

achievements of the emperor of Qin; […] the present [carvings] surpass [all 

previous ones]. Compared with this carving, those others are trivial!21 (emphasis 

mine)  

The anonymous voice from the colophon proclaims that he was not only well 

aware of the epigraphic pedigree of these mountains, but he also asserted that the 

                                                      

19 Rong Geng (1935), 128-129; Tsien (1962), 74. The form of stone inscriptions by the First Emperor is called 

“Jie” 碣, to distinguish it from a form of stele. “Jie” has a narrow, rounded top and a wider, square-shaped 

bottom, while “bei” 碑 (usually called stele) takes the form of a square or rectangle. See Yuan, Mingying 

(2007), vol. 1, 10-11. The term “bei” was coined in the Han Dynasty to designate the prototypical Chinese 

stele we know today. All early references to bei are found in the ritual texts of the Confucian classical 

canon established by the Han. Wong (2004), 19. 
20 While Ledderose states that four of the seven steles were located in current Shandong Province, there are 

actually five. Ledderose, “Buddhist Art in China 550-600,” in Ledderose ed. (2009), 22. See Li, Wenfang 

(2008), 90-96; Kern (2000), 3-4.  
21 The English translation is adopted from Ledderose ed. (2015), 165 with minor changes.   
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carved Buddhist text was even greater than the earlier inscriptions.22 The Northern Qi 

creators of the sutra carving at Mt. Tie took advantage of the imperial aura of the First 

Emperor’s stone monuments as a grand platform upon which to exalt their own creation 

at Mt. Tie.23   

However, the First Emperor’s inscriptions were not carved onto surfaces of 

mountains, but into stones that had been hewn into a specific shape and then placed on 

the mountains.24 Thus, the difference between these monuments by the First Emperor 

and those with Shandong Buddhist inscriptions carved directly on the rocks of 

mountains is remarkable. Although the inscriptions of the First Emperor were not easily 

movable due to their scale and weight, they were still mobile and tended to be 

vulnerable to damage.25 Furthermore, the content of the inscriptions presents another 

                                                      

22 There are other pieces of evidence that inscriptions by the First Emperor were well-known to sixth century 

contemporaries in Shandong. Zheng Daozhao had his poems engraved on a few mountains near Laizhou, 

in east Shandong. In passages of Zheng Daozhao’s poems titled “Pentasyllabic Poem on Ascending Cloud 

Peak Mountain and Viewing Sea Elves by Zheng Daozhao," the final lines of Zheng’s Poem on Viewing 

Sea Elves reads, “The Emperor of Qin did not drive his chariot here in vain, and how could Emperor Wu 

have sighed without a reason?” Translation adopted from Harrist (2008), 132 and 294 2K. An allusion to 

these imperial journeys appears also in the Eulogy on Heavenly Column Mountain (Tianzhushan ming), 

an essay by Zheng Shuzu carved near the mountain: “the First Emperor roamed here and forgot to return / 

Emperor Wu passed by and delighted in lingering.” See Wang Sili et al. (1992), 56. It was to this part of 

Shandong that both the First Emperor of Qin and Emperor Wu of the Han Dynasty traveled in the hope of 

encountering immortal beings – visits to which the final lines of Zheng’s Poem on Viewing Sea Elves refer. 

This inscription was destroyed in 1969. Surviving fragments are in the Pingdu Municipal Museum.  
23 Ledderose, “Buddhist Art in China 550-600,” in Ledderose ed. (2009), 22. 
24 Of the seven inscribed stone inscriptions from 215 BCE, the one at the gate of Jieshi 碣石門, in present 

Changli prefecture 昌黎縣 in Hebei Provence, might have been carved on natural cliffs rather than a stele-

shaped stone surface, because Sima Qian does not write “erect stone” 立石, but “carve at the gate of Jieshi” 

碣石門 on it, while he records “erect stone” for the others. See Yuan Mingying (2007), vol. 1, 12. However, 

this cannot be confirmed, since it no longer exists.  
25 Indeed, none of the First Emperor’s stones are to be found in their original locations, and fragments 

survive of only one. Ledderose, “Buddhist Art in China 550-600,” in Ledderose ed., 22-23. 
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significant difference. While the inscriptions by the First Emperor were original writings 

composed in honor of his achievements of the time, most Buddhist texts carved on 

mountains in Shandong were duplications taken from previously existing Buddhist 

sutra texts.   

3.2 Stone Confucian Classics from the Han and Wei Dynasties 

The inscribed stone text established by the First Emperor were original writings 

specifically composed for these monuments, while the Northern Qi carved texts of our 

focus were drawn from preexisting Buddhist canonical texts. A different version of 

carving preexisting canon on stone involved inscribing classical Confucian texts onto 

stone. The most elaborate project in this regard was undertaken in 175-183 CE, when 

various versions of Confucian texts were gathered under the leadership of the scholar 

Cai Yong 蔡邕 (132-192 CE). Cai Yong himself wrote the calligraphic models, and these 

stone classics were carved in large-scale stone slabs.26 Forty stones with more than two 

million characters were set up at the Imperial Academy, a national institution located in 

the capital of Luoyang. This Confucian canon was created in an effort to standardize and 

authorize certain texts, make them publicly accessible, and to prevent them from being 

exploited.  There was concern that vulgar classicists might take advantage of the 

confusion that had been engendered from the numerous mistakes existing in the 

                                                      

26 It measures 8 by 4 chi 尺 (Chinese feet) and stood in a row 300 chi long. Li Daoyuan, Shuijingzhu, 

Gushuitiao, juan 16: 26-28, in Siku quanshu Zhenben jieji (Taibei: Shangwu yinshu guan, 1975), requoted from 

Tsiang (1996b), 184. 
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multiple editions of the Confucian canon then in circulation. In addition, the stones 

served as a symbol of the Han dynasty social order and political legitimacy of the state.27 

During the Southern and Northern Dynasties (420–589 CE), the imperial 

academies were established in both the north and south. At Luoyang, where stone 

inscriptions of classical texts survived from the Later Han and Wei Dynasties, the 

Northern Wei emperor, Yuan Hong, established an “Exhortation to Study” (quanxue 

勸學, In Praise of Studies) ward where the academies were located. These stone 

engravings also are recorded in the Luoyang qielanji.28 Though damaged, they were still 

standing in front of what was then called the “Academy for Gentle and Noble Men of 

the Han” until 546 when they were moved to Ye. 

In the History of the Northern Wei, under the “Biography of Emperor Xiaojing,” 

it is recorded that in the fourth year of the Wuding era (546 CE), the Han-Wei stone 

classics were transported from Luoyang to the capital city, Ye, during the Eastern Wei 

and Northern Qi periods. 29 As early as 546, Gao Cheng 高澄 (521-549 CE), the elder 

brother of the first emperor of the Northern Qi Dynasty, Gao Yang, had the Confucian 

stone inscriptions brought to the new capital of Ye. The stones are also mentioned in the 

                                                      

27 Tsiang (1996b), 187.  
28 A detailed description of the stone classics is found in the Luoyang qielanji 洛陽伽藍記 by Yang Xuanzhi 

楊衒之 (fl. 529-ca. 550). For its commentary, see Fan Xiangyong (1978), 3.145-46. For English translation, 

see Jenner (1981), 212-13; and Wang, Yi-t’ung (1984), 136-38. Although the Stone Classics are mentioned 

under Liu-Song Dynasty (420-479 CE), there are no references to them in the other dynastic histories of the 

South. Pearce, Scott, Audrey Spiro, and Patricia Ebrey, “Introduction,” in Pearce, Scott et al. eds. (2001), 11 

and 248n33.  
29 Weishu (Beijing: Xinhua shuju, 1974), juan 12, 1: 308. Requoted from Tsiang (1996a), 252; Tsiang (1996b), 

185. 
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History of Northern Qi (Bei Qi shu) under the “Biography of Emperor Wenxuan.” In order 

to explore the influence of the Confucian stone classics on Buddhist stone sutras during 

the Northern Qi state, this history is worth closer reading.  

In the eighth month of the first year of the Tianbao era (550 CE), the nation re-

established the Academy … to study the rites and canons. The emperor 

proclaimed that the fifty-two stones inscribed with classics by Cai Yong which 

had been transported by the departed Emperor Wenxiang [posthumous title of 

Gao Cheng] should fittingly be moved to the Hall of Learning, repaired, and set 

up in order.30 

The importance accorded to these stones is demonstrated by the tremendous 

efforts that were made to move them. It is evident that they were associated not only 

with the maintenance of the tradition of scholarship of the National University, but with 

the legitimization of Northern Qi rule.31 The histories of later dynasties record the 

moving of these stones back to Luoyang in 579 after the Northern Zhou conquest of the 

Northern Qi, and to Chang’an in the sixth year of the Kaihuang era (586 CE) in the early 

Sui Dynasty. Afterward there is no further mention of them.32  

These texts carved into stone most likely inspired the monks of the sixth century 

to carve Buddhist sutras on stone as well. A number of monks, including Sengchou, 

Huishun, and Daochong, were engaged in the study of Confucianism before entering 

the monastery and most likely saw the stone classics at Ye, or were at least aware of their 

                                                      

30 Bei Qi shu (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1972), juan 4. 1:53. Gao Cheng is named as the one responsible for 

moving the stone classics, but it seems more likely to have been ordered by his father and the regent, Gao 

Huan. Tsiang (1996a), 252; Tsiang (1996b), 185.  
31 Tsiang (1996a), 252. 
32 Zhenduan Lu (1981), 6.  
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presence. As Tsiang rightly points out, the monks’ interest in Buddhist scholarship and 

desire to give the Buddhist scriptures the authority and permanence of the stone 

Confucian classics may have provided their inspiration for engraving the sutras.33  

It is said that stone had been widely used for writing since the first century CE in 

China. This widespread use was especially true for the Shandong area. In addition to the 

steles created by the First Emperor during the Qin Dynasty (221-206 BCE), a great 

number of inscribed stones following the Confucian traditions of the Eastern Han period 

(25-220 CE) have been discovered in tombs and family shrines.34 This strong cultural 

heritage of stone inscriptions in Shandong Province might have led to the popularity of 

stone sutras being carved onto mountains during the Northern Qi period.  

As the transfer of the Confucian stones to Ye shows, these stones were mobile 

just as the steles of the First Emperor had been. In this regard, these two groups of stone 

inscriptions differ from the immobile Buddhist rock inscriptions set into the landscape in 

Shandong. Immobile Daoist and Buddhist texts carved on mountain cliffs appear in the 

early sixth century, as seen below. 

 

                                                      

33 Tsiang (1996a), 253. Ledderose notes that the use of the Confucian model was made easier by the fact that 

the Buddhists had used the Chinese word jing 經, which labels the Confucian canonical scriptures. 

Buddhists sutras too are called jing 經.” He further notes that “it is also possible the pro-Buddhist ruling 

family wanted to encourage the monks in the country to carve Buddhist texts into stone. This they did, 

initially in cult caves near the capital and later on the mountainsides of Shandong.” Ledderose, “Buddhist 

Art in China 550-600,” in Ledderose ed. (2009), 23. As discussed in chapter two, this requires more 

research, since based on the extant evidence, the Northern Qi emperors gave more support to the building 

of Buddhist cave temples and gigantic sculptures, rather than to the carving of Buddhist inscriptions. 
34 See Zhao Chao (1997), 77-90; Zhang Zong (2003a), 1; Nobuyuki Takuma (2011), 21. 
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3.3 Daoist Mountain Inscriptions in Shandong During the Early 
Sixth century 

One of the most significant characteristics of Buddhist stone inscriptions in 

Shandong Province from the Northern Qi period is that they were carved directly onto 

mountains surfaces.35   Only a half a century earlier, Daoists had made similar 

inscriptions on mountain surfaces. In the mountains around the city of Laizhou 莱州市, 

not far from the Buddhist engravings of the Northern Qi period, some Daoist words and 

texts were carved directly onto surfaces of mountain.36 Zheng Daozhao (鄭道昭, 455?-516) 

is associated with production of engravings in mountains near Laizhou. Born into one of 

the great families of Han Chinese who served the Northern Wei Dynasty,37 Zheng 

Daozhao created a large number of rock inscriptions near Laizhou between 511 to 513 

CE: Mt. Yunfeng 雲峰 (Cloud Peak Mountain), Mt. Tianzhu 天柱 (Heavenly Column 

                                                      

35 During the Han period in the first century, carving inscriptions on polished cliffs already existed in 

Shaanxi Province. For their contents and functions, see Harrist (2008), 31-91. In this dissertation, focus will 

be given to preexisting Buddhist sutra texts carved on mountain surfaces. 
36 Zhang Zong (2002), 44-45 and 53n4.  
37 Like some other renowned Chinese families, the Zheng family had produced generations of government 

officials from the Han period onward, which is noteworthy given that the social and political structure of 

the Northern Wei was founded by the Tuoba clan of the non-Chinese Xianbei people. Zheng’s sister was 

the concubine of Emperor Xiaowen (r. 471-499). Biographical information on Zheng Daozhao and his 

career appear as part of the biography of his father, Zheng Xi, in the Weishu, 56.1240-1242, and Beishi, 

35.1304-1305. For Zheng Daozhao’s life, see Shandong Shike Yishu Bowuguan et al. eds. (1992b), 147-156; 

Harrist (2008), 95 and 98. It is worthwhile to note that Zheng was a pioneer, who began the practice of 

carving religious terms and texts on mountain surfaces, and who also was a member of a Han Chinese 

family. Calligraphic art and mountain worship have been a Chinese cultural tradition for a very long time. 

Carving inscriptions on polished cliffs was already occurring in Shaanxi Province in the first century, 

during the Han period. The descendants of the Han Chinese and their contribution to engraving Buddhist 

texts on mountains will be discussed in chapter five. 
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Mountain), and Mt. Daqi 大基 (Great Platform Mountain).38   

The carved Daoist texts are divided into two different groups. The first group of 

texts are inscribed onto cliffs and boulders, and use explicit Daoist language to describe 

visions of immortal beings.39 These texts were intended to create topographical 

analogues of the mythic realms defined by directional symbolism and the imagined 

presence of supernatural beings.40 The second group describes personal and 

biographical matters in poetic language.41  

                                                      

38 The earliest of the Cloud Peak Mountain inscriptions is dated to 511 CE. For inscriptions carved on Mts. 

Yunfeng, Tianzhu, and Daqi, see Shandong Shike Yishu Bowuguan et al. eds. (1992b), 8-62; Yūjirō Nakata 

(1971-1973), vol. 2; Shuting Yu (1990); Genshō (Ryūichi) Sakata (1984); Harrist (2003), 535-568; Harrist 

(2008), 93-155. The inscriptions have been known collectively in Chinese scholarship as the “Cloud Peak 

Mountain Inscriptions” (Yunfengshan keshi), even though they are dispersed among multiple locations. 

Approximately thirty-seven texts survive today. Meticulous stylistic analysis carried out by scholars in 

China and Japan indicates that only a few can reasonably be attributed to Zheng Daozhao. It appears that 

he did not write all of the inscriptions traditionally attributed to him, and that he cannot be considered the 

sole author of the representations structured by the texts. However, as Harrist rightly points out, it is clear 

that none of the inscriptions would have been carved if Zheng had not gone to Shandong. Harrist (2008), 

94-96. 
39 Daoist beliefs and practices were founded by Laozi and Zhuangzi. Daoism is a religion adopted by people 

hoping for benefits in this life, and salvation after death or immortal life. For a definition of the term 

“Daoism,” see the introduction in Bokenkamp (1997). It is surprising that Zheng Daozhao, a Confucian 

scholar, was immersed in Daoism and had a number of inscriptions of Daoist terms and concepts placed 

on mountains around Laizhou. Scholars have attempted to explain Zheng’s interest in Daoism as a 

consequence of his thwarted political career in Luoyang. See, Shandong Shike Yishu Bowuguan et al. eds.  

(1992b), 131-132; Desen Jiao (1992), 208-222. It appears that in Daoist beliefs, Zheng found a profound and 

appealing alternative to the disillusionments of public life. However, the trajectory of this narrative, which 

posits a late-life “conversion” to Daoism, obscures the religious and ideological realities of the Northern 

Wei period, when Buddhist, Confucian, and Daoist traditions interacted dynamically. For embodiments of 

this syncretism in the visual arts, see Bonnie Cheng (2003), 261-263. 
40 On Cloud Peak Mountain, the most densely inscribed of these sites, texts guide a reader upward toward 

the summit, gradually transforming the actual mountain into a representation of a paradise that can be 

seen, climbed, and touched. Harrist rightly points this out, stating, “this feat of representation was 

achieved not through buildings or landscaping but through the power of writing alone.” Harrist (2008), 

95-96. 
41 Harrist (2008), 112-128. 
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A remarkable difference is observed between these Daoist inscriptions near 

Laizhou and the Buddhist inscriptions in southwest Shandong. The Daoist inscriptions 

are relatively short and include the names of immortal beings and poetic commentaries, 

but are not passages from preexisting sacred texts. In contrast, the Buddhist carved 

inscriptions are taken directly from Buddhist texts and are relatively long.42 Nonetheless, 

there are considerable similarities between them as will be discussed below.  

Among the numerous inscriptions still visible, two rock inscriptions deserve 

special consideration, since they mark a transition from the traditional stele inscriptions 

to that of inscribing texts on the faces of mountains. One of these is the Stele of Zheng 

Wengong (Zheng Wengong bei 鄭文公碑) at Mt. Tianzhu (hereafter the Upper stele) 

(Figure 30) and the other, of the same title, located at Mt. Yunfeng (hereafter the Lower 

stele) (Figure 31). Both steles were carved during 511 CE, but the stele at Mt. Tianzhu 

was carved first, followed by the creation of the stele at Mt. Yunfeng.43 Both steles were 

                                                      

42 In addition, the manner in which the mountains themselves were chosen differed. Zheng Daozhao chose 

uncelebrated mountains for his engravings. Of course, the peaks existed but they did not have a 

prominent place in the cultural geography of China until the sixth century, when Zheng Daozhao arrived 

in Shandong. No records concerning Great Platform Mountain predate the inscriptions. The name of 

Cloud Peak Mountain itself may have been invented by Zheng. Harrist (2008), 105 and 319n32. This is in 

contrast to the Buddhist inscriptions at Mt. Tai and Mt. Yi in southwest Shandong, where at least two of 

the inscriptions were carved in mountains that were already renowned as sacred places or sites of 

monuments erected by the First Emperor. 
43 In Chinese and Japanese scholarship, the monument carved first on Mt. Tianzhu is called the Upper Stele 

(Shang bei 上碑) and its twin on Cloud Peak Mountain is called the Lower Stele (Xia bei 下碑). This 

dissertation will refer to the first inscription as the Upper Stele and the second as the Lower Stele. The Stele of 

Zheng Wengong (Zheng Wengong bei 鄭文公碑) at Mt. Tianzhu is standing at almost the exact center of the 

southern face of the mountain. This monument is the earliest dated inscription associated with Zheng 

Daozhao. Most of the text of the Lower stele is identical to that of the Upper stele, but the text of the Lower 

stele is an expanded version of the Upper stele. 
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built in memory of Zheng Daozhao’s father Zheng Xi 鄭羲 (425-492 CE), who is 

identified in the inscription by the honorific title “Wengong.” While typically memorial 

steles were placed at the site of the tomb, these steles are unusual in that they are located 

far from the burial site, but still contain epitaphs dedicated to Zheng Daozhao’s father’s 

memory.44 Although they were titled as “stele (bei 碑)” by the creator, the two 

inscriptions are not made on traditional freestanding steles in the strict sense, since they 

were carved on natural mountain rocks. However, the two inscriptions look like 

traditional steles, as they were carved onto rocks that already resembled a freestanding 

stele, which was presumably the creator’s intention.45 Accordingly, these two steles 

appear to have marked the transition from traditional stele inscriptions to mountain 

rock inscriptions in Shandong. 

                                                      

44 The text of the Upper Stele of Zheng Wengong consists of a short genealogy of Zheng Xi, a summary of his 

career listing the various official posts he held, and passages of praise for his virtues. The expanded text on 

Mt. Yunfeng also includes information that makes its content even more like an epitaph than that of the 

earlier version of the inscription. Zheng Xi was a native of Xingyang 熒陽 in Henan Province and was 

buried there, but an epitaph for him was not found at the site of Zheng Xi’s tomb. Instead, these 

inscriptions located in mountains in east Shandong Province, far from the Zhengs’ hometown, served as 

monuments to his memory. Harrist points out that the commemorative function of the Upper and Lower 

steles was essentially the same as those of an epitaph and thus different from other normal steles, since 

they record the date and place of Zheng Xi’s death and burial, which usually is found in epitaphs, not in 

commendatory steles. Harrist (2008), 117-8 and 149.   
45 The Upper Stele inscription appears on an L-shaped boulder, 4.77 meters high, that tilts forward at an angle 

of about twenty degrees, resting on a stone base. Only its front had to be smoothed slightly before 

receiving the orderly columns of standard script characters. The resemblance was enhanced by carving 

away stone at the sides and top of the boulder to regularize its shape. The Lower Stele of Zheng Wengong 

also is carved into a flat section of rock. It covers an area of 2.65×3.67 meters on a massive granite outcrop 

and is topped by a title heading framed by an incised border of 39×28 centimeters. The Lower Stele’s 

extremely hard granite surface is divided by a crack running from the upper right to the lower left, and the 

calligrapher adjusted the columns of writing to avoid the crack. For in-depth studies on the two steles, see 

Shuting Yu (1985), 172-184.  
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These mountain inscriptions around Laizhou have a close affinity with Buddhist 

texts carved on mountain surfaces in the southwest Shandong Province, in that they 

were carved directly on mountain cliffs, and so created immobile monuments. This 

feature was a new development, and was distinct from the other stone monuments 

created by the First Emperor of Qin and Confucian scholars during the Han and Wei 

Dynasties. Significantly, the creators not only chose the immobility of mountain cliffs, 

but also employed a traditional stele format for several inscriptions. Zheng Daozhao 

made the two stele-shaped mountain inscriptions for his father, while the late sixth 

century creators of Buddhist text carvings in southwestern Shandong also chose stele-

style formats for a few Buddhist sutra texts and colophons. For example, some Buddhist 

sutra texts on Mt. Hongding and Mt. Tie in southwest Shandong were carved on rock 

faces and so are not true freestanding steles. However, they created a virtual stele by 

carving the rectangular contour of a traditional stele on the rock surface, placing 

dragons on top of the stele shape with tortoises supporting its body as would have been 

done with a traditional stele. 

Besides of the common features of immobility and employment of stele format, 

there is another resemblance between the Daoist mountain inscriptions in eastern 

Shandong Provence and Buddhist inscriptions in southwestern Shandong Province. 

Both were created by people who were working to transform ordinary places into 
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special, religious, and sacred places through the power of writing.46 In the mountains 

near Laizhou, as Zheng Daozhao worked to transform ordinary mountain sides into 

sacred Daoist spaces by carving Daoist poetry and ideas onto them; Buddhists in 

southwest Shandong engraved Buddhist cannon sutras and Buddha names into 

mountains as a way to transform their neighboring mountains into Buddhist sacred 

spaces.47  

Despite the lack of solid evidence indicating that the Shandong Buddhists were 

aware of the Daoist inscriptions, the close temporal and geographical proximity between 

the two groups made it likely that some Buddhists in southwest Shandong during the 

Northern Qi saw Zheng Daozhao’s engravings. Zheng Daozhao’s inscriptions in eastern 

Shandong and Buddhist inscribed stone sutras on mountains in southwest Shandong 

were created in the 510s and 560s-570s, respectively, and the two sites were not located 

far from each other. Inspired by Zheng Daozhao’s creations, some Buddhists in 

southwest Shandong may have worked to transform their ordinary mountains into 

sacred spaces by carving religious language onto stele shapes formed directly out of 

mountain surfaces.48  

When it comes to the development of immobile text carving, such as that 

employed by the Daoists, it should be noted that current evidence indicates that the 

                                                      

46 Harrist points this out in his discussion about the Daoist inscriptions near Laizhou. Harrist (2008), 95-96. 
47 Harrist (2008), 29, 123, 147, and 187. 
48 Zhang Zong (2002), 44-45 and 53n4. Ledderose, “Buddhist Art in China 550-600,” in Ledderose ed. (2009), 

23. 
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immobile Buddhist sutra inscriptions were produced before the Daoist inscriptions. As 

will be discussed in the next section, a Buddhist sutra inscription was engraved on a 

mountain cliff in Henan Province in 509 CE, two years earlier than when Zheng 

Daozhao’s placed his inscriptions on mountain surfaces. Nonetheless, this does not 

necessarily demonstrate that Buddhism was a pioneer in the field of creating mountain 

inscriptions. While the Buddhist inscriptions from 509 CE were produced two years 

earlier than the Daoist inscriptions, this was an isolated case. The vast majority of the 

Buddhist carvings on mountain surfaces were made in the 530s and 540s, while many of 

the Daoist carvings were engraved on mountains in the early 510s. At this point, it 

cannot be determined whether the Daoist practice of carving on mountain surfaces 

occurred before that of the Buddhists or vice versa. There might have been parallels 

between religious and regional traditions in the early sixth century, which led to texts 

being carved on different mountain surfaces simultaneously.  
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3.4 Buddhist Sutra Texts Carved on Stone before Northern Qi  

Except for the Confucian “stone classics,” there are no known examples of carved 

texts of preexisting canons before the fifth century.49 There is an engraving of a passage 

from Buddhist sutra canons on the Northern Liang votive stupa, but it was made under 

the Northern Liang 北凉 Dynasty (397-439 CE) during the early fifth century.50 These 

were all products of western Gansu Province in Northern Liang territory, which was 

located in the northwest of China. They were made from black granite, are similar in 

structure, decoration, and in their choice of inscribed texts.51  The votive stupa 

discovered in Jiuquan is one of the most complete and best preserved votive stupa 

works (Figure 32). It’s creation was financially supported by Gao Shanmu 高善穆, and it 

dates to 428 CE. The stupa consists of four parts: a tall octagonal base with incised 

images; a round drum with Chinese inscriptions; a dome with image niches in which 

                                                      

49 In the Eastern Jin 東晋 period (317–420 CE), the Buddhist text’s title, Raśmivimalaviśuddhaprabhānāma-

dhāraṇī-sūtra 無垢淨光大陀羅尼經, was carved on the external side of the lid of the stone case in which the 

sutra texts were kept. The carved text on the lid consists of the nine characters, “wu gou jing guang da tuo 

luo ni jing 無垢淨光大陀羅尼經函,” which means “the case of the Raśmivimalaviśuddhaprabhānāma-dhāraṇī-

sūtra.” While this stone inscription was produced in the Buddhist community, the purpose of the text does 

not seem to be the same as that in later stone-carved sutras. Here, the carved texts served the sole purpose 

of explaining that the sutra was stored within the stone case. It was excavated in a Eastern Jin tomb in the 

city of Wenzhou 温州, Zhejiang Province, in 1989, along with bricks on which were carved the eighth year 

of the Yonghe era (永和 八年, 352) and the second year of the Xian’an era (咸安 二年, 372). The 

measurement of the stone case is 13.7 centimeters in length, 10 centimeters in width, in 10 centimeters in 

height (with the lid), and 2.5 centimeters in thickness. The letters were engraved in the standard script or 

kaishu 楷書. Mingzhe Wu (1998), 81. Fumio Ōuchi notes that the inscription is the earliest example of a 

stone sutra in China. Ōuchi (2003), 58. 
50 They have been called “miniature votive stone stupa,” or “miniature stone pillars.” Angela Howard 

maintains it is better to use the term “miniature pillar,” because their shape is not that of a stupa. Howard 

(2000), 235-272; Howard et al. eds. (2006), 215-216. These were clearly votive works made for the benefit of 

the patron’s parents and others. Abe (2002a), 103. 
51 For detailed information on Northern Liang votive stupas, see Abe (2002a), 123-171; Guangming Yin 

(1991), 76-83; Guangming Yin (2000). 
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seven Buddhas and the bodhisattva Maitreya are seated; and a projecting crown with 

seven tapering stories that indicate the series of parasols that typically surmount a 

stupa.52  

The Buddhist text engraved on the round drum, the second section from bottom, 

is from the votive stupas, Foshuo shi’er yinyuan jing 佛說十二因緣經 (the 

Pratītyasamutpāda Sūtra, or “Sutra on the Twelve Causes Spoken by the Buddha”). Of the 

fourteen votive stupas of the Northern Liang Dynasty currently known, twelve of them 

feature the same short text, albeit with slight variations.53 The work of Song Qing 宋慶 is 

the only votive stupa with a title. This title is unique in that it is not found in the extant 

Chinese Buddhist canon and is otherwise unknown.54 From the title, it seems clear that 

“causes” (yinyuan) had become the central theme of this passage. The passage from the 

Foshuo shi’er yinyuan jing on the votive stupas in China seems to have functioned as “a 

literal substitute for the dharma and thus the Buddha.” Furthermore, it may have been 

seen as an effective, almost magical formula, akin to dhāraṇī.55 Although examples of 

using verse such as a dhāraṇī typically occur at a later date,56 there are several fifth 

                                                      

52 The height of the votive stupa is 44.6 centimeters. For analysis of the form, see Abe (2002a), 124-126; 

Howard et al. eds. (2006), 215-216. 
53 For a list of extant votive stupas, see Lai Fei (2006), 5-6; Lai Fei (2007), 216-7 and 226n7. For a thorough 

study on Northern Liang votive stupas, see Abe (2002a), 103-171. 
54 Abe (2002a), 160. 
55 Abe (2002a), 161-2.  
56 The Foshuo shi’er yinyuan jing in abbreviated form used as a dhāraṇī was found inscribed on the interior 

bricks of a pagoda in Yunnan. See Boucher (1991), 12-13. For Tang Dynasty examples, see Shufen Liu 

(1996), 145-93.   
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century stories suggesting that Buddhist sutras were perceived as virtual amulets.57 It 

follows, then, that some people living during the Northern Liang Dynasty could have 

believed that the passage from the Foshuo shi’er yinyuan jing on the votive stupas 

functioned as talismans, and further that some Buddhists during the sixth century could 

have believed that the excerpts of repetitively carved Buddhist sutras on mountain sites, 

in spite of their larger size, offered the same protections and powers as talismans or 

amulets. 

It is unclear where the votive stupas were placed during worship and how they 

functioned in Buddhist ritual. Among the extant votive stupa, the dedication of the Bai 

Shuangju 白雙且 votive from Jiuquan dated to 434 provides an interesting clue to see 

how it worked. After stating the date and donor’s name Bai Shuangju, the inscription 

continues: “then on mount and crag, walking with this stone on his back, he erected a 

holy stupa.” According to this inscription, the votive stupa may have been originally 

located on a mountain or the inscription may indicate the participation of the donor in 

transporting the stone out of the hills.58  

These Northern Liang votive stupas inscribed on stone surfaces in the years 

between 426 and 436 were the first products to use Buddhist texts. Generally, though, 

this tradition of sutra carving on votive stupas does not seem to have influenced the 

                                                      

57 Campany (1991): 37-40 and 62. 
58 For details on the votive stupa and its inscription, see Abe (2002a), 141-145. As Abe states, it is also 

possible that “the flowery, euphemistic language of the dedication as a whole was more concerned with a 

poetic mood than a statement about actual practice.”   
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Buddhist circles of other regions. The carved stupas were produced solely in the western 

Gansu Northern Liang territory, and for only a short time.  They are not known to have 

been found in the Central Plain of China.59 

Except for the Northern Liang votive stupas, scriptural engravings have not been 

shown to have been made at any sites before the sixth century. They do not appear at the 

Northern Wei caves at Yungang or Gongxian, nor at Dunhuang. At the Longmen caves, 

nineteen sutra engravings have been found so far.60 Among them, thirteen engravings 

appear to have been made sometime between the years 651 and 704 of the Tang dynasty 

(618-907 CE). Nine of the engravings are securely dated, while there is less certainty for 

the other four.61 Some scholars believe that the earliest may be as old as the Northern or 

Eastern Wei period, but it is impossible to pinpoint the date due to lack of solid 

evidence.62   

                                                      

59 As Abe notes that Northern Liang votive stupas were particular to their own time and place. Abe (2002a), 

167-171. 
60 For sutra engravings at Longmen, see Zhenguo Wang (2006): 78-87; Jinglong Liu and Yukun Li eds. (1998), 

37-38 and 72; Yukun Li (1983), 31-33. 
61 For the list and their date of sutra engravings at Longmen caves, see Zhenguo Wang (2006), 83-84 and 87. 
62 For instance, in Huan yu fang bei lu 寰宇訪碑錄, Xingyan Sun (孫星衍, 1753-1818) notes that the Banruo 

buoluomi duoxin jing (the Heart Sūtra, 般若波羅蜜多心經), which seems to be that engraved on the northern 

wall of the Lianhua cave 蓮花洞 in Longmen, belongs to the Northern Wei or Eastern Wei period, in the 

early sixth century. Xingyan Sun and Xing Shu eds. (1966), 19866. Requoted from Yukun Li (1983), 33. 

Yukun Li notes that one of the two sutra texts of the Heart Sūtra carved on the northern wall of the 

Lianhua 蓮花 cave at Longmen was obviously made during the Tang period, specifically in 700, the first 

year of the era of Jiushi 久視 during Empress Wu’s reign. This is known from the historical inscription 

added at the end of the sutra carving. Even though the other sutra engraving of the same sutra has no 

historical inscription, he claims it should be dated from the Northern Wei, because it is very closely 

located to Buddhist shrines in the cave, which were made during Northern Wei period. Yukun Li (1998), 

37-38. For the identical opinion on one of the passages from the Heart Sūtra inscribed on the Lianhua cave, 

see Longmen wenwu baoguansuo et al. eds. (1991), vol. 1, 269. However, it is clear now that both carvings 
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In the Central Plain of China, the Buddhist practice of carving sutras on 

mountain cliffs appears to have begun in the early sixth century.63 To date, the earliest 

Buddhist inscriptions carved on a mountain surfaces in this area have been found on a 

steep rock face next to the Qingtian River 靑天河 in Bo’ai County 博愛縣, Henan 

Province (Figures 33~36).64 On a cliff near the middle of the Qingtian River Valley 

(Figure 33), there is a slightly polished area 120 centimeters in height and 150 

centimeters in width (Figure 34), which is filled with an incised image in the center and 

texts at both sides (Figure 35). The central image is a standing bodhisattva incised in thin 

lines. A little squared face is crowned and has a mustache of a Chinese character, 八 (ba, 

meaning eight) (Figure 36). The bodhisattva wears a draped lower garment, and a shawl 

falling diagonally down from the shoulders that crosses through a jade disk at the lower 

waist. In his left hand, the deity holds a spray of lotus flowers that are placed on the left 

side of his chest.  His lowered right hand also holds a lotus. His head is framed by a 

                                                      

 

of the Heart Sutra in Lianhua cave were made during the Tang Dynasty since the carved texts are based on 

the translation by Xuanzang (玄奘, c. 602 – 664) in 649 CE. Baozong Li (2013), 79-80. In my opinion, one of 

the sutra engravings, which is at the no. 1544 shrine, might be as early as the Northern Wei or Eastern Wei 

period. It carries the Jingang banruo buoluomi jing (Diamond Sūtra 金剛般若波羅蜜經), translated into 

Chinese by Kumārajīva in 402-412 CE. The sutra was carved at Mt. Tai in Shandong Province, during the 

Northern Qi period. Nonetheless, it is impossible to pinpoint the date, because no historical record 

remains.  
63 While Tsiang states that monumental scriptural engravings have not been shown to have been made at 

any sites before the Northern Qi Dynasty, recent studies have demonstrated that the activity of carving 

sutras on stone began in the first part of the sixth century. Tsiang (1996a), 234. 
64 It was found by a shepherd in the 1980s. Jingqun Wang (2007), 195. For the detailed information on the 

inscription and the Guanyin figure, see Fushun Li (2002), 5-9; Jingqun Wang ed. (2009), no. 4, 39-42; 

Xuefen Zhang (2005, 01), 89-95; Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in Shandong,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 

40. 
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small nimbus, and there is a leaf-shaped mandorla around his whole body. He is 

standing on a lotus pedestal, with both feet pointing outward. The style of the 

bodhisattva’s flattened body, hidden under elaborately pleated and flaring skirts and 

swirling shawls, along with his rectangular and elongated face, date this creation to the 

early sixth century of the Northern Wei period. 

At the bodhisattva’s left side is a carved passage of a Buddhist sutra, and at the 

right side is a record of the making of the image. The engraved sutra begins with the title, 

“The twenty-fourth Chapter on the Universal Gate (the Pumen pin 普門品) of the Lotus 

Sutra 妙法蓮華經 普門品 第廿四. (This sutra is popularly called “Guanyin jing” 觀音經).65 

The sutra passage is from the beginning of the “Chapter on the Universal Gate” (Pumen 

pin 普門品, the twenty-fifth Chapter) of the Lotus Sutra 妙法蓮華經.66 In fact, the 

“Chapter on the Universal Gate” (Pumen pin 普門品, the twenty-fifth Chapter) of the 

Lotus Sutra was one of the most popular and frequently carved Buddhist sutras on stone 

                                                      

65 The Lotus Sūtra (T. 262, 8) was translated into Chinese by Kumārajīva (鳩摩羅什, 334–413 CE) in 406 CE. A 

brief explanation of the Lotus Sūtra and its translations into Chinese, see Hurvitz (1976), preface, ix-xxvi. 

The carved text was from a twenty-fifth chapter of Kumārajīva’s translation, the Lotus Sūtra. T. 262, 9: 

56c03-56c08, “爾時 無盡意菩薩即從座起 偏袒右肩 合掌向佛 而作是言 世尊 觀世音菩薩 以何因緣名觀世音 

佛告無盡意菩薩 善男子 若有無量百千萬億眾生受諸苦惱 聞是觀世音菩薩 一心稱名 觀世音菩薩即時觀其音

聲 皆得解脫.”  
66 It is worthwhile to note that the engravings call the chapter the twenty-fourth, but it actually is the 

twenty-fifth chapter in the Taishō canon. A sutra stele now preserved at the Mujing monastery 木井寺 in 

Shexian 涉县, Hebei Province, bears the same chapter of the Lotus Sūtra and it also is titled “the twenty-

fourth Chapter on the Universal Gate of the Lotus Sūtra 妙法蓮華經普門品第廿四. Interestingly, stone slabs 

where the same chapter of the Lotus Sūtra was carved during Tang period, and which have been preserved 

in the Yunjusi monastery bear Beijing, was finally titled “the twenty-fifth Chapter on the Universal Gate of 

the Lotus Sūtra 妙法蓮華經普門品第廿五, which is identical with the chapter number in the Taishō canon. 

This difference reflects the unstable state of sutra chapters during China’s medieval period. Ma Zhongli 

and Ma Xioqing (2006), 287. For the English translation, see Watson (1993), 298-300; Hurvitz (1976), 311-

312. 
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during early medieval China. 

The colophon carved at the right side of the Guanyin bodhisattva is dated 509 CE, 

and states that the inscription was made after four thousand soldiers had worked for 

three months constructing the perilous road along the river during the winter of 508 to 

spring of 509.  It was hoped that the bodhisattva, Avalokiteśvara, also known as 

Guanyin, would help eliminate suffering in the soldiers’ lives, and that when passersby 

looked at the bodhisattva image, they would generate the Bodhi mind.67 Considering the 

title and content of the carved text on the bodhisattva’s right side, the image is most 

likely that of the Guanyin bodhisattva. According to the colophon, the inscription dates 

two years earlier than the Daoist cliff inscriptions on mountains near Laizhou in 

Shandong discussed in the precedent section, so both inscriptions are contemporaries. 

As previously noted, at this time it cannot be determined whether the Daoist practice of 

carving its terms on mountain surfaces occurred before that of the Buddhists or 

afterwards. 

In the sixth century, in addition to the Buddhist sutra texts that were carved on 

mountain cliffs, some sutra texts began to be carved on movable stones and stone steles 

as well. In fact, the stele was a product of Han Chinese culture that predated the spread 

of Buddhism. Resting on the back of a giant tortoise and capped by intertwined dragons, 

                                                      

67 It is dated to the second year of the Yongping 永平 era of the Great Wei or Northern Wei (大魏 永平 二年). 

According to the colophon, the inscription is contemporary with – exactly two years earlier than – the 

Daoist cliff inscriptions on mountains near Laizhou in Shandong. For the details of the colophon, see 

Jingqun Wang (2009), 40-41. 
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a stele erected at a family shrine or tomb signified the importance of the carved text on 

its surface. When Buddhism arrived in China, this new religion adapted the stele for 

uses relevant to its own visual culture, mainly using it as a way to support figurative 

images.68  

From their beginning, the steles that appeared during the Han dynasty used their 

main body for script. The only sculpted parts are the head, often crowned with dragons; 

and the base, carved in the form of a giant tortoise. The texts on pre-Buddhist steles 

usually contain biographical information on particular individuals, extol their virtues, 

and describe historic and religious events. This stele tradition was closely associated 

with the high elite or scholar-official classes.69 

When Chinese Buddhists appropriated the stele form, they changed the purpose 

and function of the steles. In Buddhist circles, the steles were mainly used for votive 

purposes, called votive steles (zaoxiang bei 造像碑). There are several types of steles, each 

based on shape, including those with sculptured figures on a rectangular form, pillars 

and lantern shafts in an architectural setting, and a leaf-shaped mandorla with 

sculptures of Buddhist deities.70 In the sixth century, one of the most popular type of 

stele was that with figures in high relief against a leaf-shaped mandorla; the earliest 

                                                      

68 Buddhist appropriations of the Han traditional stele in China is a central theme of Wong (2004). See also 

Harrist (2008), 206-207; Kiriya (2003), 74. 
69 Wong (2004), 175; Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in Shandong,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 39-40. 
70 Hongcai Luo reviews earlier classifications, and distinguishes five types of votive stelae. Hongcai Luo 

(2008), 56 and 96-103.  
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dated stele with a sutra text belongs to this type (Figures 39 and 40).  

In these votive steles, Buddhist icons were the principal feature, while the texts 

appear to have been considered supplemental. Buddhist images were carved on the 

front, with the texts being inscribed on the back or sides. The texts carved on the 

Buddhist votive steles were often votive inscriptions, made as written records relevant 

to the specific images with which they were associated.  These inscriptions will not be 

examined in detail here, as this is beyond the scope of this dissertation.  

As a result, this chapter does not include or examine the large number of 

inscriptions carved by Buddhists into the walls of the cave chapels at Longmen at the 

end of the fifth and beginning of the sixth centuries. These inscribed texts, usually 

located next to or beneath the niche of a Buddhist image, are all votive inscriptions 

documenting the circumstances in which the image was created. For instance, numerous 

inscriptions are carved in the Guyang Cave, the earliest cave-temple at Longmen, dated 

between 495-524 CE.71 One of the inscriptions was a dedication for a Buddhist image 

shrine by the monk, Hui Cheng 慧成 (Figures 37 and 38). The inscription, to the right of 

the Buddha image shrine, was a lengthy text carved on a large Han stele, describing Hui 

Cheng’s wishes to earn karmic merit from the production of the shrine for his deceased 

                                                      

71 The dating of the niches within the Guyang Cave is still a subject to debate. Wong (2004), 54-55; Tsiang 

(2000), 313-352. For studies on the niches within the Guyang Cave, see Abe (2002a), 185-257; McNair 

(2007), 7-30. 
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father, the Duke of Shiping 始平公, who had died in 498 CE.72 This text is not a 

duplication drawn from a Buddhist sutra text, but a dedication for the Buddha image.  

The location of Buddhist sutra texts on steles was similar to the placement of 

votive inscription texts on steles. Buddhist sutra texts were located primarily on the back 

– and occasionally on both sides – of stone steles, with Buddhist images sculpted on the 

front.73 The earliest securely dated stele with Buddhist sutra texts was carved in 537 CE, 

and currently is part of the Tō̄kyō Daigaku Bungakubu’s 東京大學 文學部 collection in 

Japan (Figures 39 and 40).74 It is believed to have come from Shengguo Monastery 

勝果寺 in Qufu 曲阜, Shandong Province, which makes it the earliest securely dated 

stele with a Buddhist canon text found in Shandong Province.75 On the front, a Buddha 

figure is sculpted in high relief, and is flanked by two disciples carved in low relief. 

Altogether, the carving covers nearly the entire front of the stele.  

Importantly, a section from the Diamond Perfection of Wisdom Sutra 

金剛般若波羅蜜經 is carved on the back of the mandorla.76 This carved passage 

                                                      

72 Abe (2002a), 197-200. For the details of the inscription, see McNair (2007), 19.  
73 Ledderose notes that stele with carved sutra texts can be considered the immediate successors of the 

miniature stupas, because both are movable, upright, standing monuments. Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone 

Sutras in Shandong,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 39. Steles were known in Western Asia, India, as well as 

China. In the Indian city of Sarnath, a group of Buddhist steles covered with relief scenes of Buddha, his 

associates, and narrative scenes created was in the fifth century. For possible connections between Gupta-

period stele and early sixth century Northern Wei stele, see Wong (2004), 66 and 129-30.  
74 It is dated the fourth year of the Tianping 天平 era in the Eastern Wei Dynasty 東魏. Its height is 46.5 

centimeters. Lai Fei (2007), 154-55 and 219.  
75 Lai Fei (2007), 219. 
76 The Diamond Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra (T. 235, 8:748c20-751a07) was translated into Chinese by 

Kumārajīva in 402-412 C.E. (鳩摩羅什, 334–413 C.E.). Ono Genmyō ed. (1974), vol. 3, 506-508.  
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explicates that the Buddha’s teaching is inconceivable and incomparable for the benefit 

of those who “put forth the Bodhi mind” (fa putixin 發菩提心). It then encourages a 

person to grasp, memorize, recite, and master the Buddha’s teaching, and finally 

declares that the places where the Buddha’s teaching is explained, should be honored 

with prostrations and circumambulations, like those done around a stupa.77 

A passage from the Diamond Perfection of Wisdom Sutra also was carved on Mt. 

Tai, which has a long history of being one of the most well-known sacred mountains in 

China, and especially renown as the site of a stone inscription carved at the command of 

the First Emperor of Qin.78 The Buddhist text carved on Mt. Tai is located in a valley on 

the southern face of the lower middle part of the mountain called Jingshiyu 經石峪, or 

Sutra Rock Valley, due to the carving of the sutra canon there (Figure 41).79 The 

engravings on Mt. Tai are very well-known, probably due to their grand scale.  They 

cover an area of more than 2,064 square meters on the surface of a granite streambed.80 

                                                      

77 The selected passage for this stele is from T. 235, 8:750c07-23. For an English translation, see Red Pine trans. 

(2001), 14-16; Harrist (2008), 187. 
78 Mt. Tai has been regarded as a near-mythic place as one of the “Five Great Mountains.” Mt. Tai has been a 

place of worship for at least three thousand years and has served as one of the most important ceremonial 

centers of China. During the Western Han Dynasty (206 BCE-25 CE), it was the site of the imperial feng 

and chan (worship of heaven and earth) sacrifices, which were made to ensure the Dynasty’s fortunes. In 

addition to being the site of the imperial feng and chan sacrifices, Mt. Tai was also the epicenter of 

Buddhism in eastern China. Beginning with the founding of Shentong Temple northwest of Mt. Tai in 351, 

Buddhist institutions ringed its slopes during the Northern Dynasties. Kaiqiu Zhao (1994), 77; Hui Liu 

(1994), 184-88; Robson (2004), 344 and 348-349; Robson (2010), 1380-1381. 
79 It is easy to reach the mountain in less than an hour. Harrist, 2007, 174. 
80 It is the longest and largest excerpts of all the carved sutras in Shandong. Different scholars note different 

numbers for the area covered by the carving. Claudia Wenzel notes about 1800 square meters, Lai Fei 1200 

square meters. See Claudia Wenzel 2011, 293; Lai Fei, 2007, 46. I concur with Harrist (2008), 175. The text 

was carved in forty-seven columns, separated by incised lines. There are empty spaces between the 10th 
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The carving’s excerpted text comprises the first fifteen sections out of the thirty-two total 

sections in the Diamond Sūtra - about half of the complete sutra altogether.81 The date of 

the engraving at Mt. Tai is unclear due to the lack of any colophon, but it was likely 

created sometime between the end of the 570s up to 580.82 The passage carved on the 

above stele from Shengguo Monastery 勝果寺 in Qufu 曲阜 (Figures 39 and 40) is much 

shorter than that of those found on Mt. Tai, and features just the latter part of the 

passage inscribed on Mt. Tai.83 These carvings testify to the popularity of the Diamond 

Sutra’s teachings in the sixth century Buddhist community.  

There are two more undated early steles carved with sutra texts of note. One was 

found in Qinyang 沁陽 in Henan Province and is now in the collection of the Henan 

Museum 河南博物院 (Figures 42 and 43).84 In the front is a Buddha figure flanked by two 

bodhisattvas against a leaf-shaped mandorla, but all of their heads are missing. At the 

upper part of the mandorla, on the viewer’s left side, is an elephant heading downward 

and to the right with a figure, presumably the Bodhisattva Prince, mounted on its back. 

This scene refers to Queen Maya’s (the birth mother of Siddharta) white elephant dream 

                                                      

 

and 11th columns, the 18th and 19th, and the 24th and 25th columns, along which visitors are allowed to 

move up and down the mountain’s surface to follow the sutra canon texts. Lai Fei (2007), 46. Kiriya Seiichi 

and Harrist note that there are forty-four columns in the carving. Harrist (2008), 175; Kiriya (2006), 94. 
81 Harrist (2008), 182. 
82 Kiriya Seiichi made a similar observation that the engraving at Mt. Tai was established around the same 

time as those at Mt. Tie (579 CE) and Mt. Ge (580 CE). Kiriya (2006), 94-97 and 105. 
83 Lai Fei (2007), 46-47. 
84 It was originally found at Nanxun village 南尋村, which is 15 km west of Qinyang 沁陽. Jingqun Wang ed. 

(2009), 131-134, pl. 26. 
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and the conception of the Buddha. The scene of elephant is complemented on the view’s 

right side by a horse kneeling and bowing to a pensive figure, with another man behind 

the horse. The scene of the pensive figure, a kneeling horse, and a man is a reference to 

Siddhartha’s parting from his groom and horse. These two motifs refer to Śākyamuni’s 

incarnation and renunciation, respectively.85 While the stele is undated, scholars agree 

that the sculptural style indicates it was probably created during the 530s or 540s, 

toward the end of Northern Wei period or during Eastern Wei period.86 A small 

bodhisattva image is carved on the top part of the back, which is most likely the 

Guanyin Bodhisattva, based on the carved text below it. The remaining part was filled 

with Buddhist sutra texts. It has suffered severe weathering, and so most of the 

characters are illegible.  However, several of the remaining characters that are legible 

indicate that the carved text is from the beginning of the “Chapter on the Universal 

Gate” (Pumen pin, the twenty-fifth Chapter) of the Lotus Sutra.87  

As previously noted, the earliest Buddhist sutra carved on a steep rock face at the 

Qingtian River in Bo’ai County, Henan Province also bears the beginning of the same 

                                                      

85 At the Yungang and Dunhuang caves, several examples of this pair of iconography, dating from the 

Northern Wei to early Tang periods, are carved or painted. See Howard (1982-83): 368-81. 
86 Jingqun Wang ed. (2009), 131-134. 
87 The selected passage for this stele is from T. 262, 9: 56c03-58b07. For the translation, see Watson (1993), 

298-306; Hurvitz (1976), 311-319. The text is almost the same as that of the Taishō canon, but leaves out the 

gatha, in accordance with the original version of Kumārajīva’s translation. Chün-fang Yü explains that the 

verse sections at the end of each chapter were taken from the later translation of the Supplemented Lotus 

Sūtra of the Wonderful Law 添品妙法蓮華経 (T. 264, 9: 134-197) written in 601 by Jñānagupta 闍那崛多 (523–

c. 600) and Dharmagupta 達摩笈多 (d. 619), and then added to the earlier, more popular Kumārajīva 

translation. See Yü, Chün-fang (2001), 38. Zhong Chonglin also points this out. Zhong Chonglin (2006), 293. 
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sutra (Figures 33~36). However, the Qingtian rock-cut sutra passage is much shorter 

than the Henan stele: it features the very beginning of the Sutra’s chapter only. In 

additional to the two locations just mentioned, the “Chapter on the Universal Gate” also 

has been found engraved in other places, including on the cliffs of Huangshiya (as will 

be discussed below); on the upper sections of the front, left, and right walls of the no. 4 

Cave of Southern Xiangtangshan;88 and on the walls outside of the cave temples on Mt. 

Zhonghuang in Hebei. It also has been carved on other steles, including one preserved at 

the ruins of the former Haitan Monastery 海檀寺 site in Shandong Province,89 and at 

Mujing Monastery 木井寺 located just west of Shexian where Mt. Zhonghunag is located 

in Hebei.90 The fact that the Chapter on the Universal Gate is the earliest-known 

Buddhist sutra carving on Chinese rock cliffs to date, and also was the most frequently 

carved sutra on cliffs as well as steles, demonstrates its popularity during this period of 

                                                      

88 In the book, Xiangtangshan Shiku bei ke ti ji zong lu 響堂山石窟碑刻題記總錄, the sutra texts on the walls of 

the cave were identified as chapter 7 of the Lotus Sūtra, probably because the characters denoting the 

chapter number had been severely worn away, and so were identified as qi 七 (seven). Zhang Lintang ed. 

(2007), vol. 1, 17-28. However, originally it should have been nian 廿 (twenty), and there should also have 

been one more character, si 四 (four). This is clear considering the legible letters of the sutra passage. In 

studying stone carvings of the Guanyin jing, Zhong Chonglin identifies this rightly as “the twenty-fourth 

Chapter on the Universal Gate.” Zhong Chonglin (2006), 299-300. The selected passage for this cave is 

identical to that on the stele in Qinyang 沁陽, Henan Province, on the stele at the former Haitan 

Monastery (海檀寺) site in Shandong and on the stele at the Mujing Monastery 木井寺 in Hebei. 
89 This site is located 17 km to the northwest of the county seat of Dongping, and 30 km south-southwest of 

the county seat of Pingyin 平陰. Ledderse ed. (2014), 464-467. Yan Juanying ed. (2008), 172-173. 
90 For the detailed information on the stele, see Ma Zhongli and Ma Xioqing (2006), 280-291. For information 

about the stone carvings based on the “Chapter on the Universal Gate” (Pumen pin, the twenty-fifth 

Chapter) of the Lotus Sūtra, see Chapter 4. 
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China’s history.91  

The second early stele is said to have been discovered in an area around Luoyang, 

and is now in the Museum of Stone Carving in Luoyang 洛陽古代石刻藝術館, Henan 

Province (Figures 44 and 45).92 It is in the shape of a rectangular parallelepiped with a 

dimension of 130 centimeters in height, 59.5 centimeters in width, and 17 centimeters in 

depth. Originally there would have been a sculptured stele head, but this is now missing. 

On its lavishly sculptured front center, a seated Buddha figure is flanked by two 

bodhisattvas and two disciples. On the sides and back of the stele, the entire text of the 

Sutra Spoken by the Buddha of Neither Increase Nor Decrease (Fo shuo buzeng bujian jing 

佛說不增不減經) has been carved.93 The stele is undated, but the sculptures and 

inscriptions are believed to have been made more or less at the same time. Based on 

their style, the stele seems to have been made at the end of Northern Wei and in the 

beginning of the Eastern Wei, probably in the 530s-540s.94  

                                                      

91 From investigating the devotional uses and symbolic functions of Buddhist sutra texts in early medieval 

China, Campany observes that this chapter of the Lotus Sūtra was the most popular sutra text Buddhists 

used to practice recitation at that time. Because the chapter declares that whoever calls upon the name of 

Guanyin bodhisattva can obtain salvation even if he or she is guilty, Buddhists had worshipped the sutra 

texts as vehicles for salvation and objects of reverent action. Campany (1991), 30-34. 
92 See Dazhong Gong (1984), 44-45; Jingqun Wang ed. (2009), 362-364.  
93 Fo shuo buzeng bujian jing 佛說不增不減經 (T. 668, 16:466a-468a) is translated into Chinese by Bodhiruci 菩

提流支 in 525 during the Northern Wei period. Ono Genmyō ed. (1974), vol. 9, 192-193.  
94 Gong Dazhong states that the sculptural style of the stele is not that different from sculptures at the 

Longmen Guyang cave (established around in the end of the fifth century and the beginning of the sixth 

century). Gong Dazhong (1984), 44-45. Wang Zhenguo notes that among the widespread sutra engravings 

of the Northern Qi, the stele is one of the major masterpieces of Northern Qi steles, because the 

calligraphical style of the sutra text resembles a popular style seen during the Northern Wei period. He 

misses the point that this would be an early sutra stele made during the Northern Wei or Eastern Wei 

period. Jingqun Wang ed. (2009), no. 40, 363-364. On the upper part of the front side, there is an inscription 
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These movable stone monuments are heavy and not easy to move. Nonetheless, 

many of them have been moved and many have disappeared over the course of time. 

Fortunately, some rubbings of these monuments have been preserved.  In the absence of 

rubbings or the monuments themselves, some are only known because they were 

recorded in epigraphic literature. From epigraphic sources, two more early steles with 

sutra engraving have been recognized. Quoting from the book, Yi feng tang jin shi wen zi 

mu 藝風堂金石文字目, written by Qing dynasty scholar, Miao Quansun 繆荃孫 (1844-

1919), Zhao Chao mentions a Northern Wei example of a carved sutra dated 517 (北魏 

熙平 2年, Northern Wei) and a Eastern Wei stele with carved sutra dated 537 (東魏 天平 

4 年, Eastern Wei) in his book Zhongguo gudai shike gailun 中國古代石刻槪論.95 According 

to Zhao, the former stele was dedicated by Farun 法潤 and the others with the gatha of 

the Sutra of Neither Increase Not Decrease (Buzeng bujian jing song 不增不減經頌). Based 

on the title, it seems that a verse (gatha) of the Sutra was carved, but Miao Quansun 

notes that the sutra text is carved on four sides, and that the sutra passage was carved 

first, followed by the verse (gatha) section.96 No further details are known. Miao 

                                                      

 

dated 1068 (熙寧元年, Northern Song period). The characters are smaller than the other characters in the 

sutra text and are shallowly carved. Thus, the inscription was added in the later period when the stele was 

re-dedicated.  
95 Zhao Chao (1997), 62. In addition, a brush-written passage from the Foshuo weizengyou jing in cave 169 

at the Bingling Monastery in Gansu is dated 420. Zhang Baoxi (1997), 129-132. However, this is not a rock 

carving, but brush-work. Meanwhile, Tsien notes that the name of the Amitābha Buddha was carved on a 

cliff at Xuzhou, Jiangsu Province in 450 CE. Tsien (1962), 85. This record needs further investigation. 
96 Miao Quansun 繆荃孫 (1844-1919), Yi feng tang jin shi wen zi mu 藝風堂金石文字目, Shi ke shi liao xin bian, 
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Quansun also mentions another stele with a sutra carving dated to 537, but does not 

provide information about what text it bears.97 Citing these two steles, Zhao Chao makes 

the meaningful suggestion that stone sutras had been created during the earlier 

Northern Wei period. However, few from this period remain, whereas a number of 

examples from the Northern Qi period luckily have survived.98 

In Shandong Province, then, when did the sutra carving on stone begin? In terms 

of freestanding steles, the earliest is the one believed to have been at the Shengguo 

Monastery 勝果寺 in Qufu 曲阜, Shandong, currently in the collection of the Tōkyō 

Daigaku Bungakubu (Figures 39 and 40). As noted earlier, it has an inscription 

indicating it was created in 537 during the Eastern Wei period. On the back of the 

mandorla, a section from the Diamond Perfection of Wisdom Sutra is carved.99  

The earliest Buddhist inscription on a mountain surface in Shandong Province 

has been found on the cliff of the Huangshiya 黃石崖. This site is located in Jinan 濟南, 

the capital city of present day Shandong Province. Buddhist figures were carved on the 

unpolished rock surfaces both on the inside and outside of the natural cave (Figure 46), 

and the inscribed Buddhist text was placed above the Buddhist sculptures on the outside 

                                                      

 

Mu lu ti ba lei 26 (Taibei: Xinwenfeng chubangongsi, 1982), 19539, “法潤等造 不增不減經頌: 四面刻 

先經後頌 正書 原籖題 熙平二年.” 
97 Miao Quansun 繆荃孫 (1844-1919), Yi feng tang jin shi wen zi mu 藝風堂金石文字目, Shi ke shi liao xin bian, 

Mu lu ti ba lei 26 (Taibei: Xinwenfeng chubangongsi, 1982), 19546, “天平造經: 正書 天平四年 正月.” 
98 Zhao Chao (1997), 62.  
99 T. 235, 8:750c07-23.   
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of the cave. The rocky wall is perpendicular, and the texts, which were intermingled 

with images, were only carved on vertical surfaces. The inscriptions of several Buddhist 

images indicate that the sculptures were created from 523 to 540 CE, and the Buddhist 

text has been thought to have been created sometime between the end of 530s to the 

early 540s.100 Unfortunately, the carved text was destroyed between the 1940s and 

1950s.101 Only the rubbings remained from the carved texts (Figure 47).102 The beginning 

of the engraving is titled 大般涅槃經偈 (Gatha of the Great Paranirvāṇa Sutra) and it 

consists of a verse from a chapter entitled “Sagely Practice 聖行品” of the Great 

Paranirvāṇa Sutra and a verse from a chapter of  “Gaogui dewang pusa pin 高貴德王菩薩

品” from the same sutra.103 The sixteen carved characters, read: “All dharmas are 

                                                      

100 Eight colophons carved at Huangshiya Cliff have survived to the present, and among them, seven record 

the year when the sculptures were made. The colophons indicated the sculptures were made from 523 to 

540. The Buddhist sutra inscriptions were thought to have been created in the 540s, during Eastern Wei. 

Lai Fei notes that the Buddhist sutra engraving at the Huangshiya was created in 544, the second year of 

the Wuding era (武定二年) of Eastern Wei. Lai Fei (2007), 219. For information about the sculptures and the 

records of making sculptures inside and outside of the Huangshiya cave, see Zhang Zong (1996), 37-46.   
101 Lai Fei (2007), 6. 
102 The area of the sutra engraving is 38 centimeters in height and 41 centimeters in width. For a brief 

account of the inscribed texts at Huangshiya, see Lai Fei (2007), 5-6. For the rubbings, see Beijing 

tushuguan Jinshizu ed. (1989), vol. 5, 203. 
103 The selected passages for the engraving are “諸行無常 是生滅法” (T. 374, 12: 450a16) and “生滅滅已 寂滅

爲樂” (T. 374, 12: 451a01) from the chapter of “Sagely Practice” and “如來證涅槃 永斷於生死 若有至心聽 常

得無量樂” (T. 374, 12:497b09-10) from the chapter of “Gaogui dewang pusa pin,” of the Great Paranirvāṇa 

Sūtra. The sutra was translated into Chinese by Dharmakṣema 曇無讖 in 412-4 CE. For analysis of 

Nirvana-related texts in medieval Chinese Buddhist canon, see 2010a), 88-9. Besides, the passage can be 

seen at T. 7, 1: 204c23-24; T. 375, 12: 692a13 and 693a1. The English translation is adopted from Ledderose 

ed. (2014), 402. In Ji zhujing lichanyi 集諸經禮懺儀, which was written in 730 during the Tang Dynasty by 

the monk, Zhisheng 智昇, the carved texts on Huangshiya cliff from the Great Paranirvāṇa Sūtra are 

introduced. Zhisheng collected a number of passages popularly used in diverse Buddhist rituals during 

the period. In his compilation, Ji zhujing lichanyi, we can see the thirty-six characters in a row, while the 

translation of the Great Paranirvāṇa Sūtra by Dharmakṣema places those passages in scattered sections in 

two separate chapters. See T. 1982, 47: 457b15-17, “諸行無常 是生滅法 生滅滅已 寂滅爲樂 如來證涅槃 永斷
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impermanent; this is the Law of birth and extinction; After birth and extinction have 

been extinguished, tranquil extinction is bliss” (諸行無常 是生滅法 生滅滅已 寂滅爲樂).  

These sixteen characters are called “Gatha of Impermanence” or “wu chang jie” 無常偈 and 

they were frequently carved on other sites. It was this text that was carved at Mt. Sili and 

then later destroyed by a subsequent group of Buddhists who carved a votive Buddhist 

image and votive inscription at the same spot as was discussed in Introduction. This 

same text also was carved on the lintel of cave six at Southern Xiangtangshan in Hebei 

Province and on Mt. Jian in Shandong Province during the Northern Qi period. The fact 

that the verse was carved frequently and is located in several places demonstrates its 

popularity in Buddhist circles during the sixth century. The rest of the engraving on the 

cliff at Huangshiya is from the beginning of the “Chapter on the Universal Gate” of the 

Lotus Sutra.104 The text selected here is exactly the same as that on a steep rock face at the 

Qingtian River in Bo’ai County, Henan Province, dated 509 (Figures 33~36). These 

carvings show that this section of the sutra also was popular and widespread among 

Buddhist contemporaries of the period.105 

                                                      

 

於生死 若能至心聽 常得無量樂, calling it “Gatha of Impermanence” 無常偈. Interestingly, the same gatha is 

explained in a different chapter in the book, noting it is needed in order for Buddhists to experience 

rebirth in the paradise of Amitabha Buddha’s pure land. T. 1982, 47: 462b17-20. Thus, it is known that the 

gatha had been very popular before the Tang period when Zhisheng collected it and wrote it down. For 

brief information on Ji zhujing lichanyi 集諸經禮懺儀, see Ono Genmyō ed. (1974), vol. 5, 220-221.  
104 T. 262, 9: 56c03-08.  
105 It was found by a shepherd in the 1980s. Jingqun Wang (2007), 195. For detailed information on the 

inscription and the Guanyin figure, see Jingqun Wang ed. (2009), no. 4, 39-42; Xuefen Zhang (2005), 89-95.  
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These earliest examples of Buddhist sutra inscriptions on stone, both as 

freestanding steles and on the rock surface of a mountain, reflected the contemporary 

Buddhist practices and beliefs of that time. Accordingly, the sutra sections selected for 

rock carving were some of the most popular Buddhist texts during the sixth century.  

As discussed above, sutra carving on stone began in the first part of the sixth 

century, during the end of the Northern Wei period. These carved sutras include: the 

chapter on the Universal Gate of the Lotus Sutra, the Sutra Spoken by the Buddha of Neither 

Increase Not Decrease, the Diamond Perfection of Wisdom Sutra, and the Gatha of 

Impermanence from the Great Paranirvāṇa Sutra. Among them, during the Northern Qi 

period, the Chapter on the Universal Gate of the Lotus Sutra and Gatha of Impermanence 

from the Great Paranirvāṇa Sutra were carved over broad areas, including those of the 

Northern Qi capital area, the Mt. Zhonghuang area in Hebei, and the Shandong area. 

This wide presence demonstrates the popularity that the Universal Gate of the Lotus 

Sutra and the Gatha of Impermanence had at that time; in contrast, the Diamond Perfection 

of Wisdom Sutra was carved mainly in Shandong. 

The earlier examples of sutra texts carved on both natural cliffs and stone steles, 

present a diverse collection of Buddhist deities’ images, and testify to the priority their 

creators gave to image over text. However, the full transition to steles without, or almost 

without, sculptured images soon followed. In the 560s, Buddhist texts were considered 

more important than iconic images. This is a key characteristic of Northern Qi sutra 
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carvings, especially in Shandong Province. During the latter part of the sixth century, 

Buddhist stone steles featuring Buddhist icons were still popular. However, during the 

Northern Qi period in Shandong Province – as well as in a few other regions – Buddhist 

steles served primarily to present Buddhist sutra texts, and any depiction of Buddhist 

images was supplemental or dispensable. Interestingly, this kind of development by 

Shandong Buddhists appears to have been a reversion to the traditional Chinese stele 

types created during the Han period, when the main body of steles was used for 

inscriptions, and the sculptured elements were limited to the head and base. Although 

the main ideas expressed in the carved text of the steles shifted from Confucianism to 

Buddhism, these kinds of developments in Shandong Buddhist circles reminds us of the 

earlier stele tradition closely associated with the scholar-official class. The historical 

inscription located next to the grand virtual stele established in 579 on the slope of Mt. 

Tie in Zoucheng, Shandong, which is the main focus of chapter five, displays how much 

the author of the inscription was conversant with Chinese scholarly traditions. This 

seems to suggest that the patrons of the Buddhist sutra texts engraved in Shandong 

were well-aware of the Chinese scholar culture, and presumably belonged to a similar 

elite-scholar class.   
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4. Buddhist Texts Carved at Mt. Hongding: Seng’an 
Daoyi and Monastic Goals 

Mt. Hongding is located in the southwestern region of the central highlands in 

Shandong Province and east of Lake Dongping 東平湖 in Dongping County (Figures 1 

and 2).1 The Mt. Hongding site was not discovered until the 1980s, whereas other 

mountain inscription sites had been discovered, recorded, made into rubbings, and 

studied by a number of Qing dynasty epigraphers.2 When the site was found by a 

shepherd in the 1980s, a full-scale investigation with international cooperation in 

archaeological field work and study was conducted, but the findings were not published 

until 1994.3 

The Buddhist carvings at Mt. Hongding are the most significant in the history of 

the Shandong Buddhist mountain engraving texts, due to the following reasons: First of 

all, the Buddhist carvings at Mt. Hongding are considered the terminus a quo of the 

Shandong Buddhist rock carved sutras. They were created around 553-564 CE, the 

                                                      

1 It is 24 kilometers northwest of the county seat of Dongping. Thorsten Schwing 史英, “Mount Hongding–

Space: Location,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 69. Mt. Hongding is divided into Greater Mt. Hongding 大洪頂

山 and Mt. Er Hongding 二洪頂山. The Buddhist engravings were situated on. Mt. Er Hongding which 

denotes the main mountain peak at the east end of the valley. Thus, the mountain is commonly known as 

Mt. Er Hongding to the locals. Greater Mt. Hongding denotes the mountain peaks east of Mt. Er Honging. 

After the discovery of Buddhist stone inscriptions, the name “stone inscriptions of Mt. Hongding” 洪頂山

刻經 was assigned in 1995 to the inscriptions that are actually on Mt. Er Hongding. For the place name, 

see Lai Fei, “Mount Hongding–Space: Place Name,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 71. 
2 Zhang Zong (2000a), 61. 
3 For details of the discovery, see Xugang Wu (2003), 352. Regarding the discovery of the site, Zhao Luo 

notes that it was discovered in 1994, but one report says it was in 1989. Zhao Luo (2013): 304. Regarding 

the research history of inscriptions on Mt. Hongding, see Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Time: 

Research History,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 80-82. 
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earliest date known for Buddhist text carvings. Second, Mt. Hongding bears the largest 

number and greatest variety of carved Buddhist texts compared to those found in other 

numerous Buddhist carving sites. And, it was at Mt. Hongding that the forms and 

contents of the mountain sutra carvings created in Shandong during the Northern Qi 

period were established. Finally, the main person involved with the Mt. Hongding 

carvings was the monk, Seng’an Daoyi 僧安道壹, who was a prominent patron, 

calligrapher, and organizer of the carvings at Mt. Hongding, as well as those in other 

nearby vicinities. He was active at Mt. Hongding in the 550s and 560s, and at several 

other sites during the latter part of the 570s. Seng’an Daoyi’s presence in both the earliest 

and the latest sites in the history of the engraved Buddhist texts at Shandong mountain 

indicates that he was the most significant figure involved with the Buddhist practice of 

carving Buddhist texts on mountain surfaces in Shandong during the Northern Qi 

period. 

Given this significance, it is undeniable that the Mt. Hongding carvings provide 

us with crucial information for analyzing the content, forms, and functions of the 

engravings; as well as the goals of the patrons of the Northern Qi period. However, 

additional clarification is still needed to determine the dates of the engravings and 

information about their prime creator, Seng’an Daoyi. One of the issues is that three of 

the four dated inscriptions at Mt. Hongding adopted an unusual calendar, which is 

based on counting the years after the nirvana of Śākyamuni Buddha. Since there is no 
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consensus concerning the date of Buddha’s nirvana, the Buddhist calendar used to date 

these inscriptions is not an especially helpful one for our purposes. Regarding Seng’an 

Daoyi: no historical sources mention his name, so the only sources that allow us to 

glimpse his life are the inscriptions carved on the cliffs in Shandong. Accordingly, a 

more detailed exploration is needed to discover who and what he was to his Northern 

Qi contemporaries. Therefore, this chapter will explore in detail the issues related to the 

dating the inscriptions, and will investigate the figure of Seng’an Daoyi before moving 

on to discuss the carved Buddhist texts and their patrons’ goals.  

The patrons of the carvings at Mt. Hongding were mainly Buddhist monks  

including the monk calligrapher, Seng’an Daoyi.  No names of lay practitioners were 

recorded. This suggests that Buddhist priests were in charge at this site, so the 

inscriptions would likely be driven by religious practices rather than secular 

motivations.4 However, in several dedicatory inscriptions at the Mt. Hongding site, the 

monk patrons were silent about their goals for carvings or what they wished to do with 

their carvings. Accordingly, in order to explore the goals of these monk patrons’, we 

must investigate the carved texts themselves, and analyze what the connotations and 

teachings of the carved Buddhist texts meant to the patrons.  

                                                      

4 Carvings on other mountain sites, especially made in the latter part of the 570s, include several lay 

practitioners’ names, and reflects their motivations. See chapter five in this dissertation. 
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With these points in mind, this chapter investigates the Buddhist texts and 

dedicatory inscriptions carved at the Mt. Hongding site, and discusses their main 

patrons, the patron’s goals for the carvings, and the function the carved texts had for the 

patrons. The location and distribution of the carved texts at Mt. Hongding will be 

described first, followed by an exploration of the monk patrons’ identities and the issue 

regarding the dating of the inscriptions. Then the chapter will delve into the monk 

patrons’ goals surrounding the creation of the Buddhist carvings through the analysis of 

the carved Buddhist texts themselves.   

The most noteworthy of the Buddhist texts carved at Mt. Hongding are the 

excerpts from the Sutra on the Great Perfection of Wisdom Spoken by Mañjuśrī (Saptaśatikā 

prajñāpāramitā, Wenshushili suoshuo mohe bore boluomi 文殊師利所說摩訶般若波羅蜜, 

hereafter the Mañjuśrī PrPrajñāpāramitā Sūtra); a phrase about the six pāramitā (Six 

Perfections, liu boluomi 六波羅蜜) and Prajñāpāramitā (Perfection of Wisdom, bore boluomi 

般若波羅蜜); and the Buddha name “Buddha King of Great Emptiness” (Da Kong Wang 

Fo 大空王佛). These repertoires of Buddhist carvings originally appear at this site, and 

later on, were frequently duplicated at other sites as well. This chapter examines how 

these chosen texts reflect popular sixth century Buddhist teachings and practices that 

influenced the monks who created and sponsored these inscriptions. 
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4.1 Location and Distribution of the Buddhist Texts Caved at Mt. 
Hongding in Dongping  

Mt. Hongding is geologically part of the limestone formations of the Shandong 

mountains, unlike other mountain sites that are affected by alluvial deposits.5 V-shaped 

opposite inner slopes of the mountain ridges on the eastern edge of Lake Dongping, 

which open to the vast surface of the Lake on the west, were selected for the carving of 

Buddhist texts (Figure 48).6 

Overall, twenty-three inscriptions were carved on the mountain, seventeen of 

which are on the northern slope and six of which are on the southern slope (Figures 

49~52).7 There are about three times as many  inscriptions on the northern slope  than 

                                                      

5 Kiriya Seiichi points this out, noting that Mt. Hongding’s rock formations geologically belong to the 

limestone family, while the rock formations on other mountain sites holding sutra carving are primarily 

made of granite. He further notes that this difference of geology explains the severe weathering and poor 

condition of the carvings on Mt. Hongding compared to other sites in Shandong. Kiriya (2002a), 31. This 

phenomenon also is mentioned in Ledderose ed. (2014), 69. 
6 The valley enclosed by Mt. Hongding is at an altitude of slightly more than 100 meters above sea level and 

the inscriptions are situated about 14 meters above ground. The angle of the cliff surface is 43 to 87°. For 

detailed geographical information of the engravings on Mt. Hongding, see Shandong Shike Yishu 

Bowuguan (2006), 79-80; Thorsten Schwing, “Mount Hongding–Space: Location,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 

69. Tsai Suey-Ling suggests that the ancient Chinese system of selecting an auspicious place, the role of 

Wind and Water (Fengshui 風水, geomancy), played an important role in the site selection. According to her, 

the monks chose the site using Fengshui.  As a result, the site is enclosed by the native Four Sacred 

Animals. By doing this, the monks reinforced the efficacy of this Buddhist sacred space. Tsai Suey-Ling 

(2011), 129-148. 
7 Ledderose and Wenzel note that “the inscriptions on the two slopes are part of a single enterprise,” as 

identical texts are placed facing each other, albeit spanning long distances across the valley. See Ledderose 

and Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Space: Topography and Spatial Grouping,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 71. 

Their observation could be true regarding inscriptions carved on the northern slope, which could have 

been created as part of a single project despite the slight time differences of their production. Several 

positioned on the south, such as HDS 22 (the passage of 98 Characters from the Sutra on the Great 

Perfection of Wisdom Spoken by Mañjuśrī) and HDS 19 (“Buddha King of Great Emptiness”) might have 

been designed considering their respective pair HDS 16 and HDS 8 on the northern slope with identical 

passages. However, several inscriptions carved on the southern slopes at Mt. Hongding seem repetitive. 
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there are on southern slope, and they stretch over 45.44 meters from the west end (HDS 

1) to the east end (HDS 16.1) (Figure 50).8 By contrast, the inscriptions on the southern 

slope cover a length of only 27.83 meters (Figure 52).9 The inscriptions on the northern 

slope are divided into four distinct groups based on their locations (Figure 50).10 The first 

three groups are set horizontally along the slope’s rock face at roughly the same level. 

The western group (HDS 1 – HDS 4) and central group (HDS 5 and HDS 6) are 

separated by 9.82 meters, and the central and eastern groups (HDS 7 – HDS 12) by 11.63 

meters. These three groups are connected by a narrow path, which closely follows the 

contour of the steep rocky slope (Figure 53). The inscriptions in the last group (HDS 

13~HDS 16) are located at the east end of the northern slope. Following the natural 

upward slope of the path and cliff sides, they are carved higher than the other three 

                                                      

 

For instance, HDS 22 (the passage of 98 Characters from the Sutra on the Great Perfection of Wisdom Spoken 

by Mañjuśrī) and HDS 19 (“Buddha King of Great Emptiness”) went well with those positioned on the 

northern slope. The additional copies of the “Buddha King of Great Emptiness” (HDS 20, 21.1, and 23.1) 

carved on the southern slope seem to be redundant. This dissertation excludes HDS 17 in this discussion, 

because it is hard to determine what the whole inscription originally was, given the only remaining 

character is “Da 大” (great). If it is a part of “Da Kong Wang Fo 大空王佛” (Buddha King of Great 

Emptiness), then this Buddha name was carved twice at the northern slope. It may possibly have been a 

later addition. 
8 For the numbering of each inscription on Mt. Hongding, there are several sets suggested by different 

scholars. To avoid confusion, this dissertation follows Ledderose edition’s numbering set, since it is the 

most recent, and reflects thorough research and investigation. Ledderose ed. (2014), 69-308. 
9 For the number of inscriptions, the length of cliff surfaces with inscriptions, and the distance between the 

inscriptions, see Ledderose and Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Space: Topography and Spatial 

Grouping,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 69-70. 
10 For the spatial grouping and the measurement of the distance, this dissertation owes a great deal to 

Ledderose and Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Space: Topography and Spatial Grouping,” in 

Ledderose ed., Buddhist Stone Sutras Shandong 1, 69-71. 
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groups (Figure 51). In front of the last group of inscriptions, a massive, tall rock creates a 

natural screen, secluding the inscriptions from the outside. Each group is thought to 

have been designed and established in conjunction with the others at approximately the 

same time. The southern slope’s cliff, which holds only six inscriptions, is indented in 

the middle, so that the inscriptions are separated into two clusters at either end, with a 

single inscription (HDS 20) in between (Figure 52).  

The inscriptions carved on Mt. Hongding are divided into three kinds of texts: 

Buddhist sutra passages, Buddha names, and historical inscriptions (Table 4.1).11 The Mt. 

Hongding site bears six carved sutra passages (HDS 1, 2, 5, 6, 16.2, and 22), of which five 

(HDS 1, 2, 5, 6, and 16.2) are on the northern slope. The southern slope bears only one 

(HDS 22). The six passages are taken from four different sutras. Three of the carved sutra 

passages (HDS 1, 16.2, and 22) are from the same sutra, the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra. 

In addition to the sutra passages, a number of Buddha names also are carved there. The 

most frequently carved name is that of “Da Kong Wang Fo” (HDS 8, 19, 20, 21.1, and 23.1), 

which appears five times: once on the northern slope, and four times on the southern 

slope.12 A large group of Buddha names (HDS 9.1~9.15 and HDS 10~13) are situated in 

                                                      

11 On Mount Hongding, twenty-five Buddha names (HOS 8, 9.1~9.15, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 19, 20, 21.1, 23.1), six 

sutra passages (HDS 1, 2, 5, 6, 16.2, 22), and ten historical inscriptions (HDS 3, 4, 7, 9.16, 14, 15, 16.1, 18, 

21.2, 23.2) were carved.  
12 According to Ledderose ed. (2014), 264-265, there are seven carvings of the Buddha name including HDS 

17, but currently just one character “Da 大 remains. Yang Hao and Hao Li regard it as a part of a sutra text, 

identifying four characters, “da 大,” “fo 佛,” “wu 无,” and “pu 菩.” Yang Hao 楊浩 and Hao Li 郝莉, 

“Shandong Dongping jingnei Beichao moya kejing ji xiangguan wenti de tantao“ 山東 東平 
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the eastern group on the northern slope. Thematically, the sutra excerpts focus on the 

Perfection of Wisdom (prajñāpāramitā, bore boluomi 般若波羅蜜) sutra and on the concept 

of emptiness (śūnyatā, kong 空). Historical inscriptions are located next to or below the 

sutra texts or Buddha names, and record information related to the production of the 

inscriptions, including the names of the donors and the dates of establishment.   

 

Table 4.1: Inscriptions at Mt. Hongding 

 Type Contents Patron Calli- 

grapher 

Date Characteri-

stics 

HDS 

1 

sutra 

passage 

Passage of 54 Characters from 

the Mañjuśrī prajñāpāramitā Sūtra 
文殊師利所說摩訶般若波羅蜜  

Seng’an 

Daoyi 

   

HDS 

2 

sutra 

passage 

Six Perfections from the Great 

Collection Sutra 大集經 

Dao 

[men]*  

   

historical 

inscription 

Sutra Donor Dao[men] 經主道

[門]* 

HDS 

3 

historical 

inscription 

Encomium to Seng’an Daoyi  Seng’an 

Daoyi 

Seng’an 

Daoyi 

16□□* 

years after  

Buddha’s 

nirvana 

 

HDS 

4 

historical 

inscription 

Seng’an Daoyi (Title of HDS 3) Seng’an 

Daoyi 

Seng’an 

Daoyi 

 Stele Form 

HDS 

5 

sutra 

passage 

“Mahayana Sutra” 摩訶衍經 

Stele with a Passage on Eighteen 

Aspects of Emptiness (十八空) 

   Stele Form 

HDS 

6 

sutra 

passage 

Passage from the Sutra Spoken by 

the Buddha on the Perfection of 

Wisdom of Humane Kings  

佛說仁王般若波羅蜜經. 

   Spiritual 

Talisman  

神符 

                                                      

 

境內北朝摩崖刻經及相關問題的探討 (2006), 166. As it is difficult to determine what the whole inscription 

originally was, the dissertation excludes HDS 17 in this discussion.  
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HDS 

7 

historical 

inscription 

Colophon to HDS 8 Seng’an 

Daoyi 

Seng’an 

Daoyi 

1623 years 

after 

Buddha’s 

nirvana 

(556) 

 

HDS 

8 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha King of Great 

Emptiness  
大空王佛 

Seng’an 

Daoyi 

Seng’an 

Daoyi 

1623 years 

after 

Buddha’s 

nirvana 

(556) 

 

HDS 

9.1 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Śikhin 式佛 Fahong    

HDS 

9.2 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Vipaśyin 維衛佛 Fahong    

HDS 

9.3 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Śikhin 式佛 Fahong    

HDS 

9.4 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Viśvabhū 隨葉佛 Fahong    

HDS 

9.5 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Krakucchanda (拘)樓秦

佛 

Fahong    

HDS 

9.6 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Kanakamuni (拘)那含牟

尼佛 

Fahong    

HDS 

9.7 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Kāśyapa 迦葉佛 Fahong    

HDS 

9.8 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Śākyamuni 釋迦牟尼佛 Fahong    

HDS 

9.9 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Maitreya 弥勒佛 Fahong    

HDS 

9.10 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Amitābha 阿弥陀佛 Fahong    

HDS 

9.11 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Perceiver of the World’s 

Sounds 觀世音佛 

Fahong    

HDS 

9.12 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Great Power Obtained  

大勢至佛 

Fahong    

HDS 

9.13 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Śākyamuni 釋迦牟尼佛 Fahong    

HDS 

9.14 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha with the Complete 

Attributes of a Thousand Ten 

Thousand Rays of Light 具足千

万 光相佛 

Fahong    

HDS 

9.15 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Serenity and Joy 安樂佛 Fahong    

HDS 

9.16 

historical 

inscription 

Donor Fahong 主法鴻 Fahong  

法鴻 

×   Fahong  

法鴻 
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HDS 

10 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Lofty Mountain 高山佛     

HDS 

11 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha King of Serenity 安王佛     

HDS 

12 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Great Mountain Cliff 大

山巖佛 

    

HDS 

13 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha Medicine Master of 

Beryline Radiance 藥師琉璃光佛 

×  ×    

HDS 

14 

historical 

inscription 

Stele of Wind Entrance 風門口碑  ×    

HDS 

15 

historical 

inscription 

Stele of Sire An (Serenity) 

安公之碑 

Seng’an 

Daoyi? 

Seng’an 

Daoyi? 

1620 years 

after 

Buddha’s 

nirvana 

(553) 

Stele Form 

HDS 

16.1 

historical 

inscription 

Seng’an Daoyi Seng’an 

Daoyi 

Seng’an 

Daoyi 

1620 years 

after 

Buddha’s 

nirvana 

(553) 

 

HDS 

16.2 

sutra 

passage 

Passage of the 98 characters 

from the Sutra on the Great 

Perfection of Wisdom Spoken by 

Mañjuśrī 

Seng’an 

Daoyi 

Seng’an 

Daoyi 

1620 years 

after 

Buddha’s 

nirvana 

(553) 

 

HDS 

17 

Buddha 

name or  

sutra 

passage 

Great… 大…*  ×    

HDS 

18 

historical 

inscription 

Encomium to Fahong 法洪   564 CE  

HDS 

19 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha King of Great 

Emptiness  

大空王佛 

    

HDS 

20 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha King of Great 

Emptiness  

大空王佛 

    

HDS 

21.1 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha King of Great 

Emptiness  

大空王佛 

    

HDS 

21.2 

historical 

inscription 

Votive Inscription by Fahong 

“Offered […] by the Donor of 

Sutras, Venerable Fahong”  

經主釋法洪供□* 

Fahong  

法洪 
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HDS 

22 

sutra 

passage 

Passage of 98 Characters from 

the Sutra on the Great Perfection of 

Wisdom Spoken by Mañjuśrī 

Fahong  

法洪 

   

HDS 

23.1 

Buddha 

name 

Buddha King of Great 

Emptiness  

大空王佛 

Fahong  

法洪 

   

HDS 

23.2 

historical 

inscription 

Votive Inscription by Fahong 

“Offered Respectfully by the 

Renunciant Vernerble Fahong”  

沙門釋法洪供奉  

Fahong 

法洪 

   

 

 * [ ] damaged, missing character(s) 

** ×: not written by Seng’an Daoyi 

The shaded sections represent the grouping of the inscriptions based on their locations.  

 

It is worth noting that there seems to have been some small shrines for Buddhist 

images on the northern slope at Mt. Hongding. Several of them are extant and visible. 

One is located above the HDS 1 (at Figure 51, it is marked as “A”). The scale of that 

shrine is modest: 43 centimeters in height and 32 centimeters in width. In the shrine, a 

small Buddha is seated, and although still visible, it is considerably worn (Figures 54 

and 55). The other shrine is smaller, and measures 32 centimeters in height and 30 

centimeters in width. It is located to the left of the larger shrine just described, but this 

one has been seriously – destroyed  the contour of the shrine is barely visible.13 Both 

shrines stand about 2 meters up from rock base of the path. Under the shrine, the 

inscription of HDS 1 is visible.  

                                                      

13 Shandong Shike Yishu Bowuguan (2006), 80. 
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Another Buddha image is in between HDS 6 and HDS 7, but is closer to HDS 6 (it 

is marked as “B” at Figure 51) (Figures 56 and 57). This shrine is much smaller than 

shrine A, and measures 8 centimeters in height and 6 centimeters in width. Inside is a 

seated Buddha, whose hands are placed in meditation position on his lap.14 Given that 

the number and scale of the Buddhist texts and characters carved on the rocks vastly 

outweighs that of the images, it is evident that the images were not considered as 

important as the inscriptions on Mt. Hongding.  

4.2 Monk Patrons  

At Mt. Hongding, the names of two Buddhist priests were recorded in the 

historical inscriptions carved on its surfaces: the Great Renunciant Seng’an Daoyi 僧安道

壹 and the Renunciant Venerable Fahong 釋. Seng’an Daoyi’s name appears on Mt. 

Hongding five times: at HDS 3 and 4 in the western group, HDS 7 in the central group, 

and HDS 15 and 16.1 in the eastern group, all of which are located on the northern slope. 

The name of Fahong is located on both slopes, and is mentioned four times, once in each 

of the following inscriptions: HDS 9.16, HDS 18, HDS 21.2, and HDS 23.2. This chapter 

will examine the two main monk patrons and then discuss their relationship, as well as 

the presence of other monks at the site.  

                                                      

14 Shandong Shike Yishu Bowuguan (2006), 81. 
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4.2.1 Seng’an Daoyi   

 Seng’an Daoyi was a prime figure who played an important role in initiating the 

practice of  Buddhist rock carvings at Mt. Hongding, and who also contributed to the 

dissemination of this practice to a broader area.15 At Mt. Hongding, where the earliest 

stages of Buddhist carving in Shandong Province is found (553-564 CE), his name 

appears five times, and describe him as a calligrapher, a sutra donor and the carving 

organizer.16 In the beginning of the 560s, the Buddhist thought and practice that inspired 

Seng’an Daoyi to sponsor and personally carve Buddhist texts onto mountain surfaces, 

appears to have spread outside of Mt. Hongding into the vicinity of Lake Dongping. The 

colophon for the Buddha name Da Kong Wang Fo at Mt. Ergu in 562 CE includes Seng’an 

Daoyi’s name, which testifies to his activity in the vicinity of Lake Dongping as well as 

Mt. Hongding. In the 570s, his name also appears at Mts. Jian and Tie in Zoucheng, in 

southwestern Shandong. 

Acknowledging the significance of his role with regards to the Northern Qi 

Buddhist inscriptions, numerous scholars have studied his life and career, but no well-

                                                      

15 Seng’an Daoyi’s significance for those studying the connections between Shandong and other areas near 

the capital city, Ye, during the Northern Qi period is noteworthy. Even though his name is absent, the 

calligraphic style of some texts carved at the Xiangtangshan cave temples near Ye is very similar to 

Seng’an Daoyi’s work in Shandong. Likewise, the carved texts are either identical or closely related in 

content to those done by Seng’an Daoyi in several sites in Shandong. Because Seng’an Daoyi played an 

integral role in the creation of the Northern Qi Buddhist inscriptions, he deserves special consideration in 

this dissertation. 
16 His name is located on the northern slope of Mt. Hongding, in inscriptions HDS 3 and 4 in the western 

group, HDS 7 in the central group, and HDS 15 and 16.1 in the eastern group. 
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supported biography has been compiled to date.17 Even though he was quite active 

carving Buddhist sutras onto mountains during the Northern Qi period, the name of 

Seng’an Daoyi is recorded in no historical sources – neither in biographies of monks, 

nor in the local gazetteers.18 The several inscriptions carved on the cliffs of Shandong are 

the only sources that give us a glimpse at the life of this monk.  But even those 

inscriptions include little to no specific information.  

For instance, one of the most detailed inscriptions, HDS 3, is an encomium for 

Seng’an Daoyi. It is the longest and largest inscription among the historical inscriptions 

at this site.19 At its side, there is the inscription, HDS 4, which contains the four relatively 

large characters of his name, 僧安道壹, and which is framed in the shape of a stele with a 

pointed head (Figure 58).20 Regarding the relationship between the two inscriptions, 

                                                      

17 Numerous scholars have traced the life and career of the monk, Seng’an Daoyi. The scholarship on him 

includes research by Weiran Zhang (1999), 65-67; Hao Yang (2002), 50-52; Kiriya (2002), 1-67; Nobuyuki 

Takuma (2003), 131-158; Hongguo Xu (2003), 242-250; Lai Fei (2003), 92-134; Weiran Zhang (2006), 74-83; 

Shinichi Kitajima (2003), 277-284. 
18 Katherine Tsiang assumes that the name “Seng’an Daoyi,” which is found in the Shandong inscriptions, 

refers to the monk Shi Seng’an 釋僧安 recorded in Daoxuan’s Further Biographies of Eminent Monks (Xu 

gaoseng zhuan, T. 2060, 50: 657a 6-20). Tsiang (1996a), 245n45. However, several scholars demonstrate that 

Seng’an Daoyi is not identical with the monk, Shi Seng’an. Although they lived during the same period, 

Northern Qi, they were active in different regions and their Buddhist teachings differed somewhat. For 

details, see Hongguo Xu (2003), 244-245; Lai Fei (2003), 101. 
19 The area bearing the encomium to Seng’an Daoyi, HDS 3, is 242 centimeters in height, 127 centimeters in 

width. The encomium consists of 75 characters, and each character is approximately 20 centimeters in 

height. This is the longest and largest inscription among all the historical inscriptions at Mt. Hongding. 

The second largest and longest one is the colophon (HDS 7) to the grand “Buddha King of Great 

Emptiness” (HDS 8). It is 245 centimeters in height and 107 centimeters in width, bearing 68 characters 

scaled at approximately 18 centimeters in height and width. The measurement is from Ledderose ed. 

(2014), 115 (HDS 3) and 142 (HDS 7) respectively.  
20 The character “Seng 僧” found in HDS 4 is 32 centimeters in height and 30 centimeters in width, while the 

size of the characters in HDS 3 range from 12 centimeters to 20 centimeters in height, and from 16 

centimeters to 26 centimeters in width. HDS 4 is believed to function like a title to the adjacent inscription, 
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HDS 3 and 4, Ledderose makes the remarkable observation that they are comparable to 

the two parts of a square tomb inscription (muzhiming 墓誌銘).21 He notes that the 

encomium for Seng’an Daoyi (HDS 3) is like that of the text of a tomb epitaph, with his 

name written in four large characters (HDS 4) serving as the cover.22 According to the 

conventions of tomb epitaphs, the first section of the encomium is to bear a biography. 

The encomium is partly damaged, but many letters are still legible. It reads: 

The Great Renunciant (śramaṇa) Seng’an, also named Daoyi, is a man of the 

neighborhood of Empty Immensity within the village of Vast Enormity. He is 

quiescent [...] [within] the Three Times,23 like the thousand peaks of Amassed 

Stones.24 Sire’s substance is [...] and colossal, like the myriad summits of Empty 

                                                      

 

HDS 3. For these measurements, see Ledderose ed. (2014), 122 (HDS 4) and 115 (HDS 3). 
21 This type of tomb inscription evolved from the Western Han Dynasty, but it was not widespread until the 

Northern Dynasties. For tomb inscriptions, see Chao Zhao (1997), 32-46.  
22 In the tomb inscription tradition, the deceased’s name is carved in large characters on the cover stone, 

while his biography is carved in small characters on the stone below. Ledderose, “Mount Hongding –

Inscriptions: Historical Inscriptions, HDS 4,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 91-92. While the form of this 

inscription is like those found on a tomb and its cover, this particular inscription does not seem to be the 

tomb epitaph itself. Kiriya Seiichi holds that the calligraphy appears to have been made by Seng’an Daoyi, 

which suggests that the inscriptions were made while he was alive. Most tomb epitaphs start with the 

phrase of “muzhiming 墓誌銘 or muzhi 墓誌,” literally identifying it as tomb stone. The monk appears to 

have borrowed only the shape of the carving of the stone tomb structure, since this inscription does not 

appear to have been an actual tomb inscription.  Likewise, Paul Copp observes that the encomiums at Mt. 

Hongding might be seen as constituting a separate genre of monastic encomium, one which only 

generally resembles traditional biographical genres. According to him, the contents of the encomium are 

comparable to those of Fahong on the southern slope (HDS 18). The two encomiums follow the same 

pattern: first, some general information about the eulogized person is given; then his outstanding 

accomplishments are praised, and finally, the content is summed up in verses with lines of four characters 

each. This is different from the more general biographies and epitaphs of eminent monks. Paul Copp, 

“Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 3,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 91. 
23 Of past, present, and future. Ledderose ed. (2014), 114. 
24 This literally means, “Mount Jishi 積石.” Zhang Zong views “Jishi” 積石 as a real mountain name and 

finds that “Jishishan” is at the location of Bingling si 炳靈寺 near present day Linxia 臨夏 in Gansu 甘肅 

Province. Thus, Zhang Zong suggests that Seng’an Daoyi might have been from this region, but a member 

of a non-Chinese family. Zhang Zong (2000a), 70. It is possible that this is correct, but if other new sources 

do not turn up, the origin of Seng’an Daoyi will remain unresolved. Regardless, the mountain also is an 
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Undividedness.25 How majestic is his virtue! How unfettered is his genius! 

Thus we make a verse saying: 

         He piles up jades and jewels, 

[day after] day he polishes the principle.26 

On stone after stone he chisels and carves. 

On mountain after mountain he [...] [...]. 
One thousand six hundred [...] [...] years after [Śākyamuni entered into nirvana 

under] the twin trees.27  

As expected, the first sentence appears to give information on Seng’an Daoyi’s 

place of origin, describing him as “a man of the neighborhood of Empty Immensity 空寬

里 within the village of Vast Enormity 廣大鄉.” The characters, xiang 鄉 and li 里, are 

words usually used for place names. Unlike a usual epitaph, however, this encomium 

gives no information about Seng’an Daoyi’s life. The “neighborhood of Empty 

Immensity within the village of Vast Enormity” in the inscription seems to be fictitious. 

None of these names can be matched to actual places. Rather than giving information on 

his biography, the encomium simply praises Seng’an Daoyi’s spiritual achievements, 

symbolized by the phrase “thousand peaks of Amassed Stones” and the “myriad 

                                                      

 

evocation of a mythological state. It appears in a discussion of the location of Mount Jishi relative to 

Mount Kunlun and other legendary landmarks of the region. Ledderose ed. (2014), 115n584. 
25 Similarly to “Mount Jishi” above, Mount Kongdong 崆峒山 is near today’s Pingliang 平涼 in Gansu 甘肅 

Province. Zhang Zong (2000a), 70. 
26 This is possibly a reference to the great merit and spiritual benefits gained from reproducing Buddhist 

scriptures on mountains (or anywhere else). Ledderose ed. (2014), 115n586. 
27 “大沙門僧安又名道壹廣大鄉空/ 寬里人也寂□三世若積石之/ 千峰公體□碩並崆峒之萬嵿/ 嶕嶢道德器度風流 

乃爲詞曰: 重疊王寶 □日磨義 石石儁銘 山山□□ 雙林後一千六百□□年.” The transcription is adopted 

mainly from Shandong Shike Yishu Bowuguan (2006), 80-81; Lai Fei (2007), 20; Ledderose ed. (2014), 113-4. 

The English translation is adopted from Ledderose ed. (2014), 114-115. This encomium is one of three 

inscriptions making use of the Buddhist calendar’s dating system based on the number of years after the 

Buddha’s nirvana. Unfortunately, in this instance, the exact number of years after the Buddha’s nirvana is 

illegible. The other inscriptions are HDS 7 and HDS 15. The dating issue will be discussed later in this 

chapter.   
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summits of Empty Undividedness.”28 Seng’an Daoyi’s name is seen in other inscriptions: 

HDS 7, 15, and 16.1. But likewise, they also contain no biographical information.29  

However, outside Mt. Hongding, there is one other source that appears to name 

Seng’an Daoyi’s place of origin and activity. In a colophon carved on Mt. Tie, dated 579, 

he is called “Seng’an Daoyi of the Dongling (or “Eastern Range”) 東嶺僧安道壹.30 There 

is no mention of places such as: “the neighborhood of Empty Immensity” 空寬里, “the 

village of Enormity” 廣大鄉, Mt. “Amassed Stones” 積石山, or Mt. “Empty 

Undividedness” 崆峒山. While the name of location, “Eastern Range” 東嶺, seems 

straightforward, it has in fact elicited diverse opinions on its meaning. Some scholars 

believe that the “Eastern Range” refers to a real location where Seng’an Daoyi had been 

born and lived. If this is true, the “Eastern Range” is likely near today’s Dongping 

County, near Mt. Hongding, since the earliest works done by and for him were 

                                                      

28 Paul Copp, “Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 3,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 91. On the other hand, 

Zhang Zong pays attention to these phrases of “thousand peaks of Amassed Stones” 積石之千峰 and “the 

myriad summits of Empty Undividedness” 崆峒之萬嵿 in the encomium, suggesting they are real 

mountain names, that is, “Mount Amassed Stones” (Jishishan 積石山) and “Mount Empty Undividedness” 

(Kongdongshan 崆峒山. “Mount Amassed Stones” (Jishishan 積石山) is located in the region close to the 

Bingling Si 炳靈寺 cave temple near present day Linxia 臨夏 in Gansu 甘肅 Province, and “Mount Empty 

Undividedness” (Kongdongshan 崆峒山) near today’s Pingliang 平涼 in Gansu Province. Zhang Zong 

further suggests that Seng’an Daoyi might have been from this region, but as a member of a non-Chinese 

family. Zhang Zong (2000a), 70. This might be correct, but why the place of origin was given a fictitious 

name remains unknown. Jishishan also is an evocation of a mythological state, and it appears in a 

discussion of the location of Mount Jishi relative to Moutn Kunlun and other legendary landmarks of the 

region. Ledderose ed. (2014), 115n584. 
29 HDS 7 is a colophon for “Buddha King of Great Emptiness,” eulogizing Seng’an Daoyi’s achievement. 

HDS 15, entitled “Stele of Sire An (Serenity)” 安公之碑, is located to the left (west) of the sutra passage, 

and presents a word play on the four characters of Seng’an Daoyi’s name. Neither contain information on 

Seng’an Daoyi’s place of origin or activity. HDS 16.1 bears the four characters of Seng’an Daoyi’s name, as 

a signature for the sutra passage to its left (west).     
30 The details of inscriptions on Mt. Tie will be discussed in chapter five.  
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established in that area.31 However, Weiran Zhang’s view is that while Seng’an Daoyi 

was from originally from the Dongping area, during his later years in the 570’s, he was 

active around Mt. Yi near today’s Zoucheng, and that “Eastern Range” refers to 

Zoucheng.32 Others contend that “Eastern Range” is simply fictitious and that Seng’an 

Daoyi was a traveling monk.33 Considering the lack of consensus and the absence of new 

sources, questions about Seng’an Daoyi’s birthplace and the places where he was active 

remain unresolved. 

In addition to the ambiguity regarding Seng’an Daoyi’s place of origin and 

activities, there is another controversial issue concerning him. There is uncertainty about 

his exact name (Table 4.2). When the study of Buddhist inscriptions on rock cliffs in 

Shandong began, “An” was thought to have been his family name, “Daoyi” his given 

name, and seng 僧 the title denoting him as a monk.34 From this interpretation, he is 

                                                      

31 Kiyohara Sanekado (1991), 198-199. Xu Hongguo also suggests that “Eastern Range” might be around 

Dongping. Hongguo Xu (2003), 245.  
32 Weiran Zhang notes that Seng’an’s hometown was close to Mt. Hongding, and belonged to the Xuchang 

須昌 County, Dongping Prefecture, and that the “Eastern Ridge” refers to Mt. Yi. Weiran Zhang (1999), 

65–67; Weiran Zhang (2006), 74-83. 
33 Lai Fei notes that place names related to Seng’an are all fictitious and the monk appears to have been 

active around the capital city, Ye, and then later to have moved east to Shandong. See Lai Fei (2000), 9 and 

300. Conversely, Kunlin Chen disagrees that Seng’an Daoyi was a traveling monk and identifies him as 

the monk Dao’an 道安, who is known from his debates at the court of Emperor Wu of Zhou. Kunlin Chen 

(2003), 328. 
34 There are those who argue that An Daoyi might have been from Parthia 安息國 in West Asia, because the 

surname “An” was commonly given to Buddhist priests who came from Parthia. Many figures with this 

surname distinguished themselves as Buddhist monks and translators. The most well-known figure from 

Parthia with this surname is An Shigao (安世高, fl. 148). He came into China during the Han Dynasty and 

was a renowned translator of Buddhist sutras. Kiriya (1996), 196-197. In the 1996 article, Kiriya suggests 

that An Daoyi might have been from Parthia, but that he would not have come from Parthia into China in 

the sixth century. According to Kiriya, it was An Daoyi’s father or grandfather who initially came to 
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called “An Daoyi 安道壹.”35 In inscription HDS 15, Seng’an Daoyi given an honorary 

designation, “Sire An” 安公, which seems to suggest that “An” was his family name 

(Figures 59 and 60).36 Outside Dongping, in the Stone Hymn on Mt. Tie carved in 579, 

Seng’an Daoyi is referred to as the “Great Renunciant (śramaṇa), Dharma Master An” 

大沙門安法師. This also supports the belief that “An” was his surname. 

 

Table 4.2: Variants of Seng’an Daoyi’s Designation at Inscriptions in Shandong 

Designation in 

English 

Designation      

in Chinese 

Location Inscription Contents Dating 

The Great 

Renunciant 

(śramaṇa) Seng’an,  

also named Daoyi 

大沙門僧安 

又名道壹 
HDS 3 The Encomium to 

Seng’an Daoyi 

16□□ years after  

Buddha’s nirvana 

Seng’an Daoyi 僧安道壹 HDS 4 HDS 3’s title 16□□ years after  

Buddha’s nirvana 

The Great 

Renunciant 

(śramaṇa)  

Seng’an Daoyi 

大沙門僧安

道壹 
HDS 7 Colophon to  

“Da Kong Wang Fo” 

1623 years after 

Buddha’s nirvana 

(556) 

                                                      

 

China, which made An Daoyi a second or third generation resident there. His calligraphy was remarkable, 

and was a result of him having honed his technique over many years. However, Kiriya later corrected this 

view and suggested Seng’an Daoyi would not have been from Parthia, because in the inscription HDS 15 

(An gong zhi bei), “An 安” means “serenity.” Kiriya (2001a), 146-147. 
35 Several Japanese scholars, including Seiichi Kiriya, Shinichi Kitajima, and Nobuyuki Takuma maintain the 

monk’s name is “An Daoyi.” See Kiriya (2002a), 1-67; Takuma (2003), 131-158; Kitajima (2003), 277-284. 

Chinese scholar Hao Yang agrees with this view, saying that “Seng” is a title, “An” is the monk’s family 

name, and “Daoyi” is his given name. To support this reading, he quotes examples from votive 

inscriptions in which persons with secular names carry titles such as: 僧, 和尙, or 禪師. Hao Yang (2002), 

51-52. 
36 Hao Yang (2002), 51. 
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Stele of Sire An 

(Serenity)The Great 

Renunciant 

(śramaṇa) Seng’an 

安公之碑,  

大沙門僧安 

HDS 15 Paean for  

Seng’an Daoyi 

1620 years after 

Buddha’s nirvana 

(553) 

Seng’an Daoyi 僧安道一 HDS 16.1 Colophon to the sutra 

passage of the 98 

characters from the 

Mañjuśrī 

Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra 

1620 years after 

Buddha’s nirvana 

(553) 

Seng’anyi 僧安一 Mt. Ergu Colophon to  

“Da Kong Wang Fo” 

562 

The Great 

Renunciant 

(śramaṇa)  

Seng’an Daoyi 

大沙門僧安

道壹 
Mt. Jian Colophon to the sutra 

passage of the 98 

characters from the 

Mañjuśrī 

Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra 

and “Da Kong Wang 

Fo” 

 

The Great 

Renunciant 

(śramaṇa)  

Seng’an 

大沙門僧安 Mt. Jian Colophon to the sutra 

passage of the 98 

characters from the 

Mañjuśrī 

Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra 

and “Da Kong Wang 

Fo” 

 

Renunciant 

(śramaṇa)  

Seng’an Daoyi 

沙門僧安道

壹 
Mt. Jian   

Seng’an Daoyi of the 

Dongling  

(or “Eastern Range”) 

東嶺僧安道

壹 
Mt. Tie Colophons by Sun Qia

 et al. 

 

Great Renunciant 

(śramaṇa),  

Dharma Master An 

大沙門安法

師 
Mt. Tie Stone Hymn 石頌  
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On the other hand, Weiran Zhang argues that generally, the names of monks 

consist of two parts: the name (ming 名), and the cognomen (zi 字), and thus Seng’an 

must be the monk’s name which would be abbreviated by using the second character 

“An” 安.  This would make “Daoyi” his cognomen (zi 字).37 The inscription HDS 3, 

discussed above, seems to support this reading. The inscription begins with “The Great 

Renunciant (śramaṇa) Seng’an, also named Daoyi” 大沙門僧安又名道壹.38  

Without the discovery of any new information, the veracity of these differing 

theories remains unprovable. Given the information we currently do have, though, it is 

safe to say that there was a monk who most often was called “Seng’an Daoyi,” as the 

name “An Daoyi” appears nowhere.39 It is interesting to note that Seng’an Daoyi’s name 

appears to be been written in two different ways: 僧安道壹 and 僧安道一.  The first three 

characters in each version of the name is the same, but the fourth character sometimes is 

written “一” instead of “壹.” One place where this occurs is at the inscription HDS 16.1 

                                                      

37 Weiran Zhang (1999), 65-67. Weiran Zhang established the practice of reading the name as “Seng’an 

Daoyi” rather than “An Daoyi.” He believes that the readings of “An,” as the man’s family name, and 

“Daoyi,” as his personal name, are incompatible with Buddhist practice. Other scholars agree with Weiran 

Zhang’s view. See Hongguo Xu (2003), 242-245; Lai Fei (2003), 101; Zhao Luo (2013): 315n1.  
38 Here, the character “you 又 (again)” has been transcribed as “yi 义 (right).” Kiriya (2003), 68; Lai Fei (2000), 

267. Most current scholars appear to agree with the reading, “you 又.” Weiran Zhang (2006), 75; 

Ledderose ed. (2014), 113. Contrary to Zhang’s argument, there are some votive inscriptions in which 

individuals who carry the title seng 僧 are identified by their family name. Hao Yang (2002), 51-52. 
39 For the list of all variants of Seng’an Daoyi’s name that were carved in Shandong, see Lai Fei (2003), 100; 

Hao Yang (2002), 51. Besides these, two other inscriptions referring to Seng’an Daoyi have been reported. 

One is on the surface of Wuhua Feng at Mt. Yi, reading “Seng’an of Dongping” 東平僧安. Xinli Hu (2003), 

167. However, it is re-identified later as a different name “Dongping Wu Jiufei” 東平吾九斐, not Seng’an. 

Weiran Zhang (2006), 79. The other is on Mount Tao 陶山 in Tengzhou 滕州, which is reported to read 

“Sutra donor Sire An” 經主安公 (jingzhu Angong). Tingshan An (1997), 135. However, only the characters 

for “jingzhu” 經主 are clearly legible, and thus the reading of the names themselves must be left to 

speculation. Lis Jung Lu and Lu Dadong (2006-2007), 289n3. 
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in a signature for an adjacent sutra text. Historically, the two characters have both the 

same meaning and pronunciation. One thing that needs to be mentioned is that on Mt. 

Ergu 二鼓山 in Pingyin, where the Buddha name “Da Kong Wang Fo” is carved, the name 

of one of the patrons is written as Seng’anyi 僧安一.40 Since this Buddha name was 

frequently carved by Seng’an Daoyi at other sites and the calligraphy is thought to have 

been done by him, most scholars believe that this “Seng’anyi” is abbreviated version of 

“Seng’an Daoyi.”41  

In spite of the nebulous information surrounding Seng’an Daoyi’s name, place of 

origin and activities, his prominence as a calligrapher, sutra donor, and organizer of the 

Buddhist carvings at mountain sites in Shandong during the Northern Qi period is 

undeniable. First of all, Seng’an Daoyi was a renowned calligrapher who wrote the 

passages of Buddhist sutras, as well as the various Buddha names.42 This is easily 

confirmed through the inscriptions on Mts. Hongding and Tie. For instance, the 

colophon inscribed at HDS 7 is located right next to the Buddha name of “Buddha King 

of Great Emptiness,” and identifies Seng’an Daoyi as the calligrapher (Figure 61).  

 

 

                                                      

40 The name inscribed below the large-scale “Da Kong Wang Fo” 大空王佛 inscription on Mount Ergu 二鼓山 

in Hongfan 洪範, Pingyin County 平陰縣, includes the name Seng’anyi 僧安一 along with the other names 

of Bhikṣu Sengtai 比丘僧太, Bhikṣu Daoyong 比丘道顒, and Cheng Boren 程伯仁. 
41 Weiran Zhang (2006), 77.  
42 For Seng’an Daoyi as a highly respected calligrapher, see Zang Zong, “Mount Hongding–Time: Related 

Persons,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 74. 
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The Great Renunciant (śramaṇa) Seng'an Daoyi wrote and carved: Buddha King 

of Great Emptiness, seven,43 [...][...][...][...][...][...][...] wrote sutras.44 (emphasis 

mine) 

This colophon explicitly identifies Seng’an Daoyi as the calligrapher of the giant 

four-character Buddha name “Buddha King of Great Emptiness” (Da Kong Wang Fo 大空

王佛, HDS 8). The colophon is to the right of the four-character inscription, and it refers 

to several other inscriptions that Seng’an personally wrote and inscribed on the rock. 

The character “qi” (七, seven) appears just after the name of the Buddha.  What it 

designates is unclear, as the characters following it are illegible. Zhang Zong suggests 

that it probably refers to seven places where the name “Buddha King of Great 

Emptiness” was carved.45    

                                                      

43 The meaning of the word “seven” is not clear because the characters following it are illegible. Zhang Zong 

suggests that it probably refers to seven places where the name “Buddha King of Great Emptiness” was 

carved. According to him, these seven inscriptions of “Buddhas King of Great Emptiness” refer to 

inscriptions in situ at Mt. Hongding and at other sites in Pingyin County, near Mt. Hongding, but he does 

not specify further. Zhang Zong (2003), 14. Altogether, there are five places on Mount Hongding with 

"Buddha King of Great Emptiness" inscriptions, including HDS 8. Ledderose suggests there is one more 

inscription of the Buddha name (HDS 17). Ledderose ed. (2014), 141. This inscription might have been that 

name, but we cannot be sure, because only the first character “Da” 大 remains legible. For the location of 

inscription HDS 17, see Sueyling Tsai (2012), 130, Figure 1. Kiriya Seiichi assigns no. 7 to it and notes that 

it reads “da[…][…]fo 大□□佛,” but wrongly marks the location as being above inscription HDS 6. Kiriya 

(2002a), 33. At the same time, Yang Hao and Hao Li assign no. 2 to the inscription and regard it as a part 

of a sutra text, consisting of 7 cross lines, with each line having nine characters. They identify four 

characters, “da 大,” “fo 佛,” “wu 无,” and “pu 菩.” Yang Hao and Hao Li (2006), 166.  
44 “大沙門僧安道壹書刊大空王佛七 □□□□□□□書經.” The transcription is adopted mainly from Shandong 

Shike Yishu Bowuguan (2006), 81-82; Lai Fei (2007), 24-26; Ledderose ed. (2014), 139. The English 

translation is adopted from Ledderose ed. (2014), 141. 
45 According to Zhang Zong, these seven inscriptions of “Buddha King of Great Emptiness” refer to 

inscriptions in situ at Mt. Hongding and at other sites in Pingyin County, near Mt. Hongding, but he does 

not specify further. Zhang Zong (2003a), 14. His view is likely correct, as several mountains around 

Dongping have the Buddha name carved on them. Altogether, there are five places on Mt. Hongding 

inscribed with “Buddha King of Great Emptiness,” including HDS 8. Ledderose suggests there is one 

more inscription of the Buddha name (HDS 17) in addition to these five. Ledderose ed. (2014), 141. 

Seng’an Daoyi appears to have not only written the sutra texts and Buddha names, but also carved them 
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An inscription on Mt. Tie dated at 579,46 provides a particularly noteworthy 

tribute to Seng’an Daoyi’s calligraphy. One of the four inscriptions carved there is the 

Stone Hymn (石頌), which describes Seng’an Daoyi first in prose and then later in verse, 

as shown below:  

There was the Great Renunciant (śramaṇa), Dharma Master An of the [Northern] 

Qi, whose way has illuminated non-duality, whose virtue has awakened to the 

one origin. Not only does he grasp all the mysteries, his calligraphic skill is of the 

very highest order. Therefore, [The donors] have requested that this Divine 

Brush [here] amidst the Four Eminences, inscribe with veneration the 930 

characters of the “Piercing the Bodhi Chapter” of the Great Collection Sutra, to 

leave behind these surpassing words in order […] to rescue the world. 

…… 

Seeking the master’s treasured brushwork,  

In all regions […][…]high; 

Its refinement surpasses [Wang] Xi[zhi] and [Wei] Dan, 

Its marvels exceed [Zhang Bo]ying and [Zhong] you…47 (emphasis mine) 

The anonymous author of the Stone Hymn gives Seng’an Daoyi great praise and 

explains that his calligraphic skill is of the highest order, which is why the donors 

                                                      

 

onto the surfaces of mountain rocks. The above inscription states that he “wrote and carved: Buddha King 

of Great Emptiness” 書刊大空王佛 (Figure 61). Another inscription on HDS 3, discussed above, clearly 

states that he carved numerous stones, saying “on stone after stone he chisels and carves, on mountain 

after mountain he [...] [...]” 石石儁銘 山山□□ (Figure 58). 
46 The slanting surfaces of Mt. Tie are enclosed by a fence built in modern times. Within this fenced area, 

which covers some 1,085 square meters, are three texts: the biggest and longest sutra passage, a large text 

entitled the Stone Hymn carved directly adjacent to the final column of the sutra, and a list of names 

known as the Inscribed Record (Tiji 題記) carved below. One more colophon was carved outside the fence 

at Mt. Tie. This inscription was situated outside the modern fence to the east, but it was destroyed in 1960. 

Fortunately, rubbings in the Zoucheng Museum enable a reconstruction of the complete text. For the scale 

of the fence and the placements of the inscriptions, see Ledderose, “Mount Tie- Space: Topography and 

Spatial Grouping,” in Ledderose ed. (2015), 96-99; Harrist (2008), 162; Lai Fei (2007), 102-120.  
47 The transcription and English translation are mainly adopted from Ledderose ed. (2015), 155-166; 

Ledderose ed. (2009), 144-146. Harrist’s partial translation is quite helpful. See Harrist (2008), 192-196. 

Additionally, for the transcription, see Lai Fei (2007), 112-118. The details of the inscriptions on Mt. Tie 

will be discussed in chapter five. 
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requested that it be his brush that inscribes the sutra text.48 The Stone Hymn further states 

that his calligraphy surpassed that of four revered masters of the Han, Wei, and Eastern 

Jin periods: Zhang Boying 張伯英 (Zhang Zhi 張芝, d. ca. 192) and Zhong You 鐘繇 (151-

230), Wei Dan 韋誕 (179-253), and even the undisputed sage of calligraphy, Wang Xizhi 

王羲之 (303-361).49 This statement offers a remarkable indication of how greatly the 

donors and composer of the Stone Hymn at Mt. Tie respected Seng’an Daoyi’s work.50 

Another inscription at Mt. Tie, known as the Inscribed Record (Tiji 題記) – it is enclosed 

within incised vertical and horizontal borders –describes Seng’an Daoyi of Dongling as 

the calligrapher of the sutra text.51 Both the Stone Hymn and the Inscribed Record give 

Seng’an Daoyi’s name as that of the calligrapher who wrote the sutra text.52  

Seng’an Daoyi also is well-known for his significant role as a sutra donor (jingzhu 

經主).  Sutra donors were sponsors who paid for a sutra carving, and they were 

considered the most important person in any given sutra carving project.53 It was at Mt. 

                                                      

48 For English translation, see Ledderose ed. (2015), 155-166; Ledderose ed. (2009), 144-146; Harrist (2008), 

192-196. Unlike the sutra canon texts, none of the inscriptions explicitly identify the calligrapher of the 

texts of the Stone Hymn and the Inscribed Record. Nonetheless, both are thought to be written by Seng’an 

Daoyi based on the calligraphic style used. Kiriya (2002a): 14. 
49 Harrist (2008), 195-196; Ledderose, “Mount Tie–Inscriptions: Historical Inscriptions Tie 2,” in Ledderose 

ed. (2015), 109-112. 
50 Harrist notes that this section of the Stone Hymn tells us how his contemporaries judged his calligraphy. 

Harrist (2008), 195. However, we have to bear in mind that only a small group of contemporaries 

respected Seng’an Daoyi’s calligraphy. This will be discussed later in the chapter. 
51 The inscription reads “Seng’an Daoyi of the Dongling (or “Eastern Range”) wrote the calligraphy for the 

sutra” 東嶺僧安道壹書經. Ledderose ed. (2015), 177. 
52 Although none of the inscriptions explicitly say that Seng’an Daoyi wrote the texts of the Stone Hymn and 

the Inscribed Record, both are thought to be done by Seng’an Daoyi, based on the calligraphic style used. 

Kiriya (2002a), 14. 
53 Zhang Zong, “Mount Tie–Time: Related Persons,” Ledderose ed. (2015), 101. 
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Jian that Seng’an Daoyi was given the title, “donor of the sutra [carving] and the Buddha 

[name carving]” (jingfozhu 經佛主). Unfortunately, the Buddhist inscriptions at Mt. Jian 

were completely destroyed in the 1960s when a quarry opened at that site. Only the 

rubbings and the records from Qing Dynasty epigraphers exist today.54 Based on this 

information, it appears that in 575 CE, two Buddhist sutra passages, one Buddha name 

of Da Kong Wang Fo, and approximately eight historical inscriptions were carved there.  

Due to their destruction, we cannot see the exact placement of the inscriptions, but the 

documentation by the Qing Dynasty scholars allows us to reconstruct their general 

placement (Figure 62). 

The name of Seng’an Daoyi appears three times at Mt. Jian, two of which are 

found in the most detailed colophons that name the prominent donors at the site. One of 

the colophons describes him as a “donor of the sutra [carving] and the Buddha [name 

carving] (jingfozhu 經佛主).” Given the placement of this colophon, located to the lower 

left of the 98 characters from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra and to the left of the 

                                                      

54 Buddhist text carvings at Mt. Jian are important due to the following reasons: Seng’an Daoyi played 

multiple roles as sutra donor, organizer, and calligrapher at this site just as he had done at Mt. Hongding; 

A local Han Chinese Wei family sponsored the Buddhist texts; Tang Yong, the most renowned Han 

Chinese court official during the Northern Qi period, had his own Buddhist carvings engraved at the 

South Cave in Northern Xiangtangshan, and with his wife, Lady Zhao, also jointly sponsored texts at this 

site.  (This was discussed in chapter two). For Mt. Jian carvings, see chapter five in this dissertation. 
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Buddha name, Da Kong Wang Fo, Seng’an Daoyi was most likely responsible for the 

carving of both the sutra text and the Buddha name (Figure 63).55   

Another inscription, which is the most detailed and longest at this site, located to 

the right of the 98-character passage from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra,56 echoes the 

above statement, and reads “the Great Renunciant (śramaṇa) Seng’an Daoyi, together 

with several lay practitioners, carved a sutra and Buddha” (Figure 64).57 Despite the 

absence of the word “sutra donor” or “donor of the sutra and Buddha,” the colophon 

expresses that Seng’an Daoyi and several lay practitioners joined together as patrons for 

the carvings of the sutra passage and the Buddha name.58 Here, these lay practitioners 

who worked with Seng’an Daoyi at the Mt. Jian site were members of the local 

renowned Han Chinese “Wei” family, which will be discussed in detail in chapter five.  

In addition to acting as a sponsor and calligrapher of the inscriptions, Seng’an 

Daoyi was also a prominent organizer of the Buddhist carvings at several mountain sites 

in Shandong.59  At Mt. Hongding, Seng’an Daoyi, along with another monk, Fahong, 

                                                      

55 It reads “the most prominent sutra and Buddha donor, the Great Renunciant (śramaṇa) Seng’an Daoyi” 大

都經佛主大沙門僧安道壹. The transcription is adopted from Lai Fei (2007), 87-88. 
56 On Mt. Jian, it appears that several colophons were related to one sutra text or one Buddha name.  
57 “大沙門僧安 與……同刊經佛.” The transcription is adopted from Lai Fei (2007), 83. 
58 Seng’an Daoyi’s name appears on one more inscription, which simply notes his name with the six 

characters, “the Renunciant (śramaṇa) Seng’an Daoyi 沙門僧安道壹.” The location of the inscription is 

uncertain. Lai Fei (2007), 91-92. 
59 Kiriya Seiichi argues that Buddhist texts carved on mountain cliffs both inside and outside Shandong were 

not created individually, but established as part of a large sutra carving project under the guidance of 

Seng’an Daoyi. Kiriya Seiichi (2002a), 3-8. It is evident that Seng’an Daoyi played the most important role 

in the field of Buddhist sutra carvings during the Northern Qi period. At a few particular sites, such as Mt. 

Hongding, Mt. Jian, and Mt. Tie, he certainly seems to have been the prime organizer of the entire carving 
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organized the sutra carving. They chose the sutra passages and Buddha names, and had 

them carved. As will be discussed below, Seng’an Daoyi chose, wrote, and carved the 

following passages: 98 characters from the  “Prajñāpāramitā (the Perfection of Wisdom, 

般若波羅蜜)” sutra, 54 characters from the  “contemplating the Buddha 觀佛” from the 

Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra, the Buddha name of “Da Kong Wang Fo,” and six pāramitās 

六波羅蜜.  

Remarkably, the Mt. Jian site, established in 575 CE, bears the identical texts to 

those chosen and written by Seng’an Daoyi at Mt. Hongding: the 98-character passage 

from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra, the Buddha name, “Da Kong Wang Fo,” and six 

pāramitās. The overlap of the selected Buddhist texts between Mts. Hongding and Jian 

suggests that Seng’an Daoyi was the organizer of the Buddhist carvings at Mt. Jian, just 

as he was at Mt. Hongding.60 

Additionally, in both the inscriptions just described, Seng’an Daoyi’s name 

appears at the top of the list of donors that also includes the names of several lay 

practitioners. This special placement indicates that Seng’an Daoyi held an exclusive 

                                                      

 

enterprise; he chose the Buddhist texts to be carved, and had them carved in accordance to his 

specifications. Nonetheless, it is unlikely that he oversaw all the Buddhist carvings during the Northern 

Qi period. His role seems limited to that of a calligrapher or designer for small wall spaces at several sites, 

such as Mt. Sili, and the North and South Xiangtangshan caves.  
60 Lai Fei also observes that Seng’an Daoyi was the text carving organizer at Mt. Jian. Lai Fei (2004), 137. At 

both the Mt. Hongding and Mt. Jian sites, Seng’an Daoyi played multiple roles as he was the sutra donor, 

organizer, and calligrapher. 
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position among the donors at the Mt. Jian site. Moreover, although he is not specifically 

named as the calligrapher, the writing at Mt. Jian is so similar to that at Mt. Hongding 

and Mt. Tie, that almost all scholars believe he was the calligrapher for this site too.61 

Taking all of this into account, Seng’an Daoyi was not only a sutra donor of the carved 

texts as the inscriptions state, but he also chose, organized, and wrote the texts, and 

coordinated the effort to get several lay practitioners to support the carving of the 

Buddhist sutra texts and Buddha names.  

Seng’an Daoyi was undoubtedly one of the most significant figures in the 

establishment of the practice of Buddhist caving at Mt. Hongding and its vicinity, as 

well as in its spread to Zoucheng and broader areas in Shandong. Kiriya Seiichi has 

argued that Buddhist texts carved on mountain cliffs in Shandong Province and on the 

walls of the northern and southern Xiangtangshan cave temples, were all parts of a large 

stone carving project originated and led by Seng’an Daoyi.62 Kiriya divides Seng’an 

Daoyi’s life, into several periods and contends that he started the project at Mt. 

Hongding in the 550s, moved to the capital, Ye, to write the Buddhist texts at the 

Xiangtangshan Caves during the late 560s and early 570s, and then later came back to 

the Zoucheng area of Shandong.63 According to Kiriya, all Buddhist text carvings during 

                                                      

61 Harrist (2007), 172. 
62 Kiriya Seiichi (2002a), 3-8. 
63 Kiriya Seiichi (2002a), 8-62. Disagreeing with Kiriya’s division of Seng’an Daoyi’s engravings, Lai Fei 

identifies two major groups in Seng’an Daoyi’s works, in which he switches from using shorter sutra 

excerpts to using longer sutra excerpts at the end of the 570s. Lai Fei (2003), 119-131. 
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the Northern Qi period were established by Seng’an Daoyi and his disciples, and in 

addition, he was a respected Buddhist priest as well as an experienced calligrapher.64  

Given his calligraphy and the identical repertoire of Buddhist carvings at 

numerous Buddhist engraving sites created during Northern Qi, we, like Kiriya, may be 

tempted to view Seng’an Daoyi as the pivotal figure of all of those carvings. However, 

detailed studies reveal that those carvings cannot have been a series in within one large 

project by Seng’an Daoyi. In fact, several engravings display totally different features, 

which were clearly tailored for the specific needs of their respective participants and 

patrons, and reflect their different motivations. If Kiriya’s assumption is correct, many 

participants in the project would have been very aware of the fact that Seng’an Daoyi 

was leading their project, and would have regarded him as a very respected Buddhist 

priest, who had decided to participate in their specific carving project. They certainly 

would have put his name in the colophon, displaying with pride that they had worked 

with the renowned Seng’an Daoyi.65  

In reality, however, Seng’an Daoyi’s name appears at only four sites; Mts. 

Hongding, Ergu, Jian, and Tie. And, even at those four sites, his role seems to have 

                                                      

64 Kiriya Seiichi (2001a), 146. 
65 Such an instance can be seen in the Guyang Cave at Longmen. A dedication in 498 CE to the Duke of 

Shiping names the calligrapher, Zhu yizhang 朱義章, as well as the author of the text, Meng da 孟達. The 

inclusion of the calligrapher in the dedication, one of a few unusual occurrences in Buddhist inscriptions 

from the period, indicates that the quality of the writing was an important feature of the dedication, as 

this added to its value and provided a source of special pride for the donors. For the dedication, see Abe 

(2002a), 200. 
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varied. At Mt. Hongding, Seng’an Daoyi was a key figure, as he chose, organized, and 

wrote the sutra excerpts and Buddha names. He was held in high esteem by his fellow 

monks and followers, which was reflected in the encomium for him (HDS 3) and in the 

paean for him in the “Stele of Sire An (Serenity)” (HDS 15, Figures 59 and 60).  

However, the colophon dated 562 CE located at the Mt. Ergu site names four 

patrons, among whom Seng’an Daoyi was listed as the third,66 with the names of two 

other monks, Sengtai and Daoyong, recorded before his name (Figures 70 and 71).67 At 

other sites near Mt. Ergu, Seng’an Daoyi’s name appears nowhere, even though the 

content and calligraphy of the carving closely resemble those of Seng’an Daoyi at Mt. 

Hongding. In contrast, the names of the two monks, Sengtai and Daoyong, appear again 

at the colophon for the same Buddha name on Mt. Yuncui near Mt. Ergu.68 These monks 

appear to have been quite active in the vicinity of Lake Dongping, and it appears that 

                                                      

66 The colophon for the Buddha name of Da Kong Wang Fo on Mt. Ergu names him “Seng’anyi,” an 

abbreviated version of the name Seng’an Daoyi. Kiriya (2003), 51, 74; Lai Fei (2003), 126; Tao Liu (2003), 

238; Takuma (2003), 188; Hongguo Xu (2003), 245.  
67 At Mt. Ergu 二鼓山, the names of four donors: Bhikṣu Sengtai 比丘僧太, Bhikṣu Daoyong 比丘道顒, 

Seng’anyi 僧安一, and Cheng Boren 程伯仁, are recorded in the colophon located beneath the carved 

Buddha name, “Da Kong Wang Fo.” Curiously, as seen at the colophon, Seng’an Daoyi was listed as the 

third participant here. He was not yet highlighted as the leading figure, but is rather regarded as equal to 

or less important than other monks. The fourth name, Cheng Boren, is that of a layperson, about whom 

nothing else is known. Tsai (2012), 139; Ledderose ed. (2014), 343-344. 
68 Mt. Yuncui 云翠山 has the colophon naming the five monks: Bhikṣu Sengling 比丘僧令, Bhikṣu Dao□ 比丘

道□, Bhikṣu Sengtai 比丘僧太, Bhikṣu Zhi[…] 比丘智□, and Bhikṣu Baoliong 比丘寶陵. The third name 

Bhikṣu Sengtai 比丘僧太 appears at Mt. Ergu as well. Although the last character is illegible, the second 

name, Bhikṣu Dao□ 比丘道□, is likely Bhikṣu Daoyong 比丘道, who was a patron of the Mt. Ergu carving 

along with Bhikṣu Sengtai 比丘僧太. The two monks, Daoyong and Sengtai, participated in both carvings 

on Mts. Ergu and Yuncui, while Seng’an Dayi’s name does not appear at Mt. Yuncui. Tsai, 2012, 138-139 
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Seng’an Daoyi was not regarded as important here as they were.69 This phenomenon 

raises a fundamental question about Seng’an Daoyi’s status, reputation, and actual 

accomplishments compared with his contemporaries.    

Some might suggest that it was not until 562 CE, when the Mt. Ergu carving was 

made, that Seng’an Daoyi’s reputation began to grow, eventually becoming widespread 

in the 570s. However, again, even in the 570s, his name appears at only two sites: Mt. 

Jian and Mt. Tie. Moreover, at each of these two sites, Seng’an Daoyi seems to have 

played quite a different role. At the Mt. Jian site, Seng’an Daoyi appears to have been the 

most prominent figure in the entire carving project. Listed as the uppermost of the 

patrons, he was a sutra donor, organizer, and calligrapher. By contrast, at Mt. Tie, he 

was mentioned only as a most renowned calligrapher.  

Apart from these four sites, his name appears nowhere else. Even at sites where 

the calligraphic style and repertoire of the carvings are identical to those known to be 

done by Seng’an Daoyi, and are therefore believed to be written by him (Mts. Yi and 

Culai), his name was not recorded. How then can we understand this? Who was Seng’an 

Daoyi to his contemporaries? Can it be assumed that Seng’an Daoyi wrote almost all of 

the texts that were engraved? Was he physically at the sites writing the Buddhist text, 

even though his name was not recorded?  

                                                      

69 Tsai (2012), 139. 
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It is undeniable that Seng’an Daoyi was a skilled calligrapher. This is clearly and 

visibly demonstrated in his encomium at Mt. Hongding (HDS 3) and in the statement of 

the Stone Hymn at Mt. Tie. My speculation is that Seng’an Daoyi was not regarded as an 

eminent Buddhist monk or philosopher, but as a well-versed calligrapher. Taught and 

inspired by an unknown Buddhist thinker, he launched the carvings at Mt. Hongding. 

Some other Buddhist monks, who were attracted by the new Buddhist thoughts and 

practices that Seng’an Daoyi had been following for some time, gradually emerged. 

They seem to have asked Seng’an Daoyi to work with them to create their own carvings 

near their places of activity. It is easy to imagine that Seng’an Daoyi would have been 

pleased to see other priests inspired by the practices and would have decided to help 

them. However, Seng’an Daoyi was not important or respected enough to be allowed to 

carve his name together with the patrons’ name names at many sites.  

It seems quite evident that Seng’an Daoyi’s reputation as a great calligrapher was 

already widespread in the 560s, since numerous Buddhist engravings of the time both in 

and outside Shandong display his calligraphic style. For the large scale calligraphy on 

mountain surfaces, Seng’an Daoyi appears to have deliberately chosen the ancient 

clerical script (lishu 隸書) of the second and third centuries. Most Buddhist scribes of the 

sixth century generally used the elegant fluid style of Wang Xizhi’s (303-361) regular 

script (kaishu 楷書) for writing on paper or silk, but this was ill-suited for use on rough 
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stone surfaces.70 Taking the irregularities of the stone into account, Seng’an Daoyi 

employed the use of bold and inventive character compositions. He made the characters 

in distinctive blocky proportions, and spaced the elements of the characters widely and 

asymmetrically. The brushstrokes were drawn out to the right. This may seem awkward 

and even naive at first glance, but upon close examination, it is known that Seng’an 

Daoyi explored the aesthetic potential of the ancient strength inherent in clerical script, 

and so the wirings emerge as highly sophisticated calligraphic forms.71 Seng’an Daoyi’s 

calligraphic style appears to have been an integral part of the teachings, beliefs, and 

religious practices related to the carved texts, including the 98-character passage from 

the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra, Da Kong Wang Fo, and the Six Perfections.72 Even 

illiterate contemporaries were likely able to catch the religious meaning or practice 

through the characteristics of calligraphic style. Such recognition and reputation likely 

caused many patrons to invite Seng’an Daoyi to write the texts for carvings at many sites.  

                                                      

70 Ledderose provides an in-depth analysis of Seng’an Daoyi’s calligraphic style. Ledderose (2013a), 51-58; 

Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in Shandong–The Cultural Fabric,” Ledderose ed. (2014), 43; 

Ledderose, “Mount Tie–Inscriptions: Style of Calligraphy,” Ledderose ed. (2015), 114-115.  
71 Ledderose (2013a), 57-58; Ledderose ed., (2015), 115; Lis Jung Lu and Lu Dadong (2006-2007), 276 and 280. 

Liu Jung Lu and Lu Dadong hold that, given his reputation as a calligrapher, it can be easily assumed that 

Seng’an Daoyi also wrote sutras on paper or on stone tablets. Unfortunately, no small-scale writing has 

been reported yet. They suggest that parts of the inscriptions at the South Cave of the Northern 

Xiangtangshan in Hebei province, as well as recently excavated sutra steles and a dedicatory inscription 

for a Buddha triad (“Eastern Shaqiu Nunnery Sculpture Inscription”), all excavated near the city of 

Yanzhou, Shandong, were written in the calligraphic style very similar to that of the Buddhist carvings 

identified as Seng’an Daoyi’s works. Lis Jung Lu and Lu Dadong, (2006-2007), 271, 276-280. 
72 This perspective is suggested by Harrist. Harrist (2008), 182-188.  
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Despite Seng’an Daoyi’s reputation as that of a well-versed calligrapher, there 

were a significant number of patrons who did not appear to have appreciated his 

calligraphy. Except for the patrons at Mts. Jian and Tie, who stressed Seng’an Daoyi’s 

presence at the sites, many patrons did not care who actually wrote the passage. To 

them, the Buddhist practices related to the carvings seems to have been much more 

important. They might have asked or hired Seng’an Daoyi to write the Buddhist text 

because of his reputation, but most patrons did not appear to have valued his 

calligraphy itself. As Harrist notes, if they had respected or wanted to give credit to the 

calligraphers, they would have made “the inclusion of this information about 

calligraphers in inscriptions” to signify that “the quality of the writing was a feature of 

these monuments that added to their value and was a potential source of pride, and 

merit, for the donors.”73  

Another question related to Seng’an Daoyi’s calligraphy is whether he was 

physically present at every site in order to write the calligraphy. There are two basic 

methods for producing a rock inscription: characters can be written in situ directly on 

the cliffs or boulders, and then engraved;74 or, characters can be brushed on sheets of 

                                                      

73 Harrist (2008), 192. 
74 Writing the characters with a brush directly on stone was called “shudan” (書丹, writing in cinnabar); a 

technique in which the calligrapher wrote characters on stone using red pigment to make them easier to 

see. This process demanded that the calligrapher go to the site. After the writing was done, the carvers 

completed the inscriptions by engraving the marked strokes. Zhuanghong Wang (1985), 6-9; Harrist 

(2008), 25 and 303n31. 
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paper and then traced and engraved on a stone surface.75 Seng’an Daoyi might have 

been physically present at site as in the former process, or he might have written the text 

in the scale requested by patrons on many pieces of paper so the patrons could take 

them to the site for transcription and carving. He also could have had his followers write 

several of the carvings following his calligraphic style. Or, is it also possible that there 

might have been some who imitated Seng’an Daoyi’s calligraphy? The answers to these 

questions remain unknown. 

Regardless of the particular circumstance, there were evidently some patrons 

who highly esteemed Seng’an Daoyi and greatly appreciated his calligraphy.  The 

Buddhist carvings were made up of Han-Chinese characters, which many 

contemporaries of the time probably could not read. The excellence of his calligraphy 

was likely respected by very small group of elite people. It is worth noting that Buddhist 

carvings at the sites of Mts. Jian and Tie, where Seng’an Daoyi’s name was proudly 

displayed, were patronized by a group of Han Chinese clan members. This cannot be 

simple coincidence. I suggest that some Han Chinese highly appreciated Seng’an 

Daoyi’s calligraphy and therefore invited him to the Mt. Jian and Tie sites to add a 

special quality and value to the writing that was going to be carved there. For these Han 

Chinese donors, the high quality of Seng’an Daoyi’s calligraphy was directly linked with 

their pride in the results. What, then, did the Han Chinese wish to claim through 

                                                      

75 Zhuanghong Wang (1985), 6-9; Harrist (2000a), 64. 
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Buddhist writing of high quality calligraphy? Investigation regarding the sociopolitical 

and cultural climate surrounding the Northern Qi will enable us to have a better 

understanding of its patrons’ wishes. This area will be explored in chapter five. 

4.2.2 Renunciant Venerable Fahong and Other Monks   

Seng’an Daoyi was not the only important monk at the Mt. Hongding site. 

Another important figure is the Renunciant Venerable Fahong 釋法洪. While the name 

of Seng’an Daoyi was recorded at several sites, such as at Mts. Ergu, Jian and Tie, and he 

was likely active in other sites in southwestern Shandong and at the Xiangtangshan cave 

of Hebei, Fahong’s name appears only four times, and only in Mt. Hongding 

inscriptions.76 One inscription (HDS 9.16) is situated on the northern slope, and the other 

three inscriptions (HDS 18, 21.2, and 23.3) are all on the southern slope (Figures 50 and 

52).77 Of the inscriptions bearing his name, the three inscriptions of HDS 9.16, 21.2, and 

23.2 are brief, noting that he donated the adjacent Buddha name(s) or sutra text. 

Inscription HDS 18 is an encomium for Fahong. It is a lengthy one and describes 

Fahong’s place of origin and his Buddhist ideas (Figures 65 and 66). 

The Renunciant (śramaṇa) Venerable Fahong is a man from India (Tianzhu 天竺) 

                                                      

76 His name is recorded in no historical sources. Takuma Nobuyuki states a monk named Fahong, who was 

one of the disciples of Huiji 慧基 in the Southern Qi Dynasty (479-502 CE), is recorded in Biographies of 

Eminent Monks (Gaosengzhuan 高僧傳) (T. 2059, 50: 420c13). But, as Takuma also notes, this monk named 

Fahong is unlikely to have been the monk active at Mt. Hongding in Shandong during the Northern Qi 

period. Takuma Nobuyuki (1999), 25. Kiriya Seiichi suggests that the monk named Fahong might have 

been the same monk as Seng’an Daoyi. Kiriya (2001a), 149-150. 
77 Luo Zhao suggests that the monk, Fahong, was the donor and sponsor for all the carvings on the southern 

slope at Mt. Hongding. Luo Zhao (2013), 308. 
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within the Jambudvīpa settlements of the Sahā Lands.78 He is surpassing [in his 

understanding of] the three kinds of emptiness,79 due to his earlier [incarnation] 

during the time of the [Buddha] King of Emptiness. He is profound and erudite 

in the myriad practices, due to his later [incarnation] during the time of 

Lushena.80 His constructive intelligence is lofty, competing with the summits of 

the Apex Heaven. His talents are vast, vying with the distances of the boundless. 

His religious nature is utterly comprehensive; his virtue equals any of past or 

present. How unfettered and magnanimous is his heart! How free! How 

unrestrained! If it is not emptiness, he does not discuss it. If it is not thusness, he 

does not speak on it. When he discusses emptiness and speaks on thusness, 

affirmation and negation are both extinguished. When he neither discusses nor 

speaks, being and non-being both vanish. The verse says:  

This renunciant from lndia, 

his surname is Shi and his name Hong. 

His way flourishes and shines forth, 

penetrating utterly inner and outer. 

[...] his character indefatigable [...], 

his behavior is great-hearted. 

He affirms the Realm of the Law; 

darkens81 his mind in the Great Emptiness. 

Third year of the Heqing era of the Great Qi Dynasty, Jupiter in Gemini (564).82 

(emphasis mine) 

                                                      

78 The “Jambudvīpa settlements” and the “Sahā Lands” are Buddhist names for imaginary continents and 

worlds often mentioned in Buddhist sutras. In Indian cosmology, Jambudvīpa is one of four continents 

around Mount Sumeru, and is located to its south. Jambudvīpa is where we human beings are said to 

reside. The “Sahā Lands” refers to the world of rebirth. For Buddhist cosmology, see Akira Sadakata 

(1973), 10-36. For its English translation, see Akira Sadakata (1997), 25-40; Ledderose ed. (2014), 270n626.  
79 The “three kinds of emptiness” (sankong 三空) refers to emptiness (kong 空), marklessness (wuxiang 無相), 

and wishlessness (wuyuan 無願). Hajime Nakamura (1975), 283b, 460c, and 464bc; Ledderose ed. (2014), 

270n627.  
80 In Ledderose ed. (2014), 271, the ‘盧舍’ is translated into ‘Vairocana,’ noting that Buddha Vairocana is 

closely associated with the Avataṃsaka Sūtra. The 60-fascicle version (T09n0278) of the Vairocana was 

translated into Lushena 盧舍那 by Buddhabhadra (佛馱跋陀羅, 359–429) around 420 during the Eastern Jin 

Dynasty (316–420). The 80-fascicle version (T10n0279) was translated into Piluzhena 毘盧遮那 by 

Śikṣānanda (實叉難陀, 652–710) around 699 during the Tang Dynasty (618-906). In the late sixth century in 

China, the Buddhas Lushena 盧舍那 and Piluzhena 毘盧遮那 were distinguished in the discourse of the 

three bodies (三身) of the Buddha. To avoid confusion, the dissertation uses Lushena 盧舍那 as it is 

recorded in the inscription instead of ‘Vairocana.’  
81 “Darken the mind” is a term for meditation, referring to the “darkening” of the distinctions and concepts 

that mask the truth of emptiness. Ledderose ed. (2014), 271n638. 
82 The text literally states that the year (sui) star is in the constellation shichen 實沈, which corresponds to 

Jupiter being visible within the constellation Gemini, according to Western understanding. Ledderose ed. 

(2014), 272n640. “沙門釋法洪娑婆國士閻浮聚落天竺人／也挺特三空空王之初紛綸萬行盧舍之／後搆神苕亭
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Whereas the encomium for Seng’an Daoyi (HDS 3) provides no real facts, 

Fahong’s encomium (HDS 18) reports specific facts: Fahong came from central Tianzhu, 

one of the five states in India,83 his surname is Shi 釋 and his given name is Hong 洪.”84 

The sections that follow elucidate Fahong’s Buddhist thoughts and practices. In fact, this 

section of Fahong’s encomium differs significantly from that of Seng’an Daoyi’s. While 

the encomium for Seng’an Daoyi emphasizes his practice of carving on stones and in 

mountains, the encomium for Fahong elaborates upon Fahong’s Buddhist philosophy.85 

Furthermore, Fahong’s encomium pays tribute to his Buddhist erudition, especially with 

                                                      

 

與有頂而爭峰機翰廣大共/無邊而競遠道性融冶德 侔今古蕩蕩 其/懷蕭哉攸哉非空不談非如不說談空說／如

是非兩氓無說無談有無雙亡詞曰, 中天沙門 姓釋名洪 道隆朗出 內外閑通/口風斖口 厥行邑邑 確爾法界 冥心

大空/ 大亝河清三年歲次實沈.” The transcription and English translation are adopted from Ledderose ed. 

(2014), 269-271. For other transcriptions, see Lai Fei (2004), 111; Lai Fei (2007), 33-35; Shandong Shike 

Yishu Bowuguan (2006), 84. For analysis of its contents, see Kiriya (2001a), 148-150; Ledderose ed. (2014), 

269-271; Zhao Luo (2013), 304-307. 
83 In ancient China, India was called “Shendu,” 身毒, which was derived from the Sanskrit term, Sindhu, the 

name of the river Indus. In the latter Han period, when the Chinese had more direct contact with India 

through the arrival of Buddhist missionaries, India began to be described as “Tianzhu” 天竺, which was 

divided into eastern, southern, western, northern, and middle geographic regions called the “five Tianzhu 

states” (wu Tianzhu guo 五天竺國). “Yindu” 印度, the present-day word for “India” in Chinese, was coined 

in 646 by the monk-pilgrim Xuanzang (玄奘, 602-664). Xuanzang, Da Tang Xiyu ji 大唐西域記, T. 2087, 51: 

875b16-17. For the names of India in Chinese, see Mosca (2013), 47-48; Bagchi (1948), 366-375; Mukherjee 

(1988), 297-303. 
84 Paul Copp, “Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 3,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 91. 
85 Fahong’s encomium is much longer than that of Seng’an Daoyi. However, while Fahong’s consists of 137 

characters and Seng’an Daoyi’s consists of 75 characters, the areas the encomiums cover are similar: 

Fahong’s is 217 centimeters in height and 144 centimeters in width; Seng’an Daoyi’s is 242 centimeters in 

height and 127 centimeters in width. The scale of the characters used for Fahong’s encomium is smaller 

than that used for Seng’an Daoyi’s encomium. The characters in Fahong’s encomium are approximately 

8~14 centimeters in height, while those in Seng’an Daoyi’s are approximately 15-20 centimeters in height. 

For exact measurement, see Ledderose ed. (2014), 115 and 272. 
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reference to the teachings of the Perfection of Wisdom, the emptiness, and the Huayan 

華嚴.86  

Like Seng’an Daoyi, Fahong also was a donor of rock inscriptions. Except for his 

encomium in HDS 18, all other inscriptions mention his name briefly as a donor of a 

sutra or Buddha names. On the northern slope, his name is mentioned as a donor, 

Fahong zhu 法鴻主 (HDS 9.16, Figure 67), for a large group of inscribed Buddha names 

(HDS 9.1~9.15).87 Here, Fahong’s name is written with a different character 法鴻 instead 

of 法洪, which is what is written in the other inscriptions (HDS 18, 21.2, 23.2). However, 

despite the different character, most scholars agree that the name Fahong 法鴻 is a 

variant of the name Fahong 法洪.88 

Fahong’s name reappears as sutra donor in inscription HDS 21.2, which reads: 

“Offered […] by the Donor of Sutras, Venerable Fahong” 經主釋法洪供□.89 He appears to 

have sponsored the 98-character passage from the Sutra on the Great Perfection of Wisdom 

spoken by Mañjuśrī (HDS 22). His name shows up again as donor in inscription HDS 23.2, 

                                                      

86 Zhang Zong emphasizes Fahong’s erudition on the teachings of the Perfection of Wisdom. Zhang Zong 

(2003a), 24-25; Zhang Zong, “Mount Hongding–Time: Related Persons,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 75. 

However, in recent research, Zhao Luo observes that Fahong’s Buddhist thought was not restricted to the 

view of the Perfection of Wisdom. Luo states that Fahong was well-versed in the concepts and teachings 

found in both the Perfection of Wisdom and the Huayan. Zhao Luo (2013), 307-309 and 318-323. The 

Buddhist sutras carved under Fahong’s sponsorship on the rocks of Mt. Hongding confirm this 

interpretation. The selected passages from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sutra (HDS 22), and “Buddha King 

of Great Emptiness” on the southern slope supports the Perfection of Wisdom teachings, while the Buddha 

names (HDS 9.1~9.15) on the northern slope reveal his Huayan thoughts. Regarding the Buddha names, 

see Sueyling Tsai (2012), 140-150. 
87 See Shandong Shike Yishu Bowuguan (2006), 82; Lai Fei (2007), 26-27; Ledderose ed. (2014), 217-219. 
88 Lai Fei (2000), 268; Lai Fei (2004), 111; Kiriya (2001a), 150; Hao Yang and Li Hao (2006), 176; Zhang Zong, 

“Mount Hongding–Time: Related Persons,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 76. 
89 Ledderose ed. (2014), 289-291. 
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which reads “Offered respectfully by the Renunciant Venerable Fahong” 

沙門釋法洪供奉.90 Here, it is likely that he was responsible for the engraving of the name 

“Buddha King of Great Emptiness” (HDS 23.1), as this Buddha name is located right 

above his name.  

The two monks, Fahong and Seng’an Daoyi were not isolated individuals, but 

worked together at Mt. Hongding. They both sponsored sutra texts and Buddha names, 

and had their names carved next to or below these Buddhist text carvings. In honor of 

their contributions to the engravings at Mt. Hongding, the encomiums for both priests 

were written on its slopes: Seng’an Daoyi’s encomium is located on the northern slope 

and Fahong’s on the southern slope. The mountain’s V-shape structure causes the 

encomiums to face one another across the long valley.  

Discussion on the nature of the relationship between these two monks has been 

an ongoing one in academia. The simplest theory is that they were in the same 

monastery or association of monks.91 Investigating architectural remains discovered in 

the valley enclosed by the southern, northern, and eastern peaks of Mt. Hongding, Lai 

Fei reveals that there was a temple at this site during the northern dynasties, and the 

sutra carving projects at Mt. Hongding must have been closely tied to this temple.92 He 

speculates that even though the scale of the monastery was not grand, it would have 

                                                      

90 Ledderose ed. (2014), 305-307. 
91 Kiriya (2001a), 148-149; Nobuyuki Takuma (1999), 17; Lai Fei, “Mount Hongding–Time: Related 

Monasteries,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 72. 
92 Lai Fei (2007), 185-186; Lai Fei, “Mount Hongding–Time: Related Monasteries,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 72. 
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held a privileged position among nearby monasteries of the period, because it housed 

the monk, Fahong, from India.93 Fahong may even have been the abbot of this 

monastery.94 

Based on the contents of Fahong’s encomium, it is known that he was well-

versed in both Prajñā and Huayan Buddhist teachings, and that Seng’an Daoyi was a 

skilled calligrapher. Seng’an Daoyi wrote and carved most of the inscriptions, even 

those sponsored by Fahong.95 This seems to suggest that Fahong was the leading figure 

connected with the sutra carving projects at Mt. Hongding, and that Seng’an Daoyi 

wrote and carved the Buddhist texts influenced by Fahong.96 However, the investigation 

on the inscriptions at Mt. Hongding indicates that more emphasis was placed on 

Seng’an Daoyi than Fahong. For instance, the Buddha Da Kong Wang Fo (Buddha King of 

Great Emptiness) inscription on the northern slope (HDS 8), sponsored by Seng’an 

Daoyi, was carved in a much larger scale than that sponsored by Fahong on the 

southern slope HDS 19, 20, 21.1, and 23.1.97 The scale of the Buddha name for which 

                                                      

93 During northern dynasties, monks coming from India or central Asia to China possessed deeper 

knowledge of Buddhism than monks in China and were accordingly given special treatment from the 

court or monasteries in the capital. There is no known indication of any Indian monks other than Fahong, 

who stayed in remote areas away from the capital. Zhang Zong, “Mount Hongding–Time: Related 

Persons,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 77-78 
94 Lai Fei (2007), 186 
95 For investigation of Seng’an Daoyi’s calligraphy at Mt. Hongding, see Lai Fei, (2014), 139-140; Kiriya 

(2003), 50 and 69. Among inscriptions connected to Fahong, only “Donor Fahong” 主法鴻 (HDS 9.16) was 

thought not to have been written by Seng’an Daoyi. 
96 Zhang Zong, “Mount Hongding–Time: Related Persons,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 76-78. 
97 The areas covered by each of the Buddha name inscriptions are as follows: HDS 8 is 920 centimeters in 

height and 340 centimeters in width; HDS 19 is 162 centimeters in height and 47 centimeters in width; 
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Seng’an Daoyi (HDS 8) was a patron is nearly six times larger than that of the Buddha 

name in HDS 23.1, which according to colophon HDS 23.2,98 was sponsored by Fahong. 

Furthermore, of the Buddha names carved at this site, “Buddha Serenity and Joy” (an le 

fo 安樂佛, HDS 9.15) and “Buddha King of Serenity” (an wang fo 安王佛, HDS 11), may 

have been allusions to Seng’an Daoyi’s name and were most likely chosen to pay 

homage to the monk Seng’an Daoyi in celebration of his personality and character.99 The 

first character of the Buddha names, an 安, means serenity, and this connects to the 

second character of Seng’an Daoyi’s name, 僧安道壹.100  

Another indication that Seng’an Daoyi was more respected than Fahong at the 

Mt. Hongding site is that he is honorably called “Sire An” (an gong 安公) or “Sire 

Serenity” in the inscription of the “Stele of Sire An” 安公之碑 (HDS 15) (Figures 39 and 

                                                      

 

HDS 20 is 141 centimeters in height and 53 centimeters in width; HDS 21.1 is 212 centimeters in height 

and 84 centimeters in width; and finally, HDS 23.1 is 153 centimeters in height and 66 centimeters in 

width. For these measurements, see Ledderose ed. (2014), 147 (HDS 8), 277 (HDS 19), 281 (HDS 20), 287 

(HDS 21.1), and 303 (HDS 23.1). Zhao Luo suggests that monk Fahong was a donor and sponsor for all 

carvings on the southern slope at Mt. Hongding, including the four Buddha names of Da Kong Wang Fo. 

Zhao Luo (2013), 308. 
98 Zhang Zong, “Mount Hongding–Time: Related Persons,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 78. 
99 This view has been suggested by Zhang Zong and followed by other scholars. See Zhang Zong (1997), 100-

115; Zhang Zong (2003a), 16-17; Sueyling Tsai (2012), 146 and 150. Kiriya Seiichi makes a similar 

observation. See Kiriya (2003), 71.  
100 At the same time, the two Buddha names were a part of other Buddha names symbolizing the eternity in 

time and infinity in cosmology of Buddha’s world at Mt. Hongding. In the Buddhist canon, the “Buddha 

Serenity and Joy” appears as a future Buddha. In three different Buddhist canons, the “Buddha King of 

Serenity” shows up as a past Buddha, a future Buddha, and a Buddha standing for the ten directions of 

the cardinal and intermediate directions, together with the zenith and nadir. Zhang Zong (2003a), 16-17; 

Sueyling Tsai (2012), 140-152; Sueyling Tsai, “Mount Hongding–Second Group: all other names,” in 

Ledderose ed. (2014), 86. 
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40.101 This is one more paean for Seng’an Daoyi at Mt. Hongding, in addition to the 

encomium for him (HDS 3, Figure 58), and it is written within the stele top surmounted 

by a separate field in seal script (or zhuanshu 篆書).102 The designation of the title “Lord 

An” and texts praising Seng’an Daoyi indicate the degree to which he was honored. This 

paean presents a wordplay on Seng’an Daoyi’s name, especially with the second 

character “an” (安, serenity) and the last character “yi” (一, one or unity),103 and pays 

tribute to Seng’an Daoyi’s personality. The words “an” and “yi” are related to terms 

from Buddhist scriptures,104 specifically associated with the early Chan practice of 

                                                      

101 "安公之碑/ 大沙門僧安 不安所安安所不/ 能安大道一不一所一一所不/ 能一不安所安不安扵安安所/ 不安能

安扵安不一所一不一/其一一所不一能一其一詞曰/ 安故能一一故能安安一一安/ 巖上雕刊/ 雙林後千六百廿

秊.” For the transcription and English translation, see Ledderose ed. (2014), 245-246. For other 

transcriptions, see Lai Fei (2007) 112-118; Shandong Shike Yishu Bowuguan (2006), 83. 
102 The seal script was commonly used in stele heads and on tomb stones during the Northern Dynasties. For 

stele heads in seal script, see Ledderose, Die Siegelschrift (Chuan-shu) in der Ch’ing-Zeit. Ein Beitrag zur 

Geschichte der chinesischen Schriftkunst (Studien zur ostasiatischen Schriftkunst 1) (Wiesbaden: Franz 

Steiner, 1970), 46-50. Requoted from Ledderose, “Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: Style of Calligraphy,” in 

Ledderose ed. (2014), 94-95. It is an imitation of the format of actual free standing steles, established 

during the Han Dynasty. For the form of Han steles, see Wong, Chinese Steles: Pre-Buddhist and Buddhist 

Use of a Symbolic Form, 26-27. On Mt. Hongding, the stele format was used for three inscriptions: HDS 4, 5, 

and 15. The paean for Seng’an Daoyi, HDS 15, is identified as a stele by its own title “Stele of Sire An” 

安公之碑. The rendering of the title in seal script parallels the Han Stele format. The inscription HDS 4 is 

simply encased by outlines in the shape of a stele. The contours of a full-fledged stele were carved for the 

sutra passage (HDS 5). It has a tortoise supporting the stele from below, and a proper stele shape carved 

in intaglio lines. The inscription, HDS 14, calls itself a stele (“Stele of Wind Entrance,” 風門口碑), but no 

trace of a stele contour is visible. Outside of Mt. Hongding, the stele layout was employed for another 

sutra text on Mt. Tie. For the format and calligraphy of the inscriptions, see the next section of the chapter. 

For the rendering of stele shape on Mt. Hongding, see Ledderose ed. (2014), 42 and 93. 
103 A number of scholars characterize the inscription as wordplay. See, for instance, Kiriya (2001a), 146; Lai 

Fei (2004), 109-110. 
104 Lai Fei ed. (2000), 267-268. Lai Fei explained some of the concepts the inscription alluded to by quoting 

Buddhist scriptures. Lai Fei (2004), 109-110. 
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quieting the mind (anxin 安心).105 It would seem that the author of the inscription was a 

proficient Chinese wordsmith as well as a learned Buddhist scholar.  

The authorship of this particular inscription has been controversial. Some believe 

it was not composed by Seng’an Daoyi, because he would not compose such honorary 

texts about himself.106 Moreover, it would be highly unusual for him to refer to himself 

as “Lord An.”107 In addition, the calligraphy of the inscription itself, differs from 

calligraphy identified as having been written by Seng’an Daoyi.108 If this was not done 

by Seng’an Daoyi, who else would have composed and written it? Many believe it to be 

the work of his followers. Others suggest that Seng’an Daoyi might have been asked by 

his disciples to write the sophisticated text with his own hand.109  

                                                      

105 There are a few scholars who speculate that “Seng’an Daoyi” was a disciple of an eminent Buddhist priest 

due to his use of wordplay, as well as the contents of “quieting the mind (anxin 安心).” Kiriya claims that 

Seng’an Daoyi was involved in the practice of Bodhidharma’s wall meditation, since the contents of the 

inscription are related to the early Chan practice of quieting the mind (anxin 安心), and Bodhidharma 

explained that “quieting the mind is the same as Wall Meditation” (如是安心者壁觀). Kiriya (2001a), 129-

130, and 146. However, a clear understanding of Bodhidharma’s specific approach to meditation, 

including his “wall meditation” remains uncertain, even though numerous scholars have been working 

on it for some time. Takuma Nobuyuki observes that expressions from the Stele of Sire Serenity are 

related to those from Sengchou’s writing on quieting the mind (anxin 安心) and suggests that Seng’an 

Daoyi might have been one of the disciples of Sengchou. Takuma Nobuyuki (2012), 2-21.  
106 Kunlin Chen notes that the inscription of the “Stele of Lord An” must have been written by Seng’an 

Daoyi’s followers. Kunlin Chen (2003), 326. 
107 Tao Liu investigates the style of calligraphers’ signatures seen in Buddhist carvings on cliffs in Shandong 

and observes that “Sire An” could not be Seng’an Daoyi’s signature, because it would be unusual to refer 

to himself as “Lord An.” He suggests that it would have been written by Seng’an Daoyi’s followers. Tao 

Liu (2003), 238-239. 
108 Lai Fei (2014), 139-140; Takuma Nobuyuki (2012), 15.  
109 Kitajima maintains that Seng’an Daoyi was presumably asked by his followers to compose and write the 

stele himself. Kitajima Shinichi (2003), 279. 
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Considering the entirety of the sutra carvings in Shandong, is evident that 

Seng’an Daoyi was the most influential and leading person involved. Respect for his 

reputation and work extended outside the Mt. Hongding area, and was widespread 

throughout southwestern Shandong. As discussed above, Seng’an Daoyi was a 

renowned calligrapher, sutra carving donor, and organizer. Numerous contemporaries 

wanted to work with him, requested his calligraphy, or asked him to lead their carving 

project. Some were likely inspired by him to begin their own carving projects. As can be 

seen in the next section of this chapter, the sutra carvings and the Buddha name of Da 

Kong Wang Fo, sponsored by Seng’an Daoyi, were repeated numerous times across 

southwestern Shandong. In contrast, Fahong’s works were limited to the Mt. Hongding 

site only.   

In terms of Buddhist doctrinal position, Fahong held a broader view than did 

Seng’an Daoyi. While Seng’an Daoyi was focused on the prajñāpāramitā teachings and 

emptiness thought, Fahong included Huayan teachings in addition to the prajñāpāramitā. 

Accordingly, it might be suggested that Seng’an Daoyi was taught by Fahong, did not 

accept the entirety of Fahong’s ideas, and was more attracted to the prajñāpāramitā 

teachings. Nonetheless, we must accept the possibility that Seng’an Daoyi and Fahong 

were inspired by a third, unknown source, or that Seng’an Daoyi had already 

established his own ideas before meeting Fahong.  
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If we knew who started the carving Buddhist texts at the site, it would make the 

discussion much easier. While the four inscriptions at the Mt. Hongding site bear dates, 

the periodization of the inscriptions has been controversial, since three of the four are 

not recorded in the usual ways. For instance, the last line of the “Stele of Sire An” 

安公之碑 (HDS 15) states that the inscription was “Carved on the cliff one thousand six 

hundred and twenty years after [Sakyamuni entered into nirvana under] the twin trees.” 

Which year was it carved then? The issues involved with the dates of the inscriptions 

will be explored in a later section of the chapter.   

In addition to Seng’an Daoyi and Fahong, another monk’s name is mentioned as 

a sutra donor in the colophon in the first (right-end) column of inscription HDS 2, which 

expounds the six pāramitā.110 Unfortunately, this colophon was seriously damaged 

sometime between 1995 and 1999.111 Currently, only the topmost first line and a few 

characters on the second line survive (Figure 68). The donor’s name is no longer legible. 

Fortunately, before the inscription was damaged, a rubbing was taken from it (Figure 

69). The first line reads, “Sutra Donor Daomen” 經主道門.112 The presence of this name 

                                                      

110 Zhang Zong, “Mount Hongding–Time: Related Persons,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 73. 
111 For information about when the inscription was destroyed, see Kiriya (2002a), 10 and 34; Kiriya (2003), 50 

and 67. 
112 For the rubbing, see Shandong Shike Yishu Bowuguan (2006), 80 and Figure 8 at page 84; Ledderose ed. 

(2014), 105. Lai Fei also transcribes the monk’s name as Daomen 道門. Lai Fei (2007), 19. However, 

Ledderose ed. (2014), 105n565 notes that the rubbing is not necessarily an accurate facsimile of the original 

engraving.  Sometimes the technique used in making the rubbing can alter the copy’s appearance enough 

to make it look like a similar, but different character.  This can be done by mistake, but it also can be done 

intentionally. For instance, a rubbing of the engraving on the surface of Wuhua Feng at Mt. Yi reads 

“Seng’an of Dongping” 東平僧安. Based on this rubbing, the carving had been believed to have been 
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suggests that other people, in addition to the two key priests, participated in engravings 

at the Mt. Hongding site, and that an association of Buddhist monks was active.113 

Significantly, the patrons or participants of the carvings at the Mt. Hongding site were 

all Buddhist monks. No lay practitioner’s name has been found at Mt. Hongding. This is 

in contrast to Buddhist mountain inscriptions around Zoucheng, which include a 

number of lay practitioner’s names.114 The inscriptions at the Mt. Hongding site were 

presumably associated with and focused on the monks’ religious practices and monastic 

goals.115 

Most likely, there were more participants as well, although their names were not 

recorded. Most of the Buddhist carvings on Mt. Hongding have been thought to have 

been done by Seng’an Daoyi, but Kiriya Seiichi points out that the calligraphy of several 

inscriptions displays subtle differences from that of Seng’an Daoyi. After having 

                                                      

 

written by Seng’an Daoyi. However, when a new and exact rubbing was re-made a few years later, the 

name was re-identified the name as “Dongping Wu Jiufei” 東平吾九斐. See Xinli Hu (2003), 167; Weiran 

Zhang (2006), 79.  
113 Zhang Zong, “Mount Hongding–Time: Related Persons,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 73. 
114 See chapter five.  
115 Due to her investigation of the Buddha names carved on the northern slope at Mt. Hongding, Sueyling 

Tsai suggests that lay persons, both men and women, might have been welcome to listen to the preaching 

at Mt. Hongding. Tsai pays attention to the two Buddha names, Buddha Śākyamuni (HDS 9.13) and the 

Buddha Juzu qianwanguangxiang fo 具足千萬光相佛 (Buddha with the Complete Marks of a Thousand Ten 

Thousand Rays of Light) (HDS 9.14), of which the latter name is given to Yaśodharā, the wife of the 

historical Buddha Śākyamuni, when it was predicted that she would become a Buddha. Tsai states that “it 

is a remarkable sign of secularization, of a pro-family and even a feminist attitude, to group the Buddha 

Śākyamuni together with his wife.” Sueyling Tsai (2012), 142. This observation is interesting, but it should 

be noted that merely three monks’ names were recorded in the colophons and that no lay practitioners’ 

names were ever recorded.  
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investigated Seng’an Daoyi’s calligraphy on numerous sites carved during the Northern 

Qi period, Kiriya notes that while there are occasional subtle differences, the calligraphy 

was rendered nearly identically. He notes that the inscriptions were distributed in 

concentrated geographic areas for limited period of time (from approximately 550s-570s), 

and maintains that most of the inscriptions were written by Seng’an Daoyi, his disciples, 

or by them together.116   

On the other hand, based on clear differences in calligraphic style, some 

inscriptions do not appear to have been written by Seng’an Daoyi. These include: 

“Donor Fahong” 主法鴻 (HDS 9.16); the Buddha name, “Buddha Medicine Master of 

Beryline Radiance” 藥師瑠璃光佛 (HDS 13); the “Stele of Wind Entrance” 風門口碑 

(HDS14); and the “Stele of Sire An” 安公之碑 (HDS 15).117 There is no record of the 

writer (or writers) of these inscriptions. Thus, we do not know who wrote them and 

when the inscriptions were written,118 but it is evident that some other participants were 

active at this site. Other historical inscriptions also point to the presence of other 

                                                      

116 Kiriya (2001a), 144-145. 
117 Lai Fei analyzed the calligraphy styles of each of the inscriptions and concluded that the four inscriptions 

were not written by Seng’an Daoyi. Lai Fei (2014), 139-140. On the other hand, Kiriya Seiichi states that 

there are some inscriptions, including “Buddha Medicine Master of Beryline Radiance” (HDS 13), one of 

the “Da (kong wang) fo,” (HDS 17), among others that were written by someone other than Seng’an Daoyi. 

According to Kiriya, they appear to have been used for Buddhist practice even after Seng’an Daoyi passed 

away. Kiriya (2002a): 10 and 36; Kiriya (2003), 50 and 69.  
118 Tingshan An claims that the inscription “Stele of Wind Entrance” (HDS14) was written by later 

generations in honor of Seng’an Daoyi. Tingshan An (1997a), 59. Pointing out that the calligraphy of “Stele 

of Sire An” is slightly different from other inscriptions by Seng’an Daoyi, Nobuyuki Takuma notes that it 

would not have been written by Seng’an Daoyi. He points out that the calligraphy of “Stele of Sire An” 

and “Stele of Wind Entrance” seems identical, so that they were likely written by the same person. 

Nobuyuki Takuma (2012), 15. 
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participants. As noted earlier, the “Stele of Sire An” was most likely composed by 

someone other than Seng’an Daoyi himself, since he would not compose such honorary 

texts about himself, and it would be highly unusual for him to refer to himself as “Lord 

An.” (HDS 15, Figures 59 and 60).  

At present, it is difficult to determine what the Mt. Hongding Buddhist 

community was like during the Northern Qi period. It was this community to which 

Seng’an Daoyi and Fahong belonged, but their exact relationship, as well as their 

relationship to the other participants involved with the Mt. Hongding carving project 

remain uncertain. Similarly, we are unsure who provided the philosophical and 

practical basis for the Buddhist carvings there. On a purely practical level, the creation of 

the inscriptions must have been driven by at least some person or persons other than 

Seng’an Daoyi, and it is clear that the community included at least one person who was 

highly proficient in Chinese writing and Buddhist teachings.  

4.3 Dating the Buddhist Carvings at Mt. Hongding 

The Buddhist carvings at Mt. Hongding have been thought to be the terminus a 

quo of the Shandong Buddhist rock carving sutras, which date from 553-564 CE. 

However, since three among the dated inscriptions adopted an unusual dating system of 

the Buddhist calendar, the dating of Buddhist carvings at Mt. Hongding has been subject 

to debate. Dating the Mt. Hongding engravings is important as it helps appropriately 

place the carvings within the context of Northern Qi history, as well as Chinese art 
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history. In addition, such clarification allows us to better understand the relationship 

between Seng’an Daoyi and Fahong; and to explore the carvings’ course of development, 

and their religious purposes in general.  

Among the inscriptions at Mt. Hongding, four inscriptions carry a date. Only one 

of them, however, provides us with a secured date.   The date is secured because it is one 

that uses the standard calendar, which is based upon the dates of the Chinese dynasties. 

This secured date is found on inscription HDS 18, the “Encomium for Fahong,” located 

on the southern slope (Figures 65 and 66). At the end of the encomium, the date is 

recorded as “the third year of the Heqing 河淸 era of the Great Qi Dynasty, the Year 

shichen 實沈.” The third year of the Heqing era of the Northern Qi period corresponds to 

564 CE.119 The last word, “shichen,” is a celestial term arising from an ancient system 

used to designate years,120 which is different from the commonly used classical system 

using the Heavenly Stems and Earthly Branches (ganzhi 干支).121    

                                                      

119 “大亝河清三年歲次實沈.” In the inscription, the word “qi 亝” is an ancient version of the word of “qi 齊.” 

See Kangxi zidian 康熙字典, 1531, “齊.” Requoted from Ledderose ed. (2014), 270.  
120 Lis Jung Lu and Lu Dadong (2006-2007), 275. “Shishen” corresponds to the “ shen 申” in the system of 

ganzhi. For the term “shichen 實沈,” see Zhentao Xu ed. (2009), 204; Morohashi (1966), vol. 3, 3366. It 

corresponds to Jupiter being visible within the constellation Gemini, according to Western conceptions. 

Ledderose ed. (2014), 271 and 272n640.  
121 The use of uncommon systems for numbering the years is one of the characteristics of the Buddhist moya 

inscriptions in Shandong. The term “shichen” and the identical phrase to the last line of the inscription 

“the third year of the Heqing 河淸 era of the Great Qi Dynasty, the Year shichen” 大亝河清三年歲次實沈 

appears again in the middle of the inscription carved on the base for the sculpture of Amitābha Buddha, 

which was excavated in Yanzhou. For this inscription, see Lis Jung Lu and Lu Dadong (2006-2007), 271-

291; Yingmin Fan (1995), 71-75; Yingmin Fan (1996), 65; Yingmin Fan (2013), 22-27. Apart from Fahong’s 

encomium at Mt. Hongding, uncommon systems of numbering the years were used for the Buddhist 

carving at Mt. Ge, where an excerpt from the Sutra spoken by Vimalakīrti (The Vimalakīrti Nirdeśa Sūtra, 

Weimojie Suoshuo jing 維摩詰所說經 T. 475, 14: 537a-557b], translated by Kumārajīva in 406 CE) was carved. 
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 While the encomium for Fahong follows the standard dynasty-based calendar, 

the other three dated inscriptions at the site use the Buddhist calendar. These three are 

associated with Seng’an Daoyi and situated on the northern slope. The inscription HDS 

7, which is the colophon for the “Da Kong Wang Fo” (HDS 8) by Seng’an Daoyi, gives as 

the time of its creation: “1623 years after the twin trees of Śākyamuni” 釋迦雙林後一千六

百廿三年 (Figure 61). The expression “after the twin trees of Śākyamuni” refers to the 

nirvana of the Buddha under the twin trees at the small city of Kushinagar in India. 

Accordingly, the date means the colophon was created “1623 years after Śākyamuni 

[entered into nirvana] under the twin trees.” The second dated inscription, the “Stele of 

                                                      

 

The last line of the sutra passage reads, “twenty-sixth day in the lü of xiazhong of the second year of the 

Daxiang 大象 era (580 CE) in the year of xuanxiao 玄枵” 大象兩年歲玄枵律俠鐘廿六日. In the phrase “the lü 

of xiazhong 律俠鐘,” “lü” denotes the month, and “xiazhong 俠鐘” is the musical pitch corresponding to the 

zhongchun 仲春 month, the second month of spring in the lunar calendar. The “xuanxiao 玄枵” is a celestial 

term designating the years in ancient China, meaning that the year is in “zi 子” in the system of ganzhi. In 

fact, the second year of the Daxiang era corresponds to gengzi 庚子 in the ganzhi system. See Entian Wang 

(1998), 372; Lis Jung Lu and Lu Dadong (2006-2007), 289n12; Ledderose ed. (2015), 210 and 212. For the 

term “xuanxiao 玄枵,” see Zhentao Xu ed. (2009), 289; Morohashi (1967), vol. 7, 7677. On the other hand, 

the “ganzhi” which had been used more commonly in early medieval China, also was adopted for 

Buddhist sutra carvings in Shandong Province. The Stone Hymn on Mt. Tie identifies the date as: “The first 

year of the Daxiang era of the Imperial Zhou (579 CE), on the seventeenth day (bingzi 丙子) of the eighth 

month (gengshenshuo 庚申朔), the year of dayuanxian 大淵獻” 皇周大象元年歲大淵獻八月庚申朔十七日丙子. 

Thus, it is known that Buddhist sutra carvings in Shandong used both ganzhi and those uncommon 

calendar systems. Why some Shandong Buddhists followed the uncommon calendar systems has not yet 

been explored. It is worth noting that one of the renowned Chinese pilgrims, 法顯 (ca. 337-442) also 

adopted a celestial term to record the year. At the end of his travel account, The Travels of Faxian (Gaoseng 

Faxian zhuan 高僧法顯傳), there is an additional remark written by another monk. It begins with the date, 

“the twelfth year of the Yixi 義熙 era of the Eastern Jin 東晋 Dynasty, the year of shouxing 壽星 (晉義熙十

二年矣 歲在壽星, T. 2085, 51n866b23-24). The twelfth year of the Yixi era of the Eastern Jin Dynasty 

corresponds to 416 CE. It is noteworthy that “shouxing,” another celestial term, is used here. It refers to the 

“chen 辰” year in the system of ganzhi. Therefore, the twelfth year of the Yixi era of the Eastern Jin 

corresponds to the year bingchen 丙辰. For the term “shouxing,” see Zhentao Xu ed. (2009), 205. 
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Sire An or Serenity” (HDS 15), records its creation as “1620 years after [Śākyamuni 

entered into nirvana under] the twin trees” 雙林後千六百廿秊 (Figures 59 and 60). The 

third inscription, the encomium for Seng’an Daoyi (HDS 3) also uses the  Buddhist 

calendar, but unfortunately the exact year is illegible, reading “16□□ years after 

Śākyamuni [entered into nirvana] under the twin trees 雙林後一千六百□□年 (Figures 

58).”  

Since the Buddhist calendar begins with the date of the Buddha’s death under 

the twin trees, reckoning the dates seems fairly simple, provided one knows the date 

Buddha Śākyamuni entered nirvana. Unfortunately, there is no consensus about the date 

of the Buddha’s demise and the commencement of the Buddhist era.122 There are a large 

number of theories prevalent in South Asia, Southeast Asia, and East Asia, but this 

dissertation’s focus is centered on those circulating in early medieval China only.  Even 

so, there are more than twenty competing theories concerning the date of the Nirvana in 

early medieval China,123 which include six theories introduced in the Records of Three 

Treasures in the Past Dynasties (Lidai Sanbao ji 歷代三寶記), compiled by Fei Changfang 

費長房 in 597 CE,124 and other writings by historians and eminent monks.  

                                                      

122 Currently, one of the more commonly used dates is 544/543 BCE, which is the year asserted for the 

Buddha’s death by the Theravāda calendar, which most likely originated in Sri Lanka. Buswell and Lopez 

eds. (2014), 156. 
123 Zhang Zong (2003b), 213. Which theory was most widely accepted and circulated in China is uncertain. If 

one counts Tibetan Buddhist writings, there are more than sixty ways of calculating the year of the 

Buddha’s nirvana. Zhang Zong, “Mount Hongding–Time: Dating,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 79.  
124 T. 2034, 49: 51b7 and 52b23–24. For basic information on the Records of Three Treasures in the Past Dynasties, 

Genmyō Ono ed. (1974), vol. 11, 290-292.  
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In his detailed analysis, Zhang Zong observes that although more than twenty 

written texts voice theories ranging from 1085 BCE to 464 (or 486) BCE, they can all be 

categorized into eight groups. Each group holds a representative theory, which yields 

several variants, with a temporal gap of 20 years at the most.125 The latest year, 464 or 

485 BCE is provided by the Record of All Sages (Zhongsheng dianji 衆聖點記),126 while the 

earliest year, 1085 BCE, is offered by the pilgrim monk Faxian 法顯 (ca. 337-442 CE).127     

The contents of the inscriptions and their calligraphy indicate that all the 

inscriptions at Mt. Hongding were most likely created at about the same time. Given 

that Fahong’s encomium carries the date of 564 CE (Figures 65 and 66), the Buddhist 

texts were presumably carved in the years between the 550s-570s. If it is believed that 

Buddha died 1620 years before the middle of the sixth century CE, this places his death 

sometime in the eleventh century BCE.  The earliest date would have been around 1085 

BCE, and constitutes one of Zhang Zong’s categories. This appears to have been the 

timeframe adopted for the dating of the Mt. Hongding carvings. This group includes 

two theories, one of which is by Faxian, which refers to 1085 BCE, and the other by 

Nanyue Huisi 南嶽 慧思 (515-577), which refers to 1067 BCE. Two inscriptions at Mt. 

Hongding state that they were created 1620 or 1623 years after the Buddha’s demise. 

                                                      

125 For the eight theories, see Zhang Zong (2003b): 208-210, especially Table 2 on page 210. 
126 This is the legendary “dotted record” transmitted to China by the translator, Saṃghabhadra, with the text 

Samantapāsādikā. See T. 2034, 49: 95b18-c17. Zhang Zong, “Mount Hongding–Time: Dating,” in Ledderose 

ed. (2014), 79n472; Zhang Zong (2003b), 200-201.  
127 The Travels of Faxian (Gaoseng faxian zhuan 高僧法顯傳), T. 2085, 51: 865a20-29.  
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Calculations from these dates of 1085 BCE and 1067 BCE point towards inscription 

creation during the years of 535 and 553 CE, both of which are acceptable for the Mt. 

Hongding inscriptions.   

While there were a variety of theories for calculating the date of the Buddha’s 

demise, only Huisi’s and Faxian’s are acceptable within the framework of what we 

know is factually true about the Mt. Hongding carvings. The other approaches identified 

so far are misaligned with the evidence. For instance, one of the six theories introduced 

in the Records of Three Treasures in the Past Dynasties by Fei Changfang in 597 CE was 

held by Dao’an 道安 of the Northern Zhou, a contemporary of the Mt. Hongding works. 

Dao’an asserts that the year of the Buddha’s death corresponds to the year of 637 BCE.128 

Using this theory to date the inscriptions on Mt. Hongding, would mean that the 

inscriptions were created in 983 CE, which is an unacceptable date for the carvings’ 

creation.129 Other theories exhibit similar flaws.  

                                                      

128 When calculating the year, this dissertation follows Zhang Zong. Zhang Zong investigates the related 

account of “Er jiao lun” 二敎論 (Treatise on the two teachings) by Dao’an. Zhang Zong (2003b): 200. Kiriya 

Seiichi also mentions the year of Buddha’s demise asserted by Dao’an, but as the year 638 BCE, without 

elaborating on how he calculates this number. Kiriya (2002b), table at page 29. For the basic information 

on the contents of “Er jiao lun” 二敎論 by Dao’an, see Gang Li (2010), 198-199; Zhiru Shi (2013), 86-87. 
129 The monk Dao’an 道安 lived at about the same time as the creation of the carvings at Mt. Hongding, but 

he had different ideas than Seng’an Daoyi concerning the date of the Buddha’s demise. Kunlin Chen has 

suggested that Seng’an Daoyi is the same person as the monk Dao’an, arguing that in the “Stele of Sire 

An,” “serenity” 安 and “way” 道 are in deep association and thus his original name would have been 

Dao’an 道安. Kunlin Chen (2003), 328. In the Further Biographies of Eminent Monks (Xu Gaoseng zhuan, T. 

2060, 50) written in 645 the author, Daoxuan 道宣 (596-667), describes Dao’an of the Northern Zhou as 

being well-versed in canons of other religions as well as Buddhism, and states that he was especially 

excellent at composition and writing. Accordingly, Dao’an was respected by numerous contemporaries, 

including high officials, Confucianists, and renowned Daoists. T. 2060, 50: 628a09-630b24, especially 

628a19-22. This description seems nearly identical to that of the character of Seng’an Daoyi, who was a 
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The most likely theory acceptable to the community active at Mt. Hongding 

during the late sixth century was the one asserted by Nanyue Huisi 南嶽 慧思 (515-577). 

According to Huisi, the date of the Buddha’s nirvana corresponds to 1067 BCE. In his 

writing, entitled the Tract on the Vow Pronounced by the Great Meditation Master [Hui]Si 

from Nanyue (南嶽思大禪師立誓願文, T. 1933, 46: 786b-792b, hereafter “the Tract on the 

Vow”), Huisi states that 82 years of the period of the End of the Buddhism (mofa 末法) 

had already passed when he was born, which occurred during the fourth year of the 

Yanchang 延昌 era of the Northern Wei Dynasty (515 CE).130 According to his reckoning, 

the period of the End of the Law had begun in 433/434 CE, 1500 years after Buddha’s 

demise.131 Subtracting the 1500 years from 433/434 places the Buddha’s demise in the 

year 1067/1066 BCE. By this measure, 1582 years separated Buddha’s death in 515 CE 

from Huisi’s birth.132  

                                                      

 

skillful calligrapher and was respected by contemporaries, and so strengthens the argument that Seng’an 

Daoyi was the same person as Dao’an. However, Seng’an Daoyi and Dao’an had different ideas on which 

year was the year of the Buddha’s nirvana, so this provides a significant contradiction.  
130 The Tract on the Vow, T. 1933, 46: 787a4-6.  
131 Huisi adopted or invented a system that assigns a certain number of years to each period of Dharma: 500 

years for the True Dharma, 1000 years for the Semblance Dharma, and 10,000 years for the Final Dharma. 

The first 500 years after Buddha’s demise is known as the period of the True Dharma, the 1000 years 

following end of the True Dharma is the period of the Semblance Dharma, and the 10,000 years following 

the end of the Semblance Dharma is the Final Dharma. The source of Huisi’s tripartite system and his 

strong belief in the imminence of the decline remains unclear. See Jamie Hubbard (2001), 70n44 and 70n46; 

Sunkyung Kim (2005), 245-246. 
132 Zhang Zong, “Mount Hongding–Time: Dating,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 79. 
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In terms of other possible theories circulating in Shandong during the late sixth 

century, Faxian’s deserves more exploration. In his travel account, The Travels of Faxian 

(Gaoseng Faxian zhuan 高僧法顯傳), describing his experience of viewing Buddha’s tooth 

relic in Sri Lanka, he writes that 1497 years have passed since the Buddha’s nirvana.133 

Faxian returned to China in the eighth year of the Yixi 義熙 era of Eastern Jin 東晋 

Dynasty (412 CE) and the travel account was completed in the year 414 CE.134 In 

calculating the date of the Buddha’s demise, the beginning date is obviously quite 

significant. Zhang Zong holds that Faxian’s experience in Sri Lanka occurred in 412 CE, 

and so he obtains the year 1085 BCE by subtracting 412 from 1497.135 But Faxian’s 

experience in Sri Lanka could have occurred anytime between the years 410 CE and 412 

CE, as he states that he stayed in Sri Lanka for a two-year period.136 Accordingly, this 

would place the year of Buddha’s death between the years 1087 and 1085 BCE. If Faxian 

based Buddha’s death year from the time he was writing his travel accounts (412-414 

                                                      

133 T. 2085, 51: 865a20-29. Faxian records that a statue of Maitreya was constructed over 300 years after the 

Buddha’s death, and that the date of the statue corresponds to the reign of King Ping of Zhou 周武王. The 

chronology of his reign is disputed, ranging from the 11th century BCE to the 8th century BCE, thus 

making it difficult to calculate the date of the Buddha’s death. Zhang Zong notes that King Ping’s reign 

was likely to have been between 770 to 720 BCE, which would then make the date of Buddha’s nirvana 

sometime between 1070-1020 BCE. Zhang Zong, “Mount Hongding–Time: Dating,” in Ledderose ed. 

(2014), 79n474. 
134 Kiroku Adachi (1936), 272; Kazutoshi Nagasawa (1979), 156; Xun Zhang (1985), 177; Genmyō Ono notes 

that Faxian went back in 413 CE. Genmyō Ono (1936), 1 and 32. 
135 Zhang Zong (2003b), 199. Ziqing Lin also has made a similar assessment. Ziqing Lin (1979), 26-27. 

However, Xun Zhang holds that Faxian’s experience in Sri Lanka occurred in 410 CE and so obtains the 

year 1087 BCE by subtracting 410 from 1497. Xun Zhang (1985), 157; Kiroku Adachi makes a similar 

observation. Kiroku Adachi (1936), 240n17.  
136 Adachi notes that Faxian arrived in Sri Lanka in winter of 409, and stayed two years, 410 through 411 CE. 

According to Adachi, in 410, Faxian witnessed the dedications to the Buddha’s tooth relic, and then 

departed from Sri Lanka in 411. Kiroku Adachi (1936), 250n1 and 272. 
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CE), Buddhas death year would then be placed between 1087 and 1085 BCE. If, however, 

Faxian stayed in Sri Lanka from 412 to 414 CE, this would place the date of Buddha’s 

passing to the years between 1085~1083 BCE.  Without further clarification by Faxian, 

this is considerably complicated.137 Considering these uncertainties, this dissertation 

uses Faxian’s theory of 1087-1083 BCE for the time of Buddha’s death, rather than 

pinpointing one fixed year. 

In comparing the theories of Faxian and Huisi, how might we determine which 

one was adopted for the engravings at Mt. Hongding? May there have been another 

theory altogether which has not yet been discovered? If one assumes that Mt. 

Hongding’s inscriptions follow Faxian’s calculation, the dating of HDS 15 (1620 years 

after the Buddha’s demise) would correspond to the year 534-537, while the dating of 

HDS 7 (1623 years after the Buddha’s demise) would be equivalent to the year 537-540. 

Accepting Faxian’s theory, the inscription HDS 15 on the northern slope would have 

been made 27-30 years earlier than the encomium for Fahong on the southern slope 

(HDS 18), which carries the date of 564. This does not seem implausible, but Huisi’s 

theory provides a better number. 

                                                      

137 One of his approximate contemporaries, Fei Changfang, also seems to have experienced confusion. 

Quoting Faxian’s records, Fei Changfang notes that in the 17th year of the Kaihuang 開皇 era of Sui 

Dynasty (597 CE), 1681 years had passed since Buddha’s birth, dating Buddha’s birth at 1084 BCE. T. 2034, 

49: 23a16, Records of Three Treasures in the Past Dynasties in 597 CE. Genmyō Ono ed. (1974), vol. 11, 290-291. 

Scholars believe that Fei Changfang switched the years of the Buddha’s birth and death. See Zhang Zong 

(2003b), 199; Tōdo and Shioiri (1985), 254. Fei Changfang’s case demonstrates that such confusion and 

complexity already existed in late sixth century Buddhist circles regarding the birth and death dates of 

Buddha. 
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After a thorough examination of the writings related to the year of Buddha’s 

demise, Zhang Zong has concluded that the dates containing the words “after the twin 

trees” refers to the End of the Law (mofa 末法) theory by Nanyue Huisi,138 and I agree. 

Based on Huisi’s calculation, Mt. Hongding’s inscription HDS 15 (1620 years after the 

Buddha’s demise) would correspond to the year 553, while the dating of HDS 7 (1623 

years after the Buddha’s demise) would be equivalent to the year 556. These calculations 

indicate that the colophon by Seng’an Daoyi on the northern slope (HDS 7) would have 

been made eight years earlier than the encomium for Fahong on the southern slope 

(HDS 18), which carries the date of 564. It seems that Zhang Zong’s opinion is the most 

widely accepted by scholars to date.139  

Although Zhang Zong asserted this belief quite strongly in 1999, he recently 

tempered his remarks, stating that “in the medieval period mistakes often occurred with 

dates using the Buddha’s demise, and hence the inscription on the northern slope in the 

Mt. Hongding valley does not necessarily have to be eight years earlier than those on the 

southern slope. The correspondence of 1623 years after the Buddha’s demise to the 

seventh year of Tianbao 天保 era (556 CE) may not be definitive.”140 One of the reasons 

for Zhang’s modification is a discovery of another carving that mentions the year of 

                                                      

138 Zhang Zong (1999): 144-145; Zhang Zong (2000a), 69-70; Zhang Zong (2003b), 202-203. 
139 Nobuyuki Takuma (1999), 20-21; Kiriya (2002a), 29-30 and 64n4. The most recent work on the Buddhist 

carvings in Shandong follows Zhang Zong’s view. Ledderose ed. (2014), 141 and 246.  
140 Zhang Zong, “Mount Hongding–Time: Dating,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 79.  
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Buddha’s demise.141 The inscription appears as a colophon to a stone Buddha statue 

carved on rock cliff in Ji County 汲縣 in Henan Province.142 Beginning with the date of its 

creation, “November 25th in the fourth year of the Xinghe 興和 era of the Eastern Wei 

Dynasty (542 CE),”143 the inscription states that the sculpture was donated by 

Shangguan Xiang 上官香 and others, and that the sculpture was made “1,625 years 

[after] the mysterious transformation of the Tathāgata under the twin trees.”144 In 

accordance with this calculation, it was in 1083 BCE that the Buddha entered into 

nirvana.  

Zhang Zong used Faxian’s theory to pinpoint the date of the Buddha’s demise to 

1085 BCE, but the inscription donated by Shangguan Xiang differs from this by two 

years.145 This difference led Zhang Zong to view the inscription as constituting a 

separate theory, which is a variant of Faxian’s. However, as discussed above, if one 

views Faxian’s theory on the year of the Buddha’s demise as being somewhere within 

1087-1083 BCE, there is no contradiction. Rather, the inscription may provide 

confirmation that some of the late sixth century contemporaries followed Faxian’s 

                                                      

141 Zhang Zong (2003b): 203. 
142 The inscription is recorded by Lu Xun 鲁迅 (1881-1936) (1987), 2, 2:325-328. Lu Xun states that the Buddha 

sculpture and colophon carved on the rock cliff are located in Ji County 汲縣, which is located in the 

northern part of Henan province. The inscription identifies the sculpture as merely a “stone sculpture” 

石像. Lu Xun preserved the text by transcribing it by hand. The existence of any rubbings or of the current 

state of preservation are unknown.  
143 The inscription reads “大魏興和四年歲次壬戌十一月癸亥廿五日丁亥.” Lu Xun (1987), 2, 2:325-328, 

especially 325. For a transcription of the manuscripts, see Lizhou Han (2010), 590-591. 
144 “如来隐变双林以有一千六百两十五年.” Lu Xun (1987), 2, 2:325. 
145 Zhang Zong (2003b): 203. 
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theory and thought Buddha’s demise took place in 1083 BCE, although the inscription 

by Shangguan Xiang states nothing about its source. 

As Zhang Zong points out, mistakes might have occurred in dating the Buddha’s 

demise in medieval China. However, the inscriptions carved at Mt. Hongding clearly 

mentioned the Buddhist calendar not just once, but three times, which seems to indicate 

that Seng’an Daoyi had a sound basis for his Buddhist calendar. Though some might 

argue that an altogether different, undiscovered calendar system could have been used 

we do not have any solid evidence for this. However, the dates of the Buddha’s entering 

into nirvana seem to have been a critical issue, especially in the late sixth century, when 

the end of Dharma ideology was prevalent.146 A number of Buddhist scholar monks and 

historians have addressed this issue in their writings, most of which have been 

transmitted down to us. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the theories which are 

known today were likely the most renowned theories, one of which was adopted by the 

late sixth century contemporaries at Mt. Hongding. 

As discussed above, when the theories of Faxian and Huisi are compared, Huisi’s 

Buddhist calendar theory fits better with the dates of the Mt. Hongding inscriptions. In 

fact, I believe that the creators of the inscriptions at Mt. Hongding adopted Huisi’s 

calculations, not only because Huisi’s number of years is a better fit, but because Huisi’s 

                                                      

146 Belief in the end of Dharma ideology was not limited to the vicinity of the capital, nor to eminent monks 

or educated scholars. It was widespread to the lower strata of the literate minority and uneducated people 

in the late sixth century.  Erik Zürcher (1980), 403.  
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Buddhist teachings, as well as his dating of Buddha’s death, were related to the contents 

of the inscriptions at Mt. Hongding. Particularly, it is noteworthy that his writings on 

meditation emphasize the six pāramitā 六波羅蜜, the Perfection of Wisdom 

(prajñāpāramitā), and the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā sutra. This repertoire was repeatedly 

duplicated in Buddhist carvings at a number of sites in Shandong during the Northern 

Qi period. These issues will be revisited in greater depth when the sutra selections for 

carvings and patrons’ goals are examined later in this dissertation.  

Some might find it problematic to follow Huisi’s calculations for dating the 

inscriptions on Mt. Hongding for the following reasons: It is known that Huisi took his 

vow in 558 CE, and presumed that he wrote the text of “the Tract on the Vow” afterwards. 

The colophon by Seng’an Daoyi, HDS 7, was written in 556 CE, two years before Huisi’s 

“Tract on the Vow,” and the inscription of “Stele of Sire An (Serenity)” (HDS 15, Figures 

59 and 60) was written in 553, five years before it. I believe that since Huisi was widely 

revered during the Northern Qi Dynasty, his religious ideas and the dating of his birth 

with respect to the eighty-second year of the mofa (corresponding to 515) also was 

widespread,147 even before his “the Tract on the Vow” was written down. It is worth 

noting that Huisi was in Yanzhou in Shandong and Guangzhou in Henan during ca. 

549-552 CE.148 This made it easier for his ideas to spread to Buddhists in Shandong.  

                                                      

147 Zhang Zong, “Mount Hongding–Time: Dating,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 79. 
148 Stevenson and Kanno (2006), 24 and 34-44.  
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It is this dissertation’s view is that Seng’an Daoyi’s inscriptions were established 

on the northern slope at Mt. Hongding in 550s (starting in 553 CE), and then Fahong 

added several on the northern and southern slopes at a slightly later date, presumably in 

the early 560s. Concerning the use of the Buddhist calendar and Buddhist ideas for the 

selection of carved texts, Seng’an Daoyi appears to have been inspired by some eminent 

priests. Although it is difficult to specify who these priests were, Huisi was most likely 

one of them.  

In fact, it is evident that Seng’an Daoyi’s practice of carving Buddhist texts on 

mountain cliffs had already began before 564 CE, which was when Fahong carved his 

Buddhist texts at Mt. Hongding. In the vicinity of Dongping, there are several 

mountains bearing the Buddha name “Da Kong Wang Fo.” Of these mountains, Mt. Ergu 

二鼓山 displays a colophon below the Buddha name, noting four patrons’ names, 

including Seng’anyi 僧安一, which is an abbreviated version of “Seng’an Daoyi” 

(Figures 70 and 71).149 Significantly, the date of the inscription was recently discovered, 

revealing that the carving was made in the first year of the Heqing era, which 

corresponds to 562 CE.150  

In 2002, another dated colophon related to Seng’an Daoyi was found at the 

Summit of the Five Blossoms (Wuhua Feng 五華峰) at Mt. Yi 嶧山 near Zoucheng 

                                                      

149 Weiran Zhang (2006), 77.  
150 The dated colophon was discovered at the left side of the Buddha’s name in 2011. The discovery was 

reported by Xiaolin Zhao. See Xiaolin Zhao, Jinan Daily, May 21, 2012: 8, requoted from Ledderose ed. 

(2014), 344 and 358.  
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(Figures 72~74).151 This colophon records several patrons’ names and the date reads “the 

third year of the Heqing era,” which corresponds to 564 CE (Figure 74).152 The colophon 

refers to the creation of the sutra passage carved on the neighboring side of the same 

boulder, the 98-character passage from the Mañjuśrī prajñāpāramitā sutra (Figures 75 and 

76). Although the colophon does not include Seng’an Daoyi’s name, the close 

resemblance of the selected passage, arrangement of the characters, and style of 

calligraphy to those at Mt. Hongding indicates that the sutra passage on Mt. Yi may 

have been written by Seng’an Daoyi.153 Whether Seng’an Daoyi actually wrote it or not, 

                                                      

151 Xinli Hu (2003), 168-176; Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Yi-Inscriptions: Yi 2,” Ledderose ed. (2015), 60. 
152 It is the earliest of all the Zoucheng inscriptions. The names of donors in the colophon are severely 

weathered, but legible enough so that at least eight lay donors could be identified, including Heneng from 

Dongguan 東莞 何能, Lu Jiufei from Dongping 東平 呂九斐, [...]chou[...] from Chenliu 陳留 囗仇囗, and 

Liu Guang from Hejian 河間 劉廣, as well as the name of a certain śramaṇa, Sengwan 僧万. No names from 

colophons at any of the other inscription sites are known. The names of donors in the colophon were first 

discovered in October 2001. The rubbing, taken initially in 2002, reads “Seng’an from Dongping” 

(Dongping Seng’an 東平僧安) in the second column from the right. On the basis of this rubbing, the 

adjacent sutra passage was thought to have been written by the monk Seng’an Daoyi. However, further 

research and new rubbings found this to be incorrect. Interestingly, several donors’ places of origin were 

given before their names.  From this information, it is known that the donors came from considerably far 

distances, about several hundred kilometers away. Why did they come from such distances to carve the 

text at Mt. Yi, instead of choosing a mountain near their own homes? We cannot know the exact reason, 

since the colophon is silent regarding this. One possibility is that the patrons chose the distant place for 

carving because they considered it one of the most significant sites of the period. It should be noted that 

Mt. Yi was considered the most significant historical site among the mountains around Zoucheng, ever 

since the First Emperor of Qin (r. 221-210 BCE) erected a stone stele there in 219 BCE to commemorate his 

reign. The imperial stele was lost long ago and its original location is unknown, but more than 400 rock 

inscriptions from later periods remain on the mountain, among which this Buddhist inscription at Wuhua 

Feng is the earliest. The placement of the carving at Wuhua Feng, is especially remarkable, as it is situated 

just beneath the peak of the summit. The creators were presumably aware of the cultural geography of Mt. 

Yi,152 and by choosing the summit as the place for the carving, they likely wished to make their carving 

resonate symbolically for eternity. Hu Xinli (2003), 167-168; Lai Fei (2003), 112; Claudia Wenzel, “Mount 

Yi-Inscriptions: Yi 2,” Ledderose ed. (2015), 60; Ledderose ed. (2015), 55 and 69-74. Harrist (2008), 170. 
153 The inscription is especially similar to the sutra passage of HDS 16.2. Both bear the identical sutra passage, 

the identical arrangement of the characters, and the same calligraphic style. Kiriya (2002a), 13; Lis Jung Lu 

and Lu Dadong (2006-2007), 280. 
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the fact that the same sutra carving in an identical calligraphic style was established in 

564 at Mt. Yi, which is located some 120 km away from Mt. Dongping, seems to suggest 

that practice of sutra carving, along with Seng’an Daoyi’s calligraphic style, had already 

spread farther afield by this time.  

Up to now, it has been thought that the idea of carving lengthy excerpts or 

complete texts of sutras may have originated with the most celebrated monk of the time, 

Sengchou 僧稠 (480–560), whose Xiaonanhai Central Cave has been discussed in chapter 

two of this dissertation (Figures 16~18).154 Sengchou first proposed inscribing sutras in 

555, but the actual sutra engraving was done by Sengchou’s disciples, likely in 560, after 

Sengchou’s demise. Since earlier carvings with secured dates have not been found in 

Shandong, it has been believed that the practice of carving sutras and names of deities 

on natural stone surfaces began several decades earlier in Henan and Hebei, and slightly 

later in Shandong.155 However, the date “1620 years after the Buddha’s demise” on 

inscription HDS 15 corresponds to 553 CE, which means the engravings at the Central 

Cave at the Xiaonanhai caves were conceptualized two years later than, and actually 

carved seven years later than, inscription HDS 15 by Seng’an Daoyi. 

Nonetheless, this does not indicate that the practice of carving Buddhist texts 

began in Shandong, and then spread in Henan and Hebei. In fact, it appears that the idea 

                                                      

154 Tsiang (1996a), 234-235; Eileen Hsiang-ling Hsu (1999), 14-17; Sunkyung Kim (2011), 90-95. 
155 Harrist (2008), 167. 
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of carving Buddhist text on natural cliffs in Henan had already begun in the early sixth 

century, much earlier than that done by Sengchou or Seng’an Daoyi. As noted in chapter 

three in this dissertation, in 508-509 CE, the sutra passage from the Chapter on the 

Universal Gate (the Pumen pin) of the Lotus Sutra was carved on a steep rock face at the 

Qingtian River in Bo’ai County, Henan Province (Figures 33~36).156 At this site, there are 

several additional examples from the 530s-540s. The idea of carving sutra passages or 

Buddha names appears to have been practiced since the early sixth century, by different 

patrons in different regions, for different purposes, each displaying distinct features. 

Although further research is needed on the early sixth century Buddhist rock carvings, it 

is undeniable that it was in Shandong Province and by the late sixth century that 

Buddhist carvings were established on a larger scale and in a more organized fashion 

that allowed the creators to reveal their religious and cultural identities. 

4.4 Monastic Goals for the Buddhist Carvings at Mt. Hongding: 
Meditation and the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra  

What were Seng’an Daoyi and the other monk patrons’ goals for having the 

Buddhist texts carved on cliffs at Mt. Hongding? What function were the carved 

Buddhist sutra passages and Buddha names intended to serve for Seng’an Daoyi and the 

other monks? Due to the lack of the monk patrons’ direct remarks on their goals, the 

                                                      

156 For detailed information on the inscription and the Guanyin figure, see Jingqun Wang (2007), 195; 

Jingqun Wang ed. (2009), 39-42; Xuefen Zhang (2005), 89-95; Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in 

Shandong–the Cultural Fabric,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 40. 
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carved Buddhist texts are the only source through which the patrons’ veiled wishes or 

intentions can be explored. Accordingly, this section investigates the teachings and 

connotations of the carved Buddhist texts themselves, and explores the monk patrons’ 

goals and hopes that impelled them to create the Buddhist carvings.  

Before beginning the discussion of the analysis of the carved texts and the 

patrons’ goals at the Mt. Hongding site, it should be noted that Buddhist texts carved on 

cliff surfaces in Shandong were unlikely established due to a single motivation, but 

presumably are the result of a combination of motivations. Scholars have suggested two 

major possible motivations for carving sutras on stone: the accumulation of religious 

merits and the preservation of the sutra texts.157 According to several popular Mahayana 

texts of the time, making the an image of the Buddha or transcribing a sutra in any form 

that enabled one to read, recite, or write the scripture would bring spiritual benefits to 

the donors.158 The significance of sutra copying is emphasized in many Mahayana 

Buddhist scriptures including the Great Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra, the Lotus Sūtra, the 

Great Collection Sūtra, and almost all Mahayana sutras.159 The Great Collection Sūtra 

                                                      

157 Harrist (2008), 182-185; Xudong Hou (2010a), 1156-1160. In fact, the prime motivation for being a patron 

for Buddhist monuments in medieval China was to acquire spiritual merits by making an offering, i.e. 

making an image or duplicating a stura. 
158 Copying scriptures as a means of devotion in order to garner merit originated with Mahayana Buddhism. 

Kieschnick (2003), 164-166. 
159 Āgama sūtras of primitive Buddhism make no mention of the practice of copying sutras, while even the 

earliest Mahayana sutras speak of the merit of copying them. The merits to be gained by copying the 

sutras are emphasized not only in the older Mahayana sutras, such as the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras, but 

also in later sutras, such as the Lotus Sūtra and, in fact, in almost all Mahayana sutras. For details, see 

Kōgen Mizuno (1982), 157-165. Xudong Hou (2010a), 1156-1160.  
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further states “After the extinction of Śākyamuni, wherever this scripture goes, if 

someone chants and copies it, even as little as one verse, one line, or one word, the 

karma for all of the bad deeds committed by the ruler of his kingdom will be erased.”160 

The practice of copying scriptures for purposes of accumulating spiritual merit 

had initially appeared in China during the fourth century, and during the fifth and sixth 

centuries, the practice developed even further.161 With the purpose of bringing merits 

and benefits to the donors, copying sutras was carried out by emperors, officials, 

members of the aristocracy, and common lay believers.162 The creators of the Buddhist 

carvings on mountain surfaces around Dongping must have been aware of the merits to 

be earned by duplicating sutra passages and might have considered these rewards. 

However, as far as the carvings in the Dongping area are concerned, this does not 

appear to have been the most prominent motivation. Carving into rock was a 

considerably more difficult way of copying a sutra than writing on paper or silk. 

Moreover, the copied sutra passages were different from sutras, which were popularly 

duplicated for such devotional purpose at this time.163  

                                                      

160 T. 397, 13:150a. The translation was adopted from Xuding Hou (2010a), 1156-1157.  
161 On Ikeda (1990), 81-84. 
162 Xudong Hou (2010a), 1157. It is known that the emperors of the Northern Qi period also copied out three 

sets of the entire canon. “齊三部一切經願文,” in Guang hongming ji 22, 257a.  
163 The most popular scriptures for carving were the Lotus Sūtra, the Vimalakīrti Sūtra, the Daśabhūmika Sūtra, 

and the Scripture of Golden Light (Jin guangming jing 金光明經). Xudong Hou (2010a), 1157-1159.  
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Another main goal scholars have suggested as relevant to the Buddhist carvings 

during the Northern Qi period, is the preservation of Buddhist texts.164 In the second half 

of the sixth century, the mofa 末法 ideology, literally translated as “end-Dharma” or 

“final Dharma” was a belief in the degeneration, decline or extinction of the Buddha’s 

teaching or of Buddhism, and it was widespread throughout the northern China.165 As 

details of the mofa theory are available for a variety of contemporary publications or 

contemporary scholarship, it is unnecessary to repeat their specifics here.166 Due to the 

mofa thought, the concern for the survival of Buddhism prevailed, and thus the idea of 

                                                      

164 Hiroshi Sofukawa (1990), 202. 
165 References to the “latter times” of Buddhism, such as moshi 末世 or even mofa, had existed in Chinese 

Buddhism since the fifth century CE. Dedications carved on Northern Liang votive stupas from Gansu 

Province dating from the 430s speak of moshi and mofa. However, these terms do not correspond to the 

concept of the “final Dharma” articulated in the sixth century, but instead express the donors’ more 

general sense of misfortune “to have been born into an age without a living Buddha.” Abe (2002a), 159-

169. A true turning point in the history of mofa ideology came during the second half of the sixth century 

with the advent of major mofa-related texts. Primary among them were the Mahāmāya sūtra (Mohemoye jing 

摩訶摩耶經, T. 383) translated by Tanjing 曇景 (ca. 479-502) between 479-502, the Candragarbha sūtra 

(Yuezang fen 月藏分) in the vast Mahāsamnipāta sūtra (Da fangden daji jing 大方等大集經, T. 397) by 

Narendrayaśas (490-589) in 566, and the “Tract of the Vow” by Huisi 慧思 (514-577) made in 558 (Nanyue Si 

daichanshi Lishi yuanwen 南嶽思大禪師立誓願文, T. 1933). According to the general mofa scheme, after 

Sakyamuni’s parinirvana, the Dharma was supposed to undergo three distinct periods in succession. The 

first one was called “True Dharma” (zhengfa 正法), a time during which the teachings of the Buddha 

would be accessible to all. The second period was called “Semblance Dharma” (xiangfa 像法), during 

which only the outward forms of the religion would survive and a semblance of the true teaching would 

be retained. The last one was called “End of Dharma” (mofa 末法). For details about mofa or the end of 

dharma, see Chappell (1980): 122-154; Jan Nattier (1991); Jamie Hubbard (2011). 
166 The commencement and duration of these periods have been debated, but no consensus has been reached. 

A systematization of Buddhist chronology proposed by the monk, Huisi (515-577), appears in the “Tract of 

the Vow” written in 558-559. Huisi claimed that the age of mofa had actually arrived, and made his own 

date of birth correspond to the eighty-second year of the era of decline. Using these dates, he calculated 

that the mofa began in the year 433 or 434. Zhang Zong (2003b), 202-203; Sunkyung Kim (2005), 232 and 

250-255; Stevenson (2006), 3. 
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carving Buddhist texts on stone was likely born out of a desire to ensure the survival of 

Buddhist texts.167 

In fact, at several Northern Qi Buddhist sites, a few inscriptions accompanying 

carved Buddhist sutras appear to explicitly announce their donors’ intention to preserve 

the texts in the indestructible medium of stone. The dedicatory inscription at the 

Xiaonanhai Central Cave in Anyang, Henan Province, which was discussed in chapter 

two, recounts the monk Sengchou’s (僧稠, 480–560 CE) desire as that of “carving and 

arranging sutras on stone, so they will be transmitted and not perish” (Figures 16~18).168 

Tang Yong, the high court official patron, discussed in chapter two (Figures 27 and 28), 

voiced a similar hope in his inscription accompanying the carved sutras at the South 

Cave of the Northern Xiangtangshan, saying “as silk scrolls can be spoiled, bamboo 

documents do not last long, metal tablets are difficult to preserve, and parchment and 

paper are easily destroyed, … Upon investigating the Buddhist texts, the trace of the 

silver chisel has been ordered. In agreement it was declared that the celebrated 

mountain at the Gushan Gave (Xiangtangshan) be completely carved [with sutra 

texts].”169 Likewise, inside Shandong Province, a dedicatory inscription at Mt. Tie in 579 

CE, which will be discussed in chapter five, emphasizes the durability of the mountain 

surface with these words, “Silk and bamboo are easily ruined, but metal and stone are 

                                                      

167 For a brief summary of the argument, see Tsiang (1996a), 253-254; Harrist (2008), 179-181; Lin (2014), 65-

66. 
168 Tsiang (1996a), 235; Harrist (2008), 179; Lin (2014), 66. 
169 Tsiang (1996a), 237; Harrist (2008), 179-180. 
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hard to destroy. Entrusting [the texts] to a high mountain, [the writings] will last forever 

without end.”170 These statements seem to confirm that donors were determined to 

ensure the survival of the carved sutras into what they believed were the latter days 

when all Buddha’s teachings would be lost.  

However, as Robert E. Harrist brilliantly observes in his recent book on stone 

inscriptions in medieval China, the identical desire to keep words and memories alive 

by engraving them on stone was by no means exclusive or unique to Buddhist sutra 

carvings, but was true for stone dedications and tomb epitaphs that had nothing to do 

with Buddhism from the same period.171 This shared language of the stone inscriptions 

suggests that any text carved on stone was intended to endure forever,172 and anxiety 

over Buddhism’s decline might not have been necessarily the only reason for carving the 

                                                      

170 For translation, see Harrist (2008), 180; Leddeorse ed. (2015), 162.  
171 Harrist (2008), 181. In fact, the practice of engraving text on stone as a way to preserve it had already 

occurred in ancient China. For instance, stone was chosen as a durable medium for writing by the First 

Emperor of Qin (259-210 BCE, r. 221-210 BCE). One of the stone inscriptions, carved in 211 BCE on Mt. 

Kuaiji in present day Shaoxing in Zhejiang Province speaks of the motivation behind the stone 

inscriptions, stating that “the attending officials recite the Emperor’s brilliant accomplishments and ask to 

carve [the text into] this stone, to glorify and transmit it in the superb inscription.” The translation is 

adopted from Kern (2000), 49. Other inscriptions by the First Emperor show a similar desire. One 

inscription placed on Mt. Zhifu 之罘 in 218 BCE states that “the multitude of officials recite the Emperor’s 

merits, and ask to carve [this text] into stone, to express and transmit the constant model”; one placed at 

the gate of Jieshi 碣石門 in 215 BCE says, “the multitude of officials recite the Emperor’s brilliant 

accomplishments and ask to carve [the text into] this stone, to transmit and manifest the norm and 

standard”; and one placed on Mt. Tai 泰山 in 219 BCE maintains that “his great principle is superb and 

shining, to be passed on to later generations.” The translation is after Kern (2000), 37, 43, and 21. The 

identical motivation is observed in the Stele of Zheng Wengong (the Upper Stele of Zheng Wengong) written 

on Mt. Tianzhu in 511. Composed by Zheng Daozhao, it states “we carve the stone and inscribe his virtues, 

to endure as long as the sun.” Harrist (2008), 114. The stone carvings by the First Emperor of Qin and 

Zheng Daozhao have been discussed in chapter three of this dissertation. 
172 Harrist (2008), 181. 
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Buddhist texts in stone during the Northern Qi period.173 Although Sengchou’s and 

Tang Yong’s dedications state that both of them adopted the medium of carved stone to 

ensure the preservation of the sutra texts, their prominent goal was not only at 

preservation. Rather, the sutra carvings at the Xiaonanhai Central Cave by Sengchou 

were designed for spreading and encouraging his Four Foundations of Mindfulness 

meditation practice; and the sutra passages at the South Cave of the Northern 

Xiangtangshan by Tang Yong were designed for exhibiting Tang Yong’s religious 

ideology and his personal social-political experiences in a direct and subtle way.174 

Many features of the carved Buddhist texts at Mt. Hongding argue against the 

idea that preservation was a significant reason for carving Buddhist canons into stone. 

The Buddhist texts carved at Mt. Hongding are short selected excerpts, not complete 

texts,175 and a few passages were duplicated at multiple locations. In addition, the carved 

texts were placed onto mountain surfaces, where they were exposed to natural hazards 

                                                      

173 Harrist (2008), 181. Sunkyung Kim observes that in the process of preservation during the Northern Qi 

period, many Buddhist priests made their own selections for carving, in order to contribute to the 

hierarchical categorization of individual monks or to legitimatize particular teachings and practices. 

Sunkyung Kim (2005), 232 and 250-255. 
174 For Sengchou and Tang Yong’s goals for their Buddhist text carvings, see chapter two in this   dissertation. 
175 Among the Buddhist texts carved during the Northern Qi period, there are only a few sutra texts that are 

complete. These complete texts appear at the sites of Northern and Southern Xiangtangshan, and at Mt. 

Zhonghuang in Hebei Province, but none are found in Shandong Province. In Shandong, the longest 

carved passage is from the Diamond Sūtra, and it encompasses about half of the complete scripture. The 

carvings on Mt. Tie and Mt. Ge in Shandong Province are considerably long passages, but they each are 

just a longer part of an entire sutra canon. The carvings at Mt. Hongding and those at other sites in 

Shandong Province date from the 560s, and do not exceed one hundred characters in length. Harrist 

(2008), 182. 
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and destined to be weathered.176 Most fundamentally, the Buddhist carvings at Mt. 

Hongding state nothing about the end of Buddhism. At Mt. Hongding, not only Huisi’s 

calculation of the death of the Śākyamuni Buddha, but his Buddhist teachings and 

practices appear to have been adopted for and shared with the local Buddhist 

community during the 550s and 560s. This perspective will be developed further in the 

next section on meditation. Nonetheless, some of the leading figures involved with the 

carvings, such as Seng’an Daoyi and Fahong, made no explicit reference to mofa, of 

which Huisi was the most well-known forebear.177 This phenomenon suggests that the 

mofa ideology was not the most important impetus for carving the Buddhist sutras, at 

least at Mt. Hongding and other Buddhist carving mountain sites in Shandong.  

                                                      

176 Harrist (2008), 182; Lin (2014), 66. The undertaking to preserve the entire Buddhist canon was made after 

the Sui Dynasty(581-617) when the monk, Jingwan 靜琬 (d. 639), began a project in which sutras were 

systematically carved on stone slabs gathered in the rock-cut caves at Yunjusi 雲居寺 near Beijing. Until 

then, the complete preservation of Buddhist canon was not the ultimate goal. To achieve this goal, nearly 

five thousand stone slabs were housed in nine caves atop Shijing Mountain and ten thousand stone slabs 

in a large underground structure at the southern pagoda at the Yunjisi. For studies on the sutra carvings 

at the Yunjusi, Kegasawa Yasunori (1996), 7-10; Lancaster (1989), 143-144; Tiegang Lü ed. (1999), three 

vols; Ledderose (2003), 235–65; Ledderose (2004a), 385-409; Ledderose (2004b), 381-454; Sonya S. Lee 

(2010b), 43-78. 
177 To date, Huisi is well-known as both a Tiantai patriarch and mofa forebear. He has been thought to have 

been the first person to have systematically calculated the tripartite system of mofa, as explained in his 

“Tract of the Vow.” However, there are several internal inconsistencies that are conspicuously out of step 

with the tenor of Huisi’s other writings, and these engender controversies over the authenticity of the 

writing. For details on the controversies over the Tract of the Vow, see Stevenson (2006), 86-89. Concerning 

these problems, Stevenson addresses that multiple voices were likely at work in Huisi’s “Tract of the Vow” 

and in the hagiographical constructions surrounding Huisi. Taking all the issues surrounding Huisi’s 

Tract of the Vow into account, along with what the carvings explicitly refer to, it might be suggested that at 

the of creation of the Buddhist carvings, the tripartite system and emphasis on the final “Decline of 

Dharma” were not well-known, nor had they been incorporated into the Tract of the Vow. However, the 

date of the Buddha’s death calculated on the basis of the Chinese calendrical system and other practices of 

Huisi were widespread. 
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What then was the prime motivation that resulted in Seng’an Daoyi and other 

monk patrons carving Buddhist texts at Mt. Hongding? Given that the carvings at Mt. 

Hongding were created by monks, they were most likely intended to serve monastic 

goals, especially for meditation, which was widely practiced throughout China in the 

late sixth century.178 Renowned Buddhist priests, including Sengchou 僧稠 (480-560), 

Daoping 道憑 (488-559), and Lingyu 靈裕 (518-605), taught several kinds of meditation 

practices. Of all the forms of meditation techniques being practiced at that period, 

visualization meditation gained the most popularity for Buddhists in the capital city of 

Ye, and in the neighboring Henan and Hebei Provinces.179 It has been suggested that 

several cave temples and a number of Buddhist sculptures created during this period 

might have served to assist visualization meditation.180 Buddhist scriptures on 

visualization meditation required practitioners to engage in a specific method of mental 

concentration, relying on viewing various images of Buddhas or bodhisattvas.181 The 

Xiaonanhan Central Cave is one of the most well-known examples where Sengchou 

likely practiced his Four Foundations of Mindfulness meditation and where he probably 

encouraged Buddhist devotees to practice it as well (Figures 16~18).182 

                                                      

178 See Jinhua Chen (2010), 99-101. 
179 Depending on doctrinal emphasis, different forms of meditation were practiced in early Chinese 

Buddhism. For instance, Sengchou taught several meditation practices, but especially emphasized the 

Four Foundations of Mindfulness meditation described in the “Sagely Practice” chapter (Shengxing pin 聖

行品) in the Nirvāṇa Sūtra. Eileen Hsiang-ling Hsu (1999), 45-71. 
180 Jinhua Chen (2010), 99-101; Eileen Hsiang-ling Hsu (2002), 9; Sunkyung Kim (2011), 87-126. 
181 Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in Shandong–The Cultural Fabric,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 32.     
182 See the second section of chapter two. 
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However, the visual heritage of the Buddhist text carving sites in southwest 

Shandong during the Northern Qi period suggest that a different type of meditation was 

practiced at this region. Numerous sites, including Mt. Hongding, mainly display 

Buddhist sutra passages or Buddha names, with no or almost no Buddha images. The 

Mt. Hongding site features a small number of Buddhist image shrines, but these are 

modest in both number and scale, compared to those of the carved Buddhist texts at the 

site (Figures 54~57).183 Nonetheless, the Buddhist texts carved at Mt. Hongding created 

by the monk patrons are thought to have been intended for a certain kind of meditation. 

So then, what type of meditation was practiced at these sutra sites?  

It is worthwhile noting that the excerpts from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra 

were repetitively duplicated more than ten times at some of the engraving sites, 

including at Mt. Hongding in Shandong (Table 4.3).184 At Mt. Hongding, six sutra text 

                                                      

183 Ledderose argues that the visualization made use of Buddhism’s iconic dimension, whereas the carvings 

in Shandong opened the aniconic dimension, choosing script instead of images. Ledderose, “Buddhist 

Stone Sutras in Shandong–The Cultural Fabric,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 32-33. For the emphasis on the 

aniconic facet in Shandong during the late sixth century, see Claudia Wenzel, “The Image of the Buddha: 

Buddha Icons and Aniconic Traditions in India and China,” Transcultural Studies no. 1 (2011), 288-299. 
184 In addition to the excerpts from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra, the Buddha name Da Kong Wang Fo (大

空王佛, “Great Buddha King of Emptiness” or “Buddha King of Great Emptiness”), also was frequently 

carved at Mt. Hongding and on other mountains near Mt. Hongding. The Buddha name, Da Kong Wang 

Fo (大空王佛, “appears five times at Mt. Hongding (HDS 8, 19, 20, 21.1, 23.1). HDS 8 is the largest carving 

of this Buddha name at Mt. Hongding, and it measures 9.2 meters in height and 3.4 meters in width. For 

studies on the Buddha name, Zhang Zong (2003a) and Tsai (2012) are instrumental. Tejima Isshin’s work 

is especially valuable due to his focused study on the Buddha name of Da Kong Wang Fo. See Tejima 

(2003a) and Tejima (2003b). I believe that the Buddha name, Kong Wong Fo, has a double meaning: The 

name itself may refer back to a previous Buddha named Kong Wong Fo, while at the same time, the words 

making up the name highlight the “Great Emptiness” of Buddha. With these double meanings, the 

carvings of the Buddha name likely functioned as a symbol of the past Buddha’s presence, as well as a 

talisman to eliminate any hindrances for Buddhist practices. The analysis of Buddha names and their 
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passages were carved, among which three are from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra 

(HDS 1, HDS 16.2, and HDS 22).185 What does the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra expound 

on and what are the themes of the carved excerpts from the sutra? Why were the sutra 

excerpts carved so frequently and repetitively? What kind of meditation practices do the 

sutra excerpts support? In order to answer these questions, this chapter examines the 

sutra canon and excerpted passages, and then explores how they figured as important 

religious touchstones for the monk patrons. Given that the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra 

centers on a certain meditation practice called “one-practice absorption,”186 I suggest that 

                                                      

 

meanings can be a complex one, and this topic of study will be examined further in my next research 

project. 
185 There are six sutra carvings at Mt. Hongding and three of the six are from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā 

Sūtra (HDS 1, HDS 16.2, and HDS 22). To date, eight instances of the 98-character passage are reported to 

have been carved on mountain cliffs. Besides the two inscriptions at Mt. Hongding, this passage was 

carved at the following sites in Shandong: Wuhua Feng 五華峰 (564 CE) and Yaojing Dong 妖精洞 (570-

572 CE) at Mt. Yi, Mt. Jian (575 CE), Mt. Yang, and Mt. Culai. It is even carved outside Shandong, at 

Southern Xiangtangshan Cave 2. Of them all, the carvings on Mt. Jian and Mt. Yang are not extant, since 

they were destroyed in the 1960s and in 1974, respectively. Besides mountain surfaces, the 98-character 

passage is carved on freestanding stone steles as well. Several fragments with part of the 98-character 

passage were excavated in the city of Yanzhou, so it has been confirmed that there were two steles carved 

with the 98-character passage of the sutra. Furthermore, the passage was carved on another stele which is 

said to have originally been located on Mt. Shuiniu. Unlike the other steles, this stele bears a longer 

passage with 297 characters from the sutra, arranged in 10 columns. The last column has 27 characters. 

Ledderose ed. (2009), 52. The 98-character passage appears at the end of the 297-character passage. For the 

98-character passage, see Lai Fei (2007), 31-33, 36-37, 42-45, 74-75, 76-77, 78-79, and 85; Lintang Zhang 

(2007), vol. 1, fig. 2 at page 15. For the steles, see Lai Fei (2007), 165-169. Regarding the 54 (or 52) character 

passage from the sutra, three instances have been reported to date. Of the two in Shandong, one is at Mt. 

Hongding (HDS 1), and the other is at Mt. Shuiniu. The third one is found outside Shandong, on the 

exterior wall of Southern Xiangtangshan Cave 4. Lai Fei (2007), 18 and 70-71; Lintang Zhang (2007), vol. 1, 

Figure 5 at the page 31. 
186 Yixing sanmei, 一行三昧. This is the Chinese translation of the Sanskrit eka-vyūha-samādhi, which originally 

meant “samādhi of a single array.” Stevenson (1986), 54. 
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this sutra passage functioned as an aid to help the meditator attain successful one-

practice absorption meditation.187 

4.4.1 The Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra  

The Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra (the Sutra on the Great Perfection of Wisdom 

Spoken by Mañjuśrī, Saptaśatikā prajñāpāramitā, Wenshushili suoshuo mohe bore boluomi 文殊

師利所說摩訶般若波羅蜜), also called the Perfection of Wisdom in 700 Lines, was translated 

into Chinese twice during the Liang 梁 Dynasty that ruled one of the southern states 

between 502-587 CE. One translation was done by Mandra[sena] (Mantuoluoxian 

曼陀羅仙, fl. 502-519) and the other was done by Saṃgabhara (Sengqiepoluo 僧伽婆羅, 

460-524), both of whom came from Funan 扶南 (in present-day southern Vietnam and 

Cambodia).188 Which source was used for the carvings in Shandong has been subject to 

debate, but careful scrutiny of the text indicates that the carved passages were those 

translated by Mandra[sena].189 

                                                      

187 Many scholars, including Zhang Zong, Kiriya Seiichi, and Ledderose, agree with this point. See Zhang 

Zong (2000a), 64-66; Kiriya (2001a), 125-155; Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in Shandong–The 

Cultural Fabric,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 31-36.  
188 In the current Taishō edition, Mandra[sena]’s translation is at T. 232, 8:726a-732c, while the translation by 

Saṃgabhara is at T. 233, 8: 732c-739c. The translation by Mandra[sena] occurred first in 503 CE. In 

translating Buddhist sutras, Mandra[sena] worked with Saṃgabhara, who also translated the same sutra 

after Mandra[sena]’s demise. The two monks have been studied as key figures who demonstrate the 

maritime cultural exchanges that existed during the sixth century between South Asia and China. See Sen 

Tansen (2014), 45. For the contents and translations of the sutra, see Genmyō Ono ed. (1974), 27-29; Kiriya 

(2001c), 164n10. In addition to these two Liang period translations, Xuanzang (玄奘, c. 602 – 664) also 

translated it, and this version is known as Manshu shili fen 曼殊室利分 (Di qi hui 第七會) in Da banruo 

boluomiduo jing 大般若波羅蜜多經 (T. 220, 7: 964a22-974b02). 
189 The source of translation for the carved section has been problematic. Many scholars identify it as being 

Saṃgabhara’s translation, while some argue it is Mandra[sena]’s. Zhang Zong, Lai Fei, Paul Copp and 

Claudia Wenzel identify the excerpts as being Saṃgabhara’s translation. Zhang Zong (2000a), 62; Lai Fei 
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The most frequently carved sutra in Shandong generally, as well as at Mt. 

Hongding specifically, was the text consisting of 98 characters from the Mañjuśrī 

Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra that expounds on the nature of the Perfection of Wisdom (bore 

boluomi 般若波羅蜜, prajñāpāramitā).190 As this passage was the one most frequently 

                                                      

 

(2007), 31; Paul Copp and Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 16.2 and HDS 22,” in 

Ledderose ed. (2014), 90. However, Kiriya and Zhao Luo identify it as being from the translation by 

Mandra[sena]. Kiriya (2001c), 134; Zhao Luo (2013), 307. In the current collated Taishō edition, the passage 

on the nature of the Perfection of Wisdom appears once in Mandra[sena]’s translation. It is nearly 

identical to the carved passage on Mt. Hongding, differing by only three characters in the middle of the 

passage. T. 232, 8: 731a15-21. The passage in Mandra[sena]’s translation is as follows: “文殊師利白佛言 世

尊 何以故名般若波羅蜜 佛言般若波羅蜜 無邊無際 無名無相 非思量 無歸依 無洲渚 無犯無福 無晦無明 猶如

法界 無有分齊 亦無限數 是名般若波羅蜜 亦名菩薩摩訶薩行處 非處 非不行處 悉入一乘 名非行處 何以故 無

念無作故.” The three characters underlined and in bold are different from those found in HDS 16.2’s 

carved text. Except for these three characters, the Taishō edition is nearly identical to the carved text. On 

the other hand, the corresponding passage appears twice in Saṃgabhara’s translation, which has caused 

considerable confusions to scholars. First it appears at T. 233, 8: 738a19-24, and then again at T. 233, 8: 

739c23-28. Of the two sections, one is nearly identical with the carved text, differing only at the beginning. 

This occurs at T. 233, 8: 738a19-24, “文殊白佛言 世尊 何故名般若波羅蜜 佛言 般若波羅蜜 無邊無際 無名無

相 非思量 無歸依 無洲渚 無犯無福 無晦無明 如法界 無有分齊 亦無限數 是名般若波羅蜜 亦名菩薩摩訶薩行

處 非行非不行處悉入一乘 名非行處何以故 無念無作故.” When the bodhisattva, Mañjuśrī, is referred to, the 

Saṃgabhara version uses the shorter form, “Wenshu 文殊,” instead of “Wenshu shili 文殊師利.” The rest is 

completely identical. By contrast, the other passage with the same content, which appears again later, is 

considerably different from the former version of the carved text. T. 233, 8: 739c23-28, “文殊師利白佛言 世

尊 何故名般若波羅蜜 佛告文殊師利 般若波羅蜜者 無量無邊 無方無處 無去無來 無作無為 即是一切諸佛法界 

故名般若波羅蜜 文殊師利 此般若波羅蜜 是菩薩摩訶薩行處 菩薩於此處行 故名行處 何以故 以無處故.” The 

characters underlined and in bold mark the differences. Careful scrutiny of the transmission of the text 

indicates that this passage, found in the carved text, as well as in the section (T. 233, 8: 738a19-24) in 

Saṃgabhara’s translation, was originally a part of Mandra[sena]’s translation, and was later interpolated 

in Saṃgabhara’s translation. Thus, the Saṃgabhara translation included in the Taishō edition was an 

amended version, rather than the original, and the passage carved is from Mandra[sena]. 
190 As a part of longer dialogue between the Buddha and the bodhisattva, Mañjuśrī, the 98-character passage 

discusses the essence of Perfection of Wisdom.190 Mañjuśrī starts by explaining the incomprehensible 

essence of true dharma and states that true dharma has no imaginable qualities, and the Perfection of 

Wisdom has the same quality. He asks why the Perfection of Wisdom should be practiced. The Buddha 

circumvents this question and proclaims that if one has achieved the knowledge of the unimaginability of 

dharma, then one is already on the way to Perfection of Wisdom. The Buddha goes on to teach that this 

knowledge is a preliminary step to attaining the Enlightenment-Sovereignty (puti zizai 菩提自在) of 

bodhisattvas, and that through this knowledge, one knows all dharmas, all Buddha names, and ultimately 

all Buddha worlds. Mañjuśrī accepts the instruction and finally asks why it is called Perfection of Wisdom. 
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carved at Mt. Hongding in Shandong, as well as at other Buddhist carving sites, it 

deserves closer reading. In this section of the sutra, the bodhisattva, Mañjuśrī, asks 

Buddha why the sutra is called the “Perfection of Wisdom.” The Buddha does not 

answer the question directly, but instead gives a definition of the Perfection of Wisdom 

that denies any conceivable imagination of it. 

Mañjuśrī addressed the Buddha, saying:  

“World-Honored One, why is it named prajñāpāramitā?”  

The Buddha said:  

“Prajñāpāramitā is without boundary without bourn; without name, without 

attributes; inconceivable, without refuge, without sandbank; without sin, 

without merit; without obscurity, without illumination.191 Like the Realm of the 

Law it is without demarcation and also limitless in number. This is named 

prajñāpāramitā. It is also named the Site of Bodhisattva-Mahāsattva Practice.192 

Since it is neither a site of practice nor of non-practice 一 all [Sites of Bodhisattva- 

Mahāsattva Practice] belonging to the One Vehicle 一 it is named the Site of Non-

Practice. Why is this? Because it is unthought and unconditioned.”193 

The 98-character passage was carved twice at Mt. Hongding, once on the 

northern slope (HDS 16.2, Figures 75 and 76), and once on the southern slope (HDS 22, 

Figures 77 and 78). The inscription, HDS 16.2, is located in between HDS 15 and 16.1, 

                                                      

 

The Buddha again does not answer the question directly, but gives a definition of the Perfection of 

Wisdom which denies any conceivable imagination of it. The passage carved at Mt. Hongding centers on 

this last question and answer. Regarding the explanation of the context of the excerpts, this dissertation 

owes a great deal to Ledderose ed. (2009), 48 and 140-141. 
191 Obscurity and illumination are common metaphors for ignorance and understanding, respectively. 

Ledderose ed. (2014), 258n613. 
192 It usually refers to a site or object of mental functioning, not a physical place. Ledderose ed. (2014), 

258n614. 
193 “文殊師利白佛言 世尊 何故名 般若波羅蜜 佛言 般若波羅蜜 无邊无際 无名无相 非思量 无歸依 无洲渚 无犯

无福 无晦无朙 如法界无有分齊 亦无限數 是名般 若波羅蜜 亦名菩薩摩訶薩行處 非行 非不行處 悉入一乘 名

非行處 何以故 无念无作故.” The transcription and English translation are adopted form Ledderose ed. 

(2014), 257-258.  
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both of which are related to Seng’an Daoyi (Figures 75 and 76). Carved on the right end 

of the inscription HDS 16.1 is the name,“Seng’an Daoyi,” 僧安道一,194 which seems to be a 

signature to the sutra text. While the inscription does not specify who wrote or 

sponsored its placement, Seng’an Daoyi is thought to have been its calligrapher and 

donor.195 At the left end of the three inscriptions is HDS 15, often called the “Stele of Sire 

An” (Figures 59 and 60), there is another inscription bearing the identical passage (HDS 

22) on the southern slope. This inscription covers the largest inscribed area at this 

location (Figures 77 and 78).196 Inscription HDS 21.2, at the left side of the sutra passage, 

reads “Offered […] by the Donor of Sutras, Venerable Fahong” 經主釋法洪供□,197  

indicating that the corresponding sutra passage (HDS 22) was created by Fahong. The 

98-character passages of HDS 16.2 and HDS 22 parallel fully in content and wording; the 

only difference is that HDS 16.2 has two characters in archaic or abbreviated form.198  

The key difference between the two, lies in the distinct arrangement of their 

                                                      

194 Here, the last character of his name is written with the character “yi 一,” which is different from the other 

inscriptions where his last name is written as “yi 壹.” 
195 Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 16.1,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 93. 
196 The area of the carving is 389 centimeters in height and 250 centimeters in width. Ledderose ed. (2014), 

297.  
197 Ledderose ed. (2014), 289-291. 
198 The only difference in wording is for the characters, 無 and 齊. HDS 16.2 uses the abbreviated character 

无 throughout, while HDS 22 prefers 無 in all but one instance. According to Paul Copp and Claudia 

Wenzel, this different wording appears at Mt. Yi (near Zoucheng) too. The passage also was carved twice 

on Mt. Yi: once at Bewitching Fairy Cave (Yaojing Dong 妖精洞), where the character 无 is used; and the 

other at Five Blossoms Peak (Wuhua Feng 五華峰), where the character 無 is preferred. In addition, while 

HDS 16.2 uses 齊, HDS 22 uses the ancient form 亝. What this connotes has not been explored. See Lis 

Jung Lu and Lu Dadong (2006-2007), 280; Paul Copp and Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–

Inscriptions: HDS 16.2 and HDS 22,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 91. 
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characters.199 In inscription HDS 16.2, the 98 characters are arranged in ten columns and 

each column has about ten characters (Figure 76). The passage reads from the upper 

right section to the bottom left section, so that the last column (the left end column) has 

only eight characters. On the other hand, in inscription HDS 22, the 98 characters are 

arranged in seven columns and each column has 14 characters (Figure 78). Table 4.3 

displays the location of the carvings of the 98-character passage from the Mañjuśrī 

Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra established during the Northern Qi period, and classifies them into 

horizontal or vertical types according to the composition of their characters. 

Interestingly, all the carved passages from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra follow one 

of the vertical or horizontal composition styles. Despite this differences in composition 

styles, the carved passages display close resemblances in their brushwork and 

calligraphic style. It is these factors that point toward Seng’an Daoyi as being the creator 

of these compositions.200  

                                                      

199 Lis Jung Lu and Lu Dadong (2006-2007), 280 and Figures 7-10 on pages 282-283. 
200 Another excerpt from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra consists of 54-characters expounding on the 

nature of the Buddha and how to contemplate him (guanfo 觀佛). The passage comes from a conversation 

between Śāriputra and Mañjuśrī. The text is evidently drawn from Mandra[sena]’s translation (T. 232, 8: 

728a26-29), since the contents of Saṃgabhara’s have no corresponding sections. For the transcription and 

translation, see Paul Copp, “Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 1,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 87-88. This 

passage also was duplicated at two more sites, one inside and one outside of Shandong. One of these is at 

Mt. Shuiniu in Shandong, and the other is over the entrance to Cave 4 at Southern Xiangtangshan in 

Hebei. These two sites bear shorter texts with only 52 characters, and omit the first two characters, “佛言.” 

The arrangement of characters varies. The text of HDS 1 at Mt. Hongding is arranged into six columns of 

ten characters each, with the last column (the left end) having just four characters. At Mt. Shuiniu, there 

are five columns with nine characters each, with the last line having seven. Lastly, at Southern 

Xiangtangshan, the text is carved in 13 columns, with has four characters in each. Lai Fei (2007), 70-71; 

Lintang Zhang (2007), vol. 1, Figure 5 on page 31. The 52-character passage is in the Mañjuśrī 

Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra juan shang 卷上, but the book incorrectly states that it is from juan xia 卷下. 
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Table 4.3: Arrangement of the 98-character passage from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā 

Sūtra. 

Horizontal type Vertical type 

Ten characters × Ten 

columns (the last column 

with 8 characters)  

Seven characters × 14 

columns 

14 characters × seven 

columns 

HDS 16.2 at Mt. Hongding Mt. Culai, Yinfo Yan 映佛岩 HDS 22 at Mt. Hongding 

Wuhua Feng 五華峰 at Mt. 

Yi (564) 

 Yaojing Dong 妖精洞 at Mt. 

Yi 

Stele A in Yanzhou  Mt. Jian 

  Southern Xiangtangshan 

Cave 2 
  Stele B in Yanzhou 

  Mt. Yang* 

*It is reported that the passage was carved at Mt. Yang, but it was destroyed, leaving no rubbings. 

According to one report, the carving on Mt. Yang corresponds completely to the one on Yaojing Dong 妖

精洞 at Mt. Yi in content and form, and so there has been speculation that it was of the vertical type.201 

 

 

The Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra belongs to the prajñāpāramitā group of 

Mahayana sutras, which promotes the Perfection of Wisdom by means of realizing the 

doctrine of śūnya (kong 空, emptiness) in order to attain ultimate enlightenment.202 The 

two separate excerpts from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra were on the nature of 

prajñāpāramitā and on how to contemplate the Buddha, respectively. Just as true dharma 

has no imaginable qualities, the Perfection of Wisdom denies any conceivable 

imagination of it and this knowledge is a preliminary step to attaining Enlightenment. 

Thus, the Perfection of Wisdom is the code of practice for those wishing to attain the 

                                                      

201 Lai Fei (2007), 79. 
202 Kiriya (2001a), 133; Zhang Zong (2003a), 21-27. 
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Buddhahood,203 and the Buddha emphasizes that immersion in the attributes of the 

Buddha cannot be the ultimate goal, but that the practitioner must realize the emptiness 

of the Buddha nature in the end. The creators of the carvings most likely chose the 

passages from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra to deliver this message to practitioners. 

Out of the large number of prajñāpāramitā sutras, what led the creators to choose the 

Mañjuśrī prajñāpāramitā sutra? This is a very important question for our discussion 

regarding the goals of the patrons and the function of the carved texts, and will be 

explored in the following section.  

4.4.2 The Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra and One-Practice Absorption 
Meditation  

Significantly, the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra places particular emphasis on a 

meditation practice called “one-practice absorption” (yixing sanmei, 一行三昧, which is 

the Chinese translation of the Sanskrit eka-vyūha-samādhi, that originally meant “samādhi 

of a single array”).204 This practice strongly recommends that practitioners should stay in 

a secluded place without any distractions, concentrating on one particular Buddha and 

reciting the Buddha’s name.205 Several scholars address that “one-practice absorption” 

stressed in the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra might explain why the sutra was repeatedly 

                                                      

203 Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 1,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 88.  
204 Stevenson (1986), 54. 
205 T. 232, 8:731b1-5, “善男子善女人 欲入一行三昧 應處空閑 捨諸亂意 不取相貌 繫心一佛 專稱名字 隨佛方所 

端身正向 能於一佛念念相續 即是念中 能見過去未來現在諸佛.” 
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chosen for the carvings.206 The utilization of “one-practice absorption” has been traced 

back to the early Chan 禪 (meditation) and Tiantai 天台 traditions in Chinese Buddhist 

history.  

In the Chan tradition, the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra was one of the scriptures 

held in high esteem by the Chan Masters.207 To date, the earliest known priest who was 

aware of and made good use of “one-practice absorption” in the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā 

Sūtra is the priest, Daoxin (道信, 580-651), the fourth patriarch of the Chinese Chan 

lineage.208 A meditation manual titled, Fundamental Expedient Teachings for Calming the 

Mind Which Attains Enlightenment (Rudao anxinyao fangbianfamen 入道安心要方便法門) by 

Daoxin is the earliest preserved text in the Chinese Chan tradition. This manual makes 

use of the “one-practice absorption” stressed in the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra.209 

Although “one-practice absorption” of the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra was favored by 

several priests in the Chan tradition after the seventh century, there is no information on 

the use of the sutra before Daoxin. Moreover, the Chinese Chan sect was not established 

until the first part of the seventh century. Thus, as Zhang Zong admits, Daoxin’s case 

                                                      

206 Zhang Zong (2000a), 65; Kiriya (2001a), 135-136; Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Inscriptions,” in 

Ledderose ed. (2014), 88. 
207 Zhang Zong notes that Daoxin and Shenxiu 神秀 (606-706) favored the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra. He 

also points out that the sutra is part of the Dunhuang manuscript, Pellio chinois 4646. This manuscript is a 

collection of five texts that are related to the Chan meditations in the later period of the Chinese Chan 

tradition. Zhang Zong (2000a), 65-66.  
208 This was first pointed out by Zhang Zong (2000a), 65.  
209 Chappell (1983), 89-129; Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Inscriptions,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 88. 
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could not explain the popularity of the sutra in the late sixth century.210 

“One-practice absorption,” as expounded on the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra is 

also associated with Zhiyi 智顗 (538-597), a renowned Tiantai master, as is noted by 

Kiriya Seiichi.211 In his influential meditation manual, Mohe zhiguan 摩訶止觀 (The Great 

Calming and Contemplation),212 “one-practice absorption” was incorporated in “Four 

kinds of Samādhi (sizhong sanmei 四種三昧),”213 and referred to as “constant sitting 

meditation (changzuo sanmei 常座三昧).214 Similar to the situation with Daoxin’s usage, 

the Mohe zhiguan cannot explain the popularity of the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra in 

550s-560s, since the Zhiyi’s lecture took place in the end of the sixth century. I agree with 

Zhang Zong and Kiriya Seiichi that meditation practice related to “one-practice 

absorption” is an important factor for resolving the question about why the Mañjuśrī 

Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra was selected for numerous carving sites in Shandong. But, it is 

important to determine whether proof exists that the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra was 

relevant to the actual practices existing in the 550s and 560s, as this would date the 

                                                      

210 Zhang Zong (2000a), 65-66. 
211 Kiriya (2001a), 135-136. 
212 T. 1911, 46. They were transcribed and edited by Zhiyi’s disciple, Guanding, based on a series of lectures 

Zhiyi delivered in 594. Buswell and Lopez ed. (2014), 546. For a discussion of Zhiyi’s great meditation 

manual, the Mohe zhiguan (摩訶止觀), see Neal Donner and Daniel Stevenson (1993). For translation, see 

Paul Swanson (2004). 
213 Zhiyi’s “Four kinds of Samādhi” was systemized and elaborated in Mohe zhiguan. It consists of six 

practices as follows: one-practice samādhi, pratyutpanna 般舟 samādhi, Lotus samādhi, Suiziyi samādhi, 

and two repentance techniques, one each from the fangdeng 方等 and qing-guanyin 請觀音. This 

dissertation follows Stevenson in terms of the definition and description of the four kinds of Samadhis 

(1986), 53-84; especially for references to those practices specifically identified as coming from Huisi. 

Stevenson (1986), 50–51. 
214 Kiriya (2001a), 135. 
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practice to a time before Zhiyi and Daoxin.  

Significantly, it has been observed that many of the Tiantai visualization 

practices systematized by Zhiyi (智顗, 538-597) in the late sixth century in southern 

China were, in fact, largely conceived in the northeastern area by his teacher, Huisi (515-

577).215 Zhiyi’s “Four kinds of Samādhi,” which were systemized and elaborated in Mohe 

zhiguan, are mentioned in Zhiyi’s early works as well, including his Shichan boluomi cidi 

famen 釋禪波羅蜜次第法門 (Elucidation of the Successive Dharma Gates of Perfection of 

Dhyāna), indicating that the one-practice samādhi derived from the Mañjuśrī 

Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra.216 This work dated from the earliest phase of Zhiyi’s career – the 

years between 568 and 575.217 Noteworthily, Zhiyi received all of the six practices from 

his teacher, Huisi (515-577). Even though the one-practice, pratyutpanna, Lotus, Suiziyi 

samādhis, and the fangdeng and qing-guanyin repentances were never explicitly 

systematized into an identifiable set prior to being incorporated into the form, “Four 

kinds of Samādhi,” they had long functioned as a mainstay of meditation practices in the 

communities of both Huisi and Zhiyi.218 The works of Huisi, as well as various 

                                                      

215 Stevenson, (1986), 50-51; Williams (2005), 33-34.  
216 T. 1916, 46: 538b21-22. Shindai Sekiguchi (1986), 87n16. For meditation manuals compiled by Zhiyi, see 

Shindai Sekiguchi (1969); Stevenson (1986), 45–97.  
217 T. 1916, 46: 479b3-7, 481a11-14, 481b26-c12, 485c-487a, and 499a12-15. Additional references throughout 

Zhiyi’s works, as well as his biographies and those of his major disciples, demonstrate that these six 

samādhis and repentance techniques continued to hold a major place in his practices. 
218 Yet, the term “Four kinds of Samādhi (sizhong sanmei 四種三昧)” itself is not found in any of Huisi’s 

extant works, nor is it used in any of the materials dating from the earlier phases of Zhiyi’s career, which 

spanned from 568-585. It appears for the first time in Zhiyi’s Fahua Xuanyi (Abstruse Meaning of the Lotus 

Sūtra 法華玄義), which was compiled from lectures he delivered in Jingzhou 荊州 in 593, only five years 
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references that appear in the biographies of both Huisi and his immediate disciples, 

demonstrate that all six practices also were used in Huisi’s community.219  

The period when such practices were used by Huisi fits well with the period of 

the carvings’ creation at Mt. Hongding. The earliest documents on these Huisi 

meditation practices are those composed by Huisi himself. He wrote manuals for two of 

these practices–the Samādhi of Freely Following One’s Thought (Suiziyi sanmei 隨自意三昧, 

XZJ 98) for the practice of suiziyi, and the Meaning of the Lotus Sutra’s Course of Ease and 

Bliss, Fahua jing anle xingyi 法華經安樂行義 (T. 1926) for the Lotus samādhi. It is 

suggested that the Samadhi of Freely Following One’s Thought was composed in the years 

near 548-549 CE, or at the latest 560 CE, and that the Meaning of the Course of Ease and 

Bliss was composed in approximately 560 CE.220 The opening of the Samādhi of Freely 

                                                      

 

before his death. Stevenson (1986), 51.  
219 For instance, Huisi’s biography in the Continued Biographies of Eminent Monks 續高僧傳, by Daoxuan 

records that as his death approached, he gathered his disciples and explained his meditation practices 

including one-practice samādhi. Further Biographies of Eminent Monks (Xu gaoseng zhuan), T. 2060, 50: 

563c18-23. For the English translation, see Stevenson and Kanno (2006), 41. Huisi’s repertoire of samādhi 

and repentance rites are repeated in Huisi’s own writing, Samādhi of Freely Following One’s Thought (Suiziyi 

sanmei 隨自意三昧). Suiziyi sanmei, Z. 98, 344b3-7. The English translation is after Stevenson and Kanno 

(2006), 68. 
220 According to Stevenson, the fact that Huisi is alleged to have instructed Zhiyi in the “fourfold course of 

ease and bliss” shortly after Zhiyi arrived on Mt. Dasu in 560, would suggest that the basic structure of the 

Meaning of the Course of Ease and Bliss was in circulation by that time. In the Meaning of the Course of Ease 

and Bliss, Huisi specifically cites the Samadhi of Freely Following One’s Thought by title, which confirms that 

the Samādhi of Freely Following One’s Thought was already in existence at the time Huisi delivered the 

lecture(s) that became the text of the Course of Ease and Bliss. It appears that the Samadhis of Freely Following 

One’s Thought took shape between the time Huisi first began to actively preach in about 548-549 (and 

suffered his first attack from rival monks in Yanzhou) and Zhiyi’s arrival on Dasu (560). For the dating of 

the preserved works by Huisi, see Stevenson (2006), 96.  
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Following One’s Thought mentions those practices,221 which indicates that they already 

had been practiced before the Manual was written.  

Importantly, Huisi was in Shandong during the end of the 540s and the 

beginning the 550s. He was born in Wudi in Henan in 515 CE, left home at age fourteen, 

and obtained his formal ordination at age nineteen in ca. 534.222 Through subsequent 

trainings under various meditation masters in northern Henan, he became enlightened 

under Huiwen 慧文.223 Huisi began to preach actively around the years 548-549. In his 

early career, Huisi stayed in Henan Province, and it is unclear when he came to 

Shandong or how long he stayed there.  However, it is believed that he was in Yanzhou 

in Shandong Province between 548-552, and more certainly in 548-549,224 when he 

preached to the public in Yanzhou, and some rival monks attempted to poison him.225 

During this period, Huisi’s meditation practices appear to have been known to 

                                                      

221 It mentions four practices from among the six: Buddha-mindfulness samādhi (one-practice samādhi), the 

pratyuptanna samādhi, the Lotus samādhi, and Suiziyi samādhi. Suiziyi sanmei, XZJ 98, 344b3-7. Stevenson 

and Kanno (2006), 68. 
222 In 515 CE, Huisi was born in Wujin 武津, which is modern-day Shangcai County, Henan Province. He 

passed away on Mt. Nanyue in Hunan Province in 577 at the age of sixty-two. For his biography and 

career, see Paul Magnin (1979), 24-68; Stevenson (1986), 21-44 and studies by Leon Hurvitz, Satō Tetsuei, 

Kawakatsu Yoshio, Ikeda Rosan, and Ōno Hideto, as listed by Kyōdo Jikō (1998), 27. 
223 Huisi adopted many of Huiwen’s beliefs; particularly Huisi’s reliance on the meditation techniques of the 

Large Perfection of Wisdom Treatise (Dazhidu lun). It is well-known that Huisi gave his attention to the Lotus 

Sūtra, but the Large Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra also was important to Huisi, as the latter sutra was stressed 

in Huisi’s autobiographical statement in the Tract on the Vow. Stevenson (2006), 25. 
224 Magnin (1979), 15-17. 
225 After this incidence, Huisi withdrew his plan to meet with other meditation masters in the north and 

went back to Xinzhou 信州 in central Henan, where he stayed three years, and then moved to Guangzhou 

circa 552 to leave for southern China. Huisi related a total of four separate incidents of persecution. The 

first episode centered in Yanzhou in 548. The remaining three episodes of persecution occurred in 

Nanyingzhou, Guangzhou, and Nandingzhou between the Huai and Yangzi rivers, circa 553 to 568. It 

was the last two of these attacks that prompted Huisi to produce illuminated copies of the Large Perfection 

of Wisdom Sūtra (or both the Large Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra and the Lotus Sūtra). Stevenson (2006), 35-36. 
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meditation practitioners in Shandong, and could have been a source of inspiration for 

the creators of the rock carvings in Shandong.    

While Huisi elaborated on the practices of Suiziyi samādhi and the Lotus 

samādhi in the manuals he composed, the exact nature of his one-practice samādhi is 

unknown. However, it most likely closely resembled what the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā 

Sūtra states and what Zhiyi recommends in his lectures, as Zhiyi incorporated most of 

Huisi’s meditation practices into his own practices.226 The sutra itself only gives a 

general outline of the practice.  It simply states that the meditator should stay at a 

secluded place without any distractions, while concentrating on one particular Buddha 

and reciting the Buddha’s name.227 Zhiyi’s description on one-practice samādhi in Mohe 

zhiguan is more detailed. He states that the practice should be performed in a quiet room 

or a secluded spot without any disturbance, with only a single rope bed for meditation. 

He instructs the meditator to sit motionless in the traditional meditation posture and 

completely absorb himself; directly experiencing all objects as identical to the Buddha 

world, and contemplating that his own subjective mind is also uniform with the Buddha 

world.228 If the meditator becomes exhausted, or other forms of obstruction begin to 

                                                      

226 Scholars have pointed out that Zhiyi’s earlier manuals on meditation practices had already introduced 

most of what Huisi taught. Stevenson (1986), 50-51; Hideto Ōno (1997), 21. In one-practice samādhi 

meditation, the sitting posture, also called the “lotus” meditation posture, was borrowed from Huisi. 

Hideto Ōno (1976), 287; Hideto Ōno (1975), 111-137. 
227 T. 232, 8: 731b1-5. 
228 Zhiyi explains that when meditating, the meditator has to think that trying to realize the Dharmadhātu 

by means of the Dharmadhātu is absurd. There is no realization, nor is there any attaining of anything. 

One discerns that the characteristics of sentient beings are the same as the characteristics of a Buddha. 
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overwhelm his powers of contemplation, or if he is a novice who has not yet developed 

the powers of meditative insight effectively, then he should turn to the second more 

tangible approach: Selecting a Buddha of his own choosing, he faces in the direction of 

that particular Buddha’s realm and single-mindedly “invokes that Buddha’s name, and 

generates a deep sense of shame [over his own inability to practice as he should], 

repents, and entrusts his fate to him.”229  

The Mt. Hongding site appears to have provided an ideal place to engage in one-

practice samādhi as described by the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra and Zhiyi. The rock 

wall, where the 98-character sutra carving is placed (HDS 16.2) on the northern slope, is 

screened by a huge “tower-like” natural rock, which makes the area of the carvings 

secluded by stone-walls in both the front and back (Figure 79).230 In the neighboring cliff, 

a group of Buddha names were carved, one of which the practitioner could choose to 

invoke when he or she was exhausted (HDS 9.1~9.15 and 10~13, Figures 50 and 52).231 

Additionally, as Zhiyi suggested, a single rectangular stone bench for meditation was 

made directly beneath the inscribed section of the cliff wall. The practitioner could have 

                                                      

 

Dwelling in the realm of sentient beings is like dwelling in empty space. Through this teaching of non-

abiding and no characteristics, one comes to dwell in prajñā. Stevenson (1986), 56. 
229 For Zhiyi’s description on the one-practice samādhi, this dissertation consults with Stevenson (1986), 54-

58. The practice itself lasts for a fixed period of ninety days and may be performed alone or in a small 

group. 
230 For the environment of the HDS 16.2 spot, see Lothar Ledderse and Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–

Space,” Ledderose ed. (2014), 69-70. Here, the secluded area is called the “east gallery.”  
231 Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Inscription: HDS 1,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 88. For studies on the 

Buddha names, see Zhang Zong (2003a), 15-17; Tsai (2012), 129-154. 
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practiced one-practice samādhi while sitting on the seat, directly facing the carved sutra 

passage (Figure 80).232  

In the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra, the explication of “one-practice samādhi” 

appears in the very next 98-character passage on the nature of the Perfection of Wisdom. 

The Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra states that “if one intends to enter one-practice 

samādhi, one should first learn about the Perfection of Wisdom, and then study and 

practice it. After that he will be able to enter one-practice samādhi.”233 According to this 

explanation, the area where the 98-character passage (HDS 16.2) is written at Mt. 

Hongding provides an optimal place for one-practice Samadhi. Here, the practitioner 

could first look at the 98-character passage on the Perfection of Wisdom, ruminate upon 

it, and then enter one-practice samādhi. 

It is worth noting that of the six sutra passages and the Buddha names carved at 

Mt. Hongding, the 98-character passage created by Seng’an Daoyi was one of the earliest. 

The carving is located in between HDS 15 and 16.1, both of which are related to Seng’an 

Daoyi (Figures 75 and 76). Located at the center and covering the largest area, the sutra 

carving appears to have been placed and carved before the inscriptions on either of its 

sides (to its right, HDS 16.1; and to its left, HDS 15). The “Stele of Sire An” inscription 

(HDS 15), the left-most of the three inscriptions, is dated “1620 years after [Śākyamuni 

                                                      

232 Lothar Ledderse and Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Space,” Ledderose ed. (2014), 70.  
233 T. 232, 8: 731a27-29, “若善男子善女人 欲入一行三昧 當先聞般若波羅蜜 如說修學 然後能入一行三昧.” 

Kiriya (2001a), 135-136. Although it is a translation from the Sanskrit version, Conze’s translation is 

instrumental for understanding the meaning of the passage. Conze (1973), 101. 
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entered into nirvana under] the twin trees” (Figures 60 and 76). According to Huisi’s 

calculation, this date is equivalent to the year 553 CE, and so this becomes the terminus 

ad quem of the 98-character passage (HDS 16.2).  As such, it was among the earliest of the 

inscriptions at Mt. Hongding, and its presence indicates that the Mt. Hongding site was 

launched using the 98-character passage to help create a place for meditation. 

In addition to the one-practice samādhi, several other elements of Buddhist 

carvings in Shandong have parallels with Huisi’s teachings and practices. First of all, as 

far as Buddhist doctrines are concerned, the Buddhist texts carved in Shandong reveal 

that the prajñāpāramitā (the Perfection of Wisdom) teaching was popular in southwestern 

Shandong during medieval China, which is different from previous academic 

conclusions. Earlier scholarship from textual records states that the prajñā teachings 

flourished in the Southern states during the Liu-Song (420-479) through Liang Dynasties 

(502-557), while the Northern Dynasties centered mainly on the Avataṃsaka Sūtra, the 

closely related text Shidi jing lun 十地經論 (Skt. Daśabhūmikasūtra-śāstra), and the 

Mahāparinirvāna Sūtra.234 However, the fact that the Buddhist texts most frequently 

carved in Shandong belong to the prajñāpāramitā tradition demonstrates the popularity 

of the prajñā teachings in Shandong. This prevalence of the prajñāpāramitā teachings in 

the Buddhist carvings in Shandong indicates that the creators of Buddhist carvings were 

doctrinally associated with the prajñāpāramitā teachings themselves, or were connected 

                                                      

234 Jinhua Chen (2010), 99. 
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to a Buddhist priest who esteemed the prajñāpāramitā teachings, and thus they borrowed 

their religious ideals from him. 

Noteworthily, one of Huisi’s favorite Buddhist teachings was the Large Perfection 

of Wisdom Sūtra 摩訶衍般若波羅蜜經. It is well-known that he gave attention to the Lotus 

Sūtra, but the Large Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra also was important to Huisi, given that the 

latter sutra was stressed in his autobiographical statement in the Tract on the Vow.235 The 

Tract on the Vow is principally a testimonial in which Huisi composed the ritual 

dedication for the gold-lettered copy of the Large Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra and the Lotus 

Sūtra that were produced in Guangzhou between 558-559 CE.236 It was the Large 

Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra that constitutes the scriptural focus of the Tract on the Vow, 

which expresses an emphasis on the acquisition of supernatural powers, the subduing of 

enemies of the true dharma, and the vow to protect the Perfection of Wisdom and the true 

Dharma.237 

                                                      

235 Stevenson (2006), 25. Huisi’s interest in the Large Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra is related to his teacher 

Huiwen who focused on the Large Perfection of Wisdom Treatise (Dazhidu lun). It is said that Huisi attained 

enlightenment under Huiwen’s guidance. 
236 It is unclear whether Huisi copied only the single text of the Large Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra, or produced 

copies of two sutras, the second being the Lotus Sūtra. Stevenson (2006), 35-36 and 83.  
237 It is unclear whether Huisi copied only the single text of the Large Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra, or produced 

copies of two sutras, the second being the Lotus Sūtra. There are the troubling inconsistencies surrounding 

the references to the gold-lettered copies of the Lotus Sūtra and the Large Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra. The 

Large Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra is mentioned by title some thirty times in every section of the Tract on the 

Vow. By contrast, the Lotus Sūtra is mentioned a total of three times, only two of which bear 

instrumentally on the episode of the gold-lettered sutra(s). In both instances, the Tract on the Vow speaks 

explicitly about two gold-lettered sutras, one being the Large Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra and the other, the 

Lotus Sūtra. However, this claim contrasts markedly with the large number of instances which explicitly 

speak of the production of only one text, that being the Large Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra. Toshio Andō 

(1955), 235; Stevenson (2006), 36 and 89. Yoshio Kawakatsu suggests that for Huisi, the focus of 
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Huisi emphasizes Six Perfections and the Perfection of Wisdom and similarly, 

the engravings on Mt. Hongding and other sites in Shandong also focus on the Six 

Perfections and the Perfection of Wisdom. In his manual, Samādhi of Freely Following 

One’s Thought (Suiziyi sanmei 隨自意三昧), Huisi emphasizes the cultivation of samādhi 

and the Six Perfections amidst the six activities (walking, standing, sitting, sleeping or 

reclining, eating, and speaking) or to any circumstance in which the mind is directed.238 

The Six Perfections are: Generosity, Discipline, Patience, Vigorous Effort, Samadhi, and 

Wisdom. Special stress is given to the realization of Wisdom, the sixth and most sublime 

of the Perfections, as this is the Perfection associated with supernatural salvific 

powers.239 The engravings on Mt. Hongding and other sites in Shandong often feature 

the phrases from the Six Perfections and the Perfection of Wisdom. A sutra passage 

expounding on the Six Perfections appears at inscription HDS 2 (Figures 68 and 69), 

                                                      

 

“Mahayana Buddhism (moheyan)” shifted from the Large Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra to the Lotus Sūtra. 

Yoshio Kawakatsu (1982), 513. 
238 Stevenson (2006), 101. The Samādhi of Freely Following One’s Thought (Suiziyi sanmei 隨自意三昧) appears 

to have been coined by Huisi himself, since the term has no clear precedent in the Buddhist literature of 

Huisi’s day. The manual consists of six chapters, with each chapter dedicated to one of the six forms of 

“noble deportment” or activity (威儀): walking, standing, sitting, sleeping or reclining, eating and 

speaking. Taking the six noble deportments as the ground of contemplation, Huisi describes how the 

practitioner, at each and every moment, simultaneously fulfills the Six Perfections in the very midst of the 

phenomenal activities. To this effect, each of the six chapters demonstrates the respective qualities and 

merits associated with the six individual perfections. Stevenson (2006), 65-71. 
239 Huisi equates the omniscient wisdom of all modes 一切種智 with the Perfection of Wisdom as the most 

important quality of Buddhahood. Stevenson (2006), 107-108. 
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which is drawn from the Great Collection Sūtra.240 This identical passage about the nature 

of the Six Perfections also appears on Mt. Tie in Zoucheng, carved in 579, but there, it is 

found within a much longer and larger passage from the same sutra.241 There are two 

more carvings on the Six Perfections in Shandong, although they are not drawn from the 

Great Collection Sūtra, but from the Sūtra Requested by Brahma or Siyi Fantian Suo Wen Jing 

思益梵天所問経.242 One is carved at Mt. Jian in Zoucheng,243 and the other on a 

                                                      

240 Mahāvaipulya·mahāsaṃnipāta-sūtra, or Da fangdeng daji jing 大方等大集經 (T. 397, 13: 50b15-18). The Great 

Collection Sūtra was translated by the Central Asian monk, Dharmakṣema 曇無讖 (385-433 CE). The 

translation is traditionally dated to 420, but Jinhua Chen suggests that the text dates to a period stretching 

from 422 to 431. Jinhua Chen (2004): 258. The carved passage was taken from the “Chapter on Bodhisattva 

Ocean-like Wisdom” 海慧菩薩品 (T. 397, 13: 50b16-18). For the transcription and translation, see 

Ledderose ed. (2014), 104-105; Paul Copp and Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 2,” 

in Ledderose ed. (2014), 88-89. A different excerpt from the same Great Collection Sūtra was also carved at 

Cave at Southern Xiangtangshan. Zhang Zong (2003a), 12; Kiriya (2002a), 11-12. Interestingly, the 

passages carved at Mt. Hongding and Cave 2 at Southern Xiangtangshan are consecutive sections in the 

scripture. In the sutra canon of the Great Collection Sūtra, after it describes the Six Perfections of the 

bodhisattva (T. 397, 13: 50b15-18), it then goes on to the Four Immeasurable Stages of Mind (si wuliang xin 

四無量心) – Loving Kindness (ci 慈), Compassion (bei 悲), Joy (xi 喜), and Equanimity (she 捨) – (T. 397, 13: 

50b18-20). Significantly, before the passage from the Great Collection Sūtra at Cave 2 of Southern 

Xiangtangshan, the 98-character passage of the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra was carved. Its calligraphy is 

very similar to Seng’an Daoyi’s. These phenomena lead to the belief that the sutra carvings at Cave 2 in 

Southern Xiangtangshan were made by Seng’an Daoyi and indicate that Seng’an Daoyi’s repertoire of 

Buddhist carvings included the passages from the Great Collection Sūtra. The passage at Mt. Tie, which 

was written by Seng’an Daoyi, is a longer passage of the same Great Collection Sūtra (T. 397, 13: 50a16-

50c13), and encompasses both of the passages carved at Mt. Hongding and Cave 2 at Southern 

Xiangtangshan. 
241 For the Mt. Tie carvings, see chapter five. According to Paul Copp and Claudia Wenzel, the text on the Six 

Perfections at Mt. Tie is identical with the versions preserved in the stone-cut canon of Yunjusi in 

Fangshan, and in the printed canon editions of the Song (1104-1148 and 1239), Yuan (1290) and Ming 

(1601) dynasties. Paul Copp and Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 2,” in Ledderose 

ed. (2014), 89. 
242 The Viśeṣacintā-brahma-paripṛcchā-sūtra, T. 586, 15: 46a26-46b01. The Sūtra Requested by Brahma is one of the 

most important Mahayana sutras in India and China, along with the Lotus Sūtra and the Vimalakīrti 

Nirdeśa Sūtra. It documents the Buddha explanation to Viśeṣacintā-brahma 思益梵天 and Jaliniprabha 

Bodhisattva 網明菩薩 that the true nature of all dharmas is emptiness. The entire Buddhist canon of the 

sutra belongs to prajñāpāramitā teachings. The carved passaged was drawn from the translation by 

Kumārajīva in 402. For details on the sutra, see Kiyotaka Goshima (1988): 49-62; Kosho Kawamura (1993), 

679-704. It should be noted that the Sūtra Requested by Brahma was one of the most popular sutras for 
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freestanding stele said to have been originally in Pingyin County, near Mt. Hongding.244 

The teachings of “Perfection of Wisdom” were also emphasized at Mt. Hongding 

and at other sutra carving sites. It appears not only as the main theme of the 98-character 

passage from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra, but also appears as a phrase of its own, 

“Perfection of Wisdom” (banruo boluomi 般若波羅蜜), which was one of the most 

frequently carved texts in Shandong.245 An important indication of what the phrase of 

“Perfection of Wisdom” meant to the creators is found at one of the Buddhist carvings at 

Mt. Hongding (HDS 6, Figure 81), which is distinct from other sutra carvings that usually 

explicitly expound upon Buddhist teachings (HDS 6). The passage is drawn from the 

Sūtra Spoken by the Buddha on the Perfection of Wisdom for Humane Kings (Fa shuo renwang 

                                                      

 

recitation during the Six Dynasties (220-589). Other popular sutras to be recited include the Lotus Sūtra, 

the Vimalakīrti Sūtra, the scripture in Ten Stages, and the Mahāparinirvāna Sūtra. Xudong Hou (2010), 1161.    
243 The carving at Mt. Jian was destroyed, and only rubbings from them were transmitted to us. For an 

examination of the carved texts and their reconstruction, see Lai Fei (2007), 81-101; Lai Fei (2014), 105-118. 
244 As for the stele, only the upper part survives, measuring about 30 centimeters in height. It was discovered 

in 1998. The stele was formerly in the collection of Liu Wenjin, but its current whereabouts is unknown. 

Only a rubbing remains. Its provenance also is unclear, but Zhang Zong notes that it was likely from 

Pingyin County. Significantly, the stele follows the traditional stele format with a pair of intertwining 

dragons enclosing a small Buddha shrine in the upper section. The composition of the characters appears 

to have been identical to the rock inscription of the same passage at Mt. Jian. In both cases, the sutra 

passages were arranged in six columns with 13 characters each. Based on the rubbings from the 

inscription at Mt. Jian and the remaining characters, the destroyed section has been reconstructed. For the 

detailed information about the stele, see Zhang Zong (2005): 27-29; Zhang Zong (2003a), 4, 10 and 36; 

Ledderose ed. (2014), 453-458. The same sutra canon was carved at Mt. Zhonghuang in Shexian, Hebei 

which was written by Seng’an Daoyi during the Northern Qi period. At Mt. Zhonghuang, the entirety of 

the sutra was carved. See Zhang Zong (2010): 296-300.  
245 It is carved at Yingfoyan 映佛岩 on Mt. Culai in Xintai, on Mt. Tao 陶山 in Tengzhou 滕州, and on Mt. Yin 

in the west of Lake Dongping in southwest Shandong. 
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bore bof uomi jing 佛說仁王般若波羅蜜經; T. 245, 8: 825a-834a).246 First examining the 

text’s content will facilitate our discussion:   

The Buddha told King Prasenajit:247 This Perfection of Wisdom is the spiritual 

root of the consciousness of all Buddhas, bodhisattvas, and all beings. It is the 

father and mother of all kings. It is also named the Spiritual Talisman, the 

Demon-Exorcising Pearl, the Wish-Fulfilling Pearl, the State-Protecting Pearl, the 

Mirror of Heaven and Earth, and the Dragon-Jewel Spirit King.248 (emphasis 

mine) 

The passage emphasizes the practical function of the Perfection of Wisdom, 

invoking its magical qualities and likening it to a series of powerful talismans.249 

Similarly, at the Mt. Sili site, located in the west of Lake Dongping, there exists a carved 

Buddhist canon passage explaining the practical use of “Perfection of Wisdom.”250 This 

passage is on the “Great Illuminating Spell” 大明咒, drawn from the Shorter Version of the 

                                                      

246 According to Paul Copp and Claudia Wenzel, the sutra canon was traditionally known as a translation by 

Kumārajīva, but was probably compiled in China in the 470s. This sutra was first considered spurious, 

and was only given canonical status in 597 by Fei Changfang in his Record of the Three Jewels throughout 

Successive Generations (Lidai sanbao ji 歷代三寶紀), T. 2034, 49: 22c-127c). Paul Copp and Claudia Wenzel, 

“Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 6,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 89-90; Charles D. Orzech (1998), 74-79. 
247 The sutra passage does not include King Prasenajit (Posini wang 波斯匿王), but simply states “Great King” 

(dawang 大王), since the king’s name was introduced before at T. 245, 8: 832b20. However, for the carving 

that does not mention the King before, the King’s name appears to have been added. Besides the 

differences in the King’s name, the carved passage is identical to that in the Taishō edition (T. 245, 8: 

832c23-26). Paul Copp and Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 6,” in Ledderose ed. 

(2014), 90. 
248 “佛告波斯匿王 是般若波羅蜜 是諸佛菩薩一切眾生心識之神本也 一切國王之父母也 亦名神符 亦名辟鬼珠 

亦名如意珠 亦名護國珠 亦名天地鏡，亦名龍寶神王.” English Translation is adopted from Ledderose ed. 

(2014), 133; Orzech (1998), 85. For the transcription, see Lai Fei (2007), 23-24; Shandong Shike Yishu 

Bowuguan (2006), 81. 
249 It is suggested that this passage, chosen for Mt. Hongding, has a Daoist flavor, invoking the magical 

qualities ascribed to the Perfection of Wisdom. Paul Copp and Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–

Inscriptions: HDS 6,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 90. On later Chinese talismanic objects, see Copp (2010). 
250 The sutra carvings at this site appear to have been created before 561 CE, as another sutra carving was 

destroyed in order to make space for a Buddhist shrine to be carved at the same spot. Lai Fei (2007), 8-13; 

Ledderose ed. (2014), 395-407. 
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Great Perfection of Wisdom Sutra 小品般若波羅蜜經.251 It presents a short dialogue 

between Kauśika 憍尸迦 , who is the god ,Indra, and the Buddha. Together, they praise 

the Perfection of Wisdom as the “Great Illuminating Spell,” which has caused and will 

cause all Buddhas of the past, present and future to attain supreme enlightenment.252 In 

this regard, the passage is quite similar to inscription HDS 6 at Mt. Hongding. Though 

the inscription at Mt. Hongding likens the numinous Perfection of Wisdom to a series of 

powerful talismanic objects, at Mt. Sili the focus lies on its magical power to ensure the 

enlightenment of all Buddhas.253  

Passages explaining that the Perfection of Wisdom is superior to any other spell 

also can be found in other sutra canons, such as the Treatise on the Great Perfection of 

Wisdom (Mahāprajñāpāramitāśāstra, Da zhidu lun (大智度論, T. 1509, 25: 57-756), which 

also was translated by Kumārajīva.254 The passage explains, in detail, that the Perfection 

of Wisdom can eliminate all impediments to meditative concentration, the Buddha-way 

and nirvana. Although the Treatise on the Great Perfection of Wisdom was not chosen for 

rock carvings, it was quite an influential text, and likely fueled the spread of the 

talismanic use of the Great Perfection in sixth century Buddhist communities. Given this 

                                                      

251 Nobuyuki Takuma (2003), 180 and 205. 
252 The transcription and translation are adopted from Ledderose ed. (2014), 422-423. 
253 Claudia Wenzel, “Mt. Sili–Inscriptions,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 404. 
254 T. 1509, 25: 469b15-21. For the English translation, see Claudia Wenzel, “Mt. Sili–Inscriptions,” in 

Ledderose ed. (2014), 404. Zhang Zong also mentions that similar content is included in the Heart Sutra 

(般若波羅蜜多心經), which was translated by Xuanzang during the Tang Dynasty. Zhang Zong (2003), 10, 

37.  
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overall environment, the Perfection of Wisdom carvings at the Mt. Hongding and Mt. 

Sili sites were most likely regarded as talismans with magical powers that would ensure 

the enlightenment of Buddhahood to its creators.255 

Concerning the Large Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra 摩訶衍般若波羅蜜經, Huisi calls it 

“moheyan” bore boluomi jing (“摩訶衍” 般若波羅蜜經), rather than “Mohe” bore boluomi 

jing (摩訶般若波羅蜜經).256 Generally, “moheyan 摩訶衍” refers to “Mahayana,” but Huisi 

uses the term for the teachings of the Perfection of Wisdom. In the Tract of the Vow, 

“moheyan” refers to the Large Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra.257 Interestingly, at the Mt. 

Hongding site, “Moheyan” also corresponds to one of the Perfection of Wisdom 

teachings, the Great Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra.258 One of the sutra texts at Mt. Hongding 

(HDS 5) is titled the “Moheyan” sutra “摩訶衍”經, and it includes a passage on the 

eighteen aspects of emptiness (Shi ba kong 十八空) from the Great Perfection of Wisdom 

Sūtra (Figure 82).259  

                                                      

255 Robert Company has explored diverse ways in which Buddhist sutra texts were used for symbolic 

purposes by lay practitioners, as well as Buddhist priests, in early medieval China. He observes that 

Buddhist sutra canon functioned to extricate people from peril, provide relief from difficulty, and even 

serve as amulets by being worn on the body. Company (1991), 28-72. 
256 T. 1933, 46: 787b17, “請講摩訶衍般若波羅蜜經一遍”; T. 1933, 46: 787c03, “誓造金字摩訶衍般若波羅蜜一

部.” 
257 Yoshio Kawakatsu (1982), 512-513.  
258 Zhang Zong is the first scholar who relates the term, “Mahayana Sutra” 摩訶衍經 to Huisi. Zhang Zong 

(2000a), 66-68. 
259 Significantly, this inscription, HDS 5, displays a full-fledged stele form. A single frontally-depicted 

tortoise supports the stele on its shell, and on top of the stele, a pair of intertwined dragons are visible at 

either side. There is a squared field within the stele top, which carries the title of the stele, reading 

“Mahayana Sūtra” 摩訶衍經. The carving was seemingly never finished. Only a few characters were fully 

carved, with some additional strokes in double outlines. Paul Copp and Claudia Wenzel, “Mount 

Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 2,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 89; Kiriya (2002a), 3. Regarding contents on 
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Due to lack of solid evidence, this dissertation neither intends to claim that Huisi 

was responsible for the creation of the Mt. Hongding inscription, nor argue that the 

creators of the Buddhist carvings at Mt. Hongding or Seng’an Daoyi might have been 

the disciples of Huisi.260 Nonetheless, the community’s practices and thoughts, as 

reflected in the Buddhist carvings at Mt. Hongding, significantly parallel and overlap 

with Huisi’s thoughts and practices. Their perspectives and approaches are remarkably 

similar. Accordingly, Huisi’s Buddhist teachings, as well as his calculation of the 

Buddhist calendar, were likely widely known in Shandong. It is probable that some 

Buddhists were likely inspired by Huisi, adopted his ideas and practices, and further 

developed them in their own way.  

Alternatively, there might have been other sources from which Huisi and the 

creators of the carvings around Mt. Hongding drew their inspiration. In fact, Huisi’s and 

Zhiyi’s approaches to meditation practices suggest a certain parallel with the Chan 

tradition. This possible connection can be seen with the early Chan master, Daoxin (道信, 

580-651), who practiced the same one-practice Samadhi as Huisi and Zhiyi, and whose 

                                                      

 

eighteen aspects of emptiness (Shi ba kong 十八空), Kiriya (2003), 67; Ledderose ed. (2014), 127-128. 

Another passage regarding the eighteen aspects of emptiness appears at Mt. Culai close to Guanghua 

Monastery 光化寺 in Tai’an, Shandong. Zhang Zong (2003a), 9-10 and 24; Lai Fei (2007), 40-41; Paul Copp 

and Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 5,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 89.  
260 Many of Huisi’s disciples are known through textual records. The disciples stayed with Huisi at Mt. Dasu 

and Mt. Nanyue in the southern part of China. For several famous disciples, see Stevenson (2006), 11-13. 

The disciples of Huisi in Shandong and Henan, before he went down to the Southern states, are unknown.  
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sutra base was identical to that used by Huisi, namely the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra. 

In addition, other techniques, such as Suiziyi and the advanced approaches to the Lotus 

Samadhi display certain parallels with the later Chan sect traditions.261 These parallels 

also suggests the possibility of a third source that inspired Huisi, Zhiyi, and the early 

Chan masters. However, there are no sources available at this time that can specifically 

tell us about the circumstances surrounding the development of late sixth century 

Buddhist meditation approaches. It is known that there were earlier meditation masters 

than Daoxin in the Chan sect, such as Bodhidharma or Huike 慧可 (ca. 485-ca. after 

574),262 but their meditation thoughts and practices are unclear. Accordingly, it is 

impossible to pinpoint any known priest at this stage who broadly inspired others or 

was associated with the Buddhist community in Shandong at this period. 

The Buddhist historian, Daoxuan, when surveying the sixth and the first half of 

the seventh century, identified six different groups in separate regions who dedicated 

themselves to mediation.263 However, Daoxuan’s description was not instrumental at all 

in identifying the Buddhist practices associated with the sutra carvings in Shandong in 

the sixth century CE.264 As Bruce Williams suggests, in order to recognize Buddhist 

“schools” in the northeastern areas in medieval China and their varieties of doctrinal 

                                                      

261 Steveson (1986), 53. 
262 For Huike’s dates, see MaRae (1986), 278, fn. 30. 
263 In his discourse (lun 論) on Chan Practitioners (xichan 習禪), Further Biographies of Eminent Monks, T. 2060, 

50: 595c26-597b24. Jinhua Chen (2002a), 345-367; Jinhua Chen (2002b), 149-179.  
264 Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in Shandong–The Cultural Fabric,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 32. 
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discourse, we should “begin by trying to triangulate persons, ritual, and meditative 

practices, and, where possible, archeological sites in order to try and characterize 

discourse communities, communities of practice, and discourses of practice.”265 What I 

hope to contribute to Chinese Buddhist history, as well as Buddhist art history, is to 

shed new light on the distinct Buddhist community associated with the Buddhist 

carvings around Mt. Hongding in southwestern Shandong during the second half of 

sixth century. The leading figures of the carving project known from the inscriptions are 

Seng’an Daoyi, Fahong, and several others, about whom, unfortunately, no additional 

biographical information is available. The community there focused on the 

Prajñāpāramitā teachings, and stressed meditation practices focusing on one-practice 

absorption. They had a large number of Buddhist sutra passages and Buddha names 

written with a characteristic calligraphy, carved directly on mountain cliffs, and utilized 

them for religious practice. Among a diversity of meditative practices of the period,266 

the engravings voice the existence of a unique community, about which art historians 

and Buddhologists have only just begun to catch a glimpse.  

 

 

                                                      

265 Bruce C. Williams (2005), 70. He notes that “if it were then possible to begin to characterize larger, 

regional varieties of practice, this in turn might shed new light on the various recognized Buddhist 

“schools” in these areas and, in particular, on their varieties of doctrinal discourse.” 
266 As Bruce Williams points out, in early medieval China, there was a diversity of meditation practices, 

including the Tiantai tradition, the Ten Stages tradition, and the Pure Land visualization practice. Bruce C. 

Williams (2005), 34. 
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5. Buddhist Text Carved at Mt. Tie in Zoucheng: Han 
Patronage and Lay Goals 

On the evenly ascending slope of Mt. Tie in Zoucheng, the grand scale of 

Buddhist sutra carving reaches approximately 51.70 meters high and 4 meters wide. 

These magnificent carvings were created in ca. 579 CE (Figures 83 and 84).1 More 

remarkably, the sutra carving was laid out as a full-fledged traditional Han stele, with 

two dragons at the top and two tortoises below the sutra text (Figures 85~87).2 The 

carving at Mt. Tie has several characteristics distinct from those at Mt. Hongding: First, 

while the Buddhist carvings at Mt. Hongding were located in a deep mountain and 

required an arduous climb up rough terrain to access them, the sutra carving at Mt. Tie 

is located at the foothill of the mountain and is easily accessible to the public, who need 

only walk up a gentle slope. Second, the scale of the carving at Mt. Tie was much more 

ambitious and the passages excerpted from the Buddhist sutra canon were much longer 

than those created at Mt. Hongding.3 Third, the carvings at Mt. Hongding were created 

by monk patrons, while the carving at Mt. Tie was sponsored by several lay patrons. 

These features suggest that the carving at Mt. Tie was created not so much to serve 

                                                      

1 The area this sole sutra text covers is 34.7 meters in height and 13.8 meters in width. Ledderose ed. (2015), 

96 and 139. 
2 Ledderose ed. (2009), 56; Ledderose ed. (2015), 96. 
3 The Buddhist engravings at Mt. Tie, Mt. Ge in Zoucheng, and Mt. Tai in Tai’an created in the late 570s bear 

considerably lengthy sutra passages from the Buddhist canon. The longest passage is the carving placed 

on Mt. Tai. This passage is from the Diamond Sutra, and it encompasses about half of the complete 

scripture and uses approximately 3000 characters. The Mt. Tie carving consists of approximately 946 

characters. Lai Fei (2007), 46; Harrist (2008), 162. By contrast, the Buddhist carvings in Shandong Province 

in the 550s and 560s, do not exceed on hundred characters in length. 
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religious goals, but rather to serve secular ones. Why did the lay patrons at Mt. Tie 

create this colossal monument using a Buddhist sutra text and the form of the Han 

traditional stele? How did the remarkable visual presentation of the Buddhist carving 

serve the lay patrons intentions in the late sixth century during the Northern Qi period? 

This chapter investigates the form and content of the texts carved at Mt. Tie as a 

way to explore their patrons’ goals for the creation of the giant stele form of sutra 

carving and the colophons there. It is fortunate that at the Mt. Tie site, the considerably 

detailed dedicatory inscription titled, Stone Hymn (shisong 石頌) (Figure 88), still remains. 

The Stone Hymn gives us precious information about the patrons, their cultural identity, 

their social circumstances, and their aspirations for creating the carvings. Significantly, 

the Stone Hymn proudly reveals that the prime patrons’ ethnic and cultural identity is 

Han Chinese, with illuminated ancestry tracing back to the Han Dynasty.  

The visual aspects of the Buddhist carvings at Mt. Tie are very specific and 

identifiable. The creators intentionally employed the use of the traditional Chinese stele 

form; fine calligraphy for the text; and included in their writing, an aesthetic evaluation 

of the calligraphy.4 Because of these intentional design and content elements, this 

chapter suggests that the Mt. Tie engraving was the visual rhetoric of the Han Chinese 

people’s cultural identity, pride, and belief in their own supremacy. This chapter 

                                                      

4 In studying the text of the Stone Hymn, Harrist observes that the text was intended to enhance the value of 

the sutra inscription, by importing “the discourse of calligraphy connoisseurship and aesthetic 

evaluation.” Harrist (2008), 196. 
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investigates the Han Chinese patrons, as well as the Han Chinese artistic traditions they 

imported. It then explores what the patrons hoped their creation would proclaim. 

Northern Qi social and cultural circumstances will be discussed in order to better 

understand the social and cultural atmosphere in which the Han Chinese patrons chose 

the forms and content for their creations. 

5.1 Patrons: The Han Chinese Kuang Family and Others at Mt. 
Tie 

The slope at Mt. Tie on which the sutra carving was carved is enclosed by a fence 

built in the 1980s and by narrow steps cut directly into the rock (Figures 84 and 89).5 

Within this fenced area, are the sutra passage and two historical inscriptions (Figure 89). 

One additional colophon — the shortest inscription — was destroyed around 1960 CE. 

Only epigraphical records and a rubbing taken from the carved colophon when it was 

extant has been transmitted.6 The sutra itself was of prime importance, corresponding to 

no. 1 at Figure 89, and covers an area of more than one thousand square meters (Figures 

84 and 89). The individuals involved with the carving project on Mt. Tie are named in 

                                                      

5 Harrist (2008), 162; Ledderose ed. (2009), 56; Ledderose, “Mount Tie–Space: Topography and Spatial 

Grouping,” Ledderose ed. (2015), 98. 
6 The original location of the last colophon has been controversial. Xinli Hu records that the twenty-one 

characters arranged in four columns, were located to the east of the Inscribed Record inscription. His 

reconstruction of the two colophons indicates that the destroyed inscription was engraved before the 

Inscribed Record. Xinli Hu (1991), 250. Harrist agrees with this reconstruction. Harrist (2008), 163-164. In his 

2003 publication, Lai Fei also agreed with Xinli Hu’s reconstruction. However, in his 2007 publication, Lai 

Fei changed his view, stating that the characters of the destroyed colophon were originally carved on the 

rock face to the right of the sutra carving at Mt. Tie. Lai Fei (2003), 114; Lai Fei (2007), 120. Ledderose 

hypothesizes that the inscription was situated outside the modern wall to the east, on the basis of Xinli Hu 

(1991), 250 and Lai Fei (2007), 120. See Ledderose, “Mount Tie–Space: Topography and Spatial Grouping,” 

in Ledderose ed. (2015), 99 and Figure 29 at page 87. 
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the Stone Hymn, which corresponds to no. 2 at Figure 89. They also are listed in the 

Inscribed Record, corresponding to no. 3 on the same figure (Figures 90 and 91), and in 

the other destroyed colophon (Figure 92). 

The Stone Hymn is carved directly adjacent to the final column of the sutra and to 

its lower left.  It appears to have been planned and carved along with the sutra text.7 

Although the Stone Hymn looks relatively small when compared to the huge adjacent 

sutra carving, it is considerably large in scale, occupying about one quarter of the sutra 

carving area. It is 17 meters in height and 4 meters in width.8 As the prominent colophon, 

the Stone Hymn provides important information about the creation of the engravings, 

including its donors, creation date, the donors’ wishes, and their respect of the 

calligraphy used for the sutra text (Figure 88). It describes the patrons as follows: 

There were the devout disciples of the Buddha Kuang Zhe and his younger 

brothers Xian, [ .. ], Zu, and Zhen, descendants of the Han Prime Minister 

[Kuang] Heng endowed with the excellent virtue bestowed by Heaven, 

outstanding in their heroic bearing… Thereupon, along with like-minded 

persons, Li Tao, Tang[…], [Tang] Tou, and others–willows and catalpas of their 

lineages, fragrant orchids of their families–they, swift as dragons soaring, sudden 

as phoenixes taking flight, led the people of this lay society, and humbly wished 

to entrust their resources to the Heavenly Pond, so as to draw together from the 

Inexhaustible Reservoir, to dedicate their wealth to Dharma cloisters, so as to 

                                                      

7  Recent research through aerial photographs of the polished cliff inscriptions at Mt. Tie shows an 

intentional allocation of space for the Stone Hymn and sutra text carvings, demonstrating that their 

locations were planned before the carving ever started. Zhang Zong, “Mount Tie-Time: Dating,” 

Ledderose ed. (2015), 102. 
8 The Stone Hymn consists of 616 characters, each roughly twenty-two centimeters high, arranged in twelve 

columns. The measurement is from Ledderose ed. (2015), 167. When discussing the carvings at Mt. Tie, 

scholars usually pay great attention to the Stone Hymn. The text consists of an introduction in ornate prose 

followed by a eulogy in rhymed, four-character lines. For studies on the Stone Hymn, see Masayuki 

Aikawa (2003), 135-157; Masayuki Aikawa (2004): 1-17; Masayuki Aikawa (2007), 33-51.  
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jointly lay hold of a treasure of everlasting use. Accordingly, they have cut into 

their family resources, casting them aside like frost-stricken leaves.9 (emphasis 

mine) 

This Stone Hymn states that the Kuang family members, along with several other 

“like-minded persons,” provided the capital for the carving at Mt. Tie. Interestingly, the 

Stone Hymn proudly proclaims that the Kuang brothers were the descendants of the Han 

Dynasty Great Minister, 漢丞相 Kuang Heng 匡衡 (fl. 48-32 BCE), who is a genuine 

historical figure. Kuang Heng made a number of contributions that influenced political 

opinion and decisions during the reigns of Emperor Yuan 元帝 (75-33 BCE, r. 49/48-33 

BCE) and Emperor Cheng 成帝 (51-7 BCE, r. 33–7 BCE) of the Han Dynasty.10 Whether 

the alleged relationship between Kuang Heng and the Kuang brothers was true or not is 

another issue. Even though we might be tempted to accept the colophon as an accurate 

record, its genealogy could be fiction written by the Kuang family rather than fact 

written by neutral historians. Nonetheless, the colophon does not appear to be 

completely fictitious. Traditionally, official titles or positions were enumerated for 

patrons, but the Stone Hymn gives no official position or title for the Kuang brothers.11 

But it does include the prestigious title of “Great Minister” for the Kuang brothers’ 

illustrious ancestor, Kuang Heng. The fact that the colophon’s author only included a 

                                                      

9 “是㕥有信佛弟子匡喆及弟顯囗祖珎 漢丞相衡之苗裔也 秀德自天 英姿獨拔 …  扵是乃 與同義人李桃湯囗女戈

等 可謂 門抽杞梓 家握芳蘭 颯尒龍騰 豁然鳳擧 乃率邑人 敢欲 寄泉天沼 共汲無竭之津 歸財法肆 同取永用之

寶 仍割家貲 捨如霜葉.” Zhang Guangcun (2003), 217-218. The English translation is from Ledderose ed. 

(2015), 160-162; Harrist (2008), 166.  
10 For Kuang Heng’s brief biology, see Michael Loewe (2000), 213-215; Luo Wei ed. (1996), 141-146. 
11 If the Kuang brothers had received any official rank or position, it certainly would have been recorded, 

following the Chinese tradition of emphasizing rank and status. Dorothy Wong (2003), 99. 
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prestigious title for the Kuang brothers’ ancestor, but not for them could indicate that 

the author is conveying accurate information. On the other hand, it could be an attempt 

by the Kuang brothers to snatch a bit of glory from a contrived “ancestor” of the same 

name.  Either way, as the prime donors at Mt. Tie, the Kuang brothers appear to have 

had nothing else to display, but this eminent ancestor.12 

The colophon known as the Inscribed Record (Tiji 題記) (no. 3 at Figure 89, Figures 

90 and 91) and the destroyed colophon (Figure 91), names a list of four participants, 

including one sutra donor, Sun Qia 孫洽, the calligrapher of the sutra text, Seng’an 

Daoyi of the Eastern Range, and two great chief overseers (da duweina, 大都維那), 

Lü Changsong 呂長嵩 and Li Ju’ao 李巨敖.13 The title of the Great Chief Overseer refers 

                                                      

12 The Stone Hymn then notes several other “like-minded persons,” who shared the Kuang brothers’ ideals. It 

is worthwhile to point out the phrases used to describe their personal qualities: “willows and catalpas of 

their lineages, fragrant orchids of their families” (門抽杞梓 家握芳蘭). The “willows and catalpas” and 

“fragrant orchids” are classical Chinese metaphors for denoting men of ability or talent. "Gujin Hanyu 

Chengyu Cidian" Bianxiezu ed. (1985), 365. This section is located right next to the sentences that explain 

the patrons’ great lineage. The author of the Stone Hymn does not specify what the particular ideals were 

that they shared with Kuang brothers, but it can be surmised that they were related to what was written 

before this sentence. The men working with the Kuang brothers at Mt. Tie were most likely members of 

Han Chinese elite society, even though they did not appear to have a renowned ancestor like the Kuang 

family. The usage of Chinese metaphors such as “willows and catalpas” and “fragrant orchids” and 

“dragons” and “phoenixes” seems to support this suggestion.  
13 The Inscribed Record (Tiji 題記) is carved about 16 meters below the sutra text’s lower left corner, and states 

that “Donor of sutra, Sun Qia, General who Calms the North, Great Commander-in-Chief and Magistrate 

of the Rencheng Commandery. Seng’an Daoyi of the Eastern Range wrote the calligraphy for the sutra. 

Great Chief Overseer, Lü  Changsong, Qi Dynasty Recruiter of Good Men and General who Pacifies Yue; 

in the Zhou Dynasty Recorder of the Rencheng Commandery” (寧朔將軍 大都督 任城郡守 經主孫洽 東嶺

僧安道壹署經 齊搜揚好人 平越將軍 周任城郡主簿 大都維那閭長嵩). The Inscribed Record covers an area 3.3 

meters in height and 3.30 meters in width. The transcription and translation are adopted from Ledderose 

ed. (2015), 177-178. The last colophon that is now no longer extant, names another Great Chief Overseer, 

saying “Great Chief Overseer Li Ju’ao 李巨敖 of the Zhao Commandery, the Qi Dynasty Officer on Duty 

of the Rencheng Commandery; the Zhou Dynasty Officer on Duty of Pingyang County” (齊任城郡 功曹周 

平陽縣 功曹 大都維那 趙郡 李巨敖). The transcription and English translation are from Ledderose ed. 
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to an administrative position within lay societies of the Northern Dynasties, and also 

points to the role of such an organization in producing the transcription.14 Except for 

Seng’an Daoyi, the three other figures were lay local officials during the Northern Qi 

period. Remarkably, Lü Changsong 呂長嵩 and Li Ju’ao 李巨敖 held offices under both 

the Northern Qi and the Northern Zhou. The relationship between the Kuang brothers 

and the local officials mentioned in the two short colophons remains uncertain,15 but 

scholars have proposed that Kuang Zhe and his brothers led a lay society (yiren 邑人) 

that included several other donors, and it was this society that offered the true financial 

supporter for the sutra carving, as mentioned in the Stone Hymn.16 The three officials 

named in the two colophons appear to have offered their support to ensure that the 

project would proceed smoothly at a time when the Dynasty was changing.17 

                                                      

 

(2015), 185-186. For the measurement of each inscription and the placements of the inscriptions, see 

Ledderose, “Mount Tie–Space: Topography and Spatial Grouping,” in Ledderose ed. (2015), 96-99; Harrist 

(2008), 162; Lai Fei (2007), 102-120. 
14 Zhang Zong, “Mount Tie-Time: Related Persons,” in Ledderose ed. (2015), 101-102. 
15 Wang Sili and Lai Fei (1991), 25-27 discuss the theories about the colophons’ relationship and how their 

dates were ascertained.  
16 Although the Kuang brothers were not explicitly named as “sutra donors,” the text of the Stone Hymn 

identified them as the donors who paid for the production of the engraving. It is generally accepted that 

the Kuang family led a team to engrave the rock. Zhang Zong, “Mount Tie-Time: Related Persons,” in 

Ledderose ed. (2015), 101. 
17 Harrist (2008), 166. Lai Fei suggests that Sun Qia 孫洽 was the renowned official in the region, and so was 

given the honorary position of being a sutra donor. Lai Fei (2004), 123. The three officials seem to have 

been members of a Buddhist lay society, known as a yi or yiyi, which collectively donated funds for the 

sutra. The Stone Hymn mentions this organization, but it is silent about these officials. Zhang Zong, 

“Mount Tie-Time: Related Persons,” in Ledderose ed. (2015), 101. The community associations (yiyi 邑義 

or yiyi 義邑) formed for the pursuit of Buddhist merit through the carving of sutras and Buddhist images, 
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5.2 Employment of the Han Chinese Artistic Traditions 

When the prominent patrons, the Kuang brothers, who proudly displayed their 

eminent ancestry and Han Chinese lineage in the Stone Hymn, decided to create their 

Buddhist sutra carving at Mt. Tie, which art form did they think would best fit their 

creation? What kind of visual and non-visual artistic elements did the patrons employ to 

achieve these goals? Most importantly, what did the patrons want to claim by creating 

this monument at Mt. Tie and how did this choice serve their objectives?  

The sutra carving at Mt. Tie generally belongs to a category of Buddhist 

devotional art. The Stone Hymn states that the Kuang Zhe and his younger brothers were 

devout disciples of Buddha, and that they dedicated their wealth to the creation of this 

monument. Accordingly, the religious goals of the Buddhist text inscription at Mt. Tie 

cannot be neglected. Drawn from the Great Collection Sūtra,18 the carved passage gives a 

comprehensive description of the unfolding of the Buddhist path from the Mahayana 

                                                      

 

were popular during the Northern Dynasties. For yiyi societies of the Northern Dynasties, see Abe (2002a), 

210-211; Dorothy Wong (2004), 52-59; Gernet (1995), 259-277.  
18 The carved passage was taken from the “fifth Chapter on Bodhisattva Ocean-like Wisdom” 海慧菩薩品 (T. 

397, 13: 50a16-c13). The text is identified by three faintly visible characters of Daji jing 大集經 at the top of 

the slope (figure 86) and by a statement in the Stone Hymn that identifies the carved text as an excerpt 

from the “Piercing the Bodhi Chapter” (Chuan puti pin 穿菩提品). However, the carved sutra passage 

sponsored by the Kuang brothers is actually taken from the “fifth Chapter on Bodhisattva Ocean-like 

Wisdom” 海慧菩薩品 as it appears in the current version of the Great Collection Sūtra. Ledderose ed. (2009), 

141; Paul Copp, “Mount Tie-Inscriptions: Sutra passage,” in Ledderose ed. (2015), 105-106. Zhang Zong 

and Harrist point out that the discrepancy reflects “the fluid state of sutra titles and chapters” during the 

medieval period. Zhang Zong (2000), 79n21; Harrist (2008), 162-163 and 328n13. Zhang Zong and Harrist 

misleadingly state the chapter is the eighth chapter. Paul Copp corrects this mistake.  
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bodhisattva perspective,19 which may have influenced patrons who wished to attain the 

Bodhi mind of Buddhism. Seng’an Daoyi, who wrote the calligraphy at the site, also 

might have led the patrons to such Buddhist practices, since Seng’an Daoyi’s repertoire 

of Buddhist carvings included the passages from the Great Collection Sūtra.20  

However, although the main text is clearly Buddhist, the carving’s visual aspects 

combined with the discourse of the non-religious text in the prime colophon, Stone 

Hymn, makes it doubtful that the Mt. Tie sutra carving was created solely for Buddhist 

religious goals. I suggest that the sutra carving at Mt. Tie functioned both as visual 

rhetoric for the Han Chinese identity, as well as a Buddhist religious monument. The 

Kuang brothers, who were members of the local Han Chinese elites, created the sutra 

carving as a means to proclaim Han Chinese cultural and artistic magnificence, as well 

as a statement of religious devotion. While the impetus to religious devotion seems 

fairly clear, what social or cultural factors led the Kuang brothers to want to claim Han 

Chinese cultural supremacy through the monument? Those social and cultural factors 

will be examined further in a later section of this chapter. This section focuses on what 

kind of visual and non-visual devices were imported to achieve the patrons’ goals. 

                                                      

19 To more fully explore the analysis of the carved text at Mt. Tie, I have consulted Ledderose ed. (2009), 56 

and 140-144; Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Tie-Inscriptions: Sutra passage,” in Ledderose ed. (2015), 106-109; 

Ledderose ed. (2015), 128-138.  
20 At Mt. Hongding, a sutra passage expounding on the Six Perfections (HDS 2, Figures 68 and 69) was 

drawn from the Great Collection Sūtra. A different excerpt from the same Great Collection Sūtra also was 

carved at Cave 2 in Southern Xiangtangshan. Zhang Zong (2003a), 12; Kiriya (2002a), 11-12. Interestingly, 

passages carved at Mt. Hongding (HDS 2) and Cave 2 in Southern Xiangtangshan are consecutive sections 

in the Great Collection Sūtra. The passage at Mt. Tie, which was written by Seng’an Daoyi, encompasses 

both of the passages carved at Mt. Hongding and Cave 2 of Southern Xiangtangshan. 
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When designing the sutra carving at Mt. Tie, the patrons employed several Han Chinese 

artistic traditions, including the Chinese traditional stele form, high quality calligraphy, 

and a discourse on calligraphy connoisseurship. These three artistic traditions will be 

examined in this sequence. 

First of all, the most noteworthy aspect of the Mt. Tie site is that the sutra carving 

is laid out as a gigantic stele (Figure 85). The anonymous author of the Stone Hymn lauds 

this formal trait as follows.  

Consequently, they (the donors) then painted the rock, picturing a stele, 

rendering incandescent its mundane material. Six dragons encircle it above, their 

mouths glowing with five-colored […] clouds; two tortoises crouch below, their 

shells supporting the path of three steps. Even the jade plaques from Mount 

Kunlun, the golden slips in the Eastern Pavilion [Library], the recorded merits of 

[King] Mu of Zhou, and the inscribed achievements of the Emperor of Qin; […] 

the present surpassing [carving], compared with it, they are trivial!21 (emphasis 

mine) 

According to the author, what renders “incandescent its mundane material of the 

surface of the slope” is the two-dimensional representation of the stele form.22 The 

author boldly states that the achievement made by using the gigantic stele form 

surpassed other major ancient, pre-Buddhist accomplishments in China, such as the 

imagined formats of Daoist scriptures in “jade plaques” and “golden slips,” preserved in 

heavenly storehouses,23 and stone inscriptions placed at several mountains by the First 

                                                      

21 The translation is adopted from Ledderose ed. (2015), 164. 
22 Harrist (2008), 206. 
23 Mt. Kunlun was believed to be a source of excellent jade and the location of inscriptions carved by King 

Mu of Zhou during his mythic visit to this mountain. Ledderose ed. (2015), 161n636. 
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Emperor of Qin. This high praise for the stele form in the Stone Hymn indicates that the 

stele form was intentionally chosen for this monument by the creators, who presumably 

thought it would best serve their goals. Why did the creators believe the stele form best 

suited for their purposes? What kind of connotations or virtues did they hope to 

communicate by using it?  

The design of a stele resting on the back of a tortoise and capped by intertwined 

dragons was a product of Chinese culture that predated the spread of Buddhism, and it 

developed as a type of symbolic monument to the prestige and authority of elite 

members of society in the Han Dynasty. From its inception, the main body of the stele 

was used for script, and when steles were erected for shrines or tombs, their shape 

signified the importance of the carved text on their surfaces. Using highly stylized 

language on steles was one way that elite members of society emphasized their elevated 

status during the Han period.24 The texts on these pre-Buddhist steles usually contain 

biographical information on particular individuals, extol their virtues, or describe 

historic and religious events. 

In the late fifth century and early sixth century, the stele form was adapted for 

new uses within the visual culture of the imported religion, Buddhism.25 When Chinese 

Buddhists appropriated the stele form, Buddhist icons were given the principle place of 

                                                      

24 Patricia Ebrey (1980), 331-332; Wong (2004), 175; Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in Shandong–The 

Cultural Fabric,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 39-40. 
25 Harrist (2008), 207; Wong (2004), 43-60. 
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importance, while written texts appear to have been considered supplemental. The texts 

that were written were mainly dedicatory inscriptions. It was not until the late 6th 

century that the stele format was applied solely to Buddhist sutra texts. Several such 

steles, made in the 560s, are extant, and they primarily served to present Buddhist sutra 

texts – any depiction of Buddhist images was supplemental or dispensable. Interestingly, 

this kind of development, which occurred in Shandong Province, as well as in a few 

other regions, appears to have been a reversion to the traditional Chinese stele types 

created during the Han period, when the main body of steles was used to inscribe highly 

stylized language.  

One of the most noteworthy sutra carvings in Shandong during the Northern Qi 

period is the full-fledged two dimensional stele form of the sutra carving at Mt. 

Hongding from the 550s and 560s (HDS 5, Figure 82).  This stele bears dragons on the 

top and a tortoise on the base, and displays a carved passage on the eighteen aspects of 

emptiness (Shi ba kong 十八空) from the Great Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra, titled the 

“Moheyan” sutra “摩訶衍”經.26 Although the creators employed the stele form for this 

inscription (HDS 5), the stele form was just one of the varieties of formats used when the 

Buddhist texts carvings were made at Mt. Hongding.27 Formats there included 

                                                      

26 Paul Copp and Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Hongding–Inscriptions: HDS 5,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 89.  
27 Kiriya Seiichi claims that the stele form at inscription HDS 5 stands in the tradition of the Chinese stone 

steles made during the Han Dynasty, and that Seng’an Daoyi intentionally used the stele form with this in 

mind. Kiriya Seiichi (2002a), 43. However, I believe that Seng’an Daoyi at Mt. Hongding was still in the 

experimental stage of developing his style of sutra carving. Seng’an Daoyi selected diverse formats for the 
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horizontal or vertical rectangular panels, the tomb epitaph, a single vertical column, and 

the stele format.28 In 579 CE, the creators at Mt. Tie chose steles from among other 

diverse formats, not only to enhance the value of the sutra inscription, but also to confer 

on their creation an aura of prestige and authority that had come to be associated with 

the stele form from the Han Dynasty.  

Although the main ideas expressed in the carved text of the steles shifted from 

Confucianism to Buddhism over time, the visual codes of the traditional and elite Han 

elite stele employed in gigantic scale at Mt. Tie remained constant.  This suggests that 

the Han Chinese Kuang brothers most likely were well-aware of the Chinese scholar 

culture, belonged to the well-educated scholar class, and wished to resurrect the original 

cultural language of the Han Chinese by using the stele form. Just as the stele was 

closely associated with the elite scholar class as a means of self-representation during the 

Han Dynasty, the Han patrons of Mt. Tie wished to use it as a way to represent their 

own cultural identity and prestige. 

                                                      

 

carvings from established formats already existing in early medieval China that easily could be 

transferred onto the rock. In this process, Seng’an Daoyi made diverse format choices, one of which was 

the stele format. Thus, it is unlikely that Seng’an Daoyi employed the stele format with a special intention 

at Mt. Hongding. In fact, numerous other inscriptions at Mt. Hongding and at other Buddhist rock 

carving sites were not laid out in the stele format.  
28 For more on these diverse formats employed at Mt. Hongding, see Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in 

Shandong–The Cultural Fabric,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 42. 
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In terms of the stele form itself, as the Stone Hymn states, the stele was originally 

designed to be borne by two tortoises.  Unfortunately, at this time only the one on the 

right corner remains (Figure 87).29 Although the Stone Hymn states that there were six 

dragons,30 only two dragons exist:  On the top of the stele and in shallow lines, one 

dragon is carved on each side (Figure 86).31 It is possible that this conflict regarding the 

number of dragons is because the stele is a two-dimensional representation of a three-

dimensional stele. Numerous steles erected during the Northern Qi period were 

crowned by three pairs of entwined dragons. For instance, a votive stele dated 557 

which is now in the collection of Museum Rietberg, has three dragons carved on each 

side, revealing six dragons in all when viewed from the side (Figures 93 and 94).32 

However, on the front of the Stone Hymn stele, there appears to be only two dragons on 

                                                      

29 Ledderose ed. (2009), 56; Harrist (2008), 205-210. 
30 Zhang Guangcun notes that the character liu (六, six) may be the character jiao (交, connected). Zhang 

Guangcun (2003), 226. However, through more recent research and the examination of clearer rubbings, 

agreement has now been reached that the character is undoubtedly liu (六, six). For information about the 

more recent and clearer rubbings, see Ledderose ed. (2015), 159. Masayuki Aikawa mentions that while 

the Stone Hymn states that the number of dragons is six, there are, in fact, only two. Masayuki Aikawa 

(2003), 142. 
31 Despite the statement in the Stone Hymn, the images of dragons at the top of the sutra text and tortoises 

below were not discovered until 1986. The discovery was made by researchers from the Shandong Stone 

Carving Art Museum, when they conducted an on-site inspection. Harrist (2008), 206.  
32 The front side of the stele is divided horizontally into three sections. In the central section of the stele, 

Buddha Śākyamuni is seated on a raised lotus throne. The Buddha is flanked by three kinds of figures on 

each side: two disciples, Ananda and Mahakasyapa; two Pratyeka Buddhas or King Brahma; and two 

bodhisattvas. On the head of the stele, there is a niche in the middle, in which a bodhisattva is depicted in 

contemplative seated pose. All four sides of the stele contain inscriptions, from which it is known that 124 

donors participated in the creation of the stele, and that most of them were members of the Yan 顔 clan. 

The donors included thirteen officials who were active in the Quliang district or its immediate 

surroundings at the time the stele was erected. Thus, the origin of the stele has been located to the area 

northeast of the modern district of Mi, near the town of Zhengzhou in Henan Province. For details about 

the stele and the inscriptions, see Stefan Balazs (1934), 24-29, 80-96; Siren (1959), 74-79; Ledderose ed. 

(2009), 114-117. In Ledderose ed. (2009), the plate on page 115 is a mirror image of the original.  
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top of the stele (Figure 93). The author of the Stone Hymn was most likely well-aware of 

this popular form of stele design used at the period, and so described a three 

dimensional stele in his writing.  

Another Han Chinese artistic tradition employed at Mt. Tie was the use of 

excellent high-quality calligraphy. As a number of scholars point out, calligraphy is 

fundamentally Chinese and has been at the core of Chinese culture throughout dynastic 

history.33 In studying the process in which fine writing evolved from a practice of 

“functional beauty,” to “art,” Michael Nylan observes that before the late Eastern Han 

Dynasty (25-220 CE), fine writing served “to dignify the content of a text, to dignify the 

object the text was placed on, or both.”34 Nylan calls this purpose one of “functional 

beauty,” in order to distinguish it from writing as “art,” which occurred in later periods. 

Calligraphy began to be regarded as the premier art form in the late Eastern Han 

Dynasty, when fine calligraphy became connected with the special abilities and qualities 

of the writer, and grew to be the preferred form of public expression by certain elite 

members of society intent upon claiming high status and authority.35 

Calligraphy was an integral part of the sutra engravings on mountain cliffs in 

Shandong. Monks and lay believers who created the Buddhist engravings in Shandong 

                                                      

33 Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in Shandong–The Cultural Fabric,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 37. Kiriya 

Seiichi points out that since ancient times in China, there has been respect for the Chinese characters 

themselves. He calls this “faith in Chinese characters.” Kiriya Seiichi (1996), 187-188.  
34 Michael Nylan (1999), 17-19. 
35 Michael Nylan (1999), 22-23. 
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in the late sixth century stood on the tradition of fine calligraphy. The creators of 

Buddhist inscriptions at Mt. Hongding in the 550s and 560s appear to have been very 

cognizant of the value of the calligraphy they used. One colophon clearly identifies 

Seng’an Daoyi as the calligrapher (HDS 7, Figure 61). As Zhao Luo suggests, the 

beautiful calligraphy at the Mt. Hongding site was to draw lay devotees’ attention to the 

location and enhance their Buddhist practices through the aesthetic appeal of these 

writings.36  

The Stone Hymn provides a noteworthy tribute to Seng’an Daoyi.  In prose and 

then later in verse, it acclaims the unique calligraphic style he used to write the sutra 

text:  

There was the Great Renunciant (śramaṇa), Dharma Master An of the [Northern] 

Qi, whose way has illuminated non-duality, whose virtue has awakened to the 

one origin. Not only does he grasp all the mysteries, his calligraphic skill is of the 

very highest order. Therefore, [the donors] have requested that this Divine Brush 

[here] amidst the Four Eminences, inscribe with veneration the 930 characters of 

the “Piercing the Bodhi Chapter” of the Great Collection Sutra, 

…… 

Seeking the master’s treasured brushwork,  

In all regions […][…]high; 

Its refinement surpasses [Wang] Xi[zhi] and [Wei] Dan, 

Its marvels exceed [Zhang Bo]ying and [Zhong] you, 

as dragons coiling in the mist, like phoenixes soaring in the sky.37  

(emphasis mine) 

                                                      

36 Zhao Luo (2013), 315. A similar observation is made by Ledderose. Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in 

ShandongThe Cultural Fabric,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 31. In this regard, Seng’an Daoyi’s calligraphy 

served to enrich the content of the Buddhist text and to further dignify the mountain surfaces the text was 

placed on, serving as “functional beauty,” to borrow Nylan’s words. Michael Nylan (1999), 17-19. 
37 The transcription and English translation are primarily adopted from Ledderose ed. (2015), 155-166. 

Harrist’s partial translation is quite helpful. Harrist (2008), 192-196. For the transcription, see Lai Fei (2007), 

112-118. 
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The author of the Stone Hymn highly praises Seng’an Daoyi, asserting that his 

calligraphy surpasses that of four revered masters of the Han, Wei, and Eastern Jin 

periods: Zhang Boying 張伯英 (Zhang Zhi 張芝, d. ca. 192), Zhong You 鐘繇 (151-230), 

Wei Dan 韋誕 (179-253), and even the undisputed master of calligraphy, Wang Xizhi 王

羲之 (303-361). This statement appears to place Seng’an Daoyi on the same stage as the 

consummate masters of calligraphy, and by doing so, sets forth his calligraphy as “art.” 

This statement offers a remarkable indication of how the author of the Stone Hymn and 

patrons at Mt. Tie esteemed Seng’an Daoyi’s work.38 

In modern times, Ledderose provides us with a present-day and in-depth 

analysis of Seng’an Daoyi’s calligraphic style.39 Whereas other Buddhist scribes in 

medieval China generally adhered to Wang Xizhi’s small, regular script (xiaokai 小楷), 

Seng’an Daoyi and his fellow calligraphers did not adopt this style for mountain 

engravings.40 Instead, Seng’an Daoyi appears to have deliberately chosen the ancient 

                                                      

38 Ledderose ed. (2015), 114. Seng’an Daoyi’s name was written on another inscription, the Inscribed Record. 

This indicates that at the Mt. Tie site, Seng’an Daoyi’s calligraphy was of special importance. Both the 

Kuang brothers, who are recorded in the Stone Hymn, and the officials who are recorded in Inscribed 

Record, wanted to have their names and colophons written by Seng’an Daoyi, although the exact 

relationship between the persons mentioned in the Stone Hymn and the Inscribed Record remains unclear. 
39 For analysis of the calligraphy of the Buddhist sutra carvings in Shandong, see Ledderose, “Buddhist 

Stone Sutras in Shandong–The Cultural Fabric,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 43; Ledderose, “Mount Tie-

Inscriptions: Style of Calligraphy,” in Ledderose ed. (2015), 114-115; Ledderose (2013a), 51-58; Harrist 

(2008), 196-205. 
40 Liu Jung Lu and Lu Dadong hold that, given his reputation as a calligrapher, Seng’an Daoyi likely wrote 

sutras both on paper and on stone tablets. Unfortunately, any small-scale writing by him has yet to be 

discovered. Liu Jung Lu and Lu Dadong suggest that parts of the inscriptions at Xiangtangshan and Mt. 

Zhonghuang in Hebei, near the Northern Qi capital, Ye, as well as sutra steles and a dedicatory 

inscription for a Buddha triad (“Eastern Shaqiu Nunnery Sculpture Inscription”), recently excavated near 

Yanzhou, Shandong, were written in a style very similar to carvings identified as Seng’an Daoyi’s works. 
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clerical script (lishu 隸書) of the pre-Wang Xizhi period. Taking the irregularities of the 

stone into account, the calligraphers allowed themselves bold and inventive character 

compositions, and freely explored the aesthetic potential and strength inherent in the 

ancient clerical script.41 

In addition to the use of fine calligraphy and the traditional stele form, the 

creators at Mt. Tie also imported the practice of offering formal discourse on the 

connoisseurship of the calligraphy and its aesthetic evaluation.42 This practice can be 

clearly seen in the Stone Hymn. In the last three lines of verse that praises Seng’an 

Daoyi’s calligraphy, the Stone Hymn evaluates Seng’an Daoyi’s calligraphy of the sutra 

text, in these words:  

Its refinement surpasses [Wang] Xi[zhi] and [Wei] Dan, 

Its marvels exceed [Zhang Bo]ying and [Zhong] you, 

as dragons coiling in the mist, like phoenixes soaring in the sky.43 (emphasis 

mine).  

As Harrist insightfully observes, the terms used in the Stone Hymn text would 

                                                      

 

According to Liu Jung Lu and Lu Dadong, these writings share some common characteristics, revealed in 

habits of brushwork, although sometimes different script types or styles were used. If this suggestion 

holds true, it means that Seng’an Daoyi also wrote in regular script (kaishu) and running script (xingshu), 

but adopted a type of clerical script (lishu) for mountain engravings. Lis Jung Lu and Lu Dadong (2006-

2007), 271 and 276-280. 
41 Ledderose ed. (2015), 115. 
42 Harrist (2008), 196.  
43 “精跨羲誕 妙越英繇 如龍蟠雾 似鳳騰霄.” The transcription and English translation are mainly adopted 

from Ledderose ed. (2015), 155-166; Ledderose ed. (2009), 144-146. Harrist (2008), 192-196. For the 

transcription, see Lai Fei (2007), 112-118. 
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have been perfectly familiar to connoisseurs of calligraphy of the time.44 First of all, 

assessment of the relative merits of calligraphers was a well-established form of art 

criticism in the sixth century CE.45 The author of the Stone Hymn clearly followed this 

method of critique, boldly declaring Seng’an Daoyi’s extraordinary aesthetic 

achievement, and asserting his calligraphy surpassed that of four respected calligraphers 

of the Han, Wei, and Eastern Jin periods.46 In addition, as Harrist also observes, the 

metaphoric language used to describe the visual effects of the sutra text calligraphy by 

Seng’an Daoyi also borrows from the vocabulary of calligraphy criticism developed 

during the Northern and Southern Dynasties (420-589 CE). The lines “as dragons coiling 

in the mist, like phoenixes soaring in the sky” in particular echo the description of Wang 

Xizhi’s calligraphy attributed to the art-loving Emperor Wu (r. 502-549 CE) of the Liang 

Dynasty (502-587 CE): “like a dragon leaping at the gate of heaven, like a tiger crouching 

at the phoenix towers.”47 

                                                      

44 Harrist (2008), 195-196; Bi Fei, “The Stone Hymn and Art Criticism,” in Ledderose ed. (2015), 38-39.   
45 Harrist refers to two major works in this tradition. One is the Capable Calligraphers from Antiquity Onward 

(Cai gulai nengshu renming) by Yang Xin (370-442), and the other is the Essay on Calligraphy (Shulun) by 

Wang Sengqian (426-485). Both of the authors were natives of the Shandong. Harrist (2008), 195. Bi Fei 

also explains that the idea of grading works of art was popular in the fourth and fifth century. Bi Fei, “The 

Stone Hymn and Art Criticism,” in Ledderose ed. (2015), 35-40. 
46 Bi Fei warns us that we must not take the high praise in the Stone Hymn too literally. According to Bi Fei, 

the author’s praise for the calligraphy of the sutra engraving is a rhetorical form of expression that can 

include exaggeration. Bi Fei, “The Stone Hymn and Art Criticism,” in Ledderose ed. (2015), 39. 
47 According to Harrist, this phrase was first used by Yuan Ang (461-540) in his Gujin shuping (Evaluation of 

Ancient and Modern Calligraphy to describe the calligraphy of Xiao Sihua. Many passages from this short 

work of calligraphy criticism, which Yuan Ang presented to Emperor Wu of the Liang Dynasty (one of the 

Southern Dynasties), reappear in Gujin shuren youlue ping (Evaluation of the Strengths and Weaknesses of 

Ancient and Modern Calligraphers), attributed to the emperor himself. Harrist (2008), 195-196 and 

335n136. Bi Fei also observes that the standard phrases were part of the period’s repertoire and used to 
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Furthermore, the critical terminology, including “refinement (jing 精)” and 

“marvels (miao 妙)” used to compare the Mt. Tie sutra text calligraphy to that of the four 

calligraphy masters, was already widespread in southern China during the fourth and 

fifth centuries.48 “Refinement” denotes the calligrapher’s attention to movements of the 

brush, and “marvels” refers to the work of calligraphy as a whole. In his recent research, 

Bi Fei traces the two terms in early medieval Chinese history, and finds that the terms, 

“refined or refinement” and “marvelous or marvels,” were already commonly used in 

calligraphy criticism during Wang Xizhi’s time (303-361 CE), and eventually, they 

become part of the basic language of calligraphy theory.49  

As discussed so far, the patrons most likely believed that the aesthetic, cultural 

and religious value of their creation was enhanced by incorporating into it the 

traditional stele format, refined calligraphy, and the discourse on calligraphy 

connoisseurship and artistic evaluation. Who then, was responsible for the design of the 

sutra carving with all of these visual and non-visual features? Based on the information 

                                                      

 

describe calligraphic styles. Bi Fei, “The Stone Hymn and Art Criticism,” in Ledderose ed. (2015), 37 and 

39.  
48 The process by which critical terminology was established still awaits investigation. So far, it is clear that 

in the Six Dynasties period, critical terminology was current in southern China. In the late Tang Dynasty 

(mid-ninth century), Zhang Yanyuan reorganized it. Bi Fei, “The Stone Hymn and Art Criticism,” in 

Ledderose ed. (2015), 37. 
49 Thereafter, Gu Kaizhi (ca. 348-409 CE) took these terms from calligraphy theory and introduced them into 

the realm of painting theory. Two terms of critical terminology, refinement (jing 精) and marvels (miao 妙), 

are also found four times in On Painting by Gu Kaizhi. Bi Fei, “The Stone Hymn and Art Criticism,” in 

Ledderose ed. (2015), 37-38. 
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the Stone Hymn provides, it is safe to assume that the patrons and the anonymous 

composer of the Stone Hymn were most likely working together to develop the design 

and texts used to create the entire monument.  

Nonetheless, although we know the author of the Stone Hymn possessed 

considerable knowledge about the important features integral to ancient Chinese artistic 

monuments, we still have no direct information on the patrons’ degree of literacy or 

artistic tastes. Even so, it can be surmised that the prime donors, the Kuang brothers, 

must have had a high-level of knowledge about Chinese writing and artistic traditions, 

since they took great pride in being descendants of a renowned Han Chinese Prime 

Minister. We are able to obtain some insight into this area from Yan Zhitui (顔之推531-

595), who was one of a small number of elite Han Chinese officials during the Northern 

Qi period, and who gives us a crucial clue regarding the kind of education the Kuang 

brothers likely received. In his Family Instructions of the Yan Clan (顔氏家訓 Yan shi 

jiaxun), Yan stresses that good education for children is of the utmost importance: self-

improvement is sanctioned in the Confucian tradition; and good education preserves a 

family’s tradition of learning, which then helps ensure the family’s prestige and 

security.50 Such ideas on the importance of education were most likely shared in the 

circle of elite Han Chinese society members. Other Chinese artistic motives incorporated 

                                                      

50 Yan further elaborates the ways in which study of the ancients could teach children to fulfill duty toward 

their parents, the cruel to be humble, and the proud to be respectful. Dien (1962), 46-47. For the translation 

of the Family Instructions of the Yan Clan, see Ssu-yü Teng trans. (1968). 
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in the sutra carving at Mt. Tie, such as inviting a renown calligrapher to the site in order 

ensure a high quality of writing for their creation testifies to the donors’ high-level of 

knowledge about elite Chinese culture. 

While earlier Buddhist engravings at Mt. Hongding created in the 550s-560s were 

primarily made by monks, in the 570s, several lay practitioners financially supported the 

sutra carvings at several sites, including Mt. Tie. Who was attracted by the beautiful 

writing in the Buddhist carvings, and to whom did the aesthetic potential of the 

calligraphy appeal? We may be tempted to claim that the lay patrons of the Buddhist 

text carvings in Shandong were well-educated members of elite society who had the 

ability to read and comprehend the inscriptions, and appreciate their beautiful writing. 

We might even further claim that most of them were probably elite members of Han 

Chinese society. In some locations, this proves to be true.51 However, despite the 

colophon’s emphasis on the patrons’ ranks and status, it is impossible to determine their 

ethnicity or level of literacy.52 It cannot be argued that most Buddhist carvings in 

Shandong were created by literate people or by Han Chinese elites, even though they 

were executed with fine Chinese character calligraphy in the traditional stele form. This 

                                                      

51 For example, it is known that the patrons at Mt. Tie were elite members of Han Chinese society. This 

pattern also is seen at Mt. Jian, where the elite Wei family and a Han Chinese official named Tang Yong 

supported Buddhist carvings. They truly seem to have appreciated Seng’an Daoyi’s calligraphy, while at 

the same time, they also displayed Buddhist devotion.  
52 In early medieval China, there were relatively few people who could read and comprehend the writings. 

And, a number of people were patrons of Buddhist art and had their support recorded in colophons, even 

though their ethnicity was non-Chinese. Abe (2011), 196–198; McNair (2009), 231). It is said that there 

were some illiterate descendants of Han Chinese elites. Ssu-yü Teng trans. (1968), 25. 
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is due to the fact that during the fifth and sixth centuries, the non-Chinese who settled in 

China accepted and appropriated Chinse visual styles of representation, as well as 

Chinese customs, language, administrative structure.53 

In fact, well-known visual elements of Chinese artistic traditions were employed 

even by “non-Chinese” people during the end of the fifth and early sixth centuries. For 

instance, a number of stele forms adapted for inscriptions in a Buddhist shrine in the 

Guyang Cave at Longmen were donated by Yang Dayan 楊大眼 in ca. 504 CE (Figures 

95 and 96).54 As a prominent Northern Wei military leader, Yang came from Qiuchi in 

Ganxu Province and was of non-Han ethnicity.55 Yang’s dedicatory inscription, carved 

on the wall next to the image, is written in fine Chinese calligraphy, is laid out as a 

beautifully engraved Chinese stele, and includes a literary composition (Figure 96).56 

Although the voice sounds like it was clearly his own, Yang could not have written the 

inscription himself since he was illiterate.57 The dedication was therefore likely 

composed and written by a literate employee. The Yang stele is a good example of 

traditional Chinese artistic visual representaitons being used by a non-Han Chinese 

illiterate patron. 

                                                      

53 Wong (2003), 107-108.  
54 For the Buddha shrine and the inscription, see Abe (2002a), 246-248; Wong (2003), 98; McNair (2007), 26-27. 
55 Yang Dayan was the grandson of Yang Nandang, a chief of the Di nationality. He was from Qiuchi. The 

Yang clan of Qiuchi was prominent among the Tibetan Di people, who had been settled in Gansu since 

the Han Dynasty and had adopted many aspects of Chinese culture, including Chinese surnames. For 

Yang’s origin, see Wong (2003), 98; Weiyuan Yao (1962), 342-346; McNair (2007), 27 and 184n64. 
56 For the inscription, McNair (2007), 27; Abe (2002a), 246-248. The inscription includes a defense of image-

making, a biography of the donor, and the donor’s loyalty to the state and the emperor.  
57 Weishu, ch. 73, 1636; Requoted from McNair (2007), 27. 
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Someone may suggest that the sutra carving at Mt. Tie might also have been 

made by non-Han Chinese illiterate people, if it were not for the Stone Hymn that 

proudly asserts the esteemed Han Chinese genealogy of its prime patrons, the Kuang 

brothers. It is worth noting that there is a huge difference between the carvings designed 

by non-Chinese people who were imitating Chinese visual representations at Mt. Tie, 

and those designed by the local Han Chinese Kuang brothers. The Han Chinese patrons 

at Mt. Tie not only followed the visual elements of Chinese traditional stele form, but 

also exhibited their knowledge of non-visual Chinese traditions, such as Chinese 

calligraphy connoisseurship and Chinese ancient, pre-Buddhist accomplishments.  

Significantly, it should be noted that the cultural and political circumstances in 

which Yang Dayan and the Kuang brothers were living were quite different. At the end 

of the fifth century, Emperor Xiaowen’s (孝文帝, 467-499, r. 471-499) of Northern Wei 

issued an edict that instituted a series of Sinicizing reforms, which included the 

mandated adoption of Chinese attire, language, rituals, and institutions.58 In 494 CE, he 

relocated the Northern Wei capital from Pingcheng to Luoyang in central China. Shortly 

after Emperor Xiaowen relocated the Northern Wei capital to Luoyang, the excavation of 

cave-temples began at the Longmen site, south of the new capital. At the Guyang cave, 

                                                      

58 For sinicization, see Abe (2002a), 176-185. Because the Xianbei Northern Wei emperors thought Han 

Chinese culture was superior to their own, they formally adopted Han Chinese cultural elements to 

strengthen and enhance their rule. For non-Han people, displaying aspects of Han Chinese culture was a 

sign of high culture, prestige, and value. But during Northern Qi period, this pattern was reversed, and 

was replaced by a renaissance of non-Han and multi-cultural hegemony. 
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where the earliest images are concentrated, a number of detailed inscriptions are 

beautifully engraved on traditional Chinese stele forms, which were craved in relief on 

the wall’s surface. Many of them were dedicated by members of the Northern Wei 

imperial house or high officials. Employing visual elements of Chinese representation 

was most likely an indication of the patrons’ sinicization and cultural prestige. Under 

the sinicization protocol, borrowing Chinese traditional forms into their Buddhist shrine 

or other creations were most likely what the non-Chinese patrons wanted to proudly 

display. However, the social and cultural circumstances of the Northern Qi people were 

nearly opposite. For a better appreciation of the Mt. Tie sutra engravings and their 

patrons’ goals, we should understand the political, social, and cultural circumstances of 

the Northern Qi, which will be discussed in next section. 

5.3 The Social and Cultural Circumstances the Kuang Family 
Confronted During the Northern Qi Period 

As previously noted, the Stone Hymn at Mt. Tie boastfully proclaims that the 

Kuang brothers with the great Han Chinese genealogy were the prime patrons for the 

monument there. For their creation, the brothers imported the artistic and cultural 

traditions of Han Chinese elite society, including the use of the stele form, high-quality 

calligraphy, and the discourse of calligraphy connoisseurship. What drove the local Han 

Chinese Kuang brothers to create the sutra carving with such special visual and non-

visual devices? Significantly, the Stone Hymn narrative provides some key information 

about these patrons and their circumstances. Though the previous citation had omitted 
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several sentences from the middle of the text, the full citation on the main patrons of the 

Kuang family is provided below:    

There were the devout disciples of the Buddha Kuang Zhe and his younger 

brothers Xian, [ .. ], Zu, and Zhen, descendants of the Han Prime Minister 

[Kuang] Heng, endowed with the excellent virtue bestowed by Heaven, 

outstanding in their heroic bearing. Knowing that the vast hawsers of heaven 

have long been deficient and discerning that the earth’s pivot is near collapse, 

and they sighed that yet the great blue sea also changes, and bemoaned that even 

Mount Tai falls. Consequently, they have embraced within their hearts the 

renunciation of the bemired paths and they have […] within their bowels the 

acceptance of the pure body [of Buddhism].59 (emphasis mine) 

At this point in the exploration of the Northern Qi engravings, our focus must 

now turn to the political and cultural circumstances that surrounded the Kuang brothers 

at the time they were designing and making their creation. The Stone Hymn, after 

naming them as the prominent patrons, identifies them as descendants of the Han Prime 

Minister Kuang Heng (fl. 48-32 BCE). It further asserts that the Kuang brothers were 

born into an excellent lineage with greatness flowing in their very blood, by stating they 

were “endowed with excellent virtue bestowed by Heaven and was outstanding in its 

heroic bearing.” This sentiment draws from the early Chinese belief that the king or 

                                                      

59 Harrist translates the last sentence of this citation, “Therefore, they have embraced the desire to renounce 

the bemired path and collect into themselves […] the pure embodiment (of Buddhist law). Harrist (2008), 

166. The original text is “是㕥有信佛弟子匡喆及弟顯囗祖珎 漢丞相衡之苗裔也 秀德自天 英姿獨拔 知宏綱尚

缺 察地紐方傾 嘆沧海猶遷 嗟太山言落 遂 棄烏塗而在懷 收淸骹而囗府 扵是乃 與同義人李桃湯囗女戈等 可謂 

門抽杞梓 家握芳蘭 颯尒龍騰 豁然鳳擧 乃率邑人 敢欲 寄泉天沼 共汲無竭之津 歸財法肆 同取永用之寶 仍割

家貲 捨如霜葉…(emphasis mine)” The English translation is from Ledderose ed. (2015), 160-162. 
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heaven granted surnames to those who possessed merits and virtues as a way of 

honoring their spiritual power.60  

The sentence that follows this tribute to the Kuang brothers’ characters and 

lineage, describes their grief and lament: “Knowing that the vast hawsers of heaven 

have long been deficient and discerning that the earth’s pivot is near collapse, and they 

sighed that yet the great blue sea also changes, and bemoaned that even Mount Tai 

falls.” What is this grief and lament about? To what do these grim concerns refer? 

Previous studies of the Stone Hymn either interpret this in the context of a Buddhist 

reference to religious persecution or the decline of dharma,61 or simply provide a 

translation but no explanation.62 However, considering that the phrase describing the 

Kuang brothers’ genealogy is directly followed by these phrases, this grim description is 

most likely related to certain life circumstances that the Kuang family, with their great 

Han linage, had experienced. The Stone Hymn is silent about the exact difficulty the 

Kuang brothers confronted during the Northern Qi period. However, given that the 

Kuang brothers held no official positions, the phrase, “the vast hawsers of heaven have 

long been deficient,” likely means that their great Han lineage had not served them well 

in Northern Qi society. The phrase, “the earth’s pivot is near collapse,” presumably 

                                                      

60 Xudong Hou (2010), 52-53. 
61 Harrist (2008), 166. 
62 Ledderose, “Mount Tie- Inscriptions: Historical Inscriptions Tie 2,” in Ledderose ed. (2015), 109.  
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refers to the reality that the Kuang brothers’ social standards and rules were no longer 

maintained in the larger dominant society. 

During the Northern Qi period, there appears to have been friction between the 

non-Chinese and Chinese members of society,63 and the favorable position was given to 

those who were non-Chinese. This is in part due to the Xianbei ethnicity of the royal Gao 

family of the Northern Qi. There is some controversy about the origins of Gao Huan’s 

family, but scholars agree that the Gao family was of a Sinicized, non-Han lineage, most 

likely Xianbei.64 Historical documents indicate that ethnic tension between the non-Han 

Chinese, the majority of whom were Xianbei, and the Han Chinese began in the first half 

of the sixth century,65 as the Northern Wei Dynasty gave way to the Eastern Wei, 

resulting in political and personal problems on a significant scale.66 Gao Huan, the de 

facto ruler of the Eastern Wei,67 dedicated himself to consolidating the Eastern Wei state 

and instituted a number of policies to alleviate the suffering stemming from ongoing 

                                                      

63 Numerous scholars, including Dien, Park Hanje, and some renowned Chinese historians, have indicated 

that ethnic frictions between the Xianbei and the Chinese ran through the Eastern Wei and Northern Qi 

periods, and finally led to the fall of the Northern Qi.  
64  While the traditional account states that the Gao family was of Han-Chinese ethnic lineage, from the Gaos 

of Xiu 蓨, Bohai 渤海, Jennifer Holmgren demonstrates that the Gao family was not part of the well-

known Gao lineage in Bohai, but rather intentionally concocted a fictitious connection to the Gao Family 

in order to provide themselves with a respectable, Chinese-style genealogy to match those of the great 

clans of the northeastern aristocracy. Jennifer Holmgren (1981), 8; Jennifer Holmgren (1982), 2; Dien (2010), 

90n1; Hanje Park (1998), 147; Yiliang Zhou (1963), 135. For more information about the Gao family’s 

lineage falsification, see Shigekuni Hamaguchi (1966), 726-727. For more information about the lineage 

falsification among families of Chinese origin, see Holmgren (1980), 1-16. 
65 These instances are too numerous to list in full in this dissertation. For more examples, see Holmgren, 

“Seeds of Madness,” 112-123. 
66 Holmgren, “Family, Marriage and Political Power,” 40. 
67 The Northern Qi state was established by Gao Yang 高洋 in 550, although his father Gao Huan 高歡 was 

the real founder of Northern Qi as the de facto ruler of Eastern Wei. Dien (2010), 80-82.   
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wars.68 His efforts to reduce the friction between the Chinese and the non-Han clan are 

well documented.69 Despite such efforts, mutual antipathy and distrust was present 

throughout the period of the Eastern Wei—Northern Qi.70  

During the Northern Qi period, non-Chinese officials dominated the court, 

although a small number of Han Chinese court officials were present there. While the 

opportunity to obtain official posts was very limited for the Han Chinese, they were 

given some official court positions, mainly because Han Chinese courtiers were able to 

help the non-Han Chinese rulers construct and run a standard Chinese-style imperial 

court. At the time, this style of organization and administration was considered the 

optimal way to run an imperial court, regardless of whether or not the rulers were 

Chinese.71 However, even when present at court, most of the Han court officials held 

insecure positions. They might abruptly be sent out to provincial areas or even executed 

at the will of the throne or non-Chinese court officials.72 As Dien puts it, the Chinese at 

                                                      

68 Zizhi tongjian (Beijing: Guji chubanshe, 1956), 158.4909-10. 
69 Communicating in Xianbei with the Xianbei people and in Chinese with the Chinese people, Gao Huan 

tried to persuade the Xianbei and Chinese to respect each other. Zizhi tongjian 157.4882. Requoted from 

Dien (2000), 82 and Dien (1991), 54. 
70 Dien (2000), 82. This antipathy was partly because Gao Huan and his successors were virtually powerless 

to deal with the friction and respected the Xianbei.  
71 Northern Qi emperors were consciously engaged in the construction of “a standard Sino/East Asian 

imperial court structure.” For the emperors, the Chinese-style imperial structure had become an ethnically 

‘ecumenical’ imperial model. Eisenberg (2008), 106-110. 
72 There were a series of frightful executions of Han Chinese officials by Northern Qi emperors and non-Han 

Chinese courtiers in the Northern Qi court. During the 550s and the beginning of the 560s, executions of 

Han-Chinese officials, including Du Bi 杜弼 (d. 559), Gao Dezheng 高德政, and Yang Yin 楊愔, took place 

most likely due to ethnic antipathy. They were all close advisor of Emperors and crucial figures that were 

needed to effectively maintain the state’s administration. Dien (1962a), 60-61; Dien (2010), 84; Hanje Park 

(1998), 128-129 and 137; Holmgren (1981), 120-123.  
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the court attained positions of high office and important responsibilities “at the 

sufferance of the Xianbei,” and “any perceived threat to the preeminence of the Xianbei 

was dealt with in a ruthless fashion.”73 In an instruction to his family, one of the Han 

Chinese contemporaries of the Xianbei court, Yan Zhitui 顔之推 (531-591), wrote about 

the anxiety and insecurity he experienced due to his status as a literate and  elite Han 

Chinese member of Northern Qi society.74 Yan Zhitui urged his descendants not to make 

sinecures of their posts. At the same time, he advised them not to aspire to the highest 

posts, for these were sources of danger to oneself and one’s family. This approach was 

most sensible given the dangers and uncertainties that lurked in the Northern Qi court 

for the Han Chinese people.75 

The insecure official lives of court officials who were Han Chinese was due to the 

cultural changes of Northern Qi society. While sixth century Northern Qi society viewed 

the Han Chinese people and culture with some suspicion, the opposite was true at the 

end of the Northern Wei (386-534 CE), when Chinese customs and language were highly 

respected under the sinicization protocol, promulgated by the Xianbei Emperor Xiaowen 

                                                      

73 Dien (1991), 59n83; Dien (2010), 82. 
74 Yan Zhitui, a Chinese scholar, was a descendant of Yan Han, a native of Linyi in modern-day Shandong 

Province, who had come south in 317 CE. Yan Zhitui served four different Chinese states including the 

Liang Dynasty in southern China, the Northern Qi and Northern Zhou Dynasties of northern China, and 

their successor state that reunified China, the Sui Dynasty. Yan Zhitui wrote house instructions for the 

heirs and descendants of his own family. Yan Zhutui wrote the book, The Yanshi Jiaxun (Family Instructions 

of the Yan Clan) for his family and descendants and it reflects that day’s social and political circumstances. 

The translation by Teng Ssu–yü (1968) has been consulted.  
75 Dien (1962a), 63. Dien indicates that Yan, one of the founding fathers of the Academy, may well have felt 

the collapse of Qi and the dissolution of the Academy in 577 to be one of the deepest disappointments of 

his career.  
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(r. 471-99). The sinicization protocol resulted in the prevalence of Chinese cultural 

elements in Northern Wei society, and many members of the Xianbei nobility became 

fully proficient in Chinese cultural traditions, and were at home among the leading 

Chinese families, without entirely abandoning their own customs. However, in 523 CE, a 

rebellion broke out among the specialized military populations of the frontier regions, 

called the Rebellion of the Six Garrisons.76 Most of the soldiers were non-Han Chinese, 

and they complained about disparities of status and opportunity between the non-Han 

Chinese who remained in the frontier regions versus those who moved to the capital city 

Luoyang, and the disparities which the sinicization policy brought to the state.77 

Founded on the non-Han Chinese rebellion’s military power, the Northern Qi rulers and 

high court officials, who also were predominantly non-Han Chinese, stopped showing 

overt respect for Han Chinese culture. The display of outward pride for the Chinese 

culture was no longer regarded as a sign of prestige as it had been before. Rather, the 

“anti-Chinese culture” trend became widespread in the high strata of non-Han Chinese 

society.78  Holmgren observes that the Northern Qi’s first Emperor, Wenxuan, 

maintained a mental balance between the Xianbei and the Chinese, which could have 

extended to all social strata until the end of the state.79 To non-Han Chinese elites, most 

                                                      

76 Dien (2010), 80.  
77 Scott Pearce et al. (2001), 7-8. 
78 Tsiang (2010), 49; Su Bai (2002), 55-56. The “anti-Chinese” sentiment was especially prevalent regarding 

the use of the Chinese language. Hanje Park (1998), 139. 
79 Holmgren (1981), 120. 
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of whom were warriors, Han Chinese culture seems to have connoted refinement and 

civilization, but because it gave prominence to literary pursuits, it also was deemed 

feminine, timid and weak. 

Northern Qi culture has been characterized as the Xianbei culture’s renaissance,80 

as well as the establishment of a foundation for multiculturalism.81 During the Northern 

Qi period, the Xianbei culture reached its peak, and at the same time, a variety of outside 

cultures brought by foreigners appear to have been enjoyed by people from diverse 

ethnicities living together in Northern Qi society. In outlining Northern Qi culture, 

Katherine Tsiang claims the following: 

The Northern Qi nobility largely abandoned the rules of Chinese-style courtly 

protocol set in the late Northern Wei and reasserted their non-Han-Chinese 

identity and a pride in their martial, horse-riding skills, mostly dressing in knee-

length tunics with narrow sleeves over trousers and boots.82 (emphasis mine) 

However, this is not entirely accurate, since Northern Qi rulers continued to use 

Chinese-style political structures during their reigns. Although the Xianbei culture 

clearly seems to have flourished in this period, and affected the lives of contemporaries 

in various fields, Han Chinese culture still played an important role in society. The 

elements of Han Chinese culture that were maintained during the Northern Qi period 

                                                      

80 Dien (1991), 48-49. The events leading to the fall of the Northern Wei are described by Jenner (1981), 63-

102. 
81 Katherine Tsiang observes that many of the artistic developments of this period laid the foundations for 

the flourishing international visual culture of succeeding centuries experienced during the Sui (581-618 

CE) and Tang (618-907 CE) periods. Tsiang (2010), 48-51; Lingley (2014): 1-12.  
82 Tsiang (2010), 49.   
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included the move of Han-Wei stone Confucian classics to the Northern Qi capital city 

of Ye, the establishment of a number of Chinese-style formal court institutions, and the 

founding of a Chinese-style literary college.83 These series of actions indicate that the 

non-Han Northern Qi rulers and courtiers still upheld some of the rules of Chinese-style 

courtly protocol. However, the Xianbei rulers and high officials intended neither to act 

culturally Chinese, nor follow Confucian principles. The Northern Qi rulers and court 

officials retained limited Chinese organizational and cultural traditions only for the 

maintenance of the social order, and for displaying the political authority of the state.84  

During the Northern Qi period, the anxiety of the Han Chinese elites over the 

insecurity of their official status appears to have been substantial for those who were 

active at court in the capital city, Ye. However, the court officials’ anxiety over court 

circumstances at Ye cannot be a reason why the local Han Chinese patrons in Shandong 

created the gigantic stele embellished with the elements of the Han Chinese artistic 

traditions of high elites, since none of the patrons at Mt. Tie were associated with the 

difficulties Han Chinese faced at court. Nonetheless, the language of the Stone Hymn 

evidently exhibits the Kuang brothers’ despair over the decline of their noble family’s 

prestige, which seems similar to the anxiety of Han Chinese elites at Ye. 

Significantly, there is an important connection between the court and the 

                                                      

83 This college was called the Wenlin Academy, and it was established in early 573. A number of Chinese 

officials, such as Yan Zhitui, Wei Shou 魏收, Xiao Fang 蕭放, and Yang Xiuzhi 陽休之, participated in the 

activities of the Academy. Dien (1962b), 62-63. 
84 Tsiang (1996a), 252-253.  
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regional circumstances in Shandong. The high-ranking official, Tang Yong 唐邕 (d. 581), 

sponsored a sutra carving at Mt. Jian, which is located inside the city of Zoucheng, very 

close to Mt. Tie (Figure 83). At Mt. Jian, Tang Yong worked with another local Han 

family, and together they had several Buddhist sutra texts and a Buddha name carved 

on its mountain surfaces. Notably, the Wei family members also proudly displayed that 

they were the descendants of the renowned Han Prime Minister 漢大丞相, Wei Xian 

韋賢 (147-66 BCE) (Figure 64).85 Wei Xian was a real historical person, who came from 

Zou 鄒 (modern Zoucheng 鄒城, Shandong), and was a learned scholar who rose to the 

position of Han Prime Minister (chengxiang 丞相) during the reign of Emperor Xuan 

(漢宣帝, r. 73-48 BCE).86 Interestingly, the main patrons of the Wei family at Mt. Jian had 

no official titles.  

It is worthwhile to point out that Seng’an Daoyi also was the leading figure at 

this Mt. Jian site. He took on a variety of roles there, including that of the sutra donor, 

calligrapher, and sutra carving organizer. At this Mt. Jian site, Tang Yong 唐邕 (d. 581) 

sponsored the 98-character passage from the Mañjusri Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra with his wife 

Lady Zhao 趙. Tang Yong and his wife’s name appear at a separate colophon located 

below the most detailed colophon to the lower right of the 98-character passage from the 

Mañjusri Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra. The colophon refers to them as sutra donors who were the 

                                                      

85 Takuma (2003), 187. 
86 For Wei Xian, see Michael Loewe (2000), 577-578; David R. Knechtges and Taiping Chang eds. (2010), 

1304; Luo Wei ed. (1996), 138-140. 
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“the Imperial Secretariat and King of Jinchang Commander Tang Yong and the queen 

Zhao” (Figure 97).87 

While the carvings at Mt. Jian were co-sponsored by Tang Yong, the local Han 

Chinese Wei family members, and Seng’an Daoyi, the exact nature of the relationship 

between the Wei family and Tang Yong is unknown. It is known that in 568-572 CE, 

before his patronage at Mt. Jian, Tang Yong had commissioned lengthy sutra texts to be 

carved at the South Cave in Northern Xiangtangshan (Figures 26~28). As discussed in 

chapter two, the selection of the Bojing as the sutra text can be interpreted as indication 

of Tang Yong’s complaint with contemporary political circumstances and competition 

with his political non-Han Chinese rivals.88 With his previous experience of being 

suddenly impeached by censorial officials and having his name removed from the 

courtiers’ register sometime at the end of the 560s or early 570s, Tang Yong could easily 

have empathized with a local Han family, who held a great linage, but held no official 

posts during the Northern Qi period. It is possible to imagine that they likely had similar 

social and cultural opinions, and shared some mutual socio-political, cultural, and 

religious perspectives. Also, with the act of sutra carving itself, Tang Yong likely 

                                                      

87 The colophon with the names of Tang Yong and Lady Zhao also names two more couples that it identifies 

as donors: Chen Demao 陳德茂 and his wife Fan 范, and Chen Dexin 陳德信 and his wife,  Dong 董. 

Takuma (2003), 187; Tsai, 2012, 142. While the inscription does not provide the specific details of their 

sponsorship, the location indicates that they sponsored the Mañjusri Sūtra. Currently the colophon reads, 

“經主(尚)書晉昌王唐邕妃趙/經主□□同陳德茂□□/經主□□□陳德信妃董.” Sili Wang and Lai Fei (1991), 13; 

Xinli Hu (1991), 254; Lai Fei (2003), 113-114; Lai Fei (2004), 137; Lai Fei (2007), 85-86. In addition, the 

names of six nuns are listed: Famen, Fali, Huiming, Faxi, Jina, Shanzhu. “比丘尼法門法力慧命法緆罽拏?善

住,” Lai Fei (2007), 88-89; Takuma (2003), 187. What they contributed to the site is uncertain. 
88 Zhenfa Xie (2006), 377-380; Haijuan Chen makes a similar observation. Haijuan Chen (2006), 53. 
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provided the local renowned Han Chinese at Xiangtangshan with a way to express their 

cultural, social, and religious ideas. Being of same Han ethnicity and living in Northern 

Qi society, in which the social and cultural atmosphere was not favorable to the Han 

Chinese, likely resulted in some level of cooperation and mutual support. Four years 

later, in 579 CE, Tang Yong was absent, but another renowned local Han Chinese Kuang 

family worked with Seng’an Daoyi at Mt. Tie, and sponsored a sutra carving on an even 

more ambitious scale. Although Tang Yong and the Kuang brothers were not connected 

directly, other than through hiring Seng’an Daoyi as the calligrapher for their respective 

projects, the local Han Chinese Kuang family and Tang Yong could have similar views 

of the circumstances at court or the use of sutra carving as a means of displaying their 

social, cultural, and religious ideas. 

5.4 Visual Rhetoric of Han Chinese Identity and Cultural Pride 

At this point, we now get to the most important question: What did the patrons 

hope to claim through their creation at Mt. Tie? My suggestion is that the elite patrons 

wished to declare the cultural magnificence and superiority of the Han Chinese. They 

did it by intentionally employing very Han Chinese traditions, such as using beautiful 

and elegant Chinese calligraphy, appropriating the traditional stele form, and 

developing calligraphy connoisseurship. During the Northern Qi period, Han Chinese 

customs and artistic traditions were utilized by non-Han Chinese rulers and court 

officials as a practical matter and possibly to claim the state’s orthodoxy.  However, 
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these cultural elements were not respected in and of themselves, nor were they enjoyed 

or appreciated on a purely aesthetic level. 

The patrons did not, and probably could not, express themselves directly at the 

time of the carving, as this would be dangerous for them and their families. Instead, the 

Han Chinese elite patrons used metaphors to voice their lament at life’s grim 

circumstances, expressed through the symbolic and formal visual codes of the Han 

Chinese tradition. The intent of this monument, which provided a mode of self-

representation for a member of an elite Han family, was likely to serve as a special 

monument of “Chineseness,” during a period when multiculturalism and the Xianbei 

visual culture in particular were prevalent. Even for many contemporaries, most of 

whom were likely illiterate and could not have comprehended and appreciated the 

entire meaning of the sutra or the Stone Hymn texts, the blatant and flamboyant use of 

the traditional Chinese practice of representation, and the commemoration of illustrious 

virtues and merits in a spectacular and gigantic stele form on Mt. Tie, made their 

message clear.  

To date, many scholars have suggested that the donors’ main concern was 

directly related to Buddhism. They believe that the patrons’ desire to transmit and 

preserve the sutra text on carved stone was connected to the decline of Buddhism (mofa). 

The bemoaning of the dire state of the world by the Stone Hymn’s author has been 
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interpreted as a commentary on the decline of Buddhism.89 Additionally, Ledderose 

attends to the fact that the Mt. Tie Buddhist engravings were completed in 579 when the 

persecution of Buddhism by Emperor Wu of Northern Zhou had come to an end,90 

stating that the monument at Mt. Tie heralded the triumph of Buddhism over its 

persecution.91 

However, this dissertation suggests that the message the Stone Hymn is trying to 

tell as about its patrons’ wishes for its creation could be better understood, when placed 

within the context of the Northern Qi’s society of that time. What the patrons and the 

author bemoaned in the Stone Hymn was likely the Northern Qi society in which Han 

Chinese culture, customs and virtues were not respected, and in which Han Chinese 

elites could not feel secure about their social and political circumstances. The year of 579 

CE, when the carving at Mt. Tie was completed, was also the year when the Northern Qi 

Dynasty was defeated by Northern Zhou. Thus the monument represents a symbol of 

the triumph for traditional Han Chinese culture over the non-Han culture, which was at 

its peak during the Northern Qi period. 

The city of Zoucheng, where Mt. Tie is located, has been honored as being the 

hometown of Mencius 孟子 (372-289 BCE), one of the founding fathers of Confucianism. 

                                                      

89 Ledderose, “Mount Tie-Inscriptions: Historical Inscriptions Tie 2,” in Ledderose ed. (2015), 110-111. 
90 The persecution was promulgated in Northern Zhou on June 21, 574, and it was extended to the Northern 

Qi in the spring of 577 when the Northern Zhou conquered the Northern Qi territory. The persecution 

ended soon after the demise of Emperor Wu in June 21, 578. Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in 

Shandong–The Cultural Fabric,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 29-30. 
91 Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in Shandong–The Cultural Fabric,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 30. 
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Only 20 kilometers to the north lies Qufu 曲阜, the cradle of Confucianism in China, 

where Confucius 孔子 lived and is buried.92 Ledderose notes that “the Buddhists 

symbolically invaded the Confucian heartland with their cliff writings and made a 

visible claim that their creed was now overtaking Confucian ideology” in the areas 

around Zoucheng.93 This is a suggestive opinion, but it is unlikely that the patrons’ main 

intention was involved with the competition between Buddhism and Confucianism. My 

observation is quite the contrary to that of Ledderose. At the center of Confucianism, 

Buddhist engravings came to lose their original traits. It appears that during the Han 

Dynasty, Confucian art was, in fact, overtaking Buddhist art, and transforming it into a 

traditional Confucian artistic style. The traditions of Confucianism and the Han Chinese 

culture both seem to have greatly impacted the Buddhist engravings at Mt. Tie. The 

patrons for the Mt. Tie carving, as descendants of an eminent ancestor, were most likely 

well-educated and well-versed in Chinese tradition and Confucian teachings.  

Similarly, investigating the calligraphy connoisseurship at the Stone Hymn, 

Harrist brilliantly argues that the Stone Hymn text was intended to enhance the value of 

the sutra inscription, and it did so by importing the discourse of calligraphy 

connoisseurship and aesthetic evaluation into the domain of Buddhist devotional art.”94 

However, from a different perspective, my suggestion is that the discourse of 

                                                      

92 Harrist (2008), 162.   
93 Ledderose, “Buddhist Stone Sutras in Shandong–The Cultural Fabric,” in Ledderose ed. (2014), 20. 
94 Harrist (2008), 196. 
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calligraphy connoisseurship and aesthetic evaluation were not imported into the domain 

of Buddhist devotional art. Rather, the Buddhist sutra texts were imported into the 

domain of Chinese or Confucian traditional art, as a way to illuminate both the text and 

the formal visual artistic elements. What was represented at Mt. Tie was the very 

Chinese traditional stele form, elegant calligraphy, and the discourse of calligraphy 

connoisseurship and aesthetic evaluation, all of which belong to Chinese artistic 

traditions. 

This is not to say that Buddhism was not as important as Chinese Confucian 

cultural traditions at the time of the creation of the Mt. Tie carving. At Mt. Tie, the 

patrons do not clarify their actual wishes, but it was likely a combination of both their 

hope to attain the Bodhi mind of Buddhism, and a declaration of their Han Chinese 

authority and cultural pride. While the patrons were immersed in the Chinese 

traditional culture and Confucian teachings, they at the same time embraced 

Buddhism.95 Having wished to proclaim Han-Chinese culture and attain the Bodhi mind, 

they appear to have set their minds on the Unsurpassed Correct Perfect Enlightenment. 

From this, it is clear that the Mt. Tie patrons were clearly “devout disciples of the 

Buddha,” and that they embraced the Buddhist faith.96 The sutra text chosen for carving 

at Mt. Tie gives a comprehensive description of the unfolding of the Buddhist path 

                                                      

95 During the sixth century CE, there were a large number of Confucians who embraced Buddhism. See, 

Dien (1962a); Tadao Yoshikawa (2000), 427-455. 
96 Ledderose ed. (2015), 160. 
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according to the practice set forth by the Mahayana bodhisattva.97 In the sutra, the 

Buddha poses only one question. “What is named piercing the Bodhi mind?” In 

answering this question, the Buddha unfolds the path to awakening from beginning to 

end for the reader. The text ends with the affirmation that this teaching of the Buddha 

has caused innumerable beings to embark on the bodhisattva path. The Stone Hymn 

repeats the last section of the sutra carving, “twelve nayuta of beings put forth the Bodhi 

mind, and sixteen thousand gods attained the Acceptance that Dharmas are Without 

Birth.”98 This may have been in part the hope and motivation of the donors who initiated 

the grand carving project of this sutra passage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

97 For the sutra carving, see Claudia Wenzel, “Mount Tie-Inscription: Sutra Passage,” in Ledderose ed. (2015), 

106-109. 
98 Ledderose ed. (2015), 161 and 165. 
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Figures 

 

CHAPTER 1: Introduction  

 

Figure 1: Map of Buddhist stone inscription sites in Shandong Province (After Ledderose 

ed. (2014): front page). 
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Figure 2: Map of Mt. Sili and other sites around Lake Dongping. 
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Figure 3: General View of the summit of Mt. Sili as seen from the south (Photo taken by 

Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 4: The right lower corner on the south side of the eastern boulder (Photo taken by 

Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 5: The remaining portion of sutra carving at the upper center, and the votive 

inscription and image added in 561 CE on the right (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 

 

Figure 6: An ink and paper rubbing on the same spot as identified in Figure 5. The 

remaining portion of the sutra text is in the middle, and a votive inscription and image 

added in 561 CE can be seen on the right. To the left of the red rectangle is a votive 

inscription from the 11th century (After Ledderose ed. (2014): p. 408, fig. 174). 
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Figure 7: Detail of Figure 5. The right top corner of Figure 5. Votive image and its 

inscription dated 561 CE (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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CHAPTER 2: Buddhist Artworks Designed for the Diverse Goals of 

Northern Qi Patrons 
 

 

Figure 8: Territory held by the Northern Qi Dynasty (550-577 CE) (After Lin (2014): 58). 
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Figure 9: Northern Xiangtangshan site at halfway up a mountainside. From the left to 

right respectively, the North, Middle, and South Caves at the Northern Xiangtangshan 

(Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 

 

Figure 10: The façade of the North Cave at the Northern Xiangtangshan (Photo taken by 

Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 11: Plan of the three Northern Xiangtangshan caves (After Steinhardt (2010): 61). 

 

 

Figure 12: Buddhas at the front (west) face and south side of the central pillar (from left 

to right), North Cave at Northern Xiangtangshan (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 13: Stupa façade of the South Cave at the Northern Xiangtangshan (Photo taken 

by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 

 

Figure 14: Stupa-shaped niches on the north wall of North Cave. The original images in 

the niches are missing and the 20th century Buddha images were placed in the stupa-

shaped niches (Photo Taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 15: Gigantic Buddha carved on Mt. Meng at the former Kaihua Monastery site, 

Taiyuan, Shanxi Province. After 551 CE. The height of the body of the Buddha measures 

approximately 30 meters. The head was replaced in 2008, 12 meters high (Photo taken by 

Jungmin Ha in 2012).
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Figure 16: Front façade of Xiaonanhai Central Cave, Anyang, Henan. 550-560 CE (Photo 

taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 

 

Figure 17: Diagram for the sutra engraving, Xiaonanhai Central Cave. The numbered 

areas contain the following inscriptions: (After Sunkyung Kim (2011): 122, fig. 1A). 

(1) Dedicatory inscription;  

(2) Hymn on the Avataṃsaka Sūtra;  

(3) The “Sagely Practice” chapter (Shengxing pin 聖行品) from the Nirvāṇa Sūtra;  

(4) The “Pure Conduct” chapter (Fangxingpin 梵行品) from the Nirvāṇa Sūtra. 
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Figure 18: Interior of Xiaonanhai Central Cave. All the heads of the statues have been 

chiseled away (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 19: Two Buddhist steles at the Baoshan Temple site. The right stele was the one 

that was sponsored by Lou Rui (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 20: The stele bearing an engraving of the sixth chapter “Pusa minnan pin” 

(Chapter on Bodhisattva Clarifying the Truth)” of the Avataṃsaka Sūtra, created under 

the sponsorship of Lou Rui. Limestone, 230 centimeters in height, 98 centimeters in 

width, and 28 centimeters in depth (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 21: Detail of Figure 20, the Buddha triad shrine at the center of the upper part of 

the stele. The shrine is 27.5 centimeter in height, and 21 centimeters in width (Photo 

taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 22: View of exterior of Caves 1 through 6, Southern Xiangtangshan, near Handan, 

Hebei. Cave 2 is to the left and Cave 1 to the right. The “Fushan Caves Stele” is at both 

sides of the gate of Cave 2 (After Tsiang ed. (2010): 40, fig. 20). 

 

Figure 23: Site plan of the Southern Xiangtangshan Caves. Caves 1-7 are arranged on 

two levels: Caves 1 and 2 are on the lower level; Cave 3 above Cave 1; Caves 4, 5, and 6 

above Cave 2. Cave 7 has no cave below it (After Lin (2014): 74, fig. 2.5). 
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Figure 24: Buddhist shrines at the southeastern side of the Southern Xiangtangshan site, 

560s (After Tejima Isshin (2013b): 29, pl. 4). 

 

 

Figure 25: Line-drawing of Figure 24 (After Lintang Zhang and Peilan Xu (2005): 62, pl. 

1). 
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Figure 26: Buddhist carvings at the South Cave at Northern Xiangtangshan, established 

between 568 and 572 CE (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 27: “Record of the Carving of Sutras by Tang Yong, Duke of Jinchang 

Commandery” 晋昌郡公唐邕刻經記, 568-572 CE. 1.65 centimeters in height and 1 meter 

in width (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 28: Detail of Figure 27, a Buddhist niche in which a Buddha is sitting on a throne 

with both legs hanging down, along with two attending bodhisattvas, each sitting with 

one leg hanging down. 568-572 CE (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 29: Buddha statue excavated from the Longxing temple site, Qingzhou, Shandong. 

Northern Qi dynasty (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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CHAPTER 3: Traditions of Carving Text on Stone in China before the 

Northern Qi Period 
 

 

 

 

Figure 30: Stele of Zheng Wengong (Zheng Wengong bei 鄭文公碑) at Mt. Tianzhu (aka 

the Upper stele) (After “Shandong shike fenlei quan ji” bian ji wei yuan hui (2013), vol. 

2: 2). 
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Figure 31: Stele of Zheng Wengong (Zheng Wengong bei 鄭文公碑) at Mt. Yunfeng (aka 

the Lower stele) (After “Shandong shike fenlei quan ji” bian ji wei yuan hui (2013), vol. 

2: 44). 
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Figure 32: Northern Liang votive stupa, stone brick, donated by Gao Shanmu 高善穆, 

dated 428, from Jiuquan, Gansu Province, Gansu Provincial Museum, Lanzhou. Height 

44.6 cm. (After Howard et al. eds. (2006): 216, pl. 3.15). 
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Figure 33: The Qingtian River in Bo’ai County, Henan Province (After Wang Jingqun ed. 

(2009): 39, pl. 4). 
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Figure 34: Detail of Figure 33 (After Wang Jingqun ed. (2009): 40). 
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Figure 35: Rubbing from the rock surface of Figure 34. The bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara 

image at the center, the beginning section of “the Universal Gate (the Pumen pin 普門品)” 

of the Lotus Sūtra carved to his left, and the colophon to his right (After Wang Jingqun 

ed. (2009): 41). 

 

Figure 36: Drawing of the bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara image of Figure 35 (After Wang 

Jingqun ed. (2009): 42). 
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Figure 37: Niche dedicated by Hui Cheng, dated to 498, Guyang Cave (After Liu 

Jinglong (1997), pl. 52).  
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Figure 38: Inscription for the niche dedicated by Hui Cheng (After Liu Jinglong (1997): 

pl. 64) 
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Figure 39: Buddhist stele, dated 537, Eastern Wei period. Originally made and displayed 

in the Shengguo Monastery 勝果寺 in Qufu 曲阜, Shandong Province. Current in the 

collection of the Tōkyō Daigaku Bungakubu, Japan 日本東京大學 文學部 (Matsubara 

Saburō 松原三郎 (1995), v. 1: 248a). 
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Figure 40: Back of Figure 39. A section from the Diamond Perfection of Wisdom 

Sūtra 金剛般若波羅蜜經 carved (Lai Fei (2007): 155, pl. 121). 
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Figure 41: The Diamond Sūtra carved at a valley called Jingshiyu 經石峪 (Sutra Rock 

Valley) of Mt. Tai (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 42: Buddhist stele. Discovered in Qinyang city 沁陽市 in Henan Province. Now in 

the collection of Henan Museum 河南博物院. 130 cm in height, 75 cm in width, and 17 

cm in depth. (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2010). 
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Figure 43: Back of Figure 42. The beginning of the “Chapter on the Universal Gate” 

(Pumen pin 普門品) of the Lotus Sūtra, carved (Wang Jingqun ed. (2009): 132). 
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Figure 44: Buddhist stele. Discovered in an area around Luoyang. Now in the Museum 

of Stone Carving in Luoyang 洛阳古代石刻艺术馆, Henan Province. 130 cm in height, 

59.5 cm in width, and 17 cm in depth (Wang Jingqun ed. (2009): 362, pl. 40). 
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Figure 45: Rubbings from both sides and back of the Figure 44 stele. The entire text of 

the Sūtra Spoken by the Buddha of Neither Increase Nor Decrease (Fo shuo buzeng bujian jing 

佛說不增不減經) carved. (2009): 364). 
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Figure 46: A front view of the cliff of the Huangshiya 黃石崖 cave, in Jinan 济南, 

Shandong, featuring Buddhist images created in the 530s to the early 540s (Photo taken 

by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 47: Rubbing from the carved Buddhist texts on the cliff of Huangshiya. Now 

destroyed. Gatha of the Great Paranirvāṇa Sūtra 大般涅槃經偈 and the beginning of the 

“Chapter on the Universal Gate” (Pumen pin) of the Lotus Sūtra (Beijing tushuguan 

Jinshizu ed. (1989), vol. 5: 203). 
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CHAPTER 4: Buddhist Texts Carved at Mt. Hongding: Seng’an Daoyi 

and Monastic Goals 
 

 

 

Figure 48: Map of Mt. Hongding (After Ledderose ed. (2014): 53, fig. 3). 
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Figure 49: The distribution of the inscriptions at Mt. Hongding and the former 

monastery site in the valley at Mt. Hongding (After Ledderose ed. (2014): 54, fig. 4). 
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Figure 50: Distribution of the inscriptions on the northern slope of Mt. Hongding (After 

Ledderose ed. (2014): 70, fig. 7) 

 

Figure 51: Distribution of the inscriptions on the northern slope of Mt. Hongding (After 

Shandong Shike Yishu Bowuguan ed. (2006): pl. 1). 
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Figure 52: Distribution of the inscriptions on the southern slope of Mt. Hongding (After 

Ledderose ed. (2014): 71, fig. 8). 
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Figure 53: Path alongside the inscriptions on the northern slope of Mt. Hongding (Photo 

taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 54: A small Buddha shrine above HDS 1 on the northern slope at Mt. Hongding 

(Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 

 

Figure 55: Detail of Figure 54 (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 56: A small Buddha shrine between inscriptions HDS 6 and HDS 7 on the 

northern slope at Mt. Hongding (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012) 

 

Figure 57: Detail of Figure 56 (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 58: Rubbing of the encomium for Seng’an Daoyi, the inscriptions HDS 3 (left) and 

HDS 4 (right) at Mt. Hongding (After Ledderose ed. (2014): 108, fig. 19). 
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Figure 59: “Stele of Sire An” 安公之碑 (HDS 15) at Mt. Hongding (Photo taken by 

Jungmin Ha in 2012). 

 

Figure 60: Rubbing of Figure 59 (After Ledderose ed. (2014): 244, fig. 89). 
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Figure 61: Rubbing of the colophon (HDS 7) for the Buddha name Da Kong Wang Fo 

(HDS 8) at Mt. Hongding (After Ledderose ed. (2014): 138, fig. 35). 
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Figure 62: Rubbings and reconstruction of the composition of the carvings at Mt. Jian 

(After Lai Fei (2007), 101). 
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Figure 63: A colophon located to the left of the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra and the 

Buddha name of Da Kong Wang Fo at Mt. Jian (After Lai Fei (2007), 88). 
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Figure 64: The prime colophon located to the right of the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra at 

Mt. Jian (After Lai Fei (2007), 83). 
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Figure 65: Encomium for Fahong, HDS 18, at Mt. Hongding (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha 

in 2012). 

 

Figure 66: Rubbing of Figure 65 (After Ledderose ed. (2014): 267, fig. 98). 
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Figure 67: “Donor Fahong.” Rubbing of the inscription, HDS 9.16, at Mt. Hongding 

(After Ledderose ed. (2014): 218, fig. 75). 
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Figure 68: Rubbing of the inscription, HDS 2, at Mt. Hongding, made in 1998 (After 

Ledderose ed. (2014): 104, fig. 17). 

 

Figure 69: Rubbing of the inscription, HDS 2 (before its destruction), at Mt. Hongding, 

made before or in 1995 (After Ledderose ed. (2014): 105, fig. 18). 
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Figure 70: Mt. Ergu, carving of the Buddha name, Da Kong Wang Fo (After 

Ledderose ed. (2014): 347, fig. 141). 
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Figure 71: Rubbing of Figure 70 (After Ledderose ed. (2014): 348, fig. 142). 
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Figure 72: Mt. Yi’s Summit of the Five Flowers (the Wuhua Feng 五華峰) in Zoucheng 

and the carving of the 98 Characters Passage from the Mañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra (Photo 

taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012).  

 

Figure 73: Rubbing of the carving of fig. 4.25 (After Ledderose ed. (2015), 64). 
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Figure 74: Rubbing of the colophon at Mt. Yi’s Summit of the Five Flowers (the Wuhua 

Feng 五華峰) (After Ledderose ed. (2015), 70). 
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Figure 75: Rock inscriptions of HDS 14, 15, 16.2, and 16.1 (from left to right) at Mt. 

Hongding (After Ledderose ed. (2014): 237, fig. 84). 

 

Figure 76: Rubbing of the inscriptions: HDS 14, 15, 16.2, and 16.1 (from left to right) 

(After Ledderose ed. (2014): 238, fig. 85). 
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Figure 77: Rock carving HDS 22 at Mt. Hongding (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 

 

Figure 78: Rubbing of the inscription HDS 22 (After Ledderose ed. (2014): 294, fig. 112). 
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Figure 79: A 3D model showing the secluded area by stone walls and the stone seat in 

front of the inscription, HDS 16.2 (After Ledderose ed. (2014): 75, fig. 11). 
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Figure 80: A natural stone seat beneath HDS 16.2 (After Ledderose ed. (2014): 76, fig. 12). 
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Figure 81: Rubbing of the passage from the Sūtra Spoken by the Buddha on the Perfection of 

Wisdom for Humane Kings, HDS 6 (After Ledderose ed. (2014): 132, fig. 33). 
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Figure 82: Rubbing of the Stele of the “Moheyan” sutra (摩訶衍經), with a passage on the 

eighteen aspects of emptiness (HDS 5) (After Ledderose ed. (2014): 126, fig. 30). 
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Figure 83: Map of Buddhist Stone Inscription Sites around the city of Zoucheng 鄒城 

(After Ledderose ed. (2014): front page). 
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Figure 84: A general view of the Buddhist carvings at Mt. Tie in the gigantic stele form 

(Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 
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Figure 85: Reconstruction of the Buddhist sutra carving at Mt. Tie with the rubbings of 

each character and the drawings of the stele’s head and foot (After Ledderose ed. (2015), 

118). 
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Figure 86: Detail of Figure 85. Drawing of the Buddhist scripture title and dragons at the 

top part of the stele (After Ledderose ed. (2015), 118). 

 

 

Figure 87: Detail of Figure 85. Drawing of the base of the stele and the image of the 

tortoise (After Ledderose ed. (2015), 118). 
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Figure 88: A 3D model of the Stone Hymn overlaid with rubbings (After Ledderose ed. 

(2015), 150). 
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Figure 89: Aerial view of the Mt. Tie site, showing the positions of the sutra carving and 

the two colophons. (After Ledderose ed. (2015), 87). 
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Figure 90: Inscribed Record at Mt. Tie (Photo taken by Jungmin Ha in 2012). 

 

Figure 91: Rubbing of Figure 90 (right) (After Ledderose ed. (2015), 176). 
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Figure 92: Rubbing of a colophon at Mt. Tie (After Ledderose ed. (2015), 185). 
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Figure 93: Votive stele of the Yan family. Henan Province, dated to 557, Northern Qi. H. 

150 cm. Museum Rietberg, Zürich, Collection of Eduard von der Heydt (Photo taken 

by Stanley Abe). 
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Figure 94: The side view of the votive stele in Figure 93 (Photo taken by Stanley Abe). 
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Figure 95: Niche dedicated by Yang Dayan in ca. 504 CE, Guyang Cave (After Liu 

Jinglong (2001): pl. 87).  
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Figure 96: Detail of Figure 95. Stele form of a dedicatory inscription (After Liu Jinglong 

(2001): pl. 96). 
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Figure 97: A Colophon located to the right of theMañjuśrī Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra and the 

Buddha name of Da Kong Wang Fo at Mt. Jian (right) (After Lai Fei (2007), 86). 

 


